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PREFACE
This

volume

little

Sonata:

its

is

entitled

"The

Pianoforte

Some

Origin and Development,"

the early sonatas mentioned in

it

of

were, however,

written for instruments of the jack or tangent kind.

Even Beethoven's sonatas up
for "

were published

The Germans have
" Clavier,"

to

Op. 27,

inclusive,

Clavicembalo o Pianoforte."

the convenient generic term

which includes the old and the new

instruments

with

hammer

action

;

hence, they

speak of a Clavier Senate written, say, by Kuhnau,
in the seventeenth, or of

one by Brahms

in the

nineteenth, century.

The term
found in

named

"

Piano e Forte

letters

"

is,

however, to be

of a musical instrument maker

Paliarino, written, as

we

learn from the

valuable article " Pianoforte," contributed

Hipkins

to

Sir

by Mr.

George Grove's Dictionary of

PREFACE

vi

in the year

Music and Musicians, already
and addressed to Alfonso

II.,

The

a

sonata

earliest

for

iS98>

Duke

of Modena.

keyed

instrument

mentioned in this volume was published in 169S

and

what seems an unnecessary

to avoid

have used the term

tinction, I

" Pianoforte

;

dis-

Sonata

"

for that

sonata and for some other works which

followed,

and which are usually and properly

termed
I

"

Harpsichord Sonatas."
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thank Mr.
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THE PIANOFORTE SONATA
CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTORY
In history we find certain names associated with
movements Luther with the Reformation,
or Garibaldi with the liberation of Italy.
Luther
certainly posted on the door of the church at
Wittenberg his famous Theses, and burnt the
great

:

Papal Bull at the gates of that city yet before
Luther there lived men, such as the scholar Erasmus, who have been' appropriately named Reformers before the Reformation. So, too, Cavour's
cautious policy paved the way for Garibaldi's
brilliant victories. Once again, Leonardo da Vinci
is named as the inventor of chiaroscuro, yet he
was preceded by Fra Filippo Lippi. And in
similar manner, in music, certain men are assoHaydn, for example, is
ciated with certain forms.
;

called the father of the quartet

;

close iifvestigation,

however, would show that he was only a link, and
certainly not the first one in a long evolution. So,
I
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present volume is,
with
the clavier or
however, specially concerned
we
have
a convenpianoforte sonata and for that
too, with

the

The

sonata.

;

ient starting-point-^the

The date

published in 1695.
for

Sonata

that same' year

in

musician,

Henry

is

died

B flat of Kuhnau,
easy to remember,

in

England's greatest

Purcell.

Before studying the history of the pianoforte
sonata, even in outline, it is essential that something should be said about the early history of
That term appears first to have been
the sonata.

used in contradistinction to cantata the one was
a piece sounded {suonata, from sonando) by instru:

ments

;

the other, one sung

by

voices.

The form

of these early sonatas (as they appear in Giovanni
Gabrieli's

works towards the close of the sixteenth

century) was vague

yet, in spite of light imitations,

;

the basis was harmonic, rather than contrapuntal.

They were among
in Italy.

of differentiation.

musicum,

the

first fruits

of the Renaissance

But soon there came about a process
Praetorius,

published

at

in

his

Syntagma

Wolfenbuttel

in
161 9,
and the canzona.
Speaking generally, from the one seems to have
come the sonata proper from the other, the suite.
During the whole of the eighteenth century there
was a continual intercrossing of these two species
it is no easy matter, therefore, to trace the early
stages of development of each separately.
Marpurg, in his description of various kinds of

distinguishes between the sonata

;

pieces in his Clavierstiicke, published at Berlin in
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1762, says: "Sonatas are pieces in three or four
movements, marked merely Allegro, Adagio, Presto,
etc., although in character they may be really an
Allemande, Courante, and Gigue."
Corelli, as will
be mentioned later on, gave dance titles in addition to Allegro, Adagio, etc.
Marpurg also states
that " when the middle movement is in slow time
it is not always in the key of the first and last
movements." This, again, shows intercrossing.
The genuine suite consisted of several dance
movements (Allemande, Courante, Sarabande,
Gigue) all in the same key.
But we find occasionally in suites, a Fugue or Fuguetta, or even an
Aria or Adagio and in name, at any rate, one
dance movement has formed part of the sonata
;

since the time of

Emanuel Bach.

6 1 1 Banchieri, an Olivetan monk, published
at Venice his L'Organo suonarino, a work " useful
and necessary to organists," thus runs the titlepage.
At the end of the volume there are some
In

1

,

—

vocal and instrumental (a Concerto for
soprano or tenor, with organ, a Fantasia, Ricercata,
etc.), among which are to be found two sonatas,
the one entitled, " Prima Sonata, doppio soggietto,"

pieces,

the other

"

Seconda Sonata, soggietto

triplicato."

They

are written out in open score of four staves,

with

mezzo-soprano,

alto, tenor, and, bass clefs.
the sonatas of those days differed
both in form and contents from the sonata of our

To show how
century, the

first

in short score.

of the above-mentioned
It will,

is given
probably, remind readers
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of " the

first {i.e.

sonatas) that

my {i.e.

Dr. Burney)

have discovered, viz., some
sonatas by Francesco Turini, which consisted of
only a single movement, in fugue and imitation
musical

inquiries

throughout."

^

^
^

wt=E
r^
mr-

r

~r

1^=-—^-^

-^

^

-r

r r icCT^

=P=ac

r-r-r^
J.

INTRODUCTION

-!

^^ ^

—

I-

^^^

Turini was organist of Brescia Cathedral, and
in

1624 published Madrigali a una,

con alcune Sonate e a

tre,

due, tre voci,

Ven. 162^.

Between
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Turini, also Carlo

Farina,

who

published

sonatas at Dresden in 1628, and Corelli

who brought

out his

first

work

in

{b.

1683, one

violii^

1653),

name

Giovanni Legrenzi.
In the eighth volume of Dr. Burney's musical
extracts there are two sonatas, a tre, a due violini
of great importance

e violone,
first is in

in

by Legrenzi (opera ottava, 167^). The
B flat. It commences with a movement

common

time entitled

An Adagio
by an Allegro

La

Benivoglia.

in

G minor (only six bars) is

in

D

a major chord
flat

is

then eight bars

;

(no heading)

;

followed

minor, six-eight time, closing on

common

time in

B

and, finally, a Presto (three-four)

commencing in G minor and closing in B flat.
None of the movements is in binary form.
The 2nd Sonata, in D, has five short movements.
in

No.

common

I

has an opening of thirty-seven bars

time, fugato.

There

is

a modulation in

the ninth bar to the dominant, and, later on, a return
to the opening

theme and key

;

in

the intervening!

space, however, in spite of modulation, the principal!

key

is not altogether avoided.
Sonatas of various kinds by Legrenzi appeared
between 1655 and 1677. Then there were the
" Varii Fiori del Giardino Musicale ouero Senate
da Camera, etc.," of Gio. Maria Bononcini, father

of Battista Bononcini, the famous rival of Handel^
published at Bologna in 1 669, and the sonatas of

»•
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Gio. Batti'sta Vitali (Bologna, 1677).
Giambatista
Bassani of Bologna, although his junior by birth,

was the

violin master of the great Corelli.
His
sonatas only appeared after those of his illustrious

have been composed before. Of
S, most have many short movements some, indeed, are so short as to be scarcely
deserving of the name.
By the time of Arcangelo Corelli, who, as
pentioned, published his first work (Op. i, twelve
jsonatas for two violins and a bass) in 1683, sonatas
nswered to the definition given by Mattheson in
is Das neu eroffnete Orchester ( 1 7
in which
1 3),
pupil, yet

may

the twelve in Op.
;

hey are said to consist of alternate Adagio and
llegro.

tuuusic,^

1

'

.

J.

G. Walther, again, in his dictionary of

which

appeared

at

Leipzig

in

1732,

Ijdescribes a sonata as a " grave artistic composition
"or instruments, especially violins."
The idea of
grouping movements was already in vogue in the
sixteenth century.
Morley in his Plain and Easy

introduction to Practical Music, printed in

1597,
speaks of the desirableness of alternating Pavans
and Galliards, the one being " a kind of staid

_,„,-;musick ordained for grave dancing," and the other

a lighter and more stirring kind of dancing." Conwas obtained, too, not only by difference in
the character, but also, in the measure of the music
the former was in common, the latter in triple time.
With regard to the grouping of movements,

"

trast

Corelli's sonatas
^

show

several varieties.

The

Musikalisches Lexicon oder musikalische Bibliothek,

usual
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number, however, was

four, and the order generally

slow, fast, slow, fast.

Among

the forty-eight (Op.

published 1685, 1690, 1694, and 1700
respectively) we find the majority in four movements,
in the order given above ^
of the twelve in Op. 3,
no less than eleven have four movements, but
1,2, 3,

and

4,

;

No. I (in F) has
No. 6 (in G),
No. 10 (in A minor),

There

are,

Grave, Allegro, Vivace, Allegro.
Vivace, Grave, Allegro, Allegro.
Vivace,Allegro,Adagio,Allegro.

however, eight

sonatas consisting

and as this, a century later,
came the normal number, we will give the list
three moveineHts

Op.

I,

No.

7 (in

Op.

2,

No.

Op.

2,

No. 6

2 (in

;

o:

be-,
:

Allegro, Grave, Allegro.

C)

D

minor)

G

minor)

\

(Middle movement begins irfl
A minor, but ends in C.) p
K
AUemanda (Adagio)
Gigi1
Corrente
(Allegro),
(Allegro).

(in

AUemanda

(Largo),

Corrente

Giga.

Op.

2,

Op.

4,

Op.

4,

No. g(F sharp minor) AUemanda (Largo).
Tempo di Sarabanda (Largo)
Giga (Allegro).
n
Preludio (Grave).
No. 8 (D minor)

AUemanda

(Allegro).

|g

Sarabanda

(Allegro).

'1

Preludio- (Adagio) and Allegro.

No. 10(G)

Adagio and Grave (E minor).

Tempo
'

Among
The

Gavotta (Allegro).

the four-movement sonatas of Op.

has the peculiar order
"

di

:

i, No. 6 (in
Grave, Largo, Adagio, Allegro.

minor)

Preludio Adagio only consists of four chords, or two bars

Adagio, again, only consists of four bars.
therefore, may be considered as of three movements.
the

B

The

sonata

;

INTRODUCTION
Op.

4,

No.

Op.

4,

No. 12 (B minor)

1 1

(C minor)

9

Preludio (Largo).
Corrente (Allegro).

Allemanda

(Allegro).

Preludio (Largo).

Allemanda (Presto).
Giga (Allegro).

two
most in
keeping with its title of sonata, has the middle
movement in a relative key. Op. i No. 7, begins
with an Allegro in common time; and the short
Grave is followed by a light Allegro in six-eight
time.
The first movement, with its marked return
It

is

interesting to note that each of the

sonatas (Op.

i,

No.

7,

and Op.

4,

No.

10),

,

to the principal

matter of form.
titles

have

key,

all their

Locatelli in his

is

The

very interesting in the

other sonatas with suite

movements

XII

in the

Sonate for

flute,

same key.
published

early in the eighteenth century, has in the

first:

Andante, Adagio, Presto; also Nos, 3, 5, etc. So,
too, in Tartini's Sonatas (Op. i) there are also

some in three (No. 3, etc.). But Emanuel Bach
commenced with that number,to which, with few and
unimportant exceptions, he remained faithful likewise to the slow movement dividing the two quick
ones.
The three-movement form used by J. S.
Bach for his concertos and sonatas no doubt considerably influenced his son. But already, in 1668,
;

Diderich

Becker,

in

his

Musikalische

FrUchte, wrote sonatas for violins, etc.

Frulings-

and

continuo,

movements. (No. 10, Allegro, Adagio,
Allegro.
Again, Sonata No. 19 opens with a
in three
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in common time, most probably an
then comes an Adagio, and, lastly, a
movement in six-four, most probably quick tempo')
These sonatas of Becker a 3, 4. ox 5, with basso

movement
Allegro;

continuo, are unfortunately only printed in parts.

As

a connecting link between the Gabrielis and
and more particularly as a forerunner

Corelli,

of

Kuhnau, Becker

We

is

immense importance.

of

concerned with the clavier sonata,
otherwise we should certainly devote more space
to this composer.
We have been able to trace
back sonatas by German composers to Becker
(1668), and by Italian composers to Legrenzi
are

(1655);

those

of

and

Gabrieli

Banchieri,

as

short pieces, not a group of movements, are not

taken into account.

Now, of

earlier history,

we do

know

that Hans Leo. von Hasler, said to have,
been born at Nuremberg in 1 5 64, studied first with
his father, but afterwards at Venice, and for a whole
year under A. Gabrieli.
Italian and German art
are thus intimately connected but what each gave
to, or received from, the other with regard to
the sonata seems impossible to determine.
The
Becker sonatas appeared at Hamburg, and surely
E. Bach must have been acquainted with them.
Becker in his preface mentions another Hamburg
musician
a certain Johann Schop who did much
for the cause of instrumental music.
Schop, lit
;

—

—

appears, published

ments already
still

another

concertos

work

for

various

instru-

And there was
644.
of importance published at

in the year

1
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Amsterdam, very early in the eighteenth century,
by the famous violinist and composer G. Torelli,
which must have been known to E. Bach.
It is
entitled

"

Parties,"

and of

Six Senates ou Concerts a 4, S e 6
these, five have three movements
(Allegro, Adagio, and Allegro).
Corelli was
the founder of a school of
violin composers, of which Geminiani,^ Locatelli,^
Veracini,^ and Tartini * were the most distinguished
representatives the first two were actually pupils
,

;

of the master.

an advance

is

In the sonatas of these
in

two

directions

:

men

process of evolution from binary form,

in

there

sonata-form
i.e.

*

is

the

second half of the first section is filled with subjectmatter of more definite character; the bars of
modulation and development are growing in

number and importance; and the principal theme
appears as the commencement of a recapitulation.

We

should like to say that binary

is

changing into

1 680- 1 762.

2 1 693- 764.
1
1685-1750 (Veracini is regarded as of the Corelli school, yet
it should not be forgotten that his uncle, Antonio Veracini, is said to
have published " Sonate a tre, due violini e violone, o arciliuto col
'

'

basso continuo per I'organo " at Florence, already in 1662).
*
°

169Z-1770
important to distinguish between sonata and sonata-form.

It is

The

first movement of a modern sonata is usually in sonata-form ;
but there are sonatas (Beethoven, Op. 26, etc.) which contain no
such movement.
Sonata-form, as will be shown later on, has

been evolved from old binary form.
By sonata is understood
merely a group of movements hence objection may certainly be
taken to the term as applied to the one-movement pieces of Dom.
Scarlatti, which are not even in sonata-form.
;
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unfortunately, however, the latter
term is used for a different kind of movement.
To speak of a movement in sonata-form, containing three sections (exposition, development, and
recapitulation) as in binary form, seems a decided'

ternary form;

misnomer.

The

violinists

just

mentioned

great writers of sonatas in Italy.

arose during the

and, henceforth,
followed

by

first

were the

last

Emanuel Bach

half of the eighteenth century",

Germany took

Haydn,

the lead

Mozart,

and

;

Bach was

Beethoven.

The influence of the Corelli^ school was felt in
Germany and also in England. Sonatas were
published by Veracini at Dresden in 1721, and by
Tartini and Locatelli at Amsterdam before 1740.

Again Veracini was for a time solo violinist to the
Elector of Dresden (1720—23); Tartini lived for
three years at Prague (1723—26), while Locatelli,
during the first half of the eighteenth century, made
frequent journeys throughout Germany. Emanuel
Bach, the real founder of the modern pianoforte
sonata, must have been influenced by their works.In a history of the development of the sonata
those of Corelli would occupy an
important place, for in them we find not only
fugal and dance forms, but also hints of sonatar

generally,

form.

Dr. Parry, in his article on

"

Sonata

" in

Sir G.

It must be remembered that Corelli spent some time in Germ^iy
between 1680 and 1683, the latter being the year of publication of
'

his first sonatas at

Rome.
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Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, has
the Corrente of Corelli's 5 th Sonata in Op.

named

4 as offering
form."

" nearly

a miniature of modern binary
of the 9th

The well-known Giga Allegro

Sonata (Op. S), and the Allemanda Allegro of the
loth Concerto in C, also present remarkable
foreshadowings.

Handel, however,

a

furnishes

very

striking

illustration

In the six " Sonatas or Trios for two

Hoboys

with a thorough bass for the harpischord," said to
have been composed already in 1696, we find
quick movements in binary form.

In some, the

and a second sub-

first

section offers both a

ject,

while in the. second section, after modulation,

there

is

first

a return to the opening theme, though quite

at the close of that section.

make

A

brief description

The second
Allegro of No. 4 (in F) has two sections.
The
first, which ends in the dominant key (C), contains
of one will

forty-six
y ^3^^%, bars.
l_rCAA.J.
L

«.

the form clearer.

^VAAAXAC theme
The
AA^. opening
kXX^^&X&V^ begins
I.JV.CtAlkl
Jb

\.r

thus
u

:

etc.

At

the twenty-ninth bar, a passage leads to the

second theme

This second theme is, in a measure, evolved from
first.
In any case, it is of subordinate character and it differs slightly as given by first or

the

;
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second

oboe,

whereas

pears in exactly the

the principal

same manner

theme ap-

for

both

in-

struments.

The second
b,

section opens with developments of

and modulation from C major to

also

is

named key back
full

D

minor

developed, the music passing from the

;

a

last-

There is a
and then modulation to F.

to the opening one.

close in that key,

The remaining twenty-two
section in condensed form

:

bars
first

give

the

first

and second sub-

and coda.^
would be interesting to trace the influences
acting on the youth Handel at the time when he
wrote these sonatas.
Most probably they were
Johann Philipp Krieger's ^ sonatas for violins and
bass N. A. Strungk's sonatas published at Dresden
in 1691
and more especially Agostino Steffani's
" Senate da Camera " for two violins, alto, and

jects

It

;

;

.

An opera by the last1683.
named, which appeared at Hanover in 1699, has
an " Air de Ballet," which contains the first notes
of " Let the bright Seraphim " besides, it is known

bass, published in

;

Handel culled ideas and " conveyed " notes
from works of other composers; also, that he
turned them to the best account.
that

J. S. Bach's 2nd Sonata for Flauto traverse and Cembalo
movement) there is a return to the opening theme in the
second section ; also in the Presto of the sonata for two violins and
figured bass we have an example very similar to the "Hoboy"
'

In

(third

sonata of Handel.
''Krieger,

Rome.

by the way, studied

under Bernardo Pasquini

at

INTRODUCTION
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In the same year in which CorelH published his
I
(1683), Domenico Scarlatti, the famous
harpsichord player, was probably born ; in the

Op.

history of development his

name is the principal one
Emanuel Bach.

of importance between Corelli and

In the matter of technique he rendered signal

moment, we are concerned with
towards development.
Scarlatti
does not seem to have ever considered the sonata
in the sense of a work consisting of several contrasting movements; all of his are of only one
movement. The title " sonata " as applied to his

service, but, for the

his contribution

pieces

is,

therefore,

misleading.

Whether the

term was actually used by the composer himself
seems doubtful.
The first thirty of the sixty

H

by Breitkopf &
artel
appeared during the lifetime of the composer at
Madrid. They are dedicated to John the Just,
King of Portugal, and are merely entitled
Scarlatti sonatas published

Essercizi per Gravicembalo.

In
editions
of the eighteenth century the
composer's pieces are styled Lessons or Suites.
However, twelve published by J. Johnson, Lon-

don, are described on the title-page as Sonatas

modernas.

From the earliest days of instrumental music
dance tunes were divided into two sections. The
process of evolution

is

interesting.

In the earliest

specimens, such as the Branle given in the Orch^-
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sographie of Thoinot Arbeau,
tions

in

theme.

we

find both sec-

same key, and there is only one
The movement towards the dominant
the

note in this Branle

may

be regarded as a latent

In time the

modulation.

first

section

was

oped, and the latent modulation became real
after certain intermediate stages, the

develthen,

;

custom was

established of passing from the principal to the

dominant key (or, in a minor piece, to the relative
major or dominant minor), in which the first section closed.
But in Corelli,^ and even in Scarlatti,^
we find, occasionally, a return to an earlier stage
{i.e.
a first section ending in the same key in
which it commenced).
In most of his pieces
Scarlatti modulates to the dominant; in minor,

Some

to the relative major.

mention.

No. 26,

In the Breitkopf
in

A

&

exceptions deserve
Hartel collection,

major, passes to the minor key of

the dominant; and No.

1 1,

in

C

minor, modulates

key of the dominant, but the section
closes in the major key of the dominant.
Scarlatti's sonatas consist, then, of one movement in binary form of the early type. Only in
a few of these pieces is there a definite second
to the minor

subject; in none,

^

opening theme.
is just a return i7

p

»
jj

t

^ a

return to the

ff^m -y In No.
to the

f
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there

first

bar

' Cf. CorelU : Corrente in loth Sonata of Op. 2
; also Allemande
'
and Giga of the next sonata.
" Cf. Scarlatti : No. 10 of the sixty sonatas published
by Breitkopf

&

Hartel.
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second

ten bars

section, bar

11),

but
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the

previous

show no modulation, and one can scarcely

speak of thematic development. After the few bars
of development and modulation, in some cases,
the second section is found to consist merely of
a repetition of some part of the first section, the
key being tonic instead of dominant. This is,
The tonic and
practically, embryonic sonata-form.

dominant portions of the

first

becom-

section are

but the landmark, i.e. the
return to the opening theme in the second section
which divides binary from sonata form, is, in
ing

differentiated

Scarlatti,

consist

;

non-existent.

His

first

sections

often

of a principal theme and passages, algo

phrases indirectly connected with the opening one

sometimes of a chain of short phrases more or

less

evolved from the opening thought (see Nos.

21,

i,

(These and the numbers which follow refer
29).
to the Breitkopf & H artel edition of sixty
Scarlatti

sonatas.)

The composer

passes

often

through the minor key of the dominant (in the
somefirst section) before arriving at the major
only
late
in
times the major is introduced
the section
(Nos. 7, 17, etc.), or minor remains (No. 26).
We meet with a similar proceeding in Beethoven.
Minor pieces often pass to the dominant minor,
but end in major {i.e., first section).
In Scarlatti
there is, for the most part, no second subject, but
frequently (Nos. S, 7, 9, etc.) a concluding phrase
which can, at times, be traced to the opening
theme.
Sonata 6,- in F, shows a second subject
j
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^

The best examples
of a certain independence.
and E)
are to be found in Nos. 24 and 29 (in
in these the character of the second subject differs

A

from that of the first, and it is also in a minor key,
which offers still another contrast.
And now a word or two respecting Scarlatti's
method of development. He alters figures (Nos.
12 and J4), extends them (Nos. 9 and 54), but
often merely repeats passages on the same degrees
as those of the

first

section, or

on

different ones."

He makes

use of imitation (Nos. 7 and 36). Sometimes he evolves a phrase from a motive (No. 11).

9 the development assumes a certain imIt commences, not, as in most cases, with
the opening theme or figure of the first section, but
with a group of semiquaver notes which appears later
In No.

1

portance.

In No. 20 Scarlatti preserves the
rhythm, but with total change of notes (No. 20)
in that section.

The same number gives another interesting
men of change of rhythm. In No. 48 he

speci-

picks

out an unimportant group of notes, and works it
by imitation and sequence. There are some interesting specimens of development in the thirty
sonatas printed from manuscripts in the possession
of Lord Viscount Fitzwilliam
Scarlatti's

number.

by Robert Birchall.
development bars are seldom many in
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After modulation and development, the music
it were, into some phrase from the first
and allowance being made on account of
difference of key (there the music was passing, or
had passed from tonic here it is returning to that
key), the rest is more or less a repetition of the
first section. More or less sometimes the repetition

slides, as

section,^

;

:

literal

is

other times there

at

;

deviation; and

is

considerable

shortenings are frequent.

—

With

regard to style of writing for the clavier
a few
canonic imitations excepted
there is no real poly-

—

Most of the sonatas are in only two
The composer revels in rapid passages
broken chords, simple and compound), wide

phony.
parts.

(runs,
leaps,

difficult

octaves,

crossing

of hands, and,

Domenico
was indeed one of the most renowned
virtuosi on the clavier.
Handel met him at
Rome in 1708, and Cardinal Ottoboni persuaded
them to compete with each other. We are told
that upon the harpsichord the victory was doubtful,
but upon the organ, Scarlatti himself confessed the
of course, short shakes innumerable.
Scarlatti

superiority of his rival.^

in

Johann Kuhnau published a sonata for
169s, and this was followed up by a

seven sonatas

^

When

("

That he was the

there

point of return.
'

set of

Frische Friichte") in 1696, and a
later (1700) by the seven "Bible"

few years
Sonatas.

clavier

is

first

composer who

clearly a second subject, that of course offers the

(See Nos. 24 and 29.)

See V. Schoelcher's Life gf Handel,

p. 23.
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wrote a sonata for the clavier is a point which
cannot be overlooked, and in the evolution of the
In the
sonata he occupies an interesting position.
Parry
truly
H.
Dr.
C.
"Frische Fruchte" there is, as
"
"
in
Sir
Sonata
remarks in his excellent article
Musicians,
an
and
G. Grove's Dictionary of Music
balance
and
of
awakening sense of the relation
"
form
and
Bible " Sonatas the
keys but in the
order of the movements is entirely determined by
;

As specimens of programmemusic they are altogether remarkable, and will,
they do not,
later on, be described in detail
however, come within the regular line of development.
It was, of course, natural that such a new
the Bible stories.

;

departure should attract the notice of John Sebastian Bach,

as

cantor

who was Kuhnau's immediate
of

Spitta, in his

St.

life

successor

Thomas' School, Leipzig, and

of Bach, refers to that composer's

Capriccio sopra la lontananza del suo fratello

dilet-.

and reminds us that " Kuhnau as well as
Of
so many others had some iniluence on Bach."

tissimo,

course,

among
as we

—
—

name

preface

so

many

others," Froberger's

see later on from Kuhnau's

deserves a prominent place.

what Kuhnau

In addition

Mattheson has recorded
Froberger could depict whole histories on

to
"

"

the
shall

clavier,

giving

says,

a

representation

of the

that

the

persons

present and taking part in them, with all their
natural characters."
When writing the Capriccio
above named, Spitta believes that Bach was specially
influenced by the last of the " Bible " Sonatas (we
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may

perhaps add that Spitta tells us that Bach
He
was intimately acquainted with Kuhnau).
indeed says " We might doubt the early origin
of the Capriccio if its evident dependence on
:

'

Kuhnau
in

'

did not solve the mystery."

a Sonata in

D

by Bach, published

Then, again,

Bach

in the

Gesellschaft edition, Spitta calls attention to the

opening subject
to declare that "

D,

in
it

and

does

not hesitate

constructed on the pattern

is

of a particular part of the story of Jacob's marriage
(the 3rd of the "Bible" Sonatas),

Bach sonata would,
more notice but for the

His descriphave

tion of the

doubtless,

attracted

fact that copies

Kuhnau sonatas were extremely rare they
were, we believe, never reprinted since the com*
mencement of the eighteenth century. The first
two have now been published by Messrs Novello
& Co. The Kuhnau influence on Bach seems,
of the

;

however, to have been of short duration

for, after

;

these juvenile attempts, as Spitta observes, " he

never again returned to this branch of music in
the whole course of a long artistic career extending

over nearly

The fugue form absorbed

fifty years."

nearly the whole attention of that master
idea of programme-music remained

Beethoven revived

until

Bach

may

inherited

some of

instinctively

have

it

a century later .^ Emanuel

his father's genius,
felt

'

possibilities of the

See, however, chapter

and he

the utter hopelessness

of following directly in his footsteps.

had exhausted the

in

and the
abeyance

;

J. S.

Bach

fugue form.

on the predecessors of Beethoven.
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It

was perhaps fortunate for Emanuel Bach that,
After
still young, he left his father's house.

while

residing for a few years at Frankfort-on-the-Oder,
he entered the service of Frederick the Great ; and
at the court of that

monarch he came,

at

any

rate,

directly under Italian influence.

An
Bach

interesting link
is

1713a
play

it

E

between Kuhnau and

Mattheson, who published at Hamburg in
sonata dedicated to the one who can best
{derjenigen Persohn gewidmet, die sie am

besten spielen wird').

The work

itself

available, the following description of

it

not being

by

J.

Faisst

may

{Caecilia, vol. 25, p. 157)
prove interesting
" It {i.e. the sonata) consists of only one movement,

which, considering

its

technique, might be

:

evidently intentional wealth of

named a Toccata. But

in

form

one movement clearly belongs to the sonata
order, and, in fact, holds a middle place between
the tendencies towards sonata-form (the term taken
in the narrower sense of form of one single movement) noticeable in Kuhnau, and the more developed
shape which this form has assumed within recent
times. We have here three sections. In the opening
this

one, the theme, after

its first exposition in the key
of G, forms the basis of various passages, and then
appears in the key of the dominant, followed again
by passages of larger extent and richer contents

finally,

tonic.

in

abbreviated form,

The second

section

it

reappears in the

commences

in the parallel
minor, with passages which recall those of
the first section, and continues with the theme in

key,

E
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same key afterwards theme and passages are
developed through the keys of A minor, C major, G

the

;

major,

D

major and

B minor

the theme occurs, there
section the

first is

taken

is

;

a

in the last, in

which

As

third

full close.

Da

Capo."

It is

evident

from a remark made by Mattheson in his Der
volkontmene Capellmeister, which
appeared at

Hamburg in 1 739, that some of the sonatas written
during the transition period, between Corelli and
at any rate, have not been
Mattheson says " During the last
years successful attempts have been made to write
sonatas for the clavier (formerly they were for

E. Bach, are

lost, or,

discovered.^

:

violins or instruments of that kind)

;

still,

up to

now, they have not the right form, and are capable
of being touched {i.e. played) rather than of touching they aim at the movement of fingers rather
than of hearts." 2
A little later th^ Mattheson {i.e. in 1 721), Pier
Giuseppo Sandorti, husband of the famous vocalist
Cuzzoni, published at London " Sonate per il
Cembalo," dedicated to the Duchess of Pembroke.
No. I, in D minor, has three movements, an AUemande. Largo, and Giga Presto they are all
short, and in two sections
and, as a rule, the
writing is in two parts.
No. 2, in F, opens with
:

;

;

'

See ch.

^

"

iii.

on Fasquini.

Seit einigen Jahren hat

man angefangen, Sonaten

fiir's

Clavier

gutem Beifall zu
setzen ; bisher haben sie noch die rechte Gestalt nicht, und wollen
mehr geruhrt werden, als riihren, das ist, sie zielen mehr auf die
(da sie sonst nur fdr Violinen u. dgl. gehoren) mit

Bewegung der Finger

als

der Herzen.

24
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It has four sections,
an Allegro of peculiar form.
each of which is repeated the first (seven bars)
modulates to the key of C, closing thus
;

The second

section (also consisting of seven bars)

soon modulates to D minor, closing in that key in
The third section
a manner similar to the first.
modulation
and
slight develop(ten bars) consists of
ment, and closes in A minor.
The fourth section
(fifteen bars) passes by means of broken chords
(in imitation of the last bar of the previous section)
through various keys, ending in the same fashion
as the first section, only, by way probably of intensification at the end, there are seven instead of
the section, of course, ends
four quaver chords
in F.
This movement in the matter of form offers
an interesting link between Kuhnau and E. Bach.
The second movement is a minuet, with variations
it certainly has a beginning, but seems endless.
The 3rd Sonata, in A, resembles No. i in form,
also in grouping of movements.
And in addition to the sonata of Mattheson,the Sei
Sonatine per Violino e Cembalo, di Georgio Philippo
;

Telemann, published

at

Amsterdam

in

1721,

will

give us an approximate idea of the clavier sonata

between Kuhnau and Emanuel Bach. Each number,
is headed
title-page notwithstanding

by the way,

—
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a

No.

sonata.

in

i,

A
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major,

consists

of

four movements, Adagio, Allegro, Largo, Allegro,

and

the

all

second

four

are

naturally

is

in

the

binary

most

others are very short and simple.

form.

important;

The
the

In this Allegro,

besides the allusion in the dominant key to the

theme
is

at the opening of the second section there

a return to

key.

Some

it,

after modulation, in the principal

of the other sonatas are longer, but

No. I represents, roughly, the other five as to form
and contents. No. 6, in F, by the way, has only
three movements Vivace, Cantabile, and Presto.
The " Senate per Gravicembalo, novamente
composte," published by Giovanni Battista Pescetti
:

in

1739,

deserve

three years

notice,

since

they

appeared

before the six sonatas dedicated

Emanuel Bach

to Frederick the Great.

nine in number.

They

by
are

In style of writing, order, and

character of movements, they bear the stamp of

the period in which they were written.

Most of

the movements in binary form are of the inter-

mediate type,

i.e. they have the principal theme
dominant at the beginning of the exposition
section, and again, later on, in the principal key.
There is considerable variety in the order and
number of movements. No. i, for instance, has
an Adagio, an Allegro, and a Menuett with
variations.
No. 2, in D, has four movements
Andante, Adagio, Allegro, Giga;
the short
Adagio is in D minor. No. 3, in G minor:
Presto and A Tempo Giusto (a dignified fugue).

in the
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The

Handel

influence of

is

strong, also that of

Bars such as the following

Scarlatti.

foreshadow, in a curious manner, the Alberti bass.
great number of clavier sonatas were written

A

about the
flourished

:

time during which Emanuel Bach
appeared in 1 742, his

his first sonatas

An interesting collection of no
1787.
than seventy-two sonatas (sixty-seven by
various composers
five anonymous), issued in
twelve parts, under the title Oeuvres miUes (twelve
books, each containing six sonatas), was published
by Haffner at Wurzburg, somewhere between 1760
and 1767. And another collection of symphonies
last

in

less

;

and sonatas, principally by Saxon composers, was
published at Leipzig in 1762 under the title
Musikalisches Magazin.
We will give the names
of

some

of the chief composers, with titles of their

works, adding a few other details.

It

is difficult

some cases to ascertain the year of publication
and it is practically impossible to say when the
sonatas were actually composed
in

:

Sei sonate, No. i,' D major
(Dresden, 1745). Sonata in C (published in Litolffs
Maitres du Clavecin), and others in D and G (auto-

Bach, Wilh. Friedemann.

graphs),

Bach,

and

in F,

Joh. Ernst.

A, and

Two

B

flat

(manuscripts).

sonatas (in Oeuvres miUes).

' The public did not support the
undertaking, and the other
never appeared.

five

INTRODUCTION
NiCHELMANN, Christoph. Sei brevi
Nuremberg (between 1745-1756).
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sonate, etc., Op. 2

;

Hasse. Two sonatas in E flat and B flat (manuscript
on one is the date of 1754). Two sonatas, one in D
minor (only one Lento movement) the other in D
major (only one Allegro movement in old binary form).
These are both in the Leipzig collection named above.
;

Benda, Georg.

Sei sonate (Beriin,

Sonatas in

1757).

C

minor, and G, also seven sonatinas (Vermischte
Clavierstiicke, Gotha, 1780).
Wagenseil, Georg. Sonata {Qeuvres mUies). Six sonatas

G,

for the harpsichord (with

Opera prima.

(A.

accompaniment

for a violin).^

Hummel, London.)

SCHAFFRATH,

Christoph.^ Six senates, Op. 2 (published
by Haffner, Nuremberg, 1754).
Mozart, Leopold. Three sonatas QOeuvres mUSes).
MtJTHEL, Joh. Gottfr. Three sonatas, etc. (Haffner,
Nuremberg, about 1753) three sonatas (autograph).
;

Umstatt,

One

sonata {Oeuvres mUies), Sonata
consisting of only a Minuetto, Trio, and Gigue (Leipzig
Joseph.^

collection).
And the two Italians
Galuppi. Sonate per cembalo (London)
Paradies, p. Domenico. Twelve sonate

;

and

di

gravicembalo

(London).
Gretry, Belgian

composer (1741-1813), wrote "Six
sonates pour le clavecin" (1768), to which, unfortunately, we have not been able to gain access.

' The copy in the British
probably unimportant.
^

Museum has no

Emanuel Bach's predecessor

as

violin part,

clavecinist

at

which was

the

Prussian

Court.

This name

is not in Mendel, Riemann, Grove, nor Brown.
however, mentions him as Joseph Umstadt, mattre de chapellt
ai Count Brtihl, at Dresden, about the middle of the eighteenth
century, and as composer of Parthien, and of six sonatas for the
'

F^tis,

clavecin.
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From the two
many facts of

collections, etc.,
interest.

may

be gathered

as

regards the

First,

number and character of movements in a sonata.
Emanuel Bach kept, for the most part, to three
two fast movements, divided by a slow one.^ In
the second of his Leipzig collections (1780), there
are two with only two movements (Nos. 2 and 3
;

a few bars connecting the two movements of No.
But among other composers there are many
3).

examples

;

in

some

sonatas, the

first

movement

a slow one; in others, both movements are
quick, in which case the second one is frequently
is

All twelve sonatas of Paradies have

a minuet.^

only two movements.

Of sonatas

in three movements, some commence
a slow movement followed by two quick
(In one instance, in E Bach's
movements.*
sonatas, the ist Collection, No, 2, in F, we
even find two slow movements followed by a
quick one. Andante, Larghetto, Allegro assai.)
But the greater number had the usual order:
Allegro or Allegretto, Andante or Adagio, and
Allegro or Presto. Thus Hasse, Nichelmann, Benda,
and other composers. Now in E. Bach's Wiirtem-

with

'

^

See, however, the early Wiirtemberg sonatas.
Examples to be found in RoUe, Muthel, and Joh. Chr.

Bach,
*

etc.

Gluck's six

sonatas for

two

violins

and a

thorough

bass,

London (probably about the time when
Gluck was in London, since he is named on title-page "Composer
to the Opera"), have three movements
slow, fast, fast,
the last
published by J. Simpson,

:

generally a Minuet.

—
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all
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same key, and there are
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movements were

in

similar cases in Hasse,

Fried. Bach, Joh. Ernst Bach, etc.;

but for the
middle (slow) movement was in
some nearly related key; in a sonata commencing in major
in the relative, or tonic minor,
or minor under - dominant and even (as in a
sonata by Adlgasser) in the upper - dominant.
Joh. C. F. Bach, in one instance, selected the
minor key of the upper-dominant, and there are
examples of more remote keys (E. Bach, Coll. of
With sonatas commencing in
1780, No. i).
minor, the key selected for the middle movement was generally the relative major of the
under-dominant, or that of the tonic sometimes
very extraordinary exeven tonic major.
ample of a remote key is to be met with in Bach's
his opening movement
Collection of 1779, No. 3
is B minor, but his middle one, G minor.^
It should be mentioned with regard to sonatas
in three movements commencing in
a minor

most

part, the

—

;

;

A

:

generally (in works of this
and ends in minor. In modern
sonatas the major is often found, at any rate
before the. close (see Beethoven, Op. 10, No.
key, that

the

last

period) remains

I, etc.).

Baldassare Galuppi, born in 1706 on the island
of Burano, near Venice, was a pupil of Lotti's.
'

One

E. Bach did some strange things.

of 1783, No. i) has the
minor, and the third in

first

E

movement

major.

in

G

of his sonatas (Coll.

major, the second in

G
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Two

sets of six " Sonate per il cembalo " of his
were published in London. We cannot give the
date, but may state that a sonata of his in manuscript bears the date 1754 (whether of copy or
composition is uncertain anyhow, the year given
;

The

number of the
movements of the published sonatas (one has four,
some have three, some two, while No. 2 of the

acts as limit).

variety in the

has only one) points

to a period of
This alone, apart from the freshness
and charm of the music, entitles them to notice.
Much of the writing is thin (only two parts),

first

set

transition.

music

and, technically, the

than the Scarlatti pieces.

and

figures,

far

Some

less

interesting

of the phrases

and the occasional employment of the

Alberti bass, tell, however, of the new era soon
about to be inaugurated by Haydn. There is one
ist Sonata of the first set
little feature in the
which may be mentioned.
In the second section
of the Adagio (a movement in binary form) of
that sonata, the

theme appears,

as

usual then,

beginning of the second section, and, later
on, reappears in the principal key, but it starts
on the fourth, instead of the eighth quaver ^f the
at the

bar.

There was great variety in the order of moveSometimes a slow movement was followed
by two quick movements ^ and the third movement
was frequently a minuet. The quick movement
sometimes came in the middle (Galuppi, Sonata in
ments.

;

'

Galuppi, No. 4,

first set

:

Adagio, Spiritoso, Giga Allegro.
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sometimes at the beginning (E. Bach,
78 1, No. 3), sometimes at the end (E.
Bach, Coll. 1779, No. 2).
Then, again, sometimes all, but frequently two of the three movements, were connected, i.e. the one passed to the
flat),

Coll.

1

other without break.

So much

for sonatas in two or three moveBut among the Oeuvres miUes there
are no less than twenty which have four movements
some in the old order slow, fast,
slow, fast
others in a new order
Allegro,
Andante or Adagio, Minuet, and Allegro or
Presto.^
Thus WagenseiP, Houpfeld, J. E.
Bach, Hengsberger, and Kehl.
Sometimes (as in
Seyfert and Goldberg) the Minuet came immediately after the Allegro* (see Beethoven chapter
with regard to position of Minuet or Scherzo in

ments.

—

:

;

his

sonatas).

:

In

sonata by

a

Schaffrath,

the

by a Fugue. Again
Zach, and Fischer) the following order
found: Allegro, Andante, Allegro, Minuet.

opening Allegro

is

followed

(in Spitz,
is

In Fischer all the movements are in one key
only the Trio of the Minuet is in the tonic minor.
Sometimes the

^

last

movement was a Tempo

di Menuetto, a

Polonaise, or even a Fugue.

^

Op. I, Sonatas with violin accompaniment.
C, has Allegro, Minuetto, Andante, and Allegro assai.

Wagenseil's

"

No.

4, in

As

experiment of Seyfert and Goldberg, in connection with
is of special interest, we may add that Goldberg has
the movements in the same key, but Seyfert has both the Trio
this

Beethoven,
all

of the Minuet, and the Andante in the under-dominant.
occurs in two of his sonatas

;

in both, the

opening key

is

This

major.
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In Spitz the Andante is in the under-dopriinant,
movements being in the priiiGi^al key.

the other

the minor tonic, and
upper-dominant.
It is
well to notice that in none of these four-movement

In Zach the Andante

the third

movement

is

in

in the

The same

sonatas are the movements connected.

thing

is

to be observed in Beethoven, with excep-

In the Oeuvres miUes
Op. no.
only one instance of a sonata in five
movements by Umstatt. It consists of an Allegro,
Adagio (in the dominant), Fugue Allegro (in the

tion, perhaps, of

there

is

relative of dominant), a

Minuet

in

key, with Trio in relative minor
Presto.

By way

of contrast,

;

the principal
and,

we may

finally,

a

recall the

two sonatas of Hasse, in one movement, already
mentioned, and also the last of Emanuel Bach's
six sonatas of 1760.

The works
in

connection

of

many

with

of the composers

diiferences

in

the

named
number

and order of movements are forgotten and, in
some cases, indeed, their names are not even
;

thought worthy of a place

in

musical dictionaries.

Yet these variations are of great moment
the

history

of development.

And

this

for

in

a

double reason.
First, many of the works must
have been known to E. Bach, and yet he seems
to have remained, up to the last, faithful to the
three-movement plan. One or two of his sonatas
have only two movements, none, however, has
four.
Secondly, the experiment of extending the
number to more than three, practically passed
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unheeded by Dussek, Clementi, Mozart,^ Haydn,^ and
by all the composers of importance until Beethoven.

The last-named commenced with

sonatas in four

movements

a later chapter,

;

be seen

but, as will

in

he afterwards became partial to the scheme of three
movements.
Let us now consider, and quite briefly, movements in binary form
again, in this matter,
some instructive facts will be gathered from the
works of Bach's contemporaries. As in Scarlatti, so
here we find the first of the two sections into which
such a movement is divided, ending in one case *
in the tonic, but, as a rule, in the dominant.
There
is, however, an instance of the close in the underdominant (Miithel, No. 2 of the Sonatas of
1780), and in E. Bach, in the relative minor of the
under-dominant (Sonatas of 1780, No. 3, Finale).
In a minor key, the first section closed either in
;

There is, however, one curious exception. The first of the
" Sonates pour le clavecin, qui peuvent se jouer avec
TAccompagnement de Violon, d^diees a Madame Victoire de
France, par J. G. Wolfgang Mozart de Salzbourg, ag^ de sept ans,"
published at Paris as Op. I, hus/our movements : an Allegro in C
(with, by the way, an Alberti bass from beginning to end, except at
the minor chord with organ point near the close of each section,
the place for the extemporised cadenza), an Andante in F (Alberti
bass from beginning to end), a first and second Menuet, and an
Allegro molto, of course, in C. The brief dedication to Op. I is
signed
"Votretres humble, tres obeissant ettrfes petit Serviteur,
J. G. Wolfgang Mozart."
^ There is one exception : a sonata in G major,
one of his
earliest.
See chapter on Haydn and Mozart.
^ Scheibe ; a return for the moment to a practice which was once
^

two

:

—

of usual occurrence.

3
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the key of the relative major, or that of the dominant minor ^
much more frequently the former.

—

Now,

as the second part of the

in proportion

grew more definite, so also did the
Everyone knows the pause so
approach to it.
frequently to be found in Haydn and Mozart, on
the dominant of the dominant, i.e. if the key of
the piece were C
first

section

It is instructive to compare the less formal
methods of approaching the new key in E. Bach
and his contemporary Paradies with them it was
generally by means of a half-close.
It must be
remembered that E. Bach frequently has a movement quite on Scarlatti lines, i.e. without a
;

second

definite

subject

;

^

also

that

the

second

subject in Bach's time was, as a rule, of secondary

importance.

But,

curiously,

in the

Finale of a

sonata written by Leopold Mozart (father of the
great genius), after a half cadence on the dominant
of the dominant, tempo and measure change (from

Presto two-four, to Andante three-four, the latter

maining

until the

end of the

first

section),

re-

and the

same occurs in the recapitulation section by this
means the second theme was made specially prom;

' Mention has been made in this chapter of a first section in a
minor piece of Scarlatti's ending in the major key of the dominant.

^

In the Sonatas of 1781, for instance, the first movement of No.
has a definite .second subject, but that is scarcely the case

2, in F,

with the

first

nioveroent of No.

3, in

F minor,
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D, commencing

in,

by the way,

the minor key of the dominant, and it is divided
from the first by two bars in common time (a

descending scale and a shake on a semibreve).
And then again, in No. 12 of the " Libro de XII.
Sonatas Modernas para Clavicordio," the second
divided from the first by two bars of
time (the piece is in Scarlatti's favourite
measure.three-eight), an ascending scale and a shake.
There are clear examples of a second subject,
besides E. Bach, in Eberlin, Fleischer, J. C. Bach,
and J. C. F. Bach. Yet even in Haydn's sonatas
one cannot always speak of a second subject.
The further history of the development of the
contents of the second half of the first section
shows, as it were, a struggle between two ideals.
One was kinship, i.e. the endeavour to present the
secondary matter in strong relationship to the
opening one (the opening notes or bars of a real
second subject were, indeed, frequently the same,
allowance being made, of course, for difference of
key) the other was contrast, i.e. the endeavour to

subject

is

common

;

Haydn was more affected by the
Mozart by the second. In Beethoven the two
are happily combined.
It is important to notice

obtain variety.
first

;

the closing bars of

of which

Bach, the

we

many

first

sections of the period

are speaking.

first

movement of

For

instance, in

E.

the sonata in each
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of the Collections of 1781 and 1783 has a concluding theme (as in the sonata of Scarlatti, and

Though

from the opening theme).
complementary key, it cannot

evolved

frequently
in

the

It appears after
count as "the second subject."
the complementary key has been ushered in by
one cadence, and after having apparently run its
course, it has been wound up by another.
Then,
again, the portion between the cadences just
mentioned is at times filled with a true theme, so
that the concluding one, like the cave of Abraham's field of Machpelah, is in reality an
appendency. Sometimes there are several: the en-

largement of the exposition section by Beethoven,
and still more modern composers, so that it contains sometimes three, and even more themes, is
practically an exposition section on Scarlatti lines,
only on a larger scale the figure has become a
phrase, mere connecting passages have acquired
organic meaning. The second section of Scarlatti's
movement in binary form contained a few bars of
development and modulation.
Then a return
was made to the opening key of the piece, but
never to the opening theme; and in that key a
:

portion

more or

less

great,

more or

less varied,

according to circumstances, was repeated.
return to the opening theme
said,

the

is,

as

we have

That
already

landmark which divides binary from

sonata form.
In sonatas of the middle of the eighteenth century
the modulation section (in a major key) ended in
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—on

the dominant chord (of the
on the tonic chord of the relative
minor, the under-dominant, or even on the tonic
itself of the principal key.
Later on, Haydn and
Mozart kept, for the most part, to the dominant
chord.
Beethoven, on account of the distant, and
often abrupt, modulations of his middle sections,
generally marked the approach to the recapitulation by clear, and often prolonged, dominant
harmony; sometimes, however, the return of the
principal theme comes as
a surprise.
The
recapitulation always remained more or less faith-

various ways,

principal key),

ful

to the exposition.

how

It

is

interesting to note

and contents of the
recapitulation section have been affected in modern
times by the growth of the development section.
In the matter of balance the two sections of movements in binary form are more satisfactory than
the two sections (two, so far as outward division
is concerned) of modern sonatas.
The grain of
mustard-seed in the parable grew into a tree, and
little

the

character

have the few bars of modulation of
grown into an important section.
However difficult to determine the exact moment
at which a movement in sonata-form really ceased
to be binary, there seems no doubt that that
so, likewise,

early

days

moment

has

now

passed.

We

when the change commenced.

have already noted

CHAPTER

II

JOHANN KUHNAU
This remarkable musician was
at Geysing,

where

born, April

his grandfather,

1

660,^

who, on account

of his religious opinions, had been forced to leave

Bohemia,

had

Already in his ninth
Kuhnau showed gifts for science and
art.
He had a pleasing voice, and first studied
under Salomon Kriigner, and afterwards under
settled.

year young

Christian

Kittel,^

organist

of

the

Elector

at

His next teachers were his brother
Andreas Kuhnau, Alexander Hering,^ and VinDresden.

^

This

is

the date given by Mattheson.

In some

dictionaries

we

however, seems to be an error, for that would only
make Kuhnau fifteen years of age when he became candidate for the
F^tis, who gives the later date
post of organist of St. Thomas'.
(1667), states that in 1684 Kuhnau became organist of St. Thomas',
but adds : " Quoiqu'il ne fflt age que de dix-sept ans."
find 1667

^

;

this,

This Kittel must surely have been father or uncle of Johann

Christian Kittel, Bach's last pupil.

Mattheson, in his Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte, published at
in 1740, complains that the names of Salomon Krugner,
Christian Kittel, A. Kuhnau, and Hering are not to be found in the
'

Hamburg

musical dictionaries.

The

first

and

place.
38

third

have not, even now, a
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In 1 680 the plague broke out at
Kuhnau returned to his parents.

cenzo Albrici.
Dresden, and

He
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then went to Zittau with a certain Erhard
who had been Praefectus at the Kreuz-

Titius,

schule,

Dresden,

and

from the
from the
motet of Kuhnau's was
help

received

court organist, Moritz 'Edelmann,
" celebrated "

Weise.

A

also

After the

given at Zittau under his direction.

death of Titius,

Kuhnau

resided for a time in the

houseof J. J.von Hartig, judgeat Zittau. In 1682
he went to Leipzig, where D. Scherzer endeavoured
to obtain for him the post of organist at St.
Thomas' KUhnel, however, was appointed. The
latter died in 1684, and was succeeded by Kuhnau,
who in 1 700 also became cantor of St. Thomas'.
;

He devoted much of his time
Among other things, he wrote
entitled

Der

musikalische

to jurisprudence.

a curious

satire,

Quacksalber, published

There remain in manuscript, Tractatus
and Introductio ad compositionem
musicalem.
Kuhnau had many pupils we know
of two who afterwards became distinguished men.
The one was Christoph Graupner (1683— 1760),
who in 17 10 became capellmeister at Darmstadt.
In 1722, on the death of Kuhnau, Graupner,^
in

de

1700.

tetrachordo

;

* In a letter written by Graupner to Mattheson, the former, after
mentioning that he studied the clavier and also composition under

Kuhnau, says

:

— "Weil ich mich auch

selbsten ambot, u. eine gute Zeit

fiir

bei

Kuhnau,

als Notist,

von

ihn schrieb, gab nur solches

gewunschte Gelegenheit, viel gutes zu sehen, u. wo etwa ein Zweifel
enstund, um mundlichen Bericht zu bitten, wie dieses oder jenes
zu verstehen?" (" As I offered myself as copyist to Kuhnau, and
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who had been

prize scholar under him, presented

was examined, and seemed
become cantor as his teacher's successor.
Meanwhile, however, John Sebastian Bach offered
himself as candidate, and as Dr. Pepusch before
Handel at Cannons in 1710, so did Graupner

his

testimonials,

likely to

retire

before his great

Ehren-Pforte

for the clavier,

best of his time."
for clavier.

rival.

Mattheson,

4 1 o), tells us that "
Graupner may rank

(p.

He

in

his

as a composer

as one of the
wrote suites and sonatas

Johann Friedrich Fasch (1688-175 8

or 9), the second pupil, soon after leaving Leipzig,

where he had enjoyed Kuhnau's instruction from
1 701-7, went to Italy, and on his return studied
for a short time with Graupner.
Fasch then
filled various posts, until in 1722 (the very year
indeed of Kuhnau's death) he became capellmeister
at Anhalt Zerbst, where he remained until his
death.
His son, Carl Friedrich Christian, was
the founder of the Berlin Singukademie.

Emanuel Bach had something

to

In 1756
do with Fasch's

appointment as clavecinist to Frederick the Great.
The father, who was then seventy years of age,
and who, like old Sebastian Bach, lived with the
fear of God before his eyes, opposed the wish of
his son to enter the service of the infidel king.
Emanuel, who wished the younger Fasch to come
to Berlin, wrote to the father to say " that in the
wrote some long time for him, such a wished-for opportunity
me to study much good (music), and, whenever a doubt arose

enabled
to learn

by word of mouth how

this or that

was

to

be understood.")
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land over which Frederick the Great ruled, one
could believe what one liked ; that the king himself

was certainly

not

religious,

but

on

that

Bach
esteemed everyone alike."
offered to take young Fasch into his house, and
to preserve him as much as possible from temptaWith regard to Graupner, it would be intion.
very account

teresting to

know whether

in

any of

his sonatas

which are, we believe, at DarmAnd
stadt) he worked at all on Kuhnau's lines.
with regard to Fasch, one would like to know
whether he ever conversed with Emanuel Bach
about his father, who taught him theory, and
about Johann Kuhnau, his father's renowned
teacher.
It is from such by-paths of history that
one sometimes learns more than from statements
showing how son descended from sire, and how
pupils were directly influenced by their teachers.
But it is as a musician that we are now
(the autographs of

concerned with Kuhnau, and,
the composer of the earliest

in the first place, as

known sonata

for the

In 1695 he published at Leipzig
"Sieben Partien aus dem Re, Mi, Fa, oder

clavier.

Terzia minore

jedweden Toni, benebenst
dem B. Denen Liebhabern dieses

eines

einer Sonata aus

Instrumenten zu gar besondern Vergniigen auf-

That is
Seven Partitas based on the Re, Mi, Fa, or
minor third of each mode, together with a Sonata

gesetzet."

in

B

flat,

for the especial gratification of lovers of

this instrument.
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Kuhnau remarks
have added at the end a Sonata
for why
in B flat, which will please amateurs
should not such things be attempted on the
clavier as well as on other instruments ? "
In
such modest fashion was ushered into the world
With

respect to this sonata,

in his preface

:

" I

;

the

sonata for clavier,

first

at

or,

any

rate, the

we are acquainted.^
Mattheson, in Das neu er'dffnete Orchester (i 7 1 3),

earliest

with which

speaks about the revival of clavier sonatas, so
that it is not quite certain whether that B flat

Sonata was actually the

first.^

During the seven-

teenth century, sonatas were written for various
instruments, with a figured bass for the cembalo.
It

of course, be interesting to trace the

will,

influences

two kinds
Corelli

acting
:

upon Kuhnau.

the one, Italian

deserves

Italian organist

;

They were

of

the other, German.

first
mention
and next, the
and composer, Vincenzo Albrici,^
;

to the
Elector of Saxony from
1664—88, and afterwards organist of St. Thomas',

capellmeister
Leipzig,

who

is

known

to have encouraged

Kuhnau

when young, and to have helped him to learn
the Italian language.

But German influence must

also have been strong.
Of Froberger special
mention will be made later on. There was one
^ In the Dictionnaire de Musique by Bossard (2nd ed. 1705) no
mention is made under the article " Sonata " of one for the clavier,
and yet the above had been published ten years previously,
' See also next chapter.
' Nearly the whole of this composer's works are said to have been
destroyed at the bombardment of Dresden in 1760.
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man, Diderich Becker, who published sonatas for
and bass already in 1668, and these, if we
mistake not, must have been well known to
Kuhnau. Apart from the character of the music,

violins

the

title

of

work,

the

Musikalische

Frillings

FrUchte, and the religious style of the preface,
remind one of Kuhnaii's "Frische FrUchte," also
It is curious
of his preface to the " Bible" Sonatas.
"
"
birds
unintelligent
to find the quaint expression

used

first

by Becker, and afterwards by Kuhnau.

Let us describe
flat

Sonata.

briefly the

The

first

B
common

above-mentioned

movement

is

in

It
composer gave it no heading.
is generally supposed (Becker, Rimbault, Pauer)
moderato might well be added,
to be an Allegro
for the stately, Handelian-like (the anachronism
must be excused) music will scarcely bear a rapid
tempo.
The movement opens with an eight-bar
Then the music,
phrase, closing on the dominant.
evolved from previous material, passes rapidly
After this modulathrough various related keys.
tion section there is a cadence to F major, and
in this, the dominant key, something like a new
subject appears, though it is closely allied to the
first.
A return is soon made to the principal
key, but there is no repetition of the opening
theme.
After a cadence ending on the tonic
(B flat), and two coda-like bars, comes a fugal
movement, still in the same key. The vigorous

time, but the

;

subject, the well-contrasted counterpoint, the in-

teresting

episodes,

and many

attractive

details

44
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help one to forget the monotony of key so pre-

was written.
and indeed other fugues of Kuhnau show
strong foreshadowings of Handel and Bach; of
The counterthis matter, however, more anon.
valent in the days in which this sonata
This,

point to the third entry of the subject

is

evolved

from the opening subject of the sonata. The third
movement consists of a fine Adagio in E flat, in
the key of the subdominant and in three-four time.
Then follows a short Allegro in three-four time, of
polyphonic character.
At the close of the movement Kuhnau has written the opening chords of
the first movement with the words Da Capo.
similar indication is to be found in one of the
" Frische Fruchte " Sonatas.
This repetition, also

A

the third

movement leading

directly to the fourth,

and the thematic connection mentioned above,
would seem to show that the composer regarded the
various sections of his sonata as parts of a whole.

In addition, Kuhnau wrote thirteen sonatas.
The " Frische Clavier Fruchte," or " Sieben Suonaten

von guter Invention u. Manier auf dem Clavier zu
spielen," were published in 1696, and later editions
in 1 7 10 and 1724.
In a quaint preface the
composer tells us that in naming his " Fresh
Fruits " " sonatas," he kept in mind all kinds of
inventiones and changes
(Veranderungen) by
which so-called sonatas are superior to mere
partitas.
Already a century before this preface
was written, Praetorius had distinguished between
two classes of instrumental music the one, grave
:
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The composer has

also a word to
ornaments,
the "sugar
say about the graces or
In modern reprints of
which sweetens the fruits."

the other, gay.

Kuhnau

the sugar

sometimes forgotten.^ These
"
were followed by six " Bible
The former, both as regards

is

" Frische Friichte "

Sonatas in 1700.
Kuhnau was
form and contents, are remarkable.
a man of deeper thought and loftier conception
than Emanuel Bach, but he was fettered by fugal
forms,*

and was fighting against them much

in

the same spirit in which Beethoven, a century
later,

fought

against

in the most
Beethoven was not

sonata-form,

general sense of that term.

only the more gifted, but he profited by the experi-

ments of his predecessors, and he enjoyed the
advantage of a vastly improved technique Haydn,
Mozart, Clementi, and others were the steppingstones by which he rose to higher things.
Kuhnau's attempts at sonata writing were bold,
often rugged
and his experiments in programmeThe latter were soon formusic, extraordinary.
;

;

gotten, while the clever, clear-formed sonatas of

Emanuel Bach served
age

in

posers

which he

who

lived,

as

followed him.

standing between Corelli
'

The

sonata

is

given in

a gratification to the

and as guides to the com-

The "Frische Friichte,"
and Emanuel Bach, are

Le Trisor

des Pianistes with the orna-

ments, yet even there more than a dozen have been omitted.
^ The clavier by its very nature tended towards polyphony

;

the

towards monody. And, besides, Kuhnau prided himself on
the fugal character of bis sonatas.

violin
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The

of interest.

and we

find,

fugal element

still

strong;

not so much the smooth

style of

is

CorelH as the vigorous style of Froberger and
In character
other composers of North Germany.
of subject-matter and in form there is decided
advance as compared with the B flat Sonata.

Kuhnau

still

seems rather limited

and
move-

in figures,

therefore repeats himself;^ then again his

ments do not always show gradation of interest.
Their order and number are, indeed, perplexing,
and not always satisfactory. The 2nd Sonata,
in D,
for
instance, commences with a fine
Allegro, followed first by a short Adagio, commencing in the relative minor, and intermixed
with short presto passages, and then by a lively
movement in six-eight time.
These three
would form an admirable sonata, yet the composer does not end here.
There is still another
short Adagio, and a concluding movement and
in spite of some fine passages, these appendages
Similar instances
form a decided anti-climax.
are to be found in the other sonatas.
Now for a few words concerning their form.
Some of the opening movements (for instance,
those of Nos. i 2) are practically based on fugueform, with which, by the way, sonata-form is
;

,

allied.

The

first

interest,
^

Even

r?fur,

movement of No.

both in

in the later

its

4, in

resemblances

"Bible" Sonatas,

figures

C
to,

minor,

and

is

of

differ-

from these sonatas

JOHANN KUHNAU
modern sonata-form.

ences from,
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has four

It

:

a.

Eleven bars, beginning and ending

and containing a

C

in

minor,

characteristic theme.

Eleven bars, beginning in E flat {i.e. relative
major of opening key) and closing in G minor
It contains
{i.e. key of minor dominant).
a theme rhythmically allied to the principal
theme. This section is repeated.
Nine-and-a-hal^bars, opening in C minor, and

b.

c.

passing

to,

and closing

in

E

flat.

It

contains "

imitative passages evolved from the principal

d.

The

last

a

offers

form

:

theme.
Exact repetition of first section, only with a close
on the major chord.

movement of the 6th Sonata, in B flat,
more striking resemblance to sonata-

still

the various sections are better balanced

the middle or development section (with
strettos) is particularly noticeable
itulation,

which

is

;

its

;

close

also the recap-

not literal, as in the above example.

The slow movements

—

occasionally very short

no particular plan. The fugal element is
always more or less present, but some of the other
movements have somewhat of a suite character
No. 6, indeed, opens with a Ciaccona. There is a
certain formality about Kuhnau's music, and, for
reasons already mentioned, he is occasionally
monotonous. But there is an independent spirit
running through his sonatas, and a desire to escape
from the trammels of tradition which are quite refreshing.
And there is a nobility in the style and
follow
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skill

in the

great Bach.

workmanship which remind us of the
There are, indeed, resemblances to

Bach, also to Handel.
Scheibe, in his Critischer
Musikus, mentions Kuhnau, in conjunction with
I^eiser, Telemann, and Handel, as one of the greatest
cotnposers of the eighteenth century. The mention
of Kuhnau together with Handel deserves note.
The constant discoveries which are being made of
Handel's indebtedness to other composers suggest
the thought that perhaps Kuhnau was also laid
under contribution.
No one, we think, can hear
the " Bible " Sonatas without coming to the conclusion that Handel was acquainted with the works

We

of his illustrious predecessor.

by

will just place

from the "Bible"
Sonatas of Kuhnau with three from a harpsichord
side

suite of

side

three

passages

Handel
" Bible " Sonata, No.

z,

^Sg^j^
Collection

" Bible

" Sonata,

I.,

No.

Suite

6.

7,

Ouverture.

^

Kuhnau.

1

A-

Handel.

Kuhnau.
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Collection

I.f

Suite
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Handel.

7, Fassacaille.

^^ ^=#JT1 ^^^m
^-,u^^
^^

s
b

"

1

'Bible" Sonata, No.

Collection

It

I.,

Suite

7,

6.

KUHNAU.

Passacaille.

Handel.

should be noticed that the three Handel

quotations are

not

rr:

mean

Handel

all

from the same

suite.

We

do

to infer that the above passages from

are

plagiarisms,

Kuhnau music was,
when he wrote them.

but

merely

that

unconsciously, in his
'

the

mind

C. F. Becker, in his Hausmusik in Deutschland,
has suggested that these sonatas were known also
to Mozart, and begs us to look on this picture,
the opening of a Vivace movement in Kuhnau's

6th Sonata:
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so

and on

this,

from The Magic Flute

* f\T\
'

&^

—

^^^^^
T^-r

Faisst, however, justly observes that

harmonic basis

is

though the

the same in both, with

Kuhnau

melody, whereas with Mozart it
He also accuses Becker and justly,
is the reverse.
as readers may see by turning to the passage in
of not having represented the
the Zauberflote
passage quite honestly.
Reminiscence hunters
need to be very careful.
In these sonatas, as compared with the one in
B flat, the thematic material is of greater importand so, too, in the slow movements the
ance

the under-part

is

—

.

—

;

writing

The

is

simpler and more melodious.

rapid rate at which they were composed

Kuhnau seems

deserves mention.

ready pen of a Schubert.
"

"

to have

had the

In the preface to these

he says " I wrote these seven
sonatas straight off, though attending at the same
time to my duties (he was juris practicus, also
organist of St. Thomas'), so that each day one was
Thus, this work, which I commenced
completed.
on the Monday of one week, was brought to an
end by the Monday of the following week."
Frische Friichte

:
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we know,

far as

set of sonatas bears the following title

last)

:

Musikalische Vorstellung
Einiger
Biblischer Historien

In 6 Sonaten

Auf dem Klavier zu spielen
Allen Liebhabern zum Vergniigen
Verfiiget

von
Johann Kuhnauen.

That

is

Musical Representation
of

some

Bible Stories

In 6 Sonatas

To be performed on
For the

amateurs
Arranged
by
Johann Kuhnau.

Kuhnau was not
music.

Book}

the Clavier

gratification of

the originator of programme-

In the so-called Queen Elizabeth Virginal
in the Fitzwilliam Library, there is a

Fantasia by John Munday, who died 1630, in
which there is given a description of weather both
Again, Froberger, who died in
fair and foul.
1667, is said to have been able, on the clavier, to
describe incidents, ideas,

and

feelings

indeed, in existence a battle-piece of his.

Buxtehude
'

Cf,

And

is,

then

707) wrote a set of seven Suites
which he is said to have represented

{d. 1

for clavier, in

The Fit%william Virginal Book, edited by

Maitland and

there

;

W.

Barclay Squire (Breitkopf

&

J.

Hartel).

A

Fuller-
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the nature and characteristics of the planets ; these
With Froberger's music,
are, unfortunately, lost.
at

any

Kuhnau was

rate,

In a long

familiar.

preface to these Bible stories, the composer refers

He

to the subject of programme-music.

us

how from

rival

reminds

ancient times musicians have tried to

the masters of rhetoric, sculpture, and paintown art. And he expressly

ing in terms of their
refers to

programme

by the

"distinguished

excellent composers."

argument

(it

The

essence of his long,

somewhat confused
must be remembered that he was

and,

elaborate,

and even to sonatas
Froberger^ and other

pieces,

at

times,

discussing a very difficult subject

he was the

He

first

to write about

believes music capable

wonderful

effects,

but

by

it)

and, also, that
as follows

is

itself

the assistance of words.

Music, he

express sadness or joy;

for that

When, however, some

necessary.

—

:

of producing

cases, requiring

special

in

;

tells

us,

can

no words are

individual

—

as in

words become essential,
i.e, if one is to distinguish between the lamentation of a sad Hezekiah, a weeping Peter, or a
mourning Jeremiah. In other language, words are
necessary to render the emotion definite. Kuhnau
his sonatas

is

referred to,

gives a quaint illustration of the absolute necessity

of words in certain cases

;

and that

of particular interest, inasmuch as

it

illustration

points to

is

still

" I
and possibly, clavier sonatas.
remember," says our author, "hearing a few years

earlier,

*

Johann Jakob Froberger died

in 1667.
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ago a sonata composed by a celebrated ChurFiirst capellmeister, to which he had given the
title,
La Medica.' After so far as I can recall
describing the whines of the patient and of his
relations, the running of the latter to the doctor,
the pouring forth of their sorrow, there came,
finally, a Gigue, under which stood the words,

—

'

—
'

The

not

patient

is

progressing favourably, but

quite recovered

his health.'

At

this

has

some

mocked, and were of opinion that, had it been in
his power, the author might well have depicted
the joy at a perfect recovery.
So far, however,
as I could judge, there was good reason for
adding words to the music.
The sonata
commenced in D minor in the Gigue there was
constant modulation towards G minor.
At the
final close, in D, the ear was not satisfied, and
expected the closing cadence in G."
In this wise
was the partial recovery expressed in tones, and
;

explained in words.

Except

for the

unmistakable seriousness of the

author, this description might be taken as a joke,

one of the " Bible " Sonatas the deceit of
Jacob is expressed by a deceptive cadence but such
extreme examples serve to emphasise the author's
declaration that, at times, words are indispensable.
Before noticing the sonatas themselves, one more

just as in

;

quotation in reference to the

same subject must

be made from this interesting preface.
The
humblest scholar, Kuhnau tells us, knows the rule
forbidding consecutive perfect consonances, and he
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speaks of certain strict censores who expose the
clumsiness of musical poets who have refused to
be bound by that rule. "But," says Kuhnau,
in

lawyer-like language

:

" Cessante

ratione pro-

The term musical

hibitionis cessat ipsa prohibition

a remarkable one;
Kuhnau himself, of course, was one of them.
Philipp Spitta, in his Life of J. S. Bach, devotes

poets (the italics are ours)

is

one short paragraph to the Bible stories, and gives
one or two brief quotations from the second j but
they certainly deserve a longer notice.
The I st Sonata is entitled " The Fight between David and Goliath."
It opens with a
bold section, intended, as we learn from a superscription, to represent the bravado of Goliath.
The giant's characteristic theme, on which the
whole section is built, is as follows
:

Then

follows a section in

represents
Israelites,

the

prayer

to

A

minor.

God

A

of the

Chorale
terrified

while the palpitating quaver accompani-

ment stands

for the terror

sight of the giant

;

which seized them at

the harmonies are very striking.

This Chorale setting should be compared with one

by Bach
vol.

i.

p.

(Spitta's Life

216), said to

fluence of

its

little

edition,

existence to the in-

Georg Bohm, organist

commencement
comes a

of Bach, English

owe

at

Luneburg

of the eighteenth century.

pastoral

movement (C major,

at the

Next
three-
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four time) expressive of David's courage

confidence in God.

and of

tone-picture

is

his

given

the heavy tread of the Philistine
heard in the bass, while semiquaver passages,

of the encounter
is

Then a

SS

;

evolved from a figure in the preceding movement,
One
evidently
portray the spirited youth.
realistic

bar scarcely needs the explanation given
it is the slinging of the stone

by Kuhnau that

which smote the Philistine in his forehead and
the same may be said of the " Goliath falls " in
;

the following bar
II

:

combittere ft^ I'uno e

I'altro,

e la loro cont£sa<
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Vien

tirata la selce colla

frombola nella fronte del gigante

^^s^=^^^i
This section, limited to sixteen bars, is not only an
but a notable specimen of programmemusic it is realistic, but not in the least ridiculous.
Rapid passages with points of imitation tell of the
bright movement
flight of the Philistines.
(still in C) bears the superscription, " The joy of
the Israelites at their victory " in it there is an
allusion to the pastoral movement.
Maidens then
advance, with timbrels and instruments of music,
to meet the victor, arid the sonata concludes wi^h
early,

;

A

;
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a

stately

Minuet

Minuet,

similar

in

57

character

the

to

Overture to Handel's Samson the
people are dancing and singing for joy.
The 2nd Sonata presents to us a very different
in the

;

Here we have the melancholy of Saul
away by means of music. There are a few

picture.

driven

realistic effects, such as the paroxysms of madness
of Saul, and the casting of the javelin but the
;

one which readily lends itself to real
musical treatment.
The music of the ist Sonata
was principally objective; here, however, it is
subject

is

principally

In the

subjective.

the rage of the

first

part of the

now the sadness, now
monarch. The opening is worthy

work the music

depicts,

of Bach, and presents, indeed, a foreshadowing of
the opening of the i6th Prelude of the "Well-

tempered Clavier."

Spitta mentions the fine fugue,

with the subject standing for the melancholy, the
counter-subject for the madness of the king and
;

he justly remarks that these two images of Saul
" contain the poetical germ of a truly musical
development."
The " dimly brooding " theme of
"
the fugue brings to one's mind the " Kyrie eleison
fugue of Mozart's Requiem also the theme of the
Allegro of Beethoven's Sonata in C minor (Op.
Ill), notwithstanding the fact that Kuhnau's is
slow and sad, but Beethoven's, fast and fiery.
Here is the first half of the former
;

i_

,

b# ^ ^

I.

I

..

Let not our readers be deceived by the word
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"fugue."

The movement

is

no

mere

formal

of writing such as one might
expect the preluding of David on his harp, the
" javelin " episode, the paroxysms of rage give to
scholastic

piece

;

it

rather the character

word with regard

to the

of a free fantasia.

One

paroxysm passages.

We

quoted above a sentence from the preface respecting the violation of the rule respecting consecutive

consonances by certain " poet musicians." Kuhnau,
under this plural mask, was, as we have mentioned,
certainly referring to himself, for in another part
of the preface he specially calls attention to
the consecutive fifths by which he depicts the
disordered mind of King Saul.
This first movement, opening in G minor, ends on the chord
of G major.
We now come to a movement
(B flat) entitled " The Refreshing Melody from
David's Harp."
The following is part of David's
soothing theme
:

At

first it is

not heard in

singer of Israel plays
first

two

its

entirety.

The sweet

or sometimes only the

and with varied
watching the king and trying
on him of different modulations. Be-

bars, in various keys,

harmonisation, as
the effect

it,

if

sides in the principal key,

it

appears several times,

a,nd in succession, in the relative minor, then in th^
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minor key of the supertonic. The key of the
subdominant enters with refreshing effect after
;

a

that,

return

is

made

to

the

principal

key,

which continues until the close of the movement.

Between each delivery of the theme, occur passages
similar to the following

:

as if to denote the restlessness of the king.

And

as the character of the music, especially towards

the close, suggests piano and pianissimo,

it would
seem as though intended to express the gradual
As a piece of
healing power of the music.

abstract music, the

movement appears

long, but

the dramatic situation be kept well in mind.

not

if

At

length the sounds of the harp cease, and a

closing, peaceful,

minor

tells

The

and

of Saul's

3rd

dignified

now

movement

Sonata, entitled

"

The Marriage

Jacob," opens with a delightful Gigue;

stands the superscription,
of

Laban

subject

sparkling.

G

"

The joy

over

of
it

of the family

at the arrival of their relation Jacob."

The beginning
the

in

tranquil state of mind.

of the second section has, as usual,

The music
Then comes a section
inverted.

is

gay and

illustrative of

The music
by way of musical

Jacob's seven years' service for a wife.

expresses effort and fatigue, but
contrast

sprightly

bars

intervene

from time to

time, to represent happy moments when the lovers
Further on we have the bridal-song of thq
meet,

6o
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companions of Rachel a short, quaint, and delicate
movement in minor and in triple time. It commences thus
:

:

A

short section follows,

full

of rapid semiquaver

passages and points of imitation (such a

procedure

is

frequently adopted

and then comes a sudden change
of the music.
it

must not be

No

tempo

rapid.

is

mode

of

by the composer)
in the character

marked, but, evidently,

It is

a tone-picture of the

deception practised by Laban upon Jacob

when

he substituted Leah in place of Rachel.
At first,
bars
it is a free recitative.
quotation
of
a
few
A
will give a good idea of the extraordinary harmonies and rhythmical figures
:
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And

again

^

Si^^

^

The Fugue, short and
theme

A

6i

^

vigorous, has a characteristic

:

new

section expresses Jacob's happiness until

he discovers the deceit practised on him.

The
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moment

exact

of displeasure

is

indicated

by a

superscription; the latter, however, was scarcely
For
necessary
the notes speak for themselves.

—

there are reminiscences of the

Laban

recitative, of

the fugue theme, and also (in augmentation) of the
This is, indeed, an early instance
counter-subject.
of the

The

employment of representative themes.

composer then naively orders the section descriptive of the wedding festivities to be repeated, to
illustrate the second marriage of Jacob with the
beloved Rachel.

The 4th Sonata

deals with Hezekiah's mortal

and recovery.
It is shorter than the preceding ones, and of simpler structure.
It opens
sickness

music
the prophet of God has
king
His
summoned the
to prepare for death.
ardent prayer to heaven is naturally expressed by
a well-known Chorale, supported by most effective
After a short thematic
polyphonic harmony.
working of a figure from the Chorale, the latter is
submitted to fresh treatment the movement (in sixwith

slow, sad

:

:

somewhat resembles the old Corrente.
The sonata concludes with a lively movement in
four time)

binary form.

It is

intended to depict the king's joy

There are a few bars adagio in each
Hezekiah recalls the past. This is the

at his recovery.

section

:

only one of the sonatas which, as abstract music,
would be satisfactory without any programme.
No. 5 is entitled " Gideon, the Saviour of
Israel."

least

From a

musical point of view

interesting of the set, yet

it

it

contains

is

the

some
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It will be remembered
was given to Gideon the
fleece was to be covered with dew, but the ground
to remain dry the next night, however, the order of
things was reversed.
Kuhnau expresses the latter
by giving a theme in contrary motion. This may
The
almost be described as punning in music.
the
seriously
from
composer, however, meant it
tone of his preface, and the narration, with comments, which he has prefixed to each sonata, in
addition to the explanatory words over the music
itself, it is clear that his aim was to elucidate and
intensify the Bible stories by means of his art.
He was a man, apparently, of deep religious belief.

curious

programme

effects.

that a sign from heaven

:

;

;

The
of

battle-picture

little

value.

is

The

a

curiosity, but, as music,

ilight

of the Midianites

depicted in the following primitive

manner

is

:

^
The 6th (and

Tomb

last)

Sonata bears the

We

title,

"

The

mournful
music the sons of the Patriarch are standing round
the deathbed.
At length Jacob dies, and they
" ponder over the consequences of the sad event."
of Jacob."

have, at

:

A

quiet, expressive

theme

first,
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is

then treated fugally, and with marked effect
the journey from Egypt to the land

Then comes

The

of Canaan.

expresses motion.

bass,

progressing

From time

in

quavers,

to time a curious

syncopated semiquaver figure is heard in the
upper part
it
may be intended to represent
:

The

following quotation, including one
of these " sobbing " passages, will give a good idea
sobbing.

of the character of this section—^

EE

m f=f

^^qnjgJjTl^^ffl
r r

m ^:^=^^i^^EpgrT—J^^^
i^j

A

short,

Israel."

solemn phrase

Then a

finely

headed, " The Burial of
worked-out fugal section

is

depicts the great grief of the bystanders.

It is in

four parts, but in one place the addition of a

fifth

part and stretto treatment render the feeling of
peaceful closing section in
grief more intense.

A

the major key and in triple time expresses the
consoled minds of the survivors.
From this r/sum/oi these " Bible" Sonatas, it will
be seen that they have nothing in common with
the ordinary sonata of the time in which they
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were written.

gramme-music

;
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They were bold attempts at proand, as we have already said, the

form is entirely determined by the subject-matter.
In the old edition of these " Bible " Sonatas, in
addition to the preface of which we have made
mention, Kuhnau has related the Bible stories in
his own characteristic language.
We give a translation of the first two, as specimens.

I.

The

The Combat between David and Goliath
portrait given in Scripture of great Goliath

something quite uncommon: a monster of
nature appears, a giant, tall as a tree.
Six ells
will not suffice to measure his length; the high
helmet of brass which he wears on his head makes
him appear still taller and the scaly coat of mail,
the greaves of brass placed about his legs, together
with the enormously heavy shield which he carries,
also his strong spear, tipped with iron, like unto
a weaver's beam, sufficiently show that he is of
mighty strength, and that all these exceedingly
heavy loads do not inconvenience him in the
is

;

slightest.

If the

mere description of

how much

creates fear,

this

man

greater will not the terror

when the living image
enemy appears before them.
For
before them in his brazen armour,

of the poor Israelites be
of this their

he stands

in brilliancy, makes with the
armour a terrible din, and snorts
and bellows as if he would devour them at one

rivalling the

sun

rustling of his

5
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mouthful;

words sound

his

He

dreadful thunder.

in

holds

their

ears

like

contempt

in

his

demands that a
camp; this
from
their
him
to
hero be sent out
shoulders
shall
bear the
whose
combat is to show
imagines
means
he
this
yoke of bondage. By
enemies and their equipage, and

that the sceptre will soon pass from the Israelites
to

the Philistines.

happen

When

!

But a miracle

courage

all

fails

is

about to

the heroes of

when the giant has only to show himself, to
cause them to flee, when, also, the terrible warrior
Israel,

continues, according to his custom, to pour con-

tempt on the enemy, David, a
stripling,

offers to fight the bully.

ness.

slim, courageous

a simple shepherd-boy, then appears, and

He

is

accused of rash-

This, however, troubles David but

little

;

he

adheres firmly to his heroic resolution, and seeks

audience of King Saul.
By God's help, he had
fought with a bear and a lion who had taken from
him a lamb, had snatched the prey from the jaws
of these cruel beasts, and, further, had slain them.

Thus he hoped would end the

struggle with this

bear and Hon of a Philistine.

Strongly relying

upon God, he advances towards the powerful giant,
with a sling, and with some specially selected pebbles.

Then

the Philistines think to themselves, "

will the great

hero blow away the

speck of dust, or
at once Goliath

enemy

kill him as he would a
becomes terrible in his

Now

like a

fly."

rage,

All

and

raves, uttering frightful oaths at David, declaring

that he

is

treated as

if

he were a dog, and that
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David comes to him with shepherd's staff, and not
with weapons worthy of a warrior.
David, however, is fearless.
He relies on his God, and
prophesies to the enemy that, though without
sword, spear, or shield, he will cast Goliath to the
ground ; that he will cut off his head, and leave
carcase as food for birds and wild beasts.
Hereupon David rushes at the Philistine, wounds
him in the forehead with a sharp stone cast
his

from

his sling, so that Goliath falls to the ground.

David, making use of

Before he has time to

rise,

his opportunity, slays

him with

his

own

sword,

and bears away from the field of battle, the hewnoff head as a trophy of victory.
As formerly
the Israelites fled before the snorting and stamping of the great Goliath, so

now

flee

the Philistines

consequence of the victory of young David.
Thus they give opportunity to the Israelites to
in

pursue them, and to

the roads with the corpses

fill

of the slain fugitives.
great

easy to imagine

It is

must have been the joy of the

Hebrews.

In proof of

came

from the

it,

we

learn

how

victorious

how women

of Judea, with drum,
fiddle, and other musical instruments, to meet the
forth

victors,

cities

and sang alternately

:

"

Saul hath slain his

thousands, but David his ten thousands."

Thus the sonata expresses—^
1.

2.

The stamping and defying of Goliath.
The terror of the Israelites, and their prayer
to God at sight of the terrible enemy.
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of David, his desire to humble
the pride of the giant, and his childlike

3.

The courage

4.

The

trust in

God.

contest of words between

Goliath,

Goliath

and the contest
is

wounded

stone, so that

he

in

falls

David and

itself,

in

which

the forehead by a
to the ground and

is slain.

The

5.

flight of the

are pursued

6.

by
The

7.

The

Philistines,

by the

and how they
and slain

Israelites,

the sword.
exultation of the Israelites over their

victory.

praise of David,

sung by the women

in

alternate choirs.
8.

And,
in

II.

finally,

the general joy, expressing

David curing Saul

Among

itself

hearty dancing and leaping.

by means of Music

the heavy blows dealt to us at times

holy reasons, are to be counted bodily
Of these one can in a real sense say
Hence the invention of
that they cause pain.
that physician of Padua was by no means
ridiculous, who thus represented in picture-form,
over his house-door, the various sicknesses a man
attacked by many dogs and gesticulating wildly,
through pain. To each of these dogs was given a
name, and each acted accordingly. The dog. Gout,
was biting the man's foot ; the dog. Pleurisy, his

by God,

for

sicknesses.

:
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;

Stone, his kidneys
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and so on.

Colic, his belly,

;

Finally, a great sheep-dog, representing daily fever,

had thrown the man to the ground. The inventor
could easily have known (for that he did not
require any special experience) that sicknesses act
upon men in a manner not less gentle. By the
exercise of patience, pain can at length be conquered, although the soul, so intimately combined
But
with the body, must feel it not a little.

when the

soul

attacked by sickness, patience

is

for bodily, cannot in any way
be compared with mental, suffering. Inner anguish
shows itself in restless gestures. Scripture takes
us into a lazaretto of such afflicted persons.
Among others, we meet with a royal and singular
patient.
Of him we read
Saul is his name.
" The spirit of the Lord departed from Saul, and
he was vexed by an evil spirit from the Lord."

way

always gives

Where God
there

;

and the Evil One present,
manner of evil.
The
aspect of this man in his paroxysms

hateful

absent,

is

must

dwell

all

His

of pain

can

turn the

wrong way, and sparks of

readily

be

imagined.

speak, dart out one after the other
that

disfigured,

recognised

;

human

features

his heart casts forth,

;

fire,

eyes
so to

his face

is

so

be
were, a

can scarce
as

it

stormy sea of foam.
Distrust, jealousy,
hatred, and fear burst forth from him.
Especially does the javelin, constantly flying from
wild,

envy,

his hand,

anger.

show that

To sum up

:

his heart rages fiercely with

his soul-sickness

is

so great that
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the marks of hellish tortures can be clearly traced.
At lucid intervals {lucidis intervallis) or quiet
hours, the tortured king realises his indescribable

and he therefore seeks after a man who can
cure him.
But under such extraordinary circumFrom human
stances can help be hoped for?
any
salvation.
But
arts, Saul could not expect
among
men.
So
God sometimes works wonders
he sends to him a noble musician, the excellent
David, and puts uncommon power into his
harp-playing.
For when Saul, so to speak, is
sweating in the hot bath of sadness, and David
plays only one little piece, the king is at once
refreshed, and brought into a state of repose.

evil

;

Thus the sonata

represents

and madness.

1.

Saul's sadness

2.

David's refreshing harp-playing, and

3.

Tranquillity restored to the king's mind.

CHAPTER
BERNARDO PASQUINI
J.

III

A CONTEMPORARY OF

:

KUHNAU

In the year 1637 was born at Massa de Valnevola
(Tuscany) Bernardo Pasquini,^ who is said to have
been one of the most distinguished performers on
the organ and also the harpsichord.
He studied
under Loreto Vittori and Antonio Cesti, but his
real master was evidently Palestrina, whose scores
young Bernardo studied with fervent zeal.
He
was appointed organist of Santa Maria Maggiore,
Rome, and, according to the monument erected to
his memory by his nephew, Bernardo Ricordati,
and his pupil, Bernardo Gaflfi, in the church of San
Lorenzo in Lucina of that city, the composer was
for a time in the service of Battista, Prince Borghese.

The

inscription runs thus

:

D. O. M.
" Bernardo Pasquino Hetrusco e Massa Vallis
Nevolse Liberianae Basilicse S. P. Q. R. Organedo
viro probitate vitse et moris lepore laudatissimo
qui Excell. Jo. Bap.
Burghesii Sulmonensium
"

Principis

clientela

munificentia

et

honestatus

Meyer thinks he was probably the son of Ercole Fasquini, born
about 1580, and predecessor of Frescobaldi at St, Peter's.
'
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musicis modulis apud omnes fere Europae Principes
nominis gloriam adeptus anno sal. MDCCX. die
XXII. Novembris S. Ceciliae sacro ab Humanis
excessit

ut

cujus virtutes

et

studia

prosecutus

fuerat in terris felicius imitaretur in coelis.

Ber-

nardus Gaffi discipulus et Bernardus Ricordati ex
sorore nepos praeceptori et avunculo amantissimo
Vixit annos
moerentes monumentum posuere.
LXXII. menses XI, dies XIV."
Pasquini enjoyed reputation as a dramatic composer, and the success of an opera of his performed
at the Teatro Capranica, Rome, during the festivities
in

honour of Queen Christina of Sweden (1679),

specially noted
or, according to Mendel, he
wrote two successful operas, one for the opening
of the Teatro Capranica, and a second for the
festivals.
He also wrote an oratorio La Sete di
Pasquini died in the year 1 7 1 o.
Christo.
But, it will be asked. Why is he mentioned in
a book which is concerned with the sonata ? It
is known that he was a skilful performer on the
harpsichord, and some Toccatas and Suites of his
appear to have been published in a collection of
F^tis,
clavier music at Amsterdam in 1704.
in his Biographie Universelle des Muskiens, even
states that he wrote sonatas for gravkembalo.
Here are his words
" Landsberg poss^dait un recueil manuscrit original de pieces d'orgue de Pasquini, dont j'ai ektrait.
deux toccates, composdes en i ^f^j. Ce manuscrit
est indiqu^ d'une mani^re inexacte dans le catalogue
is

;

:

:
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de la biblioth^que de ce professeur (Berlin, 1859)
de cette mani^re: Pasquini (Bernardo) Senate pei

E

Gravicembalo (libro prezioso). Volume grosso
di sua (sua) mano in questo libro,
Ce m^me
catalogue indique aussi de Bernard Pasquini

scritto

—Anno 1695.

Saggi di contrapunto

Volume

forte.

E scritto di suo (sua) mano in questo libro.

Malheureusement ces pr&ieux ouvrages sont passes en
Amdrique avec toute la biblioth^que musfcale du
professeur Landsberg."

Whether these precious volumes actually went to
America seems doubtful. Anyhow both volumes
are now safely housed in the Berlin Royal Library.
It may be mentioned that the first contains no real
sonata:

its

contents consist principally of suites,

toccatas, variations,

In

the

story

and fugues.

of Italian

instrumental

music,

more than a name. The fourth
volume of A. W. Ambros' History of Music
concludes thus
" So ist uns von dem geriihmten
Pasquini

is little

:

—

Meister nichts geblieben, als seine
stolze Grabschrift in

of the famous master

except his

Lorenzo

name and

in Lucina).

Name

u.

seine

San Lorenzo in Lucina." (Thus
(i.e,

his

Pasquini) nothing remains

proud monument

The

in

San

writer of the article " D.

Scarlatti," in Sir George Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, remarks that the famous
harpsichord player and composer " has been called
But he considers
a pupil of Bernardo Pasquini."
this " most improbable, seeing that Pasquini was
of the school of Palestrina, and wrote entirely in
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Domenico Scarwas the first com-

the contrapuntal style, whereas
latti's

chief interest

is

that he

who studied the peculiar characteristics of
the free style of the harpsichord."
Of Pasquini as a performer on the harpsichord,
poser

Mattheson relates " how on his visit to Rome he
found Corelli playing the violin, Pasquini the
harpsichord,

and Gattani

the

lute,

all

in

the

And, once more,
the same dictionary,

orchestra of the Opera-house."
in the notice of Pasquini in

we

are informed that the composer " exercised a
influence on

certain

German

musicians."

In C.

F. Weitzmann's Geschichte des Clavierspiels there

an interesting reference to some Toccatas of
Pasquini published in " Toccates et suites pour le

is

de MM. Pasquini, Paglietti et Gaspard
Amsterdam, Roger, 1704." A Toccata was

clavecin

Kerle,

published (most probably one of those in the above

work) by

I.

Walsh

in his

Second Collection
of

Toccates, Vollentarys and Fugues

made on purpose

for the

Organ and Harpsichord
Compos'd by
Pasquini, Polietti

and others

The most Eminent Foreign

Of
'

at

Polietti,^

Authors.

court organist at Vienna before

J.

Weitzmann and other writers, in referring to the work published
Amsterdam, spell the name Paglietti ; it should, however, be

Polietti or Poglietti.
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Bach was born, Emil Naumann

has, by the way,
an article " Ein
bisher unbekannt gebliebener Vorganger Seb.
Bach's unter den Italienern " {Neue Berl. Mus.The Toccatas of Pasquini,
Ztg. Jahrgang 29).
^
published by Roger, and a so-called " Sonata,"
printed by Weitzmann in the work just referred
S.

given an

interesting account

constitute,

to,

we

believe, all

in

has

that

hitherto

appeared in print of this composer.
And yet surely Pasquini may lay claim to a
place in the history of instrumental music and
the sonata, for he not only wrote suites, but also

sonatas for the harpsichord, or, to be quite exact,

two harpsichords.

for

Some,

at

any

rate,

of his

music is to be found in the British Museum.
There are three volumes (Add. MSS. 31,501—3).

On
"

the fly-leaf of the

Ad Usum

first is

written

:

Ricordati de
Baggiano in Etruria."
Then comes in pencil a note probably made
when the volumes came into the possession of the
British

Museum

Bernardi

Felicij

:

These are original MSS. by the hand of
Bernardo Pasquini, 163 7-1 7 10, the greatest
organist of Italy in the second half of the 1 7 th
century, and written for his nephew B. Ricordati.
They are the only MSS. of Pasquini known to be
"

^ This piece was printed from a manuscript in the British Museum,
which bears no such title. Judging, however, from the title of
the lihro prezioso mentioned on p. 71, that name may originally
have been given to it.
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dated at the end, Dec.
May 6, 1703."

in

Europe.

3,

1704; at the beginning,

This

And now
is

a short

term

for

and

as

that

A

polyphonic

the key of

D

piece

music.

Then

major, headed

due Cembali, 1704, Bernardo Pasquini,"

which consists of three movements.

mencing with chords,

Next we have a
ing one, in

fugal

common

First

one com-

after which, fugal imitation.

movement,

time

;

lastly,

like the preced-

one

in six-eight

All three movements are in the same key.

time.

The

first

a Corrente and an Aria;
Pasquini could write homo-

as

well

follows a piece in
"

The

contents.

its

consisting of a Tastata (the old

Prelude),

shows

it

phonic

for

suite,^

vol. is

part for each cembalo

is written on a separate
one below the other. Only the bass
notes are written, and the upper parts are indicated
by figures. But this will be clearer presently, for
we shall give one or more illustrations. At the

stave, the

close of the six-eight

movement

is

written Jine,

and on the following page another piece begins
in C major, marked merely 2a, commencing
thus

:

This theme reminds one of Bach's Adagio from
Organ Concerto

the 2nd
'

The

Novello.

suite is printed in the Pasquini- Crieco

Album by

Messrs.
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Clav. e Fed.

Handel's "Along the Monster Atheist
The movements of this second piece
similar
in structure and character to those of
are
Next
we have a piece of lighter charthe first.

or even

strode."^

two movements, and, apparently, for one
cembalo there is, of course, only one bass part
acter in

:

At

(figured).

the

commencement

is

merely

marked Basso continuo. The following piece is
headed 3a Sonata (3rd Sonata).
It is in the
key of D minor, and it has three movements, all
Now, as all the pieces for two
in the same key.
cembali in the volume after this are marked as
sonatas, coupled

with the fact that before this

3rd Sonata there are two pieces for two cembali,
latter
of which is marked 2a (second),
we may conclude that these two are also sonatas.
The piece for one cembalo between the 2nd and
3rd Sonatas is, as we have remarked, of lighter

the

character,

and was possibly considered a

suite.

After the 3rd Sonata comes a fourth, then a Basso
continuo (containing, however,
'

by exception, more

Fasquini was no doubt one of the many composers

Handel.

When

the latter visited Italy before he

who influenced
to London

came

1 7 10, he made the acquaintance of the two Scarlattis (Alessandro
and Domenico), Corelli, and other famous musicians at Rome ; of
Lotti and Steffani at Venice ; and surely at Naples he must have
known Fasquini, whose name, however, is not to be found either in
Schoelcher or Rockstro. Only Gasparini, who was a pupil of
Fasquini's, is mentioned by the former.

in
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than one suite), and so on, alternately, until the
Then follows the last
14th Sonata is reached.
piece in the volume.
The superscription, " For
one or two cembali," ^ leads us to believe that the
preceding Basso continue numbers were intended

one cembalo. It should be stated that movements in binary form are rare among the sonatas,

for

among the Basso continuo pieces,
another reason for considering the latter suites.
The structure of the 3rd Sonata^ is extremely

frequent

The first, probably an Allegro moderato,
opens with a bold characteristic phrase, which
is repeated
in the second bar by the second
cembalo
points of imitation, in fact, continue
throughout the movement.
At the seventh bar
there is modulation to the dominant, and at the
ninth, to the subdominant, in which the opening

simple.

;

theme

A

recurs.

stately antiphonal passage leads

back to the principal key, and the movement
concludes with a cadence such as we find in many
a work of Bach's or Handel's. The Adagio opens
with short phrases for each instrument alternately.
A new subject in the relative major is treated in
imitative fashion.
After a return to the opening
theme, also an allusion to the second theme, a new
figure is introduced, but the movement soon comes
to a close.
This slow movement brings to one's
mind " The Lord is a Man of War," and the
major section of the duet, " Thou in Thy Mercy,"
'

'

" Si puo fare a Due Cembali.
See the Novella Album,
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in Handel's Israel in Egypt.

much

in structure,
is

resembles the

The

broad and vigorous.
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third
first

;

movement,
the music

closing bars suggest

the stringendo passage and presto bars in the coda

Of

of the Scherzo of the "Choral Symphony."
course
parts

is

it

for

disappointing to have only the bass

each instrument.

was

The volume,

as

we

have already stated,
and probably the uncle and nephew performed
Musicians will be able
these sonatas together.
to write out the figured basses, and thus form
some idea of the music. The figures are an outfor the use of Ricordati,

composer's mind but these
Bach and Handel, so simple,
so clear to the composers who penned them, will
always remain more or less a crux criticorum.
It

line of

what was

in the

;

basses, like those of

will

be noticed that the three movements, as in

some of

We

Corelli's sonatas, are all in the

now

same key.

give the opening bars of the three

movements of the piece

for

one or two cembali
Solo.

Solo.

6

5

jt

i

:
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All the other sonatas are more or less after the
The other two volumes

pattern of the one given.

contain suites, airs with variations, arias, and a quantity of short figured basses, apparently as studies.

Before closing this short chapter we will add a
Italian music for the harpsi-

word or two about

chord at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
recent writer remarks that " Domenico Scarlatti
seems to spring full-armed into the view of

A

history."
writer,

But

his

Alessandro

father,

the renowned opera-

Scarlatti,

wrote music for the

harpsichord, also his pupil, Gaetano Grieco,

who

succeeded him as Professor at the Conservatoro
dei poveri di

Gesu Cristo (Naples)

in

The

1717.

influence of the master can be clearly traced in

the music of the pupil

;

and,

if

one

may

judge

from, the simpler character of Grieco's music

compared with that of D.

Scarlatti, he, too,

^

as

was a

Grieco is said to have been born
about 1680; D. Scarlatti was born in 1683; but
this, of course, decides nothing as to the dates of
The harpsichord music of G.
their compositions.
Grieco has both character and charm, and it is
indeed strange that none of his pieces have been
predecessor.

included either in the

Trdsor des

Pianistes, the

Mattres du Clavecin, or Pauer's Collections of old
music.
^

See the Novella Album.
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This chapter is headed " A Contemporary of
Kuhnau."
The latter published all his known
sonatas by the year 1 700, while the dates assigned
to the Pasquini sonata volume are, as we have
seen, 1703-4,
But at that time Pasquini was
over sixty years of age it is therefore more than
probable that he was really the predecessor of the
:

;

German master

as a writer of clavier sonatas.

CHAPTER

IV

EMANUEL BACH AND SOME OF

HIS

CONTEMPORARIES

Carl Philipp Emanuel, third son of J. S. Bach,
was born at Weimar, 8th or 14th March, 17 14,
and died at Hamburg, 14th December, 1788. He
studied composition and clavier-playing with his
father.
His brother, Wilhelm Friedemann, his
senior by four years, went through a similar
course, but learnt, in

addition, the violin under

Emanuel's attention, however, was
J. G. Graun.
concentrated on the one instrument; and to this

we probably owe the numerous clavier sonatas
which he wrote, and which paved the way for
In his
those of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.
(173S) Emanuel left his father's
study jurisprudence at Frankthree years later, however, he
fort-on-the-Oder
went to Berlin, and as cembalist entered the service
Already in
of Frederick the Great (1740).^
twenty-first year

house

in order to
;

'

yet

The post was offered to Bach in 1738, while Frederick was
Crown Prince, but he only entered on his duties in 1740.
82

as

EMANUEL BACH
his father's

house, the

83

young student saw and

heard many distinguished musicians he himself
has told us that no musician of any note passed
through Leipzig without seeking an opportunity
;

so famed

composer and

to

meet

as

performer on the organ and clavier.

his

father,

as

again, afterwards, at the Court of Prussia, he
into contact with the

And
came

most notable composers and

performers of his day.

From among

these

may

be singled out C. H. Graun (composer of the
" Tod Jesu ") and Georg
Benda.^
Graun was
already in the
latter

service

of

Frederick

was only Crown Prince.^

It

when the
would be

interesting to learn the special influences acting

upon Emanuel before he published

his first set of
1742, but this is scarcely possible.
The collection of symphonies * or sonatas published at Leipzig in 1762, mentioned in our
introductory chapter, gives, however, some idea of

sonatas in

' The four sons of Hans Georg Benda (Franz, Johann, Georg,
and Joseph) were excellent musicians, and all members of the band
of Frederick the Great. - Georg, the third son, composer of Ariadne
and Medea, two duodramas which attracted the attention of Mozart,
was, however, the most remarkable.
Cf. Carlyle's Frederick the Great, vol. iv. p. 134:
"Graun,
one of the best judges living, is likewise off to Italy, gathering

—

'^

singers."
'

The symphonies appear to be three-movement overtures tranAs a rule, the pieces marked as symphonies in

scribed for clavier.

have no double bars, and, consequently, no repeat in
movement. A " symphony" of Emanuel Bach is, however,
marked as a "sonata" in the Six Lessons for the Harpsichord,
this collection

the

first

published in

London during

the eighteenth century.
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and it is possible that
numbers were written before

the music of that period

many

of

the

;

Emanuel Bach published
"

Sammlung Vermischte

und ungeiibte

Spieler,"

The

his first works.

Clavierstiicke fur geiibte

by Georg Benda, may

also

be mentioned
it is of great interest, especially
The character of
the Sonata in C minor.
the music and style of writing for the instrument constantly remind one of Emanuel Bach.
Benda, born in 1 721, joined the King of Prussia's
Band in 1742, and soon became known as an
experienced performer on the harpsichord.
Un;

fortunately

it is

of composition
collection,

impossible to ascertain the dates
the

of

and thus

various

of

pieces

to find out whether

was an imitator of Bach or vice
collection itself was only published

this

Benda

versd;'
at

Gotha

the
in

1780.

The

Italian taste in

music which prevailed at

had undoubtedly a marked
The
influence on Bach, and one for good.
severe counterpoint of the North German school
and the suave melody of the Sunny South
blended together with happy results.
It is customary to speak en bloc of Emanuel
Bach's sonatas
if,
however, the earlier be compared with some of the later ones, interesting
differences may be detected, and developments
the Prussian Court

^

;

1

The king was extremely fond of Hasse's music, but this
German by birth, was thoroughly Italian by

composer, though
training.

EMANUEL BACH
But

traced.

the

composer's

85
career,

artistic

show a steady, regular
advance such as we find in J. S. Bach or
Beethoven.
C. H. Bitter, his biographer and
enthusiastic admirer, has to confess that he was
a practical man, and that he wrote at times to
please pupils and amateurs while, occasionally, his
aim may have been pecuniary gain.
unfortunately, does not

;

Of

his- early period,

we

shall notice the " Sei

Sonate per Cembalo," dedicated to Frederick
(1742), and
published in 1745.
Prussia
"

Sechs

Sonaten

the

Of

fiirs

11.

of

Wurtemberg Sonatas,
his

middle period, the
mit veranderten

Clavier

1760, and the "Sechs leichte
^66. And of his latter period,
the six collections of " Sonaten fur Kenner u.
Liebhaber," published at Leipzig between 1779
and 1787. With regard, however, to the lastnamed, it must be remembered that some
are of a comparatively early date.
Thus the
3rd Sonata of the 3rd Collection, one of the
finest of Bach's works, was composed in 1763,
while the collection itself only appeared in
But a table of dates will be given
1 78 1.
Reprisen," Berlin,

Sonaten," Leipzig,

i

further on.
If

some of the

best sonatas written after

be compared with those of 1742, there
found in the later works more character

of writing.

be

in the

movements of greater length.
had improved the composer's style
The later Bagh did not return to the

subject-matter, also
Practice, too,

1760

will
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principal

theme

such a crude, nay, lawless,

in

fashion as the following
(Frederick) Sonata

i.

In these " Frederick

:

First

"

Movement.

Sonatas there

is

as yet

no tendency to enharmonic and other surprise
modulation such as Bach afterwards displayed.
Then as to technique, we find here octaves and
large

chords

comparatively

rare,^

passages are more restricted.

Emanuel Bach
the keyboard.

while

scale

Like Beethoven,

seized hold of additional notes to

In

1742

his highest

and lowest

notes, apparently, were

^^
but afterwards-

'

Yet, curiously, there

the two on page 29 (6th

is no chord
Sonata)—

in the later sonatas so large as

and
which, of course, are played in arpeggio.

^
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In the introductory chapter we noted the
change with regard to the number of movements of a sonata which took place between

1683, when Corelli published his first sonatas,
1 740, when E. Bach composed his first set.
Instances were given of sonatas in three movements by Corelli, but with that composer /our was
This
the normal number ; with E, Bach, tkree.
change came about in great measure through the
concerto.
From E. Bach, we are able to show
the links in the chain of development: Bach,
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven but though between

and

;

Kuhnau, the first writer of sonatas for the clavier,
and Bach, B. Pasquini wrote, as mentioned in
the last chapter, sonatas in three movements, yet

we have no knowledge

that Bach was acquainted
Kuhnau, in fact, however interesting
a phenomenon in the piusical firmament, is not

with them.

necessary

to

explain

the

appearance of Bach.

Joh. Sebastian Bach was undoubtedly acquainted
with the " Bible " Sonatas. He must have admired

them, but he may have been afraid of the freedom
of form which they displayed, and of their tendency
and perhaps he did not
to programme-music
them
his
sons,
lest they should be
speak of
to
For, as we have already mentioned,
led astray.
Sebastian Bach seems to have yielded for a
;

moment

to the

Kuhnau

influence, but,

if

we may

subsequent art-work, he did not
feel satisfied that it was a good one.
In 1742, E. Bach dedicated the six sonatas

judge from

his
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(composed

in

The

1740) to Frederick the Great,

title-page runs thus

:

Sei Sonate
per Cembalo

che

Augusta Maestk

all'

di

Frederico 11.
Rb di Prussia

D. D. D.
I'Autore

Carlo Filippo Emanuele Bach

Musico

AUe

di

them

As

mio."
for

order

S.M.

in the obsequious dedication, the

describes

are,

di

Norimberga.

in

Ahd

Camera

spese di Balth. Schmid

is

works

as

"

composer

debolissimo

Talento

Bach's earliest published sonatas, they

our purpose, of special
as follows

interest.

Their

:

Poco Allegro, Andante, Vivace.

Sonata

Vivace, Adagio, Allegro assai.

Poco Allegro, Adagio,

Presto.

Allegro, Adagio, Presto.

Poco Allegro, Andante, Allegro

assai.

Allegro, Adagio, Allegro.

The

first

and

last

movements of

sections close in

all

six are in

major sonatas, the first
the key of the dominant, and in

In the

binary form.

five

the one minor sonata (No. 4), in the relative major.
The opening movement of each sonata is in early
sonata^

-

form

:

the second section starts with the
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principal theme, or a brief allusion to

it
but then,
development with modulation, there
is a return to the principal key and to the principal
theme.^
The final movements, on the other hand,
;

after a short

Of

are of the usual suite order.

interest and,

indeed, of importance in our history of develop-

ment

are the contents of the

first

section of the

opening movements.
In some of the Scarlatti
sonatas (see No. $6) there is to be found a
fairly definite second subject in the dominant key,
or, in the case of a minor piece, in the dominant
Here the process of
minor or relative major.
differentiation is continued
in the 2nd Sonata
the contrast between the two subjects is specially
marked. We give the opening bar of each
;

ir

i
most of the developments the composer

In

steers clear of the principal key, so that at the

principal theme it may appear
such a method, since Beethoven, we
are quite accustomed but it is curious how little

return

of the

fresh.

To

;

1

Excepting in the

fifth,

which, by the way, was, for a long time,

considered to be the compositon of J. S. Bach, and was published as

such by

J.

C. Westphal

& Co.

This return to the opening theme is
and cembalo by

to be found already in the sonatinas for violin

G. P. Telemann published at Amsterdam in 1718. See Allegro of
No. I, in A; the main theme is given as usual in the key of the
dominant at the beginning of the second section. Then after a
modulation to the key of the relative minor, a return is macjg
to the bpeiiing key and tlje opening theme,
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go

—even
— Haydn

with the example of E. Bach
paid to such an effective

attention

before

him

means of contrast

in

some of

his early sonatas.

In Bach's No. 6, in A, the development assumes
unusual magnitude ; it is even longer than the

And

section.

first

interesting.

One

it

is

not

only

passage, of which

portion, has rather a

long,

we

modern appearance

but

quote a
-^

:

The

return of the principal theme is preceded by
unexpected entry of the opening bars in
B minor, a first sign of that humour which
afterwards formed so prominent a feature in

an

—

Bach's music.

opening notes,

And
is

the theme

itself,

after

the

dealt with in original fashion.

Similar passages are to be found in the opening Vivace of
G. Muthel's 2nd Sonata in G. He was a pupil of J. S. Bach,
and either a pupil or close follower of E. Bach. His six published
sonatas are of great musical interest ; in his wide sweeping arpeggios
and other florid passages he shows an advance on E. Bach. His
2nd Arioso with twelve varations is worth the notice of pianists
in search of something unfamiliar.
There are features in the
music and of these the character of the theme is not least which
Remind one strongly of Beethoven's 32 C minor varij^tions.
^

J.

—

—
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The middle movements

of Nos.

gr

2, 3, 5,

are in the key of the relative minor
I

is

in

the

relative

interrupted

by a

recita,tive

and 6

that of No.

and that of No, 4 (C
major.
No. i, twice
(upper part and figured

in the tonic minor,

minor),

;

yet tender, and, in form, original.
sharp minor, of No. 3 is a movement of singular charm it is based on imitation,

bass),^ is dignified,

The Adagio,

C

in

;

but,

though old

new

in style,

it

—

breathes something of

nothing new
under the sun
of the old Florentine spirit which
freed music for a time from the fetters of polyphony.
The genius of Johann Sebastian Bach
gained the victory over form, and, in fact,
exhausted fugue-form. It is in the clever, but dry

the

spirit,

or rather

—

for there is

fugues of some of his contemporaries and, espesuccessors, that

cially,

new

one can

feel

the absolute

This Adagio is,
as it were, a delicate remembrance, and one not
unmixed with sadness, of the composer's immortal
necessity for a

departure.

parent.

The

light,

description.

lively

All

final

movements need

the music of these sonatas

no
is

two or three parts or voices occasionally there are chord passages in which for the
moment the number is increased. We have dwelt
somewhat in detail on this work, as it appears
to be little known.
There is a sonata in the key of D major, pubwritten in

;

lished in the 3rd Collection
'

A recitative is algo to be

(1763) of Marpurg's

foijiic^

in a MijUer sonata.
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lo), by E. Bach, which was
same year (1740), but earlier than
the " Frederick " Sonatas. C. H. Bitter remarks that

ClavierstUcke

(p.

written in the

if

the year of composition were not known,

certainly pass as a

much

movement reminds one

later

work.

it

would

The

first

of Beethoven's terse, bold

Bitter refers to the freedom with which the
thoughts are expressed, to the melodious character
of the Andante, and to the humour of the Finale.
style.

He

might also have referred to the style of writing
which suggests a later date.
In 174s (?) appeared the Wiirtemberg Sonatas
(so called because they were dedicated to Bach's
pupil, the Duca di Wirtemberg e Teckh, as he is
named on the title-page of the original edition).
These sonatas are marked as Opera seconda.
They were offered by the composer to the Duke
in recognition of the many favours shown to him
" at the time when I had the honour of giving
you lessons in music at Berlin."^
Of these
sonatas we have only been able to have access to
the
the two preserved in the British Museum
for the instrument,

;

others are probably of similar character.

No.

I

in

,

E

flat,

opens with an Adagio, followed

(E flat), and then by a
and Trio, both in E flat, and
with the former da capo.
The first and second
movements are in old binary form the Allegro
shows the influence of D. Scarlatti. The Minuet is
by. an

Menuet

Allegro

assai

alternato

;

^

" In tempo

Berlino,"

in cui ebbi I'onore di darle Lezzione di

Musica i»

fresh

and
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It is evident,

taking E. Bach

pleasing.

himself as standard, that this

is

a suite rather

than a sonata.

No.

2,

B

in

flat,

is

of similar character and

Both sonatas are old

construction.

more modern

form, but

in

in their subject-material

and

of writing than those dedicated to the

style

King of

Prussia.
In the latter there is a solidity not to
be found here; in its place we have lightness,
almost merriment they were written, one would
;

almost think,

expressly for

The

the Duke.

the

amusement of

rapid semi-quaver passages (as

and the crossing of hands (as in No. 2)
no undecided manner of the influence of
Scarlatti.
The exceedingly light and graceful
Minuets remind one of the kinship between the
composer and Haydn.
In a letter to Forkel, dated loth February 1775,
Bach writes as follows
" Die 2 Sonaten, welche Ihren Beyfall vorziiglich haben, sind die einzigen von dieser Art,
die ich je gemacht habe.
Sie gehoren zu der,
No.

in

tell

i)

in

:

aus

dem

H-moll, die ich Ihnen mitschickte, zu

dem B, die Sie nun auch haben, u. zu
2en aus der Hafner-Wurtembergischen Sammlung,
u. sind alle 6 anno 1743, im Toplitzer Bade
von mir, der ich damahls sehr gicht-brUchig
war, auf einem Claviacord mit der kurzen Octav
der aus

verfertiget."
'

^

" The two sonatas, which met with your special approval, are
I have ever composed.
They are

the only ones of this kind which
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It would be interesting to know the two sonatas
belonging to this period, " the only ones of the
kind that I have ever written."
In the catalogue
of musical remains of E. Bach, published two
years after his death, the opening bars are given
of a Sonata in B minor (see above letter) written

at Toplitz in

1743

This, surely,

above
In

must be the one mentioned

in the

letter.

Bach published

1760,

six

sonatas

with

varied repeats {mit verdnderten Reprisen), dedicated

Amelia of Prussia.
In the preface
composer remarks that " nowadays change

to Princess

the
or

repetition

is

indispensable."

some players

that

written,

even

players,

if

them,

the

He

complains

will

not

play the notes

first

time

;

and

the changing on repetition

make

as

again, that
is

left

to

alterations unsuitable to the character

B minor, which I sent to you, with the
which you now have also, and with two out of the
Hafner-Wurtemberg Collection and all six were composed on a

connected with the one in

one in

B

flat,

;

Claviacord with

was

the short octave, at the Toplitz baths,

when

I

from a severe attack of gout.
A series of six sonatas by E. Bach is in the Trisor des Pianistes,
and is said to have been published at Nuremberg in 1744; the
work is also dedicated to the Duke of Wurtemberg, and the Opus
number (2) is also given to it. There is mention of these sonatas
in Bitter's biography of J. S. Bach's sons, but not of the others.
suflfering
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These sonatas are of great

of the music.

historic

This preface, also the evident necessity

interest.

for additional (inner part) notes at times, especially

slow movements of E. Bach and other com-

in the

posers of that day,

much of
Here we are face

stands,

make one

feel

Bach's music

that, as

is

a dead

it

now

letter.

to face with a question which in

a kindred matter has given rise to

much

contro-

music is to produce its proper effect,
something must be done. To that (in the case of
versy.

If the

Emamuel

Bach's sonatas)

all

reasonable musicians

must agree. Yet not, perhaps, as to what that something should be.
According to certain authorities,
only additions should be made which are strictly
in keeping with the spirit of the age in which the
music was written. Some, on the other hand, would
bring the music up to date they think it better to
;

clothe eighteenth-century music in nineteenth-cen-

tury dress, than to ask musicians with nineteenth-

century ears to

listen to

patched-up eighteenth-cen-

The second plan would not be approved
by musicians who hold the classical masters in
tury music.
veneration

;

with a

modification, the

little

first

one,

however, ought to meet with general acceptance.
may write in keeping with the spirit of a past

We

must now be played on an
character, compass, and
so surely in making additions

age, but the music

instrument

of different

quality of tone

;

(and, so far as certain

ornaments are concerned,
ought to be taken into

alterations) these things

consideration.

A certain

latitude should, therefore,
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be allowed to the transcriber ; hard-and-fast rules
The late Dr.
in such a delicate task are impossible.
Biilow edited six of Emanuel Bach's sonatas.i and
though he was well acquainted with the composer's
style of writing, his anxious desire to present the
music in the most favourable light sometimes led
him to make changes of which even lenient judges
would not approve. The matter is an interesting
one, and we may therefore venture to refer somewhat in detail to one passage. In the 3rd Sonata
(F minor) of the 3rd Collection, the passage
'

^

^

has been changed by Biilow he has altered the C ilat
in the second half of the first bar into a C natural,
:

thus smoothing

key of B

flat

down

the hard progression to the

Now

minor.

this

very passage had

already, nearly a hundred years previously, attracted

the notice of Forkel,
the context,

it

who admitted

that, apart

from

jarred against his musical feeling.

But he had thought over the composer's intention
and had come to the conclusion that, in the opening Allegro, Bach wished
in writing that sonata,

^

Sechs ausgewahlte Sonaten fur Klavier allem von Carl Philipp

Emanuel Bach bearbeitet und mit einem Vorwort herausgegeben
von Hans von Biilow (Peters, Leipzig).
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to express indignation.^

the

rough,

hard,
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He therefore asks

:

"

Are

of an

expressions

passionate

angry and indignant man beautiful ? " In this case,
Forkel was of opinion that the hard modulation
was a faithful record of what the composer wished
The natural order of history seems
to express.*
One would have expected Forkel
inverted here.
to look upon the music from an abstract, but
Billow from a poetical point of view. C. H. Bitter
also on purely musical grounds
condemns
" Even weaknesses
BUlow's alterations. He says
of great masters, among which the passages in
question are not to be counted, still more so,
special peculiarities, should be left untouched.
What would become of Beethoven, if each generation of musicians, according to individual judgment,
arrogated to itself the right, here and there, of expunging hardnesses, smoothing down peculiarities,
and softening even sharp points with which, from

—

—

—

:

time to time,

Works
The

we come

into unpleasant contact

?

of art must be accepted as they are."
first

part of Bitter's argument

is

sound

but, unfortunately for the last, the writer in his

life

of Emanuel Bach and his brothers insists on the
necessity of not accepting Emanuel's clavier works

as they are.

He quotes a passage from the Andante of the
4th Sonata of the second set of the " Reprisen
In like manner he

1

final

feels in the Andante,
Andantino, melancholy consolation.

Leipziger
7

Mus. Almanack, 1783.

re/lection,

and in the
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Sonaten," and comes to the natural conclusion that

was only an outline requiring filling up.
With all his faults, one cannot but admire the
He felt the
spirit in which Billow worked.
it

greatness of the old masters, regretted the limited

means which they had

at their

command,

also the

stenographic system in which they were accustomed

and he sought, therefore,
modern means, and thereby
was naturally tempted to introduce modern efifects.
to express their thoughts

to

make

The
and

use

;

of

restoration of the old masters
delicate task,

and

in

most

cases,

is

one

a

difficult

may

add,

In the matter of transcription,
a thankless one.
however, it is important to distinguish between a
Billow and a Tausig the one displayed the intellithe other, the thoughtlessness
gence of an artist
of a virtuoso.
But what, it may be asked, is the character of
the changes made by Bach?
The matter is of
interest; by examining these sonatas, we get
some idea of the difference between letter and
However, from what we have said above, a
spirit.
mere imitation of these changes, in playing Bach's
music, would, in its turn, be letter rather than spirit.
As a rule the bass remains the same, though
:

;

plain crotchets

may become

quavers, as in extract

from Sonata i given below, or notes turned into
broken octaves

EMANUEL BACH
or,

times,

at

some very

slight

99
alteration

may

occur, such as

In the upper parts the changes are similar to

found

those

Mozart,

in

An

the

of Haydn and
be better than any

variations

illustration will

and we

accordingly give a brief
Sonata:
first the five bars
extract from the
as
at
the
opening,
then as they
of the Allegretto,
explanation,

ist

are changed
(«)

^^
^F^

^^

^
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The

publication

of the

collections of sonatas,

etc.,

set

of six

commenced

Leipzig
in

1779;

but thirteen years previously, the composer had
Clavier
published a set of " Sechs Leichte
these,
in
one
or
two
respects,
are
Sonaten," and
The opening movement of No. 6 has
curious.
no double bars, and, therefore, no repeat of the
And again, it has a coda pausing
first section.
on the dominant chord and followed by an
This second movement, peculiar in
Andantino.
form and modulation, ends on the dominant of F,
leading directly to the Presto.

EMANUEL BACH
The opening

lOI

of the Larghetto of No. 2

was probably the prototype of many a theme of
the classical masters.

The works by which Emanuel Bach
known are the six collections of sonatas,
and

fantasias published at Leipzig

1787.

The composer

died in

is

best

rondos,

between 1779-

The ist
1788.
" Sechs Clavier-

Collection (1779) bears the title
sonaten fUr Kenner und Liebhaber," and, in fact,
"
contains six sonatas. But " nebst einigen Rondos

(together with

some 'Rondos) was already added
2nd and 3rd Collections

to the title-page of the

and

to the remaining ones,
addition of " Freye Fantasien."

For the sake of
subjoined
Coll.

(1779)

(1780)

(1781)

reference, the

the

list

still

further

of sonatas

is
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No wonder that such a
minor, and dominant.
proceeding surprised conventional minds, and that
the critics warned Beethoven of the danger of
"

going his

own way."

Emanuel Bach, had

But

his

predecessor,

also strayed from the peda-

gogic path, a narrow one, yet, in the end, leading
to destruction.
In the first book (1779), the

Sonata (as shown by the whole of the movement, with exception of the two opening bars) is
in the key of F major, yet the first bar is in
C minor (minor key of the dominant) and the
second, in D minor (relative minor of the principal
5 th

key).

There were, no doubt, respecters of tonality

Emanuel Bach's day, to whom such free
measures must have seemed foolhardy.
While
composing this sonata Bach was, apparently, in
daring mood.
The slow middle movement in
also in
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D

minor opens with an inversion of the dominant
and the Finale in F thus

ninth,

Of
ments

the character of the
in

binary form

first

we have

section of move-

already spoken in

the introductory chapter.

In the matter of development, the Bach sonatas
are in one respect particularly striking; the com-

poser seems to have resolutely turned

away from

the fugal style, and in so doing probably found himself somewhat

hampered.

Like the early Florentine

Bach was breaking with the past, and
with a mightier past than the one on which the
reformers.

Florentines turned their back

was occupied with a new form.

;

like

them, he,

too,

Not the music itself

of the first operas, but the spirit which prompted
them, is what we now admire; in E. Bach, too,
especially when viewed in the light of subsequent
history,
we at times take the will for the deed.
We meet with much the same kinds of development as in Scarlatti phrases or passages taken
bodily from the first section and repeated on
different degrees of the scale, extensions of phrases,
and passage-writing based on some figure from
the exposition, etc. The short development section
of the Sonata in G (Collection No. 6) ofTers
examples of the three methods of development

—

:

EMANUEL BACH
just mentioned.

Bach, like Scarlatti, was a master
when as was said of

—

of his instrument, and even

—
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Mendelssohn he had nothing particular to say,
he always managed to say that little well. E. Bach
has already much to suffer in the inevitable comparison with Beethoven and the fact that we have
;

message of the one, but not of the other,
no doubt accentuates the difference.
In many ways Bach reminds one of Beethoven.
There are unexpected fortes and pianos, unexOf such, the
pected crescendos and diminuendos.
noble Larghetto in F minor of the Sonata in F
(Collection 1779, No. 2) offers, indeed, several fine
examples. Particularly would we notice the passage
just before the return of the opening theme; it
the

full

begins _^, but there
latter

is

a gradual decrease to pp

seems somewhat

before

fore surprises. Then,again, we

its

time,

and

;

the

there-

meet with out-of-theway modulations. Bach was extremely fond of
enharmonic transitions,^ and the same can be said
of Beethoven in both his early and his late works.
The means employed by the two composers may
be the same, but the effect is, of course, always
more striking in Beethoven, whose thoughts were
deeper, and whose means of expressing them were
in every way more extended.
And once again, in
some of the forms of melody, in figures and passages,
traces can be found of connection between the two
masters.
To our thinking the bond of union
between E. Bach and Beethoven is stronger than
' See particularly the Sonata in G (collection of
1783).

io6
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the oft-mentioned one between the early master

and Haydn

:

Haydn was

practically Bach's pupil

This it is which
any outward resemblances which
may be detected, not the resemblances themBeethoven, his spiritual

heir.

gives interest to

selves.

In Bach's six sonatas of 1742 the movements
detached.
But the opening movement (an

are

Andante

in

sonata form) of the and Sonata of
1779 ends with a few

the Leipzig Collection of

bars in canonic form (and with

quaint

Bebung

leading without break to the following
Larghetto.
The next sonata also connects the

effect),

second with the third movement.
In the above
case the change was merely from the key of tonic
major to that of minor but here the movement is
in G minor, and an enharmonic modulation leads
;

the dominant of B minor, key of the final
movement. The sonata begins in B minor, and
the choice of the remote key of G minor for the
middle movement is somewhat curious.
Sonata
No. 4 connects first and second movements; and the
third is evidently meant to follow without pause.
It
must, however
be remembered that the
majority of the Leipzig sonatas do not have the
various movements thus connected.
It therefore
seems to have been an experiment rather than
a settled plan.
Examples of the connection of
movements are also to be found in Nichelmann
and J. C. F. Bach. The same thing may be seen
in some of Haydn's sonatas (Nos. 18, 22, etc.).
to
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while Beethoven offers a remarkable instance in
his sonata,

The

1st

Op. 57.
Sonata of the 2nd Collection passes

from the first to the second movement (Allegretto,
G minor Larghetto, F sharp minor) in a curious
manner, by enharmonic means.
The last bar
;

has

The quotation is in abbreviated form. The second
chord would, of course, be taken at first as dominant minor ninth on G.
The 1st Sonata of the
4th Collection is not striking as music, and
certainly not of sufficient importance to justify
serious inquiry into the peculiar order of keys
for

the three movements (G,

G

minor, and

E

major).

With regard to the number of movements, all
except two of the eighteen sonatas have three
the second and third of the 2nd Collection have

only two.

John Christian Bach, or the " London " Bach, as
he was called, dedicated his fifth work, consisting
of six sonatas " Pour le clavecin ou pianoforte," to
This cannot have
Ernst, Duke of Mecklenburg.
been before 1759, as that was the year in which
the composer came to London. He describes him" Maitre de Musique de
self on the title-page as
These sonatas, as
S. M. la Reine d'Angleterre."

—
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we

from the dedication, were written for
The first,
of the Duke.
third, and fourth have each only two movements.
They remind us less of E. Bach than of
Haydn's early style. There is some very fresh,
pleasing writing in them. No. $ has some excellent
practising passages, and perhaps the following
learn

the

"amusement"

may

have suggested to Cramer his first study.
of No. 6 is a vigorous
double Fugue the whole sonata is, indeed, one of

The middle movement
;

the finest of the

A

set.

D, by Wilhelm Friedmann Bach, is
commented on by Dr. Parry in his " Sonata
dictionary article.
There is another one in C
major, a fresh and vigorous example of a musician
whose powers were never fully developed.
The sonatas of Pietro Donienico Paradies {d.
1 7 1 o), a contemporary of E. Bach, are of interest.
They were published in London by John Johnson,
and bear the title, " Sonate di gravicembalo dedicate
a sua altezza reale la principessa da Pier Domenico
Paradies Napolitano." The edition bears no date
but the right of printing and selling granted by
George II. bears the date November 28, 1754.
A second edition was published at Amsterdam in
The sonatas are twelve in number, and
1770.
consist of only two movements of various character

Sonata

in

EMANUEL BACH
some have an Allegro
Presto, Allegro, or
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by a

or Presto, followed

Gigue

;

and sometimes

(as in

Nos. 9 and 11) the second movement is an
Andante. In other sonatas the first movement
is
in slow time.
These two-movement sonatas
would seem to form an intermediate stage between
Scarlatti and Emanuel Bach.
As a matter of fact,
however, the latter, as we have seen, had published
clavier sonatas in three movements long before
the appearance of those of Paradies.
In some of
the movements in binary form Paradies shows an
advance on Scarlatti (see Nos. i and 10), for in
the second section there is a return, after modulation, to the principal theme.
Some have the

theme

in the

dominant key

of that section, others not.
stages represented in these
delightfully fresh, and,

view, interesting.
in letter

and

spirit is

the movements

No.

1

2) there

inherit

from

The

from a technical point of
influence of Scarlatti both

strongly

felt.

In some of

movement of No.

8 and of
a feature which Paradies did not

{cf. first
is

commencement
Thus we see various
sonatas.
The music is
at the

Scarlatti,

bass.

Of such

hints.

Alberti, said to

i.e.

the so-called

Alberti

a bass Scarlatti gives only slight

have been

its

inventor,

was

may
many

a contemporary of Paradies, and the latter

have learnt the
examples of its

Opera Prima," ^

trick

from him

:

there are

In Alberti, "VIII Senate
the opening Allegro of No. 2 has
use.

' All of these consist of two movements
ments are marked Andante.

;

in the

first,

hoth move-

no
it
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in forty-four of the

consists,

forty-six bars of

and, besides, each

section

is

which

it

repeated.

That convenient form of accompaniment soon
came into vogue. It occurs frequently in the
sonatas and concertos of J. C. Bach and Haydn,
but it is in the works of second-rate composers that
one sees the full use, or rather abuse, made of it.
No. 8 of the Paradies sonatas is particularly
attractive, and the second movement forms a not
unpleasant
"

reminiscence

Harmonious Blacksmith "

of

Handel's

variations.

so-called

CHAPTER V
HAYDN AND MOZART
I.— Haydn

This composer,
" father

of the

to

whom

is

given the

symphony and

name

of

the quartet," was

born at Rohrau, a small Austrian village on the
Leitha, in the night between 3 1 st March and i st
April 1732.
At a very early age the boy's sweet
voice attracted the notice of G. Renter, capell-

meister of St. Stephen's, Vienna, and

for

many

years he sang in the cathedral choir.

In

1749

he was dismissed, the alleged cause being a practical joke played by him on one of his fellowchoristers.
He was, as Sir G. Grove relates in
his article " Haydn " in the Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, thrown upon the world " with an empty
purse, a keen appetite, and no friends." Haydn took
up his abode in an attic in the old Michaelerhaus.
But it chanced that Metastasio lived in the same
building, and the famous poet took an interest in
the penniless composer, and,

taught him

Italian.

among

other things,

Metastasio was

extremely

fond of music, and we know from his letters that
the flowing compositions of his countrymen
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him more than the learned music of

delighted

Then Haydn made the acquaintance
who gave him instruction in composi-

Germany.
of Porpora,
tion

and

in

supposed

to

Martini, an

And

the art of singing.

have
Italian

studied

the

composer

in

he is also
works of San
the

service

of

music
was much played and much admired in Vienna.
Emanuel Bach also, as we have seen, came under
Italian influence, but not until he had finished his
studies under his father's guidance. Once more, we
may conclude that Haydn, before he commenced
writing clavier sonatas, had made acquaintance
with those of Paradies and of Alberti. These early
Italian influences should be noted, for one is apt
to think rather of the young composer as plodding
through Fux's " Gradus " and playing Emanuel
Bach's sonatas on his " little worm-eaten clavier."
Prince

Esterhazy.

During

his last years

In

addition,

Haydn

Italian

told his friend Grie-

he had diligently studied Emanuel
Bach, and that he owed very much to him. From
singer that

the painter Dies, in his biographical notice of the
master,

we

also learn

how

fond he was of playing

And this influence was
undoubtedly not only a strong, but a lasting one
in 1788, the year in which E. Bach died, Haydn
wrote to Artaria, begging the latter to send him
that master's last two works for clavier.
Emanuel Bach's

sonatas.

In reference to Haydn, musicians are apt to

speak merely of his sonatas, whereas those of Beethoven are generally described by their key, or
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or as belonging to one of the

three periods into which that master's art-work

is

There is good reason for this
difference.
Haydn's sonatas are not of equal
importance with those of his successor ; and then

usually divided.

some

are old-fashioned, others second-rate.

hoven's

by no means

sonatas are

merit, yet there

is

all

of

Beet-

equal

not one but has some feature,

whether of form, or development, or technique, by
which it may be distinguished. And yet a close and
careful study of Haydn's sonatas will show that he,
too,

had Tiis periods of apprenticeship, mastery, and
Let not our readers take alarm. We

maturity.

are not going to analyse his thirty-five sonatas, or

But we shall try, by
some of the most characteristic works, to
show how the master commenced, continued, and

to enter into minute details.
selecting

concluded.

The

earliest of the

published sonatas,^ No.

i

somewhat of a curiosity. It consists of
movements
an Allegro in G major
a
an
Minuetto and Trio, G major and minor
Adagio in G minor and an Allegro molto in G
major.
It is the only sonata of Haydn's which

(33),
four

is

:

;

;

;

contains

and the

four

movements.

The

plaintive

Trio

Scarlatti-like Finale are attractive.

In the year 1774,

published six

J. J.

Hummel,

sonatas, the

last

at

Amsterdam,

three of which

^ For the benefit of readers who may not possess Pohl's /.
Haydn, we insert in brackets, after the Pohl numbers, those of the

HoUe

edition.

8
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appear to have been originally written for pianoforte and violin;^ and in 1776 six more were
printed by Longman & Broderip as Op. 14.

These may serve as specimens of Haydn's early
style and in them, by the way, the composer was
;

accused of imitating, nay, caricaturing, E. Bach.
In the European Magazine for October 1784

Haydn,

there appeared an account of Joseph

"

a

celebrated composer of music," in which occurs

the following
"

:

Amongst

the

number of

professors

against our rising author was

Philipp

Bach of Hamburgh (formerly of

Berlin)

only notice

Haydn

who wrote
Emanuel
;

and the

took of their scurrility and

abuse was to publish lessons written

in imitation

of the several styles of his enemies, in which their
peculiarities

were so closely copied, and

their ex-

traneous passages (particularly those of Bach of

Hamburgh)
felt

so inimitably burlesqued, that they

all

the poignancy of his musical wit, confessed

its

and were silent."
Further on the writer mentions the sonatas of
Ops. 1 3 and 1 4 as " expressly composed in order
to ridicule Bach of Hamburgh"; nay, he points to
the second part of the second sonata in Op. 1 3 and
the whole of the third sonata in the same work
by way of special illustration.
truth,

1 Cf. C. F. Pohl's /. Haydn, vol. ii. p. 311.
They are in the
The Tempo di
keys of D, E flat, and A, and are interesting.
Menuetto of the second presents a strict canon in the octave. In
the last, too, there is a curious canon.
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There are many resemblances to E. Bach in
notes wide apart, pause bars, surprise
modulations, etc.,
and this is not more extraordinary than to find resemblances between Mozart
and Beethoven but the charge of caricature seems

Haydn,

—

—

;

Haydn,
would have done any
such thing.
It must be remembered that at the
date of the European Magazine in question, E.
Bach had not yet published any of the six
Leipzig Collections (" Sonaten fur Kenner," etc.),
by which he is best known at the present day.
Of the six sonatas. Op. 1 3, the first three are
Nos. 8 (26), 9 (27), 10 (28) in Pohl's thematic
catalogue {Joseph Haydn, vol. ii.).
The other
three have not been reprinted in modern collections.
In the first three the keys and order of
movements are as follow
unfair.

Besides,

who owed

so

it

much

is

scarcely likely that

to Bach,

:

No.
No.

I.

2.

Allegro moderate in
Allegro moderato in

Tempo

No.

3.

C

E

;

;

Adagio, F
Andante,

Menuetto.
Allegro moderato in F ; Larghetto,

;

Finale, Presto.

E

minor

;

Finale,

E

minor

;

Presto.

di

These sonatas are interesting as music, and the
workmanship is skilful. If one can get over the
thinness of the part-writing, especially in the slow
is
much to enjoy in them.
movement Tempo di Menuetto in
recalls Emanuel Bach's "Wurtemberg"

movements, there

The
No.

style of

2

—

—

sonatas of 1745.
Here are the numbers of the sonatas of Op.
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14: II (20), 12 (21), 13 (22), 14 (23), IS (24),
And here are the keys and movements
16(25).
No.

I.

Allegro con brio in

G

;

Minuetto,

G

;

Trio,

G

minor

;

Presto.

No.

2.

Allegro moderato in

E

minor
Moderato in F
flat

4.

No.
No.

5.

Moderato

6.

Allegro moderato in

Allegro in A
Variazione.
in

;

Adagio

;

E

flat

;

B

Adagio,

No.
No.

3.

E

Minuetto,

;

E

flat

;

Trio,

Presto.

;

;

flat
Tempo di Menuetto.
Tempo di Minuetto con
;

Presto.

B

minor

;

Tempo

di

Minuetto

;

Presto.

During the eighteenth century, both in Italy
and Germany, sonatas in two movements were

common, but with Haydn the reduction in No. 5
probably was made on practical, and not artistic
grounds.

Schindler

once asked Beethoven

why
C

he had only two movements to his Sonata in

—

minor (Op. 1 1 1), and the master replied probably
with a twinkle in his eye
that he had not had

—

time for a

third.

of 1776 be compared with
ones (1767), an immense improvement in
In
the development sections will be observed.
No.
the earliest but one of the master's sonatas
2 (30)
the whole of the middle section is in the
principal key.
No. 4 (Op. 14) has all three
movements connected, a plan, as we have already
If these sonatas

earlier

—

—

—

seen, adopted

by E. Bach

in

some of

his sonatas.

The sonata in question is in the key of A major.
The Allegro ends with an arpeggio dominant
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and still in the same bar follows the
dominant chord of the relative key of F sharp
minor, leading directly to the Adagio this movement, in its turn, closes on the dominant chord
of A, the key, of course, of the final movement
(Tempo di Minuetto con Variazioni).
In 1780 six sonatas were published by Artaria,
and dedicated to the sisters Franziska and Marianne v. Auenbrugger. They are Nos. 20 (i),
21-24 (10-13), and 7 (14). No. 20 (i) is a
bright little work.
No. 21 ( i o) (C sharp minor)
opens with an interesting movement.^
The
sonata ends with a beautiful Menuetto and Trio, in
which the composer comes very near to Beethoven.
The middle movement is a Scherzando, and thereby hangs a little tale. No. 24 (13) commences
chord,

;

with the same theme.
When Haydn sent the
sonatas to his publisher he called attention to
this resemblance, and, in

fact,

requested that

it

should be mentioned on the inner side of the
title-page.
And he added " I could, of course,
have chosen a hundred other ideas in place of
this one; but in order not to run any risk of
blame on account of this intentional trifle (which
the critics, and especially my enemies, will regard
in a bad light), I make this avertissement.
Or
please add some note of a similar kind, otherwise
it may prove detrimental to the sale."
No. 22
(11) has an opening Allegro in Haydn's brightest
:

^

The

treble of the tenth bar of the second section has

frequently printed a third too high.

been
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The

manner.

short

Largo

is

and ex-

quaint

the ff chord of the Neapolitan sixth is
of fine effect. The movement ends on the dominpressive

;

ant chord, and thus leads without break to the
lively Presto

The concluding movement

Final6.

of the next sonata displays a crispness and vigour

which remind one of Haydn's great successor.
Already in connection with these six sonatas
have we mentioned Beethoven. And from this
period onwards the kinship between the two
composers becomes more evident.
Haydn, however, did not, like Beethoven, rise steadily higher

and higher great moments came, as it were, by
fits and starts.
He wrote in season and out of
season
nulla dies sine lima seems to have been
;

;

With Beethoven, a later work, unless
be one of his few pieces d' occasion, means a fuller

his motto.
it

revelation of his genius.

We

will

now

on to the

pass

latest

period,

represented by two great sonatas, both in the key

E

The one was written for the composer's
and patron, Frau v. Genziger. The opening Allegro shows earnest, deep feeling, while at
the close of the recapitulation Haydn makes us
feel the full power of his genius
the passage
of

flat.

friend

;

irresistibly recalls

moments

of the " Appassionata
chords, those

the

first

movement

those stately reiterated

;

solemn pauses, have a touch of

mystery about them.
the second theme
subject of the

"

in

is

It is interesting to

see

how

evolved from the principal

movement

;

by a

slight modification
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was

stately

cantabile

is

now

light

is

and
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quite changed

;

what

The Adagio

graceful.

one of the purest examples of a style

is

become a thing of the past.
and sustained tone of modern instruments

of music which has

The

full

has rendered unnecessary those turns, arpeggios,
and numerous ornaments with which the com-

make amends

posers of the last century tried to

the fleeting tones of their harpsichords and

for

Haydn and Mozart were

clavichords.
art

this

skilful in

of embellishment, though sometimes

it

was unduly profuse; this Adagio of Haydn's is
a model of sobriety.
The bold minor section,
which Frau v. Genziger, by the way, found rather
troublesome to play, offers an effective contrast to

A

the major.

Tempo

graceful

the work to an effective close.

E

in

flat^

writing

is

is

much more

fuller,

and

it

di

Menuetto brings
other Sonata

The

difficult to play.

The

contains passages which

even a modern pianist need not disdain.
It is
really strange that the sonata is not sometimes

heard at the Popular Concerts.
In the opening
Allegro the exposition section contains more than
the two orthodox themes, and the development
1

This Sonata in

E flat (Op.

78) was dedicated to Mrs. Bartolozzi,

wife of the famous engraver, and to her

—

C

Haydn

also dedicated

major, marked as Op. 79,
a bright, clever and
in which the influence of Clementi is sensibly felt.
in

ment

one

showy work,
The develop-

section of the opening Allegro, together with the return to the
is interesting.
The Adagio, in the key of the subone of Haydn's best, while the final movement (Allegro
full of life and humour.

principal theme,

dominant,
molto)

is

is

I20
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assumes

The key

magnitude; the
and bold modulations.

considefable

latter is full of clever details

of the Adagio

is

E

major, but this

is

of

enharmonic equivalent of F flat.
Brahms, in his last Sonata for Violoncello and
Pianoforte in F, has the slow movement in F
sharp. This has been spoken of as a novelty, yet
Haydn, as we see, had already made the experiment; and similar instances may be found in
Schubert and Beethoven, though not in their
pianoforte sonatas.
The Finale Presto reminds
one by the style of writing, and by a certain
quaint humour, of Emanuel Bach but there are
some bold touches sforzandos on unaccented
beats, prolongation of phrases, long dwelling on
one harmony, etc. which anticipate Beethoven.
Traces of the past, foreshadowings of the future
course the

;

—

these are familiar facts in evolution.
II.— Mozart

Before Mozart had reached the age of twenty
he wrote six sonatas for a certain Baron Diirnitz,
who, by the way, forgot to send the promised
payment in return. Of these, Otto Jahn remarks
that " their healthy freshness and Jijnjshed form entitle them still to be considered as the best
foundation for a musical education."
Freshness
is
indeed the best term to describe both the
thematic material and the developments.
Four
of them (Nos. i, 2, 3, and 5) consist of the usual
three movements
No. 4 cornrnences with a long
;
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each of which is repeated.
Minuets (the second taking the
place of a Trio) follow, and the third movement is
an Allegro in sonata-form. No. 6 has for its second
movement a Rondeau en Polonaise, and for its
The Rondo of
third, a Theme with variations.
No. 3 (in B flat) is unusually long; it contains
two episodes, one in the relative minor, the other
The next three sonatas (in
in the subdominant.
C, A minor, and D) are of greater importance.
They are all said to have been written at MannThe first was most probably the one
heim.
mentioned in a letter of 1777 written by Mozart

Two

to

in

two

sections,

graceful

his

He

father.

a

describes

public

concert

given on the 22nd of October, and says: "Then
I played alone the last Sonata in D, then my Con-

B

certo in

with a

D"

Rondo

was the

C

then a Fugue in

flat,

splendid Sonata in

C major

out of

at the end."

last

The

minor, and a

my own

" last

head,

Sonata

in

of the set of six noticed above.

In reference to the Sonata in C, the expression

my own head " would seem to indicate
had not at that time been written out.
Mozart was right to speak of the work as

"

out of

that
"

it

splendid."

The bold opening

subject, the well-

contrasted second theme, the short but masterly

development, the original leading back to the
principal subject, and the many variations in the
recapitulation section, fully justify his qualification.

The slow movement
Rondo, with

its

is

full

of charm, and the

elaborate middle section,

is

of the
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The 2nd Sonata,

highest interest.

in

A

minor,

next to the one
C
in this department of musical literature.
And there is a story connected with it. Capellmeister Cannabich's eldest daughter Rosa had
captivated the young composer
he wrote to his
minor, Mozart's finest

in

is,

effort

;

father about her,

and described her as " a pretty,
and added, " she has a staid

charming girl,"
manner and a great deal of sense for her age (the
young lady was only thirteen) she speaks but
little, and when she does speak, it is with grace
and amiability." On the very next day~after his
arrival in
Mannheim he began to write this
sonata for her.
The Allegro was finished in one
day.
Young Banner, the violinist, asked him
about the Andante, and Mozart replied: " I mean
to make it exactly like Mdlle. Rose herself."
This was the picture to which he worked.
One
;

of Beethoven's finest sonatas, the

C

was inspired by a

a strong appeal

to

the emotions

beautiful girl
calls

forth

:

sharp minor,

composer's best

a

movement was written on
31st October,and the Rondo on SthNovember. The

powers.

Mozart's

first

Allegro maestoso presents

The opening theme with

many

points of interest.

motive is
prominent throughout the movement the transition passage to the key of the relative major is
based on it, and so is the coda to the exposition
Again, in the development and recapitusection.
lation sections it forms a striking feature, while
in the final coda it is intensified by reiteration of
its

dotted

;
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the dotted figure, and also by the rise from the

dominant to the
its

The slow movement, with

tonic.

expressive themes, graceful ornamentation, and

bold middle section, was not surpassed by Mozart

even in his

C minor

the work

worthy manner it forms a contrast
movement, and yet is allied to it in

in

to the first

The

Presto closes

;

The

sentiment.

Sonata.

passionate outburst at the close,

with the repeated E's, seems almost a reminiscence

There are two features in
movement which
the one is the augmentation
point to Beethoven
in the seventh bar of the quaver figure in the two

of the Allegro theme.

the development section of that
:

preceding bars

the other, the phrase containing

;

the shake which

curtailment of

though

is

its

evolved from an earlier one by
first

many ways

in

note.

The 3rd

attractive, will

Sonata,

not bear com-

In 1779, at Vienna,
Mozart composed, among other sonatas, the beautiful one in A major,
the first example, perhaps, of
a sonata commencing with a theme and variations.

parison with the other two.

—

movement

This

first

gem

of the work

is

is

very charming, but the
the

the delicate Menuetto

;

Trio speaks in tender, regretful tones of some

happy past. The Alia Turca is lively, but not
far removed from the commonplace.

From among
three (in

G

the symphonies of Mozart, the
E flat, and C) which he wrote

minor,

1788 stand out with special prominence; and
so, from the sonatas, do the three in A minor
In the
(1778), C minor (1784), and F (1788).

in
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regards

first,

as

itself,

and

the

virtuosity

writing,

in the third, contrapuntal skill

asserts
;

but

in

the second, the greatness of music makes us forget
the means

by which that greatness is achieved.
in A minor and F are wonderful

The Sonatas

productions, yet they stand a

C

minor.

The

last-named give
sonatas.

We

it

little

lower than the

and earnestness of the

nobility

a place near to Beethoven's best

might say equal, were

the writing for the instrument

is

it

not that

comparatively

however noble the ideas, they are but
;
inadequately expressed.
This C minor Sonata is

thin

remarkable for

its

Mozart possessed
of the

highest

and unity
which mark creative art

originality, simplicity,

qualities

kind.

In

writing

some of

his

pianoforte sonatas, he had the public, or pupils,

more or less in his mind and though he did not
become a mere sonata-maker, like some of his
contemporaries, his whole soul was not always
in his work
of this the inequalities in his music
give evidence.
In some movements (especially
;

;

the closing ones) of the sonatas, the subject-matter
is

often trivial,

place.

and the passage-writing common-

The silkworm produces

its

smooth, regular

like manner
Mozart could turn out Allegros, Rondos, sets of
variations ^ discretion.
The Sonata in C minor,
to our thinking, is the only one in which he was
entirely absorbed in his art
the only one in
which the ideal is never marred by the real. The
last movement is no mere Rondo, but one which

ball

of silk without

effort,

and

;

in
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stands in close relationship to the opening Allegro

they both have the same tragic

spirit

;

the outpouring of a soul battling with

both seem
fate.

The

slow movement reveals Mozart's gift of melody
and graceful ornamentatioi\, yet beneath the latter
the theme of the
runs a vein of earnestness
The
middle section expresses subdued sadness.
affinity between this work and Beethoven's sonata
(Op. 10, No. i) in the same key is very striking.
Mozart composed his C minor Sonata towards
The C minor Fantasia,
the end of the year 1 784.
which precedes it in some editions, was not written
The two, however,
until the middle of 1785.
;

It is
were published together by Mozart himself.
impossible to consider this a new experiment in
sonata-form, as regards grouping of movements
the unity of character and feeling between Fantasia
and Sonata no doubt led to their juxtaposition.
The Fantasia is practically complete in itself; so

too

is

the Sonata.

in Breitkopf

&

.

The two

Haydn and Mozart
stage

are printed separately

Hartel's edition of Mozart's works.

represent

an important

midway
Emanuel Bach and Beethoven. It is
to look
upon Bach as the founder,

in

sonata

history

:

they

stand

between
usual

Haydn and Mozart as the builders-up, and
Beethoven as the perfecter of the sonata edifice.
Such a summing-up is useful in that it points to
important landmarks in the evolution of the
sonata yet it is only a rough - and - ready one.
Bach was something more than a founder, while
;
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Beethoven, to say the
of the

shook the foundations

least,

Haydn and Mozart would seem

edifice.

to be fairly described, for traces of scaffolding are
all

too evident in their works, yet they found the

building

Some

already raised.

appeared

them

to

gradually rebuilt.

enlarged and

of

Of

strengthened.

rebuilding and

slow movements and
and of enlargement, all

alteration, their

evidence;
sections

Their

grew

of

movements

in

subject-matter; as
in

however,

it,

rococo style, and so they
And they not only altered, but
in

compass.

it

This

finales give

the

three

so-called

sonata-form.

grew

importance,

in

of course,
enlarged the exposition section; but the transition
passage from first to second theme, and the rounding-off of the section, both

in

grew

joints, too, of the structure

itself,

half cadence no longer sufficed to divide

second subject,

or, after
;

of the development

itself

more

first

:

the

from

development, to return to

the principal theme

harmonies,

The

in proportion.

were strengthened

then, again, the wider scope

demanded more

forcible

figuration,

striking

and more

varied cadences.

The

subject-matter,

important;

it

we have

differed

also

said,

became more

character.

in

The

themes of Emanuel Bach, for the most part, seem
to be evolved from harmonic progressions and
groupings of notes

;

those of his successors, rather

the source whence springs melody and figuratiorL

The one

uttered broken phrases

plete musical sentences.

;

the others, com-

Italian fashion prevailed
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during the second half of the eighteenth century
much as it did in the first. The simple charm and

warmth of the music of the violin-composers had
penetrated the contrapuntal crust which covered

Emanuel Bach's

heart

;

and the

feeling that

he

could never hope to rival his father must have

rendered him

all the more willing to yield to it.
But the influence of his father could not be wholly
cast aside, and Emanuel was, as it were, drawn in
opposite directions it is really wonderful what he
actually achieved.
True lovers of John Sebastian
Bach know well that his music, though of a contrapuntal character, is by no means dry; but the
formal aspect of it must have made its mark on
the son ere he could feel the power, and realise the
;

splendour of his father's genius.

Haydn and Mozart, on the other hand, were
born and bred in the very midst of Italian music.
Of Haydn's early days we have already spoken,
and those of Mozart were not unsimilar.
Otto
Jahn, in his life of that composer, says of the
father Leopold, that " his ideas were firmly rooted
in the traditions of Italian music "
so firmly,
indeed, that he could not appreciate the mild innovations of a Gluck.
This paternal influence was
deepened, besides, by Mozart's early visits to Italy.
Then, again, so far as we can make out, the
clavier compositions of John Sebastian Bach, and,
especially the " Well-tempered Clavier," were unknown both to Haydn and Mozart in their days of
childhood and early manhood. What a difference in
;
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the case of Beethoven, who,

it

will

be remembered,

could play the greater number of the forty-eight Preludes and Fugues before he was twelve years of age

The beauty of Italian music not only impressed
Haydn and Mozart, but kindled their creative
faculties

;

while

its

simple,

rhythmical character

probably aided them materially in giving utterance to their thoughts and feelings.
Nature had
bestowed on them in rich measure the gift of
melody, and they soon began to compose.

Emanuel Bach, we have said, was drawn in
two opposite directions.
Haydn and Mozart,
though they were spared this dual influence, had,
however, to face a difficulty.
They found a form
ready to hand, yet one which, as we have
attempted to show, required modifications of
various kinds.
The former had to make the old
fit in with the new; but the latter, the new with

Hence their inspiration was handicapped.
They were to some extent constructing as well as

the old.

creating; and then their sense of order, balance,

and proportion was so strong, that they
turned out movements more remarkable for

often
their

clearness of form than for the strength of their
contents.

Mozart profited by Haydn's early attempts,
and his best sonatas are vastly superior to most
After Mozart's death, and even for
of Haydn's.
some years before, Haydn seemed to have
caught much of the spirit of the younger composer.
He showed this especially in his London
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symphonies, but also in one or two of his later
" This mutual reaction," says Jahn, " so
sonatas.
generously acknowledged by both musicians, must
be taken into account in forming a judgment on
them."

Haydn, though

fully

conscious

of

his

own

powers, practically acknowledged the superiority
of his

On

brother-artist.

learning of Mozart's

" Posterity will not see
he exclaimed
such talent for a century to come "
a prophecy
which, at the time it was uttered, seemed likely of

death,

:

!

fulfilment.

—

CHAPTER

VI

PREDECESSORS OF BEETHOVEN
I.

Muzio Clementi

Muzio Clementi, bom at Rome in 1752, was
brought to England by Alderman Beckford, father
of the author of Vathek, and at Fonthill Abbey
he had leisure to study the works of Handel,
John Sebastian Bach, Emanuel Bach, Domenico
Scarlatti, and Paradies.
Clementi, like Scarlatti,
was a virtuoso
but although both indulged
largely in technical display, they were true and
;

intelligent

artists.

In Scarlatti, the balance be-

tween his musical ideas and the form in which
they were presented was almost perfect; in
Clementi, virtuosity often gained the ascendency

With the latter, however, as indeed
with E. Bach, Haydn, Mozart, and many other
composers, the necessity of earning a living, and
therefore of writing for " long " ears, mixed with
the love of fame, produced works which, like the
over virtue.

To
old Eden tree, contained both good and evil.
judge such great men really fairly, the chaff
ought to be separated from the wheat; and the
130
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chaff ought to be thoroughly removed, even at the
risk of

To

sometimes losing a portion of wheat.

the true lover of music, choice selections are

more precious than complete
are,
is

collections

;

the latter

of course, necessary to those whose business

to study the rise

composers.

The

it

and development of the various
sonatas of Mozart,

pianoforte

Haydn, Dussek, and Clementi might be reduced
to very moderate compass.
To suggest that any
one of Beethoven's thirty-two should be removed
out of its place would now sound flat blasphemy
but art progresses, and some even now are falling
into oblivion.

The

catalogue of music performed

at the Popular Concerts during the history of the

past thirty-five years shows pretty clearly which

sonatas of Beethoven are likely to live long, and

which

not.

But to

return

to

Clementi.

He

Nos. 1—3)
in 1770, the year in which Beethoven was born;
and the influence which he exerted over that
master was considerable.
In Beethoven's library
were to be found many sonatas of Clementi, and
published his

first

three sonatas (Op.

the master's predilection for

them

is

2,

well

known.

The world seldom renders full justice to men who
prepared the way for greater than themselves
Pachelbel, Bohm, and Buxtehude, the immediate
predecessors of Bach, and, again, Emanuel Bach,

whom Haydn was so indebted, and whose
works were undoubtedly studied by Beethoven,

to

are notable examples.

natural

;

This

is,

the best only survives

;

of course, perfectly

but musicians

who
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take serious interest in their art ought, from time
time, to look back and see how much was
accomplished and suggested by men who, in comparison with their mighty contemporaries and
successors, are legitimately ranked as second-rate.
Among such, Clementi holds high place. Beethoven over-shadowed the Italian composer; but the
harsh judgment expressed by Mozart-^ has contributed not a little, we imagine, to the indifference
now shown to the Clementi sonatas.^ The judgment was a severe one but Otto Jahn relates how
Clementi told his pupil Berger that, " at the period
of which Mozart writes, he devoted his attention to
brilliant execution, and in particular to double runs
and extemporised passages," And, again, Berger
himself was of opinion that the sonata selected for
performance by Clementi at the memorable contest with Mozart in presence of the Emperor
to

;

Joseph the Second

(December

1781), was de-

cidedly inferior to his earlier compositions of the

The sonata

in question was the one
HoUe, No. 37), of
No.
61
in B flat (B. & H.,
commences
in the same
which the opening theme
Overture
to the
manner as the Allegro of the
from
the
Mozart suffered much
Magic Flute.
predominant Italian influence at court, and the

same

kind.

;

'

"Clementi is a charlatan,
June 7, 1783).

like all the

Italians" (Letter to his

sister,

years since the fine one in B minor was perPopular Concerts ; and eighteen, since a Clementi
sonata has appeared on a Popular Concert programme.
^ It is thirty-five

formed

at the
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" in

the letter just mentioned
But the
a bitter spirit.
hastily
written.
probably
letter was a private one,
formed
from
an
expressed
was
The judgment
taken
must
not
be
inferior work
in any case, it
too seriously.
Mozart, by the way, was not the
only composer who failed to render justice to his

the Italians

shows, to say the

least,

;

contemporaries.

dementi's

may be roughly divided
Some he wrote merely for the

sonatas

into three classes.

some weire composed
But there remain others
heart and soul were engaged, and in

display of technique, while
for educational purposes.
in

which

his

these he reaches a very high level.
cation

is

a rough one,

Our

for often in those

classifi-

which we

is plenty of showy techWith the exception of Mozart's sonata in
C minor, and Haydn's " Genziger " and " London "
sonatas, both in E flat, also some of Rust's, of
which we shall soon have something to say, there
are, to our thinking, none which in spirit come
nearer to Beethoven than some of dementi's.

consider his best, there
nique.

in his article on the composer
George Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, justly remarks " that a judicious selection
from his entire works would prove a boon."
In order to trace the relationship between
Clementi and Beethoven, it may be well to state
that Clementi in 1783 had published up to Op.
1 1 (Sonata and Toccata
the Toccata, by the way,

Mr. E. Dannreuther,

in

Sir

;

is

not

included

in

the

Breitkopf

& H artel
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edition

;

it

appeared

the sonata, in a

first,

London

we

believe, together with

Beethoven's

edition.

first

By
sonatas (Op. 2) appeared only in iyg6)}
1 802, Clementi had published up to Op. 40 ; in
which year Beethoven composed two of the three
sonatas, Op. 31, Nos.

Between 1820-21

1—3.

appeared dementi's sonata, Op. 46 (dedicated to
Kalkbrenner), and the last set of three sonatas in

"Didone Abbandonata " ) Op.

(including the

Beethoven's sonata in

November

1

82

1

.

E

50.

109) appeared in
Thus Clementi at first influenced

(Op.

Beethoven, but, later on, the reverse must have
been the case.
Breitkopf

& H artel

sonatas of Clementi

;

have published sixty-four

and of

these, sixty-three are

to be found in the Holla edition.^

The

three sonatas. Op. 2, Nos. i, 2, 3 (25, 26,
have
only two movements, and are princi27),
pally remarkable for their showy technique.'
1 The three Sonatas in E flat, F minor, and D, dedicated to
Maximilian Frederick, Elector of Cologne, and published at Speyer

in 1783, are not here taken into account.
^

&

In mentioning any of them we shall

first

give the Breitkopf

Hartel numbers and then the Holle numbers in brackets, so

that either edition

may be

referred to.

At the time of their production Dussek was not bom,
Hummel was still a child, and Beethoven an infant "mewling and
^

puking in the nurse's arms, " if, indeed, the Beethovens were able to
Even Emanuel Bach had not pubafford the luxury of a nurse.
lished any of his Leipzig Collections, neither had Haydn written
As Clementi was not only the survivor of
his best sonatas.
Beethoven, but also his predecessor, a reminder as to the state of
the sonata world, when Clementi first entered it, is not wholly
unnecessary.
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Clementi, of course, was well acquainted with

would perhaps be difficult
one over
the other.
In the next three sonatas, Op. 9,
Nos. 4, 5, 6 (11, 28, 12), the first and third are
most interesting. In the second, Clementi indulges
in his favourite passages of thirds, sixths, and
octaves; there is, indeed, a Presto movement, a
Scarlatti's music, yet

to point out

any

it

direct influence of the

moto perpetuo for the right hand, in octaves, which,
if taken up to time, would tax even pianists of
the present day.
The ist sonata may be noticed
for its bold chords, and its sforzandos on unaccented
beats, which sound Beethovenish.
The 3rd sonata
reminds us in many ways of the Bonn master.
In the opening Allegro there is a sighing figure

^^^
which plays an important part throughout the movement, and therefore gives a marked character to it.
In the development section the bold contrasts, the
powerful chords, the sighing figure in augmentaall point to
Beethoven.
And, curiously
enough, the principal theme, which now appears in
major (the sonata is in G minor), reminds one
very strongly of the " Eroica "

tion,

"
worth noticing that the " sighing figure
be traced in the other two movements of the

It is

may
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The next sonata, No. 10 (44), has three
movements, all in the same key the Trio of the
Minuet is in the key of the subdominant. In the

sonata.

;

movement may be noticed the extension of
a phrase by repetition (//) of its last two notes,
a feature often to be met with in Beethoven
first

for

(see,

"

instance,

the

first

movement of the

Appassionata," development section).

^^Thejiiano phrase in the Rondo of No. 11 (45),
before the organ point and the pause bar, is
striking.
No. 14 (2) is interesting. The broken
octaves at the end of the exposition section, and

by ellipsis to the principal theme, call
mind passages in Beethoven's Op. 22 and Op.

the return
to

Sonata No. 16

109.

movement

;

(4) has

a delightful

first

the evolution of the second subject

from the first deserves attention.
In No. 18 (51)
is one point to notice.
The key -of the first
movement is in F, but the principal theme in

there

the recapitulation section appears in

E

;

the

second theme, however, according to

rule, in

the

flat

tonic.

Sonata No. 19 (52), in F minor, demands more
than a passing word. Our readers will, perhaps,
be tired of our noticing foreshadowings of BeetWe can
hoven, yet we must add others here.
assure them, however, or rather those who are not
familiar with dementi's sonatas, that the passages
to which we call attention only form a small proThe
portion of those to which we might refer.
first

movement (Allegro

agitato)

is

concise

;

there
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is

no padding.

may be termed

Every bar of the exposition section

The second

thematic.

the orthodox relative major,
principal

theme.

And

the former ascends

The coda
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to the

—

subject, in

evolved from the
the latter descends, but
is

a true Beethoven contrast.

first

section, with its

working of

a thematic figure in augmentation, forms a striking

At the close of the development section
a long dignified dominant passage seems a prefeature.

paration for the return of the principal theme, but

the composer has a surprise ; after a pause bar, the
second theme appears, and in
modulaflat.

A

A

tion soon leads

back to

F minor, and quite

in Beet-

hoven fashion

and the exposition coda is repeated in extended
form.
In the next movement (Largo e sostenuto)
sombre tones still prevail the key is that of the
dominant minor. There is evident kinship between the first and last movements of this the
opening bar of the former and the closing bars
;

;

of the latter offer signal proof.

In No. 23 (43) at the end of the last movement,
an organ point reminds us that the full intentions
Thus, in
of the composer are not recorded.
dementi's early sonatas at any rate, the inter-
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preter, as

make

in

E. Bach's works, was expected to

additions.

In No. 26 (7) the opening of

the theme of the Arietta recalls, and in no vague

manner, the opening of the Finale of Beethoven's
Septet.
No. 34 (8) is an excellent sonata; there
is considerable freedom in the recapitulation section.
In No. 39 (35) Clementi returns to an old form of
sonata there are only two movements, a Larghetto
and Tempo di Minuetto, and both in the same
key.
With sonata No. 41 (32), the first of two
published as Op. 34, Clementi breaks new ground.
The idea of incorporating the subject-matter of an
introductory slow movement had already occurred
to Haydn,^ but Clementi goes to greater lengths.
(It must not be forgotten that Beethoven's " Sonate
Pathdtique," Op. 1 3, appeared in 1799; possibly,
before dementi's.)
From the opening character:

istic

subject of the

Largo

is

evolved the principal

Allegro con fuoco, and there is
also relationship between it and the second subsubject of the

In the unusually long development section,
a dramatic passage, evolved from the concluding

ject.

bars of the Largo, leads

to

a slow section

in

which the opening notes of the Largo are given
out in loud tones, and in the unexpected key of
C major (the three repeated sforzando crotchets
remind one of the " fate " notes in the C minor
Symphony) and when the Tempo primo is resumed, the
;

1

London Symphony

Hartel Catalogue).

in

E

flat,

No. 8 (No.

I

in Breitkopf

&
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one of

^^^^^=^^^^^

g^F^

the same movement of the above-mentioned
Symphony. Then, again, in an important coda
the theme is given out in modified, yet intensified
In the Finale of the sonata the Largo still
form.
makes its influence felt. Exception may perhaps
be taken to the length of the first movement, and
in

to the prominence throughout the work, of the

principal

key

;

but the evident desire of the com-

poser to express something which was inwardly

moving him gives great

The sonata

interest to the music.

B

minor. Op. 40,
dementi's most finished productions.
in

of Beethoven must again be mentioned

is

one of

The name
;

for

depth

of meaning, boldness, style of development, and
of interest, the music comes within
Not
measurable distance of the greater master.
only is there no padding, but here the technique
serves a higher purpose than that of display;
there are no formal successions of thirds, sixths,
or octaves, no empty bravoura passages. The long
development section of the first movement, with its
bold contrasts, its varied presentation of thematic
material, its peculiar mode of dealing with frag-

gradation

ments of a theme, and

its

long dwelling on dominant
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harmony
theme,

—

previous to the return of the principal
all

these things remind one of Beethoven.

This movement

is

followed by a Largo {mesto

two are intimately connected
latter includes reminiscences

Adagio.

These

leading to the final Allegro.

e patetico)

;

and, moreover, the

from the introductory

After a brief reference to the Largo, the

movement concludes with a

passionate Presto coda.

In Mr. Banister's Life of Macfarren we learn that
the latter considered the B minor of Clementi
"

one of the

finest

sonatas ever written

"

;

and

many musicians will, probably, agree with him.
Of the three last sonatas (Op. 50, Nos. i, 2, and
3), it must be remembered that when they appeared
Beethoven had published up to Op. 106, and
possibly Op. 1 09.
If, then, in some of the earlier
Clementi sonatas we spoke of his influence on

Beethoven,
less,

it is

Neverthe-

just the reverse here.

of these sonatas which must have been

to that master,

one may

known

have led him to think

again of the idea of revealing the poetic basis .of
Clementi gives the title, " Didone
his sonatas.^
Abbandonata Scena Tragica " to his work. The
:

introductory Largo

is

sostenuto e patetico, while

the Allegro which follows bears the superscription,
deliberando e meditando;

and the Allegro

The music
despair

of

the Adagio

See

p.

dolente;

expresses throughout the sorrow and
the

forsaken

queen, while

wild passages (as for example the
'

is

Finale, agitato e con disperazione.

certain

coda of the

187 concerning Beethoven's conversation with Schindler,
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also of her
anger.
This
an admirably sustained movement,
and, at moments, the composer rises to the height
of his argument.
It is interesting, too, from a
technical point of view, for there is no empty
display.
Whatever degree of inspiration may be
accorded to the music, it will surely be acknowledged that the composer was full of his theme
that all his powers of head and heart were engaged in the task of illustration. This " Dido "
sonata, of course, suffers if compared with those
and some of
of dementi's great contemporary
the writing is formal and old-fashioned, and, at
first

Allegro

tell

is

;

too thin to

times,

attract

the sympathy or to

excite the interest of pianists of the present day,

who enjoy

the richer inheritance of Beethoven, the
romantic tone-pictures of Schumann and Brahms,
the fascinating miniatures of Chopin, and the
Still it does not deserve
clever glitter of Liszt.

Hear what Fr. Rochlitz says of it
Mus. Zeit. : " It (the sonata) is indeed
a tragic scene, one so clearly thought out and so
definitely expressed, that it is by no means difficult
not only in each movement, but in its various
utter oblivion.

in the Allg.

—

—

divisions

feeling

to follow literally the course of changing

which

is

here developed."

Schindler, with regard to the work, also remarks
as follows

:

"

Who

understands nowadays

how

to

interpret this musical soul-picture (written unfor-

tunately in old
best,

stereotyped sonata-form

glancing hastily over

it,

!)

?

At

a pianist carelessly

142
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remarks that the poetical contents of this sonata
are only expressed in the title."
And again " In
the year 1827, at Baden, near Vienna, Clementi
gave me details respecting the contents and interpretation of this tone-poem.
A new edition of
:

the work

by

J.

Andrd of

Oiifenbach enabled

me

to

insert a preface with the explanations of the veteran

master."!

^^^^ further, as a tone-picture expressing

he knows " of no other work ensonata more worthy of a place beside those
of Beethoven."
states of the soul,

titled

II.

Johann Ludwig Dussek

This composer

comes next to Clementi,

we may

in

His
natural gifts really exceeded those of Clementi;
but the latter made a deep study of his art,
order of time, and,

add, of merit.

and

also of the pianoforte, to which, indeed,
Chopin, he devoted his whole attention.
Dussek was fond of ease and pleasure, and never
developed his powers to the full.
It may be
noted that both these celebrated pianists were
like

connected with English music-publishing houses.
Clementi prospered, though not in his first undertaking with Longman & Broderip; but Dussek
was unsuccessful, and left England, so it is said,
to avoid his creditors.

There

is,

indeed, a letter

by Dussek from Hamburg, dated 12th
curious
1
80
June,
1 to Clementi, and apart from the
spectacle of these two pianists in commercial
written

,

'

Schindler, Biography of Beethoven, 3rd ed. vol.

ii.

pp. 223-4.
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correspondence with each other, the letter is of
interest, in that it belongs to a period of Dussek's
life concerning the details of which there is some

Dussek,

uncertainty.^

it

may

be mentioned, does

Hamburgh, y««« 12,
1

Mr. Clbmenti,

MoN Cher

Clementi,

avec vin extreme

1801.

—

que L'Autoscript
dans celle de ma femme, je siiis eztremement touche du desir que
vous t^moignez de me revoir i Londres, mais etant une fois dans le
Continent je ne puis resister au desir de faire une visite imon Pfere,
d'autant plus qui je Lui ai deja iait que je viendrai pour Sure le voir
cette ete^, je sgais par Ses lettres qu'il attend ce moment comme la
plus grande, et peut-gtre, la derni^re jouissance de sa Vie ; tromper
dans une pareille attente un Viellard de 70 ans, ce serait anticiper sur
sa mort, d'ailleurs en arrivant en Angleterre tout de suite je ne ferais
egalement que manger men argent, ou bien celui de ma femme
jusqu'^ I'hiver prochain, aussi ma resolution est prise de faire le
Voyage de la Boheme ; voire en passant Dresde, Prague et Vienne,
ou je S9ais que je puis gagner de quoi me defrayer de tout men
voyage, et au dela et de revenir a Londres vers le Novembre, vous
pouvez compter ladessus, mais surtout sur le plaisir que j'aurai de
revoir et d'embrasser un ami tel que vous
Mardi prochain part d'ici
pour Londres un commis de Mr. Parish un des premiers Banquiers
it id qui vous remetra en mains propres, par un de vos associes, mes
trois nouvelles Sonates,
je suis occupe a metre au net.
Les trois
Concertinos qui vous recevrez aussi dans une quinzaine au plus
tard, dont j'espere qui vous serez assez content, etant le meilleur
ouvrage que j'ai jamais fait in the Selling Way, adieu mon cher
Clementi, Les oreilles doivent souvent vous tinter, car je parle
constamment de vous a tout le monde, car tout le monde aime qu'on
leur parle de leiirs connaissances, or vous 6tes de la connaissance de
J'ai re9U

plaisir votre lettre, aussi

:

—

—

tout le

monde, adieu.
Votre ami,

Dussek.

Messrs Longman, Clementi, & Co.,

Gentblmen and Friends,
I

—

beg you would do your possible to send to me the

tvro

grand
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not ever appear to have returned to London.

1803

he

became

Ferdinand, to
forte playing
letter

in

whom

attached

In

Louis

Prince

to

he offered advice in pianoThere is another

and composition.

extant of Dussek's written in the same year

which that Prince

fell

on

the

will give, as

we

of

this also

we

one above,

believe, like the

never been published.^

battlefield

and

Saalfeld (13th October, 1806),

The catalogue

it

has

of Dussek's

whom I have
persuaded to purchase them after they have heard my own, are
very impatient about it, and I am afraid if I do not receive a
decided Answer from you about it or the connoisemmt, wich I may
Show them, they will be induced to Buy some of their German
instruments immediately, for the two Gentelmen

Instruments as they are pretty well influenced by the Capel Master
of this

Town who

is

a tolerable great As in Music and

illnatured Antianglomane, besides I expect

my Journey
make

to Bohemia, therefore I

the greatest Speed you can

as the

it

hope you

—^you will

will

see

means

to

an

make

be so good, and

by the above

that I

intend to be in London about November Next, when I will be very
happy to settle with you what may Balance in our account and to
continue faithfuU to our agreement.
Believe me,

Gentelmen and Friends,
Yours faithfully,
DUSSEK.

You have no Idea how many

proposals I have received from

London about my Compositions, some

of

them

will

make you

Laugh.
^

At the General Quarters of the Prussian
Army in Saxony, the /^h 86er 1806.

Dear Sir,—
I have lately composed three Quartettos for two Violins, Tenor
and Violoncello, and confess to you that I think this work above all

that I have composed, they are neither in the Stile of Mozart, or

Haydn, nor

that of Pleyel, they are in the Stile of Dussek and I
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works, in Sir G. Grove's Dictionary of Music and
mentions three quartets for strings

Musicians,

(Op. 60

:

in G,

B

E

and

flat,

flat),

the works referred to in the second

most probably
letter.

Dussek, born in the year 1761, studied
with his father J. J. Dussek, and in his
twenty-second year received further instruction
from Emanuel Bach he soon enjoyed great fame
Tomaschek, himself a pianist of
as an executant.
note, thus speaks of him in his autobiography
" There was, in fact, something magical about

first

;

:

—

hope make some noise in the Musical World the Price for the
is 60 guineas, wich I think highly
moderate considering the scarcity of good new Quartettos I have
particularly chosen you Sir for the publication of this work, because
I allways found you very reasonable in the few Business I have
had the pleasure to make with you, and as my Contract with
will

Propriety of them in Britain

—

dementi & Co. finishes the 4th November this year, I should be
very glad to continue with you the publication of all my Works in
futur
These Quartettos are for you a publication so advantagous

—

make the Bargain of
them, since there is such a long time that nothing has been
published of my compositional wish them to appear about the
middle of January, and to be dedicated to His Royal Highness the
that I have not the least doubt but you will

Prince Louis of Prussia with

Army

whom

—If you

against the French

letter to the

Gentelmen who
all

am

at this

moment

at the

me, give the

you the quartettos
Mr. Crassier, Sheener,
Those that remember me, and believe me,

—I beg You to give
Tonkinson and

I

vrish to write to

my

shall deliver to

best greetings to

Your very obedient Servant,
and sincere friend,

Dussek,
Privy Secretary to His Royal H».
the Prince Louis of Prussia.

The above letter is addressed
Bond Street, London.
10

to

Mr. Birchal, Music

Seller,

New
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way in which Dussek, with all his charming
grace of manner, through his wonderful touch,

the

extorted from the instrument delicious and at the

same time emphatic tones. His fingers were like
a company of ten singers, endowed with e'qual
executive powers, and able to produce with the
utmost perfection whatever

director

their

could

saw the Prague public so
enchanted* as they were on this occasion by

require.

I

never

Dussek's splendid playing.

His

fine

declamatory

style, especially in cantabile phrases, stands as the

—

for every artistic performance
something
which no other pianist has since reached."
The above quotation refers to a concert given
at Prague in 1 804.
There is, unfortunately, great confusion in the
opus numbers of Dussek's works and, moreover,

ideal

;

not impossible, to give the dates
either of composition or publication.
Breitkopf
& Hartel have published more than fifty sonatas,
it

is

difficult, if

but we shall only refer to some of the more important ones. Dussek, like all the prominent composers
of his time, not even excepting Haydn and
Mozart, wrote music on a practical, rather than on
one of the letters given above
a poetical basis
;

acknowledges
Dussek's

this in

credit

be

very frank terms.
it

said,

his

least

But to
valuable

works are masterpieces as compared with those
which the sonata-makers, Steibelt, Cramer, and
In Dussek we
others, fabricated by the hundred.
find great charm and refinement, while the writing
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instrument is often highly attractive but
the art of developing themes was certainly not his
strong point.
That he was at times careless or
;

indifferent

may

be seen from such a bar as the
No, i, Litolff ed,; Adagio,

following (Op. 47,
bar 9)
:

tfc

The

bar before the return of the principal theme

E flat (Op. 75)
Again, in the Allegro
known as " Le Retour a

in the Allegro of the sonata in

furnishes another instance.

of the sonata in
Paris," there is a

A

flat,

passage (commencing

fifteen bars

before the end of the exposition section) which,

with slight alteration, might have been materially
improved.

Of
is

the early sonatas. Op. 10, No.

an interesting work.

contrasted

movements

:

a Vivace in sonata form.

No.

It

2, in

consists of

an Adagio

Of the

G

minor,

two

well-

in binary,

Presto of Op.

and
i

o.

Professor Prout, in his interesting article,

3,

" Both the first
and second principal subjects remind us irresistibly
of that composer (Mendelssohn), while the phrase at
the conclusion of the first part, repeated at the end
of the movement, is almost identical with a well-

DusseJis Pianoforte Sonatas}- says

known passage
1

in

the

first

:

movement of

Musical Times, September and October 1877.

the
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'

Scotch

Symphony.'
Is
the coincidence acciMendelssohn know the sonata, and

dental, or did

was he unconsciously influenced by

it ?

"

In his three last sonatas (Op. 70, 75, and 'jj'),
rises to a very high level
he was
undoubtedly influenced by the earnestness of
Beethoven, the chivalric spirit of Weber, and the

Dussek

;

poetry of Schubert.

A new era

had

set in.

These

three composers were neither the fools of princes

nor the servants of the public they were in the
world, yet not of it.
They looked upon their art
:

as a sacred thing

;

and most probably the shallow-

ness of much of the music produced in such
abundance towards the close of the eighteenth
century spurred them on to higher efforts. Dussek
had lived an irregular, aimless sort of life he had
wandered from one country to another, and had
acquired the ephemeral fame of the virtuoso. Perhaps he was a disappointed man there is a tinge
of sadness about these last sonatas which supports
Perhaps a feeling that his life was
such a view.
his music now
ebbing away made him serious
shows no trifling. Explain it as you may, Dussek's
;

;

:

three last contributions to sonata literature rank

amongst the best of his day and the indifference
now shown to them so far, at least, as the concert

—

platform

bad

taste.

is

—

is proof of ignorance, or
say ignorance, because the rising

concerned

We

;

generation has few, if any, opportunities of hearing
It is eighteen years since
composer's music.
his Op. 70 was given at the Popular Concerts;
this
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tw;enty-nine years have

passed since Op. 75 and Op.

"JJ

have been played

there.

The sonata in A flat, entitled " Le Retour i
Paris," is known in England as " Plus Ultra," and in
an old edition it is dedicated to " Non plus Ultra."
The latter was meant for Woelfl, a famous pianist
and contemporary. His music is now forgotten,
and his name is principally remembered in connection with Beethoven like the latter, his talent
for improvisation was great.
The late J. W.
Davidson, in his long and interesting preface to
Brewer & Co.'s edition of Dussek's A flat sonata,
leads us to believe that Dussek's publisher, and
not the composer himself, was responsible for the
change of title to " Plus Ultra." The opus number, too, was changed from 70 to 71.
The following story is also told by Davidson in a preface
contributed by him to the Brewer edition of the
Woelfl sonata
" Who will play it ? " asked the
publisher (Well), looking through the music of
;

:

—

" I

the composer.

vill

it

blay,"

replied Woelfl.

you won't buy the copies. No one but
yourself or Dussek can play the Allegro, and I
doubt if either of you can play the variations."
" Yes, but

Woelfl, however, sitting

down

before an old harpsi-

chord, convinced the publisher of his error.
shall

Ultra,' "

adding, "

more

"

What

Call it Ne plus
asked Well.
said Woelfl, rubbing his hands with joy, and

we

call

it

Now

blay, or

? "

shall

Herr

"

we

see

if

'

Herr von Esch

vill

Bomdembo make de variation."
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Dussek's
the music

"
is

Plus Ultra" (Op. 70) is justly admired
fine, and in the matter of technique,

setting aside a few sensational passages

^

in Woelfl's

sonata, which his very long fingers enabled

him

to execute with comparative ease, far surpassed

the earlier work.

musicians

who do

It

must appear strange

to

many

not possess a copy of Woelfl's

any mention of the rivalry between
no reference is made to
Woelfl's sonata beyond the title.
An examination of the latter, however, would soon solve the

sonata, that, in

the

two

mystery.

composers,

The

plain fact

is this

:

both the music

and even the technique are now absolutely uninteresting.
The sonata, in the key of F major,
commences with a brief introductory Adagio,
followed by a long, tedious Allegro abounding
in passages of thirds.
A brief Andante comes
between this Allegro and the Finale, consisting
of flimsy variations on the popular melody " Life
let us Cherish."
In a book of small compass such
as the present one, we only wish to dwell upon
For some particular purpose
matters of interest.
Woelfl's sonatas might possibly prove of importance and even interest but not here. The " Non
;

plus Ultra," so far as
to
^

we

are concerned,

remind us that Woelfl once
Here

is

one, in the 8th Variation

Allegretto.

lived

;

may

serve

while the rest
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of his music, like some incidents in his life, may be
consigned to oblivion.
cannot say that we
have read all his sonatas, but enough of them, we

We

believe, to judge, generally, of their contents.

Professor

composer

Macfarren's

for

the

of Dussek, as

opinion

pianoforte,

Dictionary of Biography,

is

in

the

Imperial

we

so excellent, that

cannot perhaps do better than quote his words
" The immense amount of Dussek's compositions
for the pianoforte have by no means equal merit;
many of them were written for the mere object
of sale, still more for the purpose of tuition, and
some with. the design of executive display. Of
those which were produced, however, in the true
spirit of art, expressing the composer's feelings in
:

own

his

unrestrained

ideas,

there

quite

exist

enough to stamp him one of the first composers
for his instrument;
and while these are indispensable in the complete library of the pianist,
they are above value to the student in the development of his mechanism and the formation of

is

his

A

strong characteristic of the composer
almost redundant profusion of ideas ^ but

his style.

his rich fecundity of invention

;

is

greatly counter-

balanced by diffuseness of design, resulting from
the want of that power of condensation by means
of which greater interest is often given to less
beautiful matter."

And then, again, in an analysis of a Dussek
Quintet, he remarks that in that composer's works
1

Mendelssohn, too, complained th^t Dussek was a prodigal.
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we may

trace " not only the origin of many of
the most beautiful effects with which later writers

have been accredited, but some of the identical
ideas by which these very writers have made their

way

into popularity."
III. Friedrich

Wilhelm Rust

During the years 1744-45 a young man named
Johann Ludwig Anton Rust went to Leipzig to
study jurisprudence and philosophy.
But he was
also musical, and played the violin at performances
given under the
returning to his

direction

home

of

J.

at Worlitz,

S.

Bach.

Rust

On

tried to

him with enthusiasm for
With his younger brother,
Friedrich Wilhelm, he was, at any rate, successful
inspire

those around

the music of Bach.

age of thirteen, was
able to play by heart the whole of the " Wellfor the latter, already at the

tempered Clavier." Later on, young Friedrich
went to Halle to study law, and there not only
made the acquaintance of Friedemann Bach, but,
in return for attending to the correspondence

that gifted musician, he received from
tion

in

him

of

instruc-

composition, organ and clavier playing.

Afterwards, at Potsdam, he continued his clavier
studies under Emaimel Bach. Surely a finer train-

Schumann
ing never fell to the lot of any pupil.
recommends young musicians to make Bach their
daily bread; and of that. Rust must have had
But the list of his teachers is not yet
full weight.
exhausted; he went to Italy

in

1765, and studied
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Rust composed operas,
and sonatas for violin,^ and
the last-named, of which he wrote

the violin under Tartini.
cantatas,

concertos,

for pianoforte

;

now concern us.
The earliest, entitled

eight,

composed

in

1775

"

this

;

Sonata Erotica," was
work, however, was

not published until the year 1888 (edited by his
grandson. Dr. Wilhelm Rust,^ late cantor of St.

Thomas').

It

is

extraordinary in

the

first

of a series of works

many ways

—

in

form, subject-

and technique. With regard
named, there is something to say,

matter, developments,

the last

to

and

it

-

had

better

be

said

at once.

Prieger, in his interesting pamphlet, F.

Dr.

E.

W. Rust :

Ein Vorgdnger Beethovens, remarks as follows
" While the grandson, full of enthusiasm, threw

:

his

whole soul into the creations of his ancestor, he
gave a reflection, in his edition, of the pictures
which had been vividly formed in his mind." To
accomplish this he has strengthened the writing,

some

modernised it.
Dr. Prieger,
not all of the autographs,
has assured us that " these additions only concern
the exterior, and do not affect the fundamental,
This statement is, to a
character of the work."
and, in

who

cases,

has seen some,

if

and we receive
But a great deal of the writing
ahead of the age in which it was written;

certain

extent, satisfactory,

it

thankfully.

is

far

it

^

The one

in

Concerts.
2

1822-1892.

D

minor has often been performed

at the

Popular
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reminds one now of Weber, now of Schumann.
Why, one may ask, did not the editor indicate
the additions in smaller notes ?
Then it would
have been possible to see exactly what the elder
Rust had written, and what the younger Rust had
added.
At present one can only marvel at some
of the writing, and long to know how much of it
really belongs to the composer.
It appears that
Rust, as editor of his grandfather's work, had

some

intention of describing his editions,

death,

which frequently

prevents

the

etc.,

but

best

in-

tentioned plans, intervened.

The

Sonata Erotica " is noticeable, generally,
and spontaneity. The first
movement, an Allegro moderate, is in sonata-form.
The second, in the key of the relative minor,
"

for its charm, poetry,

entitled Fantasie, has in

it

more of the

spirit of

Beethoven than of Emanuel Bach. The Finale is
the middle section consists of a
in rondo form
;

playful Duettino, containing free imitations.

The next sonata

(1777), in

and

graceful Allegretto,

D

flat,

opens with a

closes with a

Tempo

di

Minuetto, which, for the most part, points backward rather than forward. The slow movement,

Adagio sostenuto,

is,

however, of a higher order
has Beethovenish breadth

than

either of these.

and

dignity, yet lacks

It

the power of the

Bonn

master: those magic touches by which the latter
makes us feel his genius, and secures gradation
of interest up to the very close of a movement.

This Adagio, however, were the date of

its

corn-
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a very clever

imitation of Beethoven's style.

In 1784, Rust wrote two sonatas, one in F
sharp minor, the other in B flat minor.
The
latter consists of three movements, and the music,

Adagio in E flat minor, bears
Bach still there are passages
which sound more modern even in this very
Adagio, which points so clearly to him as the
source of inspiration.
The modern element, however, admits of explanation, for Haydn and Mozart,
at the time in which the sonata was written, had
appeared in the musical firmament. But in the
works we are about to mention, the composer
suggests Beethoven, Weber, and even Schumann.
especially in the

traces of the great

;

In writing about Clementi, we were compelled
frequently, and at the risk of wearying our readers,
to call attention to foreshadowings of both the
The cases of
letter and spirit of Beethoven.
Clementi and Rust, however, are not quite parallel.
With the former it was mere foreshadowing with
exception of a few passages in which there was
note resemblance between the two composers, the
music still bore traces of dementi's mode of
thought and style of writing. But with Rust, there
;

are

moments

in

which

it is

really difficult to believe

that the music belongs to a pre-Beethoven period.

The

sonata

1

D

in

minor (1788) opens with a

vigorous yet dignified Allegro
1

F.

The

W.

original title is

Rust, 1788."

:

" Sonata per

;

il

the graceful Adagio
Cembalo 6 Fortepiano

di
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IS

of eighteenth century type

the relative major, but

chord of

D

is in the key of
on the dominant

it

;

closes

minor, leading without break to a final

of interesting details. The movement
concludes with an impressive poco adagio coda, in
which Rust makes use of the principal theme of
Allegro,

full

the opening movement.

We

will

venture on one

quotation, although a few bars, separated from the

context,

may convey

only a feeble impression

Poco adagio.

Cl?C^^
The sonata

in

D

opens with an
second movement, in

major, composed six years
interesting

later,

scription

"

eldest son,

^

B

Wehklage "

Allegro.

The

minor, bears the super-

(Lamentation).

a talented youth,

Rust's

who was studying
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at Halle University,

23rd March 1794.

was drowned

in the river Saale,

Matthisson, the "Adelaide"

poet, sent to the disconsolate father a
"

Todtenkranz
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poem

entitled

which Rust
sketched music, and on that sketch is based this
pathetic movement, which sounds like some tone-

poem

ein

fiir

Kind,"

to

of the nineteenth century.

^

impressive coda
mf\

Here

is

the

:

^

^
P

iSg
r—:

S^E

-T

^m ^

^ ^^
'/

difft.

d

zr^r^-^
——^ r- =^^

F-^

ten.

T

r

f

sempre.

f f r

-
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There follows a dainty, old-fashioned Minuet,
and a curious movement entitled " Schwermuth
und Frohsinn " (Melancholy and Mirth) ^ though
;

after the

"Wehklage"

make

these

little

impres-

sion.

During four years
with a sonata in
is

C

792-96), Rust was occupied
major.

The work

opens with an energetic
minor, interrupted for a few bars

a remarkable one.

Recitativo in

(i

C minor and
It

by an Arioso Adagio in C major. Then comes
a Lento in six-four time based on the celebrated
Marlbrook song, a dignified movement containing,
other canonic imitations, one in the ninth.

among
It

leads

brilliant

by means of a

stringendo

Allegro con brio, a

bar

to

a

movement of which

both the music and the technique remind one of
A second section of
Beethoven's bravoura style.
the sonata commences with the recitative phrase
minor.
of the opening of the work, only in
This leads to a highly characteristic Andante,
which Dr. Rust, the editor, in a preface to the
published sonata, likens to the " mighty procession " in Lenau's Faust. The Finale consists of an
animated Allegro, with a clever fugato by way of
episode there is still an Allegro maestoso, which,

A

;

except for its length and the fact that it contains
a middle section, Cantabile e religiose, we should
call a long coda. The whole, evidently programme^

It is curious to note that in the

supplement of the Breitkopf &

Hartel edition of Beethoven's works there are two
entitled

" Lustig und Traurig."

little

pieces
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music,

is

a

sonata worked

Kuhnau lines.
Now, was Beethoven
music?

out
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somewhat on

acquainted with Rust's

Dr. Prieger, in the pamphlet mentioned

—"During

above, remarks as follows:

1807-27 Wilhelm Karl Rust

the years

1787, d. 1855),
the youngest son of our master, was in Vienna,
{b.

and had the good fortune to make the acquaintance of Beethoven, who was pleased with his
recommended him as teacher.
playing, and
Among Rust's lady pupils were Baroness Dorothea Ertmann and Maximiliane Brentano, both of
whom belonged to Beethoven's most intimate circle
of friends, and had been honoured by having
works dedicated to them. The younger Rust
was gifted with an extraordinary memory, and
therefore it seems more than probable that he
occasionally performed some of his father's works

On

in that circle.

the other hand,

we have

Beet-

hoven's energetic nature holding aloof from any-

thing which might influence his own individuality.''
There, in a few words, is the answer to our
question.

And

ever hope to

it is

about the only one

obtain.

we can

Rust was altogether a

remarkable phenomenon, a musician born, as it
If Beethoven, as seems
were, out of due time.
quite possible, was acquainted with his music,
then Rust exerted an influence over the master
It almost seems
quite equal to that of Clementi,
as

if

we ought

to say, greater.

CHAPTER

VII

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Bach's forty-eight Preludes and Fugues and Beethoven's thirty-two Sonatas tower above

works written
described

for the pianoforte

by the

late Dr.

Each

literature.

points

Hans

v.

fresh study of

of interest,

new

other

they were aptly
Biilow, the one as

;

New Testament

the Old, the other as the

all

them

beauties

of musical

reveals

new

they are rich

;

mines which it is impossible to exhaust. Bach
seemed to have revealed all the possibilities of
fugue-form
and the history, of the last seventy
years almost leads one to imagine that Beethoven
was the last of the great sonata writers. To this
;

matter, however, we will presently return.
In
speaking of the various composers from Kuhnau
oflwards, we have tried to show the special, also the
earliest, influences

acting on

them

;

and we

shall

pursue the same course with regard to Beethoven.
When he went to Vienna in 1792 he
still

found himself

in

the very centre of the musical

Haydn, though past sixty years of age,
was at the zenith of his fame and Beethoven, for
a time, studied under him.
Mozart had died in
world.

;
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the previous year, so his

body's mouth.

The

name was

still

early works

i6i
in every-

of Beethoven

give strong evidence of the influence exerted over

him by these two composers.

Then Prince Lich-

nowsky, the friend and pupil of Mozart, and Baron
van Swieten, the patron and friend of both Haydn
and Mozart, were among the earliest to take
notice of the rising genius and to invite him to
their musical matinees and soirees
and one can
easily guess what kind of music was performed on
those occasions.
But the little story of Beethoven
remaining at van Swieten's house, after the guests
had departed, in order to " send his host to bed
with half a dozen of Bach's Fugues by way of
Abendsegenl' reminds us of another strong, and
still earlier, influence. At Bonn, under the guidance
of his master. Christian Gottlob Neefe, Beethoven
was so well - grounded in the " Well - tempered
Clavier," that already, at the age of twelve, he could
But, if we are not
play nearly the whole of it.
mistaken, he also made early acquaintanceship
For in 1773
with the sonatas of Emanuel Bach.
Neefe published " Zwolf Klavier-Sonaten," which
were dedicated to the composer just named. In
the preface he says "Since the period in which
you, dearest Herr Capellmeister, presented to the
public your masterly sonatas, worked out, too,
with true taste, scarcely anything of a characteristic nature has appeared for this instrument.^
;

:

1 E. Bach published six easy clavier sonatas in 1766, but Neefe
probably refers to earlier and more important works.

II
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Most composers have been occupied

in writing

Symphonies, Trios, Quartets, etc. And if now
and then they have turned their attention to the
clavier, the-greater number of the pieces have been
provided with an accompaniment, often of an
extremely arbitrary kind, for the violin so that
they are as suitable for any other instrument as
Then, later on, Neefe acknowfor the clavier."
;

ledges

how much

and how much

instruction

pleasure he has received from the theoretical and
practical

works of E. Bach (we seem to be reading

Haydn

over again the terms in which

May

himself towards Bach).

expressed

we, then, not con-

that young Beethoven's attention
attracted to these " masterly sonatas," and

was

clude

to those of his teacher Neefe?

the

moment

This

is

also

scarcely

to describe the Neefe sonatas.^

In

connection, however, with Beethoven, one or two

must be noticed. In the third of the three
sonatas which Beethoven composed at the age of
points

eleven, the last

ma

allegro

do

movement

non

we come

(first

second

No.

set,

set,
i

,

No.

also

entitled

and

the

across

scherzando

is

troppo,

heading.

5, last

last

:

twice

.

Scherzando
in Neefe
Allegro

e

movement; and

movement).

Then,

again. No. 2 of the second set opens with a brief

introductory Adagio, one,
tent connected with the
^

Besides

sonatas,

those

armen Mann."

he published in 1774 six new
on the theme "Kunz fand einst einen

mentioned,

also variations

to some exAllegro which follows.

by the way,
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2nd of the above-mentioned Beethoven

In the

sonatas (the one in
introduction

the

;

anticipates his
it

in the

no one,

F

minor) there

is

body of the Allegro movement. Lastly,
we believe, can compare the Neefe varia-

had

diligently

positions, which,

sound,

imitator,

own " Sonate Path^tique,"and repeats

A) without coming

pupil

also a slow

young master, no mere

tions with those of Beethoven in the
(in
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full

3rd sonata

to the conclusion that the

studied

we may

his

teacher's

add, were

com-

thoroughly

of pleasing cantabile writing, and, at

Let us venture on
one quotation of only four bars from Sonata i in
G, of the second set of six it is the opening of
a short Adagio connecting the Allegro with an
times, not lacking in boldness.

,

:

Allegro e scherzando
Adagio.

^

t.

-

iim
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Beethoven wrote thirty-two sonatas, and in the
number of each work is
given, also the date of its publication
some have
a title, and the greater number a dedication
*^i

following table the opus

;

:

Sonata
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of the last five sonatas prevent their becoming

common

The

property.

brilliant

technique of Op.

proved a special attraction to pianists, and
With this
it has therefore become widely known.
one sonata Beethoven proved his superiority, even
in the matter of virtuosity, over the best pianists
S 3 has

of his day.
In order to be able to enter fully into the spirit
it is necessary to

of the music of great composers,

know

Beethoven's

is

may be worth while
principal men and women

to

the history of their

fairly well

known.

refer, briefly, to

But

the

lives.

it

to

whom

the master dedicated his pianoforte sonatas.

Of

the thirty-two, as will be seen from the

above table, eight have no dedication.
In the year 1792 Beethoven left Bonn and
went to Vienna. There he studied counterpoint
under Haydn, yet the lessons proved unsatisfactory.
But the fame and influence of the veteran master
no doubt prompted the young artist to dedicate
to

him the three

The

sonatas. Op. 2.

of the oldest Vienna edition runs thus
Trois Sonates pour

le

title-page

:

Clavecin Piano-forte composers
et dedie^s

A

Mr. Joseph Haydn Docteur en musique par
Louis van Beethoven.

There was perhaps more of sarcasm than respect
the " Docteur en musique "
Beethoven is
related to have said that he had taken some
lessons from Haydn, but had never learnt anything from him.
Nevertheless he paid heed to
in

;
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teacher's music.
There are in the sonatas
one or two reminiscences of Haydn, which seem
to us curious enough to merit quotation.
One
occurs in the sonata in C minor (Op. 10, No. i).
We give the passage (transposed) from Haydn, and
the one from Beethoven
his

:

'LetterV,"Pohl, No.

And

Haydn.

58.1

another

^

" In Native Worth" (Creation).

'

=LLfa-

The opening theme

Haydn.

i

of that same

r

fj—

symphony
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While speaking of reminiscences, a curious one
The theme of the slow
be mentioned.

may

movement

of Beethoven's sonata in

A

(Op.

2,

No. 2) strongly resembles the theme of the slow

movement
Op.

2,

No.

Trio, Op. 97.

^

J

own Trio

of his

in

B

flat

(Op.

gj')

:

2.

Andante^

i
Ill, again, the second subject of the

In Op.

Allegro recalls a phrase in the Presto of the Sonata
in

C

sharp minor.

Haydn,

most

as the

day, stands

illustrious

composer of that

but the next name worthy of
Count Waldstein, a young nobleman
first

;

mention is
who had been a guide, philosopher, and friend
to Beethoven during the Bonn days.
The well-

known

entry in the

young

musician's

Album

before his departure for Vienna shows in

just

what
Count

high esteem he was held by Waldstein.
Ferdinand Waldstein died in 1823.
Prince Charles Lichnowsky was one of the
composer's earliest patrons after the latter had
settled in Vienna.
The Prince, descended from
recalls, curiously, the last

and

still

more

movement of Beethoven's 8th Symphony

so in the form in vphich he

first

sketched

it

;
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consequently, was,

by twelve
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1758, and,

years, Beethoven's

He lived mostly in Vienna. In 1789
he invited Mozart to accompany him to Berlin
and the King's proposal to name the latter his

senior.

;

supposed to have been suggested
Lichnowsky was also a pupil of
His wife, Princess of Thun, was famous

capellmeister

by the

is

Prince.

Mozart's.

her beauty, her kindly disposition, and for
skill as a musician.
Beethoven had not
been twelve months in Vienna when he was

for

her

offered

rooms

in

the

Prince's

house.

It

there that the pianoforte sonatas Op. 2 were

was
first

played by their author in presence of Haydn.
Beethoven remained in this house until 1800.
In 1799 the " Sonate Path^tique" was dedicated

and in the following year the latter
on him a yearly pension of 600 florins.
In the year 1806 there was a rupture between
the two friends.
At the time of the battle of
Jena, Beethoven was at the seat of Prince Lichnowsky at Troppau, in Silesia, where some French
officers were quartered.
The independent artist
refused to play to them, and when the Prince
pressed the request, Beethoven got angry, started
to the Prince,

settled

the

same evening for Vienna, and,

ing in his breast,

—on

his arrival

—

anger still burn-

home, he shattered

a bust of his patron.
The composer's refusal to
play to the French officers was grounded on his
hatred to Napoleon, who had just won the battle of
Jena. Beethoven, however, became reconciled with
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the Prince before the death of the latter in
It

be mentioned that

should

Beethoven's

1

8

1

4.

first

published work, the three pianoforte Trios, was
dedicated to Prince Lichnowsky.

The Archduke Rudolph

(i

788-1 831) was one

of the master's warmest friends, and one of his

most devoted admirers.

His

uncle

was

Max

Franz, Elector of Cologne, to whose chapel both

and his father had belonged.
The
Archduke was the son of Leopold of Tuscany
and Maria Louisa of Spain
his aunt was Marie
Antoinette, and his grandmother the famous Maria
Beethoven

;

Theresa.
He is supposed to have made the
acqaintance of Beethoven during the winter of
1

803—4, and then to have become

his pupil.

The

pianoforte part of the Triple Concerto (Op. 58),

commenced

in

1804, and published in 1807,

is

said to have been written for him.

Concerning the Countess Giulietta Guicciardi, for
Beethoven entertained a hopeless passion,
and the Countess Theresa of Brunswick, to whom
he is said to have been secretly engaged for some

whom

is no necessity to enter into detail.
Everyone has probably heard of the famous loveletters, and of the discussion as to which of these
two they were addressed. Maximiliane Brentano
was a niece of the famous Bettine Brentano.
The Baroness Ertmann was an excellent performer on the pianoforte, and is said to have been
unrivalled as an interpreter of Beethoven's music.
Mendelssohn met her at Rome in 1831, and in a

years, there
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C sharp minor
minor Sonatas.
must now turn to the sonatas, yet neither
for the purpose of analysis nor of admiration.
We shall briefly discuss how far Beethoven worked
on the lines established by his predecessors, and
how far he modified them. And, naturally, the
question of music on a poetic basis will be touched

letter describes her playing of the

D
We

and

upon.

The number

of

movements of which Beethoven's
some have

sonatas consist varies considerably
two, some

three, others

four.

:

The

three very

early sonatas dedicated to Maximilian, Archbishop
of Cologne, have only three movements (the
second opens with a brief Larghetto, which, however, really forms part of the first movement).
But the four Sonatas Op. 2 (Nos. i, 2 and 3) and
Op. 7 all have four movements an Allegro, a
slow movement, a Scherzo or Minuet and Trio,
There are
and a final Allegro or Rondo.
examples in later sonatas of similar grouping;
but it is an undeniable fact that in some of his
greatest sonatas
Op. 31 (No. 2), Op. 27 (No. 2),
Op. 5 3, Op. 5 7 he reverts to the three-movement
sonata so faithfully adhered to by Emanuel Bach,
And there is
Haydn, Mozart, and Clementi.
evidence that the omission of the Minuet or
Scherzo in Op. 10 (Nos. i and 2), in Op. 13, and

—

—
—

in others

named

and not

caprice.

Among

above,

sketches

was the

for

the

result of reflection

Sonatas,

Op.

i

o,

172
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Beethoven writes " Zu den neuen Sonaten ganz
kUrze Menuetten " (to the new sonatas quite short
Minuets)
and also, a little further on, " Die
Menuetten zu den 'Sonaten ins kiinftige nicht
langer als von i6 bis 24 Takte" (in future
the Minuets to the sonatas not to exceed from
16 to 24 bars).
Then, again, there are two
sketches for a movement of the Minuet or Scherzo
kind, which were almost certainly intended for
the Sonata No. i in C minor.
One of these was
afterwards completed, and has been published
in
the Supplement to Breitkopf & H artel's
edition of Beethoven's works.
Both these were
finally rejected, yet Beethoven made still another
attempt. There is a sketch for an " Intermezzo zur
Senate aus C moll," and at the end of the mti^sic
the composer writes: " durchaus so ohne Trio,
nur ein Stiick " (exactly thus without Trio, only
one piece). So the Minuets were to be short then
the limit of length is prescribed and, lastly, an
Intermezzo without Trio is planned.
The com:

;

;

;

poser

proposed, but

his

Saificov

disposed

;

the

Sonata
C minor finally appeared in print with
only an Adagio between the two quick movements.
in

Schindler, in reference to the proposal

Hoffmeister to Beethoven to edit a

new

made by
edition of

had that probeen carried out, the master, in order to get a
nearer approach to unity, would have reduced
some of his earlier sonatas from four movements
" He would
to three.
And he adds
most
his pianoforte works, tells us that

ject

:
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certainly have cut out the Scherzo Allegro from

the

highly

sonata

pathetic

for

Pianoforte

and

Violin (Op. 30, No. 2 ; the first and third have
only three movements), a movement in complete

He

opposition to the character of the whole.

always objected to
reason just
omitted.

this

movement, and,

assigned, advised

Had

that

it

for

the

should be

the scheme been carried out, a

small number of Scherzos, Allegros and Menuets

would have been dismissed.' In our circle, however, objections were raised against this proposal
for among these Scherzos, etc., each of us had his
favourite, and did not like the idea of its being
removed from the place which it had long
'

occupied.

The

master, however, pointed to the

—

three-movement sonatas Op. 10 in C minor.
Op. 13, Op. 14, Op. 31 (Nos. I and 2), Op. 57,
and others. The last sonatas Op. 106 and Op.
which contain more than three movements
1 1 o
must be judged in quite a different manner"
{Life of Beethoven, 3rd ed, vol. ii. pp. 215-16).
Schindler's statements have sometimes been
the above, however, bears on it
called in question
the stamp of truth.
But how came it to pass that Beethoven's first
four sonatas
Op. 2 (Nos. i, 2, and 3) and Op. 7
?
That is a question easier
movements
four
have
Schindler's remark that
answer.
to
to ask than

—

—

;

—

he followed custom
our introductory
sonatas

is difficult

chapter

containing

four

to understand.

we spoke

of

movements

In

twenty
written
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probably about the middle of the eighteenth
century, also of one of Wagenseil's for clavier
with violin accompanient yet among the known
sonatas of that period, these form a minority.
Woelfl's Sonata in B flat (Op. 15) has four movements: Allegro, Andante, Scherzo Allegro, and
Finale (theme and variations), but that work
appeared shortly after Beethoven's Op. 2.
Even Haydn, who is said to have introduced
the Minuet into the Symphony, remained faithful
;

to the three-movement

form of sonata.

hoven, however, wrote six

two movements.
of simplicity

is

This

Beet-

sonatas consisting of

change

striking, for

in the

direction

in his quartets the

It
Composer became more and more complex.
^eems as if he were merely intent on exhibiting
agitation and repose,
strong contrast of mood
we
br fierce passion followed by heavenly calm
are referring especially to the Sonata in E minor
(Op. 90) and to the one in C minor (Op. ill).
The two sonatas of Op. 49 really sonatinas
:

;

written for educational purposes

—
—may be

dismissed;

Op. 54, in the composition of which the head
rather than the heart of the master was engaged.
Even Op. 78, in F sharp, in spite of the Countess
of Brunswick, to whom it was dedicated, does not
seem the outcome of strong emotion and therealso

;

fore

we do not

take

it

now

The two sonatas (Op. 90 and
are

strong

into

1 1 1 )

tone-poems, and the

apparently said

all

that he had

consideration.

mentioned above
master having
to say, stopped.
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about having no time to
must not be taken seriously.
Nevertheless, we do not for one moment imagine
that Beethoven was thus reducing the number of
movements in accordance with some preconceived
story, already related,

complete Op.

1 1 1

scheme.

The D minor (Op. 3 1 No. 2) and the F minor
(Op. 57) sonatas, not to speak of others, form the
apotheosis of the sonata in three movements as
established, though not invented, by Emanuel
,

Bach.
To say that Beethoven was the perfecter
of the sonata is true, but it is scarcely the whole
truth.
The E minor appears a first great step in
the process of dissolution the C minor, a second.
They were great steps, because they were those
The experiments as to
of a very great man.
number of movements of which we spoke in our
introductory chapter were interesting; and with
regard to the number, and also the position of the
Minuet before or after the slow movement, those
experiments acquired additional interest, inasmuch
as Beethoven seems for a time to have been
The two works named are,
affected by them.
however, of the highest importance; in them, if
we are not mistaken, are to be found the first
signs of the disappearance, as it were, of the sonata
of three movements, and, perhaps, of the sonata
After Op. 90
itself, into the "imperceptible."
Beethoven wrote sonatas in four movements, but
that does not affect the argument, neither does
the fact, that after Beethoven are to be found
;
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several remarkable sonatas with the

The

process

gradual;

evolution

of

of

so also will be that of

The title of" sonata "

given

same number.
sonata was

the

its

dissolution.

by Beethoven

to his

Op.

90 and Op. Ill does not affect the music one jot
under any other name it would sound as well.

You might

call

the

"

Choral

Symphony "

a Diverti-

would be considered inappropriate or a Polonaise, and the name would
be scouted as ridiculous but the music would still
remain great and glorious. Yet taking into
consideration the meaning of the term " sonata " as
Bach, Haydn, and
understood by Emanuel
Beethoven himself, it can scarcely be the right
one for these tone-poems in two sections. The
mento, and

the

title

;

;

first movement in each case
The two early
have suggested the title.
sonatas Op. 27 (Nos. i and 2) are both styled
sonata, but with the addition quasi una fantasia.

sonata-form of the

may

And

in neither case

sonata-form
contain

;

was the

the one

such a

in

E

movement.

first

flat

movement

in

does not even

There

are

other

signs of the process of disintegration in the later

Op. 1 09, in E, is peculiar as regards the
form of the movements of which it is composed
and the fugues of Op. i o i 106, and 1 09 a return,
by the way, to the past show at least an unsettled
The sonata in A flat (Op. no)
state of mind.
was probably the germ whence sprang the sonata
a work of which we shall
in B minor of Liszt
soon have to speak.
sonatas.

—

—

,

—
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Beethoven departed from the custom of his
Haydn and Mozart, and the general

predecessors

practice of sonata-writers before him, in the matter

In a movement in sonata-form the

of tonality.

was for the second subject to be in the dominant key in the exposition section, and in the tonic
in the recapitulation section, if the key of the piece
was major but if minor, in the relative major or
dominant minor in the exposition, and in the tonic
major or minor in the recapitulation. Thus, if the
key were C major, the second subject wOUl'd be"
first in G major, afterwards in C major; if the key
rule

;

were

C

minpr,

afterwards in

movement
first

Sonata

in

latter; in

in

E

flat

major, or

major.

or

the second subject

is

G

minor,

In a minor

found more often

dominant minor.
and third movements of Beethoven's
D minor (Op. 3 1 No. 2) illustrate the

in the relative

The

first

C minor
major than

in the

,

each case the second subject

is

in

A

minor.

In major keys, besides that of the dominant,
Beethoven chose the mediant (E) in his sonata in
C (Op. 5 3) and in the recapitulation it occurs
first in the sub-mediant (A), and only afterwards,
Then in
in varied form, in the orthodox tonic.
the B flat sonata (Op. 106) the second subject
In the last sonata
occurs in the sub-mediant (G).
in C minor, the second subject is neither in the
relative major, nor in the dominant minor, but in
;

Once again,
the major key of the sub-mediant.
major (Op. 10, No. 3) a
in the sonata in

D
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second
relative

theme is introduced in the key of the
minor before the dominant section is

reached.

With

regard, indeed, to the

number of

themes and order of keys, some other movements
of the Beethoven sonatas show departures from
the orthodox rules.
,

In the important matter of the repeat of the

first

section of a

movement

in

sonata-form,

we

most part, adhering to the
custom delivered unto him by his predecessors.
And yet there were two strong reasons why he
might have been tempted to depart from it. The
repetition was a survival from the old dance movements in binary form. E. Bach, Haydn, and
Mozart not only repeated, but introduced various
kinds of ornaments, and even harmonic changes
and they expected performers to do the same.
Beethoven, however, allowed no such licence
one,
indeed, which in the hands of ordinary pianists
wpuld be calculated to spoil rather than to improve
find the master, for the

!

—

the music.

Part, then, of the raison d'etre of the

But a still stronger temptamust have been the programme
or picture which Beethoven had in his mind when
he composed. The repeat, now become almost an
empty form, must have proved at times a fetter to
his imagination.
In many ways he was bold but
in this matter strangely conservative.
It was only
rfipeat ceased to exist.

tion to suppress

it

;

in the sonata in

F

minor. Op. 57, that he

first

ventured to omit the repeat.
It is not to be found
in the opening movements of Op. 90 or Op 11 o.
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yet in his last sonata (Op.

almost seems

as

if

1 1 1)
the composer
he wished to atone for his

He had evidently not
one way or the other but the
fact that in three of his most poetical works he
departed from custom, deserves note.
Before his
time the repeat, like the laws of the Medes and
Persians, seemed irrevocably fixed.
Beethoven added important introductions or
codas, or even both, to some of the movements oi
his sonatas.
Codas are to be found in the sonatas'
both of Haydn and Mozart, but not introductorjl
previous sins of omission.

settled the question

;

movements the idea of the
not originate with Beethoven.
;

latter,

howeverj^^^id.

The Grave which

opens the " Path^tique " (Op. 1 3) does not merely
throw the listener into the right mood for the
Allegro, but the opening phrase

is

afterwards

made use

of in

the

development

section

and, later on,

The

it

occurs in double augmentation.

maestoso which ushers in the Allegro of

the last sonata contains foreshadowings which are
better felt than explained.

—

At

times the codas of

as, for

Haydn

are interesting,

example, the one at the end of the

first
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movement of his " Genziger " Sonata in E flat,
yet they do not present the thematic material
With Beethoven it
in any new or striking light.

—

In the Sonata in E flat (Op. 7) not
is different.
only is there contrapuntal working, but the principal theme, just at the close, is, as it were, rounded
Similar treatment may be seen
off, completed.
in the first movement of the Sonata in D (Op. i o,
No. 3) (here the effect is intensified by contrary

motion)
sonatas

;

;

also in the Allegro of

the opening

Op

1

3,

movement of Op.

and other
S

7 offers

a striking illustration.
The coda to the first movement of the " Waldstein" Sonata (Op. 53) is on a most elaborate
the development
it is almost as long as
scale
In the latter, only fragments of the
section.
principal theme had been worked, but in the coda
fierce chords seem to
it appears in complete form
retard its progress, and a sinking, syncopated figure
is opposed to it, counteracting its rising, expanding
nature.
But it works its way onward and upward, until, as if exhausted by the effort, two
descending scales lead to a quiet delivery of the
second theme, which had not been heard during
Then principal theme
the development section.
is given for the last time
it has
overcome all
obstacles, and proclaims its victory in loud and
The Presto which closes the
powerful chords.
" Appassionata " (Op.
5 7) is one of Beethoven's
grandest codas, and all the more wonderful in that
it follows a movement of intense storm and stress.
:

;

;
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last movement, but
work it recalls the first, as well as
movement. The coda of the first rnove^

a coda, not merely to the

to the whole

the third

:

ment of the C minor Symphony
intensity

;

strong will

there, however,
;

here,

displays similar

we have an

expression of

one of savage despair.

movement of the

The coda

Adieux " Sonata
(Op. 8 1 a) is another memorable ending.
The
farewell notes sound sad in the opening Adagio,
while in the Allegro which follows they are again
plaintive, or else agitated.
But in the coda,
though still sad, they express a certain tenderness,
and the lingering of friends loth to part. Whatever the special meaning of the music, the point
which we here wish to emphasise is, that the coda
presents thematic material, already amply developed,
of the

first

in quite a

new

"

light.

In the matter of structure, Beethoven may be
said, in the main, to have followed Haydn and
Mozart, but the effect of his music is, nevertheless,
very different. By overlapping of phrases by very
moderate use of full closes by making passages of
transition thoroughly thematic; by affinity and
yet strong contrast between his principal and
second themes; by a more organic system of
development; by these and other means Beethoven
surpassed his predecessors in power of continuity,
Then, again, his conception
intensity, and unity.
of tonality was broader, and his harmonies were
more varied the fuller, richer tone of the piano;

;

;

forte of his

day influenced the character of

his
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melodies

;

while the consequent progress of tech-

some of his
and contemporaries, en-

nique, as exhibited in the works of
1

immediate predecessors

him to present his thoughts with greater
variety and more striking effect than was possible
abled

to either

Haydn

or Mozart.

Once more, Beethoven seemed to be elaborating
some central thought Haydn and Mozart (with few
;

exceptions), to be deftly weaving together thoughts

In a similar
manner, the first and last movements of a sonata
with Beethoven are of kindred mood, though
Haydn and Mozart
perhaps of different degree.
seem again to be aiming at contrast after a
dignified opening Allegro and a soft, graceful slow
movement, they frequently wind up with a Finale
of which the chief characteristics are humour, playso as to obtain pleasing contrasts.

;

fulness,

part

and merriment, so that the

company from them

in

listener

may

a pleasant frame of

mind.

We

have been comparing the composer, and to
Haydn and Mozart. But the
latter, however, sometimes come within near reach
of the former and had the means at their disposal
been similar, they might possibly have equalled
And, on the other hand, Beethoven's
him.
inspiration was sometimes at a comparatively
low ebb. Speaking generally, however, the comhis advantage, with

;

parison,

we

believe, stands good.

John Sebastian Bach devoted the greater part
of his life to the art of developing themes.
His
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was wonderful, and

—
—was

so, too,

restrictions of the fugue-form,
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considering the
the imagina-

which he displayed.
In Beethoven the old
master seems to live again, only under new and
more favourable conditions. Bach was brought up
in the way of the fugue, Beethoven of the sonata
and, it may be added, from these, respectively,
neither ever departed.
From early youth onward,
our composer was a deep student of Bach, and

tion

assimilated

One

some of

his

feature

of

special

predecessor's

Beethoven's

methods.

mode

of

development was to take a few notes, or sometimes merely a figure, from his theme, and to

expand them

into a phrase

;

as, for instance, in

opening movement of the sonata
10, No. i), in which

in

C minor

the

(Op.

forms the material for the closing phrase of the
exposition section.
And the opening figure of
the Finale of the same sonata is employed in a
similar manner at the commencement of the
.

second section of the movement. The Rondo of Op.
10, No. 3, furnishes good illustrations. Now let us
In the 1 3th Fugue of the " Wellturn to Bach.

tempered Clavier," the closing notes of the subject

are expanded,

commencing

at

bar twenty-four,

1
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Also

into a melodious phrase.

in the

Prelude which

follows (No. 14)

I

becomes

i

And some magnificent examples might be culled
from the noble Preludes in E flat and B flat minor
(Book I, Nos. 8 and 22). Again, another special
feature of Beethoven is the extension of a phrase
by

repetition of the last clause,

familiar to
illustration

—

a

method too

need quotation. But let us give one
from Bach (Book i, Fugue 6)

The

8th Prelude of Book i has been alreadymentioned to illustrate one point, but there are
other Beethovenisms in it.
These comparisons must not be misunderstood
study of Bach strengthened Beethoven's genius.
We are not speaking of bald imitation, not even

of conscious imitation.

He

not only received the

message of the old master, as a child, but while
he was a child; and that no doubt helped him
more than all the works of his predecessors from

Emanuel Bach upwards.
It appealed to him
it was based on nature.
Bach's
Fugues are living organisms they are expansions
of some central thought.
Development reveals
the latent power, the latent meaning of the
themes were it merely artificial, no matter how
strongly, because

;

;
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A

would be

letter, not spirit.
clever
once conceived the bold idea of
competing with Bach he wrote a series of Pre-

skilful,

it

contrapuntist

;

ludes and Fugues in

all

the keys, and displayed

wonderful skill in all the arts of counterpoint,
canon, and fugue, while in the matter of elaborate
combinations he actually surpassed Bach (we refer
here only to the "Well-tempered Clavier"). But the
result

was

failure

;

the laborious work was wasted.

Klengel had mistaken the means for the end
he had worked as a mathematician, not as
a musician.
Beethoven felt the true secret of
Bach's greatness, and his own genius taught him

how

to

by

profit

it.

Next

to the necessity of

having something of importance to say, something
which development will enhance, the great lesson
which Beethoven learnt from Bach was unity in
variety, the " highest law in all artistic creation,"
as Dr. H. Riemann well remarks in his Catechism
of Musical Esthetics.
Very many, probably the greater number,\
sonatas rest upon some poetic
Bombet, in his Life of Haydn, tells us
how that composer sometimes " imagined a
little romance, which might
furnish him with
colours
and the titles
musical sentiments and
"
which he gave to many of his symphonies certainly

of Beethoven's

basis.

;

support

that

statement.

At

other

times

the

romance was already to hand, as in the case
of the 32nd sonata, which was inspired by
Haydn's dear friend, Frau von Genziger. Of the
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poetic

basis

underlying

we have

some

of

Beethoven's

Schindler, in
knowledge,
the second edition of his Biography of Beethoven,
gives a few extracts from the Conversation Books

sonatas

fair

(Conversations Hefte), in which, on account of the
master's

written

deafness,

down by

or

questions

answers

were

those holding conversation with

Beethoven read, and, of course, replied viva
We have not, it is true, his words, yet it is
possible, at times, to gather their purport from the

him.

voce.

context.

For instance, there

rather one half of

is

a conversation (or

recorded, which took place

it)

1823 between the composer and Schindler.
" Do you
remember how I
latter says
ventured a few years ago to play over to you the
Sonata Op. 1 4 ?
now everything is clear." The
in

The

:

— —

next entry runs thus

my

hand."

A

:

" I

footnote

still

feel

explains

the pain in
that

after

Schindler had played the opening section of the

movement, Beethoven struck him somewhat
roughly on the hand, pushed him from the stool,
and, placing himself on it, played and explained
the sonata.
Then Schindler says " Two principles also in the middle section of Path^tique,'
first

:

'

as

if

the teacher had called upon

him

to give

from other sonatas of what he had
explained concerning Op. 14.
But there is
another record of a conversation which took place
between Beethoven and Schindler in the very
month (March, 1827) in which the composer died.
illustrations

"

As you

feel well

to-day," says the disciple, "

we
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can continue our talk concerning the poetic basis
(" wieder etwas poetisiren ") of the Trio in B flat."
And after some remarks about Aristotle's views of
tragedy, and about the Medea of Euripides, we
come across the following
" But why everywhere
a superscription ?
In many movements of the
sonatas and symphonies, where feeling and one's
own imagination might dictate, such a heading
would do harm. Music ought not, and cannot, on

—

:

occasions give a definite direction to feeling."

all

Beethoven must have been alluding to some
scheme of his for indicating the nature of the contents of his works, and its boldness seems to have
It is possible that

eistonished Schindler.

Beethoven,

conscious that his end was not far distant, carried

away by the enthusiasm
desirous of giving

all

of the

moment, and

possible help to the right

understanding of his music, went far beyond the
modest lines by which he was guided when
writing his " Pastoral " Symphony.^
But let us
return to the conversation.
"
^

Good

!

Schindler,

(3rd ed.

2nd

"

says Schindler, " then you will next

by the way,

relates in his

Biography of Beethoven

Part, p. 212) that, already in 1816,

a proposal made by Hoffmeister

to

when

there

was

Beethoven to issue a new edition

of bis pianoforte music, the master conceived the intention of indicating the poetic idea (" Poetische Idee ") underlying his various works.
And the biographer adds "This term {i.e. poetic idea) belongs to
:

Beethoven's epoch, and was used by him as frequently as was, for

example, the expression

'

—

by others in opposition
and rhythmic play of tones.

poetic contents

to works which only ofter an harmonic

'

Writers on sesthetics of our day declaim against the latter term
viith good reason, if it refer to programme-music ; without reason,
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Beethoven
about writing an angry sonata ? "
would seem to have declared even that possible, for
Schindler continues " Oh
I have no doubt you

set

:

will

!

accomplish that, and

I

rejoice in anticipation."

And, then, as if remembering that his master was
an invalid, and that it would not be right to excite
him by prolonging the argument, he added, probably in a half-jocular manner " Your housekeeper
must do her part, and first put you into a towering
passion."
The above extracts show pretty clearly
that the poetic basis of his music was a subject
which Beethoven took pleasure in discussing with
his friends.
Beethoven's back was, however, at
once up if he found others pushing the matter too
far.
Of this we will give an instance. In the
year 1782 Dr. Christian Miiller of Bremen organised concerts among the members of his family,
:

and, already at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, Beethoven's

A

grammes.

name

figured

on the pro-

friend of the family. Dr. Carl Iken,

who took part in the musical proceedings, was an
ardent admirer of Beethoven's music, and he ventured to draw up explanations and picture-programmes of the master's works and these were
;

if

they extend their negation to

poetic contents.
fests itself,

Whence

all

Beethoven's music, and deny

that tendency,

and that strong

its

which so frequently mani-

desire to give pictorial explanations,

especially of the Beethoven symphonies

and sonatas, if they contained nothing but a well-ordered harmonic and rhythmic play of
tones, and if they
or, at least, some of them
were not based on

—

some

special

idea?

irresistible desire?

"

—

What

other composer creates this almost
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read out before the performances of the works in
question.

who

It

seems, indeed, that he was the

first

impelled to give utterance to the poetical
feelings aroused by Beethoven's music.
Dr. Iken's
felt

intentions were of the best, and he may often have
succeeded in throwing his audience into the right

mood. A poetical programme, if not too fantastic,
would often prove of better effect than the most
skilful of analyses.
These " Iken " programmes
so delighted Dr. Muller that he sent several of
them to the master at Vienna. Beethoven read,
but his anger was stirred.
He sent for Schindler,
and dictated a letter to Dr. Muller. It was a
,

friendly but energetic protest against such treat-

ment of

his

would give

He drew

or anyone else's music.

attention to the erroneous
birth.

opinions to which

If explanations were

it

needed, he

declared, let them be limited to the general characteristics
diflficult

of

tfie

compositions} which

it

would not be

for cultured musicians to furnish.

Thus

and there seems no reason to
It is to be hoped that Dr.
doubt his word.
It
MuUer's letter will one day be discovered.
was not the plan to which Beethoven objected,
but the manner in which it was carried out.
relates Schindler,

'

Mr. E. Pauer, in

his preface to Ernst

von

Elterlein's Beethoven's

—

Pianoforte Sonatas explained for the lovers of the musical art,
a valuable and interesting book, remarks : " Herr von Elterlein's design is not so much to describe the beauties of Beethoven's

—

sonatas, as to direct the performer's attention to these beauties,

to point out the leading

and

piece " (the italics are ours).

characteristic features

and

of each separate
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Before quitting this subject,

let

us refer to one

or two sonatas concerning which there are well

Schindler
authenticated utterances of the master.
in
the
Sonatas
once asked him for the key to

D

minor (Op. 31, No. 2) and F minor
" Read Shakes"), and Beethoven replied
The reply was laconic. Beetpeare's Tempest'.'
hoven, no doubt, could have furnished further
details, but he abstained from so doing, and in
Then Schindler,
this he was perfectly justified.
growing bold, ventured a further question " What
did the master intend to express by the Largo of
the Sonata in D (Op. 10, No. 3)?" And the latter
replied that everyone felt that this Largo described
the condition of the soul of a melancholy man, with
various nuances of light and shade.
Beethoven's
("

sionata

Appas-

:

:

quiet, dignified utterances deserve special attention
in these

days of programme-music.

It is

perhaps

well that he did not carry out his idea of furnishing

the clue to the poetic idea underlying his sonatas.
It

would, of course, have been highly interesting to
sources of his inspirations, but it is terrible

know the

would have
Composers would have imitated him,
and those lacking genius would have made themselves and their art ridiculous.
Berlioz went to
extremes, but his genius saved him; and Schumann,
a true poet, though inclined to superscriptions, kept
to think of the consequences which

ensued.

within very reasonable lines.
It

was undoubtedly

affected the

this

poetic

basis

form of Beethoven's sonatas.

that so

The

little
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romances by which Haydn spurred his imagination were as children's tales compared with the
deep thoughts, the tragic events, and the masterpieces of Plato, Shakespeare, and Goethe, which
in Beethoven sharpened feeling and intensified
thought.
The great sonatas of Beethoven are
not mere cunningly - devised pieces, not mere
mood-painting they are real, living dramas.
In aiming at a higher organisation, he actually
became a disorganiser. " All things are growing
or decaying," says Herbert Spencer.
And in
Beethoven, so far as sonata and sonata-form are
;

concerned,

we seem,

as

it

were, to perceive the

beginning of a period of decay.

CHAPTER

VIII

TWO CONTEMPORARIES OF BEETHOVEN
I.

Weber

The

two greatest contemporaries of Beethoven
Carl Maria von Weber and
Franz Schubert, and both wrote pianoforte sonatas.
Many other composers of that period some of
them possessed of considerable talent devoted
theniselves to that branch of musical literature
were, undoubtedly,

—
—

764-1 823), Woelil (1772-18 12), J. B,
Cramer (1771-1858), J. N. Hummel (17781837), F. W. M. Kalkbrenner (1788-1849), and

Steibelt (i

Of

others.

duced

is

may be named
The number which they pro-

these, the first three

sonata-makers.

positively alarming;

but

it

is

some

consolation to think that a knowledge of their

works

is

sonata in

not of essential importance.

E

(dedicated to

Mme.

Steibelt's

Buonaparte)
was given once at the Popular Concerts in i860,
and Woelfl's " Ne plus Ultra " sonata, several times
between 1859 and 1873; "ot one, however, of
the 105 said to have been written by
J. B.
flat
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Most of

these works justly merit the oblivion into which

they have fallen

;

some

are quite second, or even

third rate; others were written merely as

show

and are now, of course, utterly out of date
and many were written for educational purposes,
pieces,^

or to suit popular taste (sonatas containing variations

on national and favourite

airs, light

rondos,

etc.).^

Cramer's studies have achieved world-wide repumusic, they are often interesting.

tation, and, as

Also
1

be found

in his sonatas are to

The

Finale of a Sonata in

dedicated to Haydn,

is

A

flat

many

serious,

by Cramer, one of three

said to have suggested to Beethoven the

Finale of his Sonata in A flat (Op. 26). Dr. Erich Prieger, who
has recently published a facsimile of the autograph of Beethoven's
sonata, in his preface quotes some passages from the Cramer
Finale, which certainly seem to show that the Bonn master

was

to

some

extent influenced by his predecessor.

second of the three passages quoted

:

Here

is

the
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movements; musical taste has, howchanged since the rise of the romantic
school, that it is doubtful whether they would be

well-written
ever, so

now

acceptable even as teaching pieces.

Hummel's few sonatas have suffered at the
hand of time but, though the music be mechanical,
and therefore cold, there is much to interest
;

in

pianists

the two

sonatas in

F

sharp minor

D

These were
major (Op. io6).
(Op. 8i) and
written after the composer's appointment at Weimar
1820.
His two early sonatas (Op. 13, in E
and Op. 20, dedicated to Haydn) are not easy,
yet not so difficult as the two just mentioned.
Steibelt and Woelfl both measured themselves
The
with Beethoven in the art of improvisation.
former was so ignominiously defeated that he
Woelfl,
never ventured to meet his rival again.
however, fared better.
With his long fingers he
could accomplish wonders on the instrument
but only so far as technique was concerned did
he surpass Beethoven.
in

flat,

Carl Maria v. Weber (i 786-1 826) in early
youth studied the pianoforte under two able court
organists, J. P. Heuschkel-^ and J. N. Kalcher,^
both of whom he always held in grateful remem-

Under the direction -of the latter he
wrote some pianoforte sonatas, which, according
to the statement of his son and biographer, M. M.
V. Weber, were accidentally destroyed.
Later on
brance.

'

*

1773-1853, court organist at Heldburghausen.
1766-1826, court organist at Freising.
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he studied under Vogler and other masters.
He
became a famous pianist, and at Berlin, in 1 8 1 2,
composed his ist Sonata in C (Op. 24). No. 2, in
A flat (Op. 39), was commenced at Prague in
1 8 14, and completed at Berlin in
1816. No. 3,
in D minor (Op. 49), was also written at Berlin,
and in the same year. No. 4, in E minor (Op. 70),
occupied the composer between the years 1819
it was written at Hosterwitz, near
Dresden, during the time he was at work on his
opera Euryanthe.

and 1822;

Weber and Schubert

are both classed as conBeethoven,
yet the latter was also
temporaries of
Of Schubert we shall speak
their predecessor.

As

Weber, it should be
he had written his
(Op. 24) Beethoven had already
scMiata in C
The inpublished " Les Adieux" (Op. 81 a).
dividuality of the composer of Die Freischuts
was, however, so strong, that we meet with no
direct traces of the influence of Beethoven in his

presently.

remembered

regards

that

before

pianoforte music.

The Weber
P.

sonatas have been described by Dr.
Spitta as " fantasias in sonata-form," and this

admirably expresses the character of these works,
Weber followed the custom of his day in writing
sonatas, but it seeems as though he would have
accomplished still greater things had he given full
rein to his imagination, and allowed subject-matter
Like his great contemporary,
to determine form.
of whom we have next to speak, Weber, in spite
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of Vogler's teaching, was not a strong contrapuntist
effects,

he relied
and strong

chiefly

;

upon melody, harmonic
His romantic themes,

contrasts.

his picturesque colouring, enchant the ear, and
the poetry and passion of his pianoforte music,

both intensified by grand technique, stir one's soul
yet the works are of the
to its very depths
We have
fantasia, rather than of the sonata order.
the letter rather than the true spirit of a sonata.
flat (the
Place side by side Weber's Sonata in
greatest of the four) and Beethoven's D minor or
" Appassionata," and the difference will be at once
In the latter there is a latent power which is
felt.
It seems as if one could
wanting in the former.
never sound the depths of Beethoven's music
;

A

fresh study reveals

new

beauties,

relation of the parts to the

sections of a
se),

new

details

;

the

whole (not only of the

movement, but of the movements

inter

and, therefore, the unity of the whole becomes

more

evident.

mean

that

careful

We

thought;

structure

must not be understood to

Weber worked without
but merely,

of his sonatas

is

plan, or even

that

the

organic

far less closely

knit

than in those of the Bonn master there is contrast rather than concatenation of ideas, outward
show rather than inner substance.
The slow
movements (with exception of those of the ist
and 2nd Sonatas, which have somewhat of a
dramatic character) and Finales are satisfactory,
per se, as music the former have charm, refinement; the latter, elegance, piquancy, brilliancy.
;

:
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movements

seem Hke the commencement of some tragedy in
No. 2 there is nobility mixed with pathos'; in No.
and in No. 4, still passion, albeit
3, fierce passion
of a tenderer, more melancholy kind.
But in the
Finales it is as though we had passed from the
:

;

tragedy of the stage to the melodrama, or frivolity
of the drawing-room ; they offer, it is true, strong
contrast, yet not of the right sort, not that to
which Beethoven has accustomed us.

Throughout the four sonatas we detect the hand
of a great pianist.

In the

virtuosity predominates

;

the

first,

first

the element of
and, especially,

movement (the so-called Perpetuum mobile)
In the
are show pieces, though of a high order.
other sonatas the same element exists, and yet it

the last

seldom obtrudes
using, to the

to

full,

itself;

the composer

the rich means at his

is

merely

command

express his luxuriant and poetical thoughts.

In his writing for the instrument Weber recalls
the Dussek of the " Retour k Paris " and
Dussek,
" Invocation " sonatas.
The earlier master was

—

and filled with the spirit of
romance; still he lacked the force and fire of
Weber. Then, again, Dussek, in early manhood,
passed through the classical crucible, whereas Weber
was born and bred very much d la BoMmienne
he developed from within rather than from withalso a great pianist,

;

out.

It is easier to criticise

than to create.

If

we cannot place the sonatas of Weber on the
same high level as those of Beethoven, we may
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at least say that they take very high rank ; also,
that in the hands of a great pianist they are
certain to produce a powerful impression.

II.

The

Schubert

other great contemporary

of

Beethoven

was Franz Schubert, born in 1797, the year in
which the former published his Sonata in E flat
Then, again, Schubert's earliest pianoin February 1815,
while Beethoven's Sonata in A (Op. loi) was
produced at a concert only one year later
(i6th February 1816).
It is well to remember
these dates, by which we perceive that Beethoven
had written twenty-seven of his thirty-two sonatas
before Schubert commenced composing works of
this kind.
But though here and there the influence of the Bonn master may be felt in
(Op.

forte

7).

sonata was composed

Schubert, the individuality of the latter was so
that we regard him as an independent
contemporary.
The influence of Haydn and
Mozart, plus his own mighty genius, seem almost
The
sufficient to account for Schubert's music.
new edition of the composer's works published by
Messrs. Breitkopf & Hartel contains fifteen sonatas

strong,

The

for pianoforte solo.

No.
No.
No.
No.

first

I,

inE(i8i5),

2,

in

C

four

(1815),

A flat (1817), and
4, in E minor (1817),

3,

in

had hitherto only been known by name.
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In following the career of a great composer,

however humble, however inbut from a purely musical
point of view the Minuets of Nos, 2 and 3 are the
most attractive portions of these sonatas; we catch in
them glimpses of that freshness and romantic beauty
which characterise Schubert's later productions.
In moments of strong inspiration, Schubert
worked wonders, yet the lack of regular and

his

first

efforts,

complete, are of interest

severe study

often

;

makes

colouring

may enhance

serve as

a substitute for

itself

felt.

counterpoint,
it.

Then

it

there

monotony of rhythm and this,
extent, was the result of little practice
times,

;

" of

Though
will
is,

not
at

to a great
in the art

combining melodies."
While on the subject of Schubert's failings, we
may as well complete the catalogue. In the later
sonatas we meet with difiuseness and sometimes
a stroke of genius is followed by music which, at
any rate for Schubert, is commonplace. It seems
presumption to weigh the composer in critical
balances, and to find him wanting but he stands
here side by side with Beethoven, and the contrast between the two men forces itself on our
Both were richly endowed by nature. By
notice.
training, and the power of self-criticism which the
latter brings with it, Beethoven was able to make
the most of his gifts; Schubert, on the other
hand, by the very lavish display which he someThere is
times made, actually weakened them.
no page of musical history more touching than
;

;
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how the composer, after
having written wonderful songs, grand symphonies,
and other works too numerous to mention, made
arrangements to study with S. Sechter, one of the
most eminent theorists of the day. The composer
paid the latter a visit on the 4th November 1828;
but within a fortnight, Schubert was no longer in
the land of the living. When too late, he seems to
have made the discovery which, perhaps, his very
wealth of inspiration had hidden from him up to
that moment, namely, that discipline strengthens
genius.
One may point out faults in Schubert's
art-works, yet his melodies and harmonies are so
bewitching, his music altogether so full of spontaneity and inspiration, that for the time being one
the one which records

Schumann was fairly right when
is spellbound.
he described Schubert's lengths as " heavenly."
Three more sonatas were produced in the year
1 8 1 7, the first in the unusual key of B major
and
here we find a marked advance in conception and
execution.
It opens with an Allegro, the total
effect of which, however, is not satisfactory
the
principal theme has dramatic power, and what
follows has lyrical charm, but the development
section is disappointing.
The Adagio seems like
an arrangement of a lovely symphonic movement
the orchestra, and not the pianoforte, must have
been in the composer's mind when he penned it.
The lively Scherzo, with its quiet Trio, is a little
gem.
The clear-cut, concise form of such movements saved Schubert from all danger of diffuse;

;
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and in them, as Mozart remarked to the
Emperor Joseph, who complained of the number
of notes in his opera, Die Entfuhrungy there are
ness

;

"just as

many

as are

The sonata

necessary."

A

minor (Op. 164), which consists of three
movements, is short and delightful from beginning
to end.
In the opening Allegro the second
subject occurs, by way of exception, in the major
key of the subraediant. There is much to admire
in the 3rd, in E flat, especially the Minuet and
Trio yet the music is not pure Schubert. About
six years elapsed between this and the next sonata,
in A minor (1823). Schubert had already written
his B minor Symphony, and though the first two
movements of the sonata will not compare with
in

;

those of the former in loftiness
there

is

of conception,

a certain kinship between the two works.

In both there are

fitful

gusts of passion, a feeling

of awe, and a tone of sadness which

disappointed hopes, of lost illusions.

tells

The

of

Finale,

During the
fine, stands on a lower level.
1825—26, Schubert wrote, besides one in
A major (Op. 1 20), three magnificent sonatas one
in A minor, dedicated to the Archduke Rudolph (Op.
though

years

:

D

(Op. S 3),and a third in G(Op. 78).
In these three works we have the composer's ripest
minor,
efforts.
The first movement of the ist, in
42), another in

A

is

well-nigh perfect.

That opening phrase—
-te-

haunts one like a sad dream

;

and the development
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though not monotonous, is full of it.
Schubert has

section, long,

Without

sacrificing his individuality,

here caught something of Beethoven's peculiar
method of treating a theme, that is, of evolving
new phrases from its various sections. The coda,

—

again, has penetrating power, and the fierce concluding phrase sounds like the passionate resist-

ance of a proud artist to the stern de^ees of
The tender melody and delicate variations
of the Andante, the bold Scherzo, with its soft
Trio, and the energetic Finale are all exceedingly

fate.

do not affect us like the
movement, in which lies not only the majesty,
but the mystery of genius.
The sonata in D has
interesting; yet they
first

a vigorous opening Allegro,

—

—a

long, lovely, slow

movement, a crisp Scherzo, but a peculiar Finale,
one which Schumann qualifies as comical (possirlich).

The sonata

in

G

contains

some

of the

composer's most

charming, characteristic music.
The opening moderato e cantabile is a tone-poem
of touching pathos.
The sad principal theme is
supported by such soft, tender harmonies, that its
very sadness charms.
In the development section
it

assumes a

different character.

place to passion, at times fierce

;

Melancholy gives
then calm returns.

The coda is one of the most fascinating ever penned
by Schubert. The slow movement and Menuetto
form worthy companions; but with the Finale
the composer breaks the spell.
Schumann says
" Keep away from it
it has no imagination, no
;

enigma to

solve."
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last three sonatas (in C minor, A, and B
were composed in September 1828, not
three months before the death of the composer.
In the opening theme of No. 2, determination and
confidence are expressed, while in the Scherzo and
Rondo there is even sunshine, though now and
again black clouds flit across the scene.
But in
the Adagio, and in all the movements of the other
two sonatas, the mood is either one of sadness,
more or less intense, dark despair, or fierce frenzy.
Music can express both joy and sorrow, though the
Mournful
latter
seems more congenial to it.
strains are an echo, as it were, of the " still, sad
music of humanity."
Grief, too, sharpens the imagination and music produced under its influence
stirs a sensitive soul more powerfully than the
brightest, merriest sounds. But these three sonatas,
though they contain wonderful thoughts and some
of Schubert's grandest, and most delicate harmonic

The

flat)

;

colouring,

fall

^

They

short of perfection.

are

too

they cover so many pages,
but because there is a lack of balance; at times,
long,

not because

the composer seems

indeed,

of proportion.

Schubert

in

Then,

again,

to

lose all

sense

the weakness

the art of development

is

of

specially

felt; the noble themes, on the whole, lose rather
than gain by the loose, monotonous, and, in some
places, even trivial treatment to which they are
And what is more fatal than a lack
subjected.

of gradation of interest
art,

be

it

?

In a truly great work of

poem, tragedy, sonata, or symphony, the
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author carries his readers or audience along with
he gives no time
to another,

—

him from one point

and when he has worked
for rest or reflection
them up to the highest pitch, he stops, and there
is an awakening, as it were, from some wonderful
dream.
If afterwards the work be analysed, the
pains with which it was built up can be traced
the powerful effect which it produced will be found
;

due, not alone to the creative power, the imagination of the author, but also to his dialectic skill

to his critical faculty.

It is all

and

very well to talk of

great works as the fruits of hot inspiration and not

A

cold intellect.
masterpiece is the outcome of
the one provides the material, the other
both
shapes it. Schubert was an inspired composer, but
most of his works, especially those of large compass, show that he was mastered by moods, not
that he was master of them.
It may be said that
many who can appreciate beautiful music have not
;

the

bump

of intellect strongly developed, and would

not therefore be affected by any such shortcomings
that they would simply enjoy the music.
That is

but here we are analysing and comparand neither the beauty nor even grandeur of
the music, nor the effect which it might produce
on certain minds, concerns us.
There are many
persons who have had no technical training, but who
possess a true sense of order, proportion, and gradation
and such instinctively feel that Schubert's
very
ing

likely,

;

;

sonatas, in spite of their

many

striking qualities,

are not so great as those of Beethoven.

We

have
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more than once

to the Popular Concert
a very fair thermometer of
public taste.
One can see how seldom the Schubert sonatas are performed in comparison with
those of his great contemporary.
But to refer
specially to the three last sonatas now under
notice.
The one in B flat (No. 3) was played by
Mr. Leonard Borwick, it is true, on the 3rd February
1894, but the previous date of performance was
No. 2, in A, was last given in
1 6th January 1882,
1882, and No. i has not been heard since 1879.
The Allegro of the C minor sonata opens with a
bold theme, and an energetic transition passage
leads to the dominant of the relative major key.
Of the soft second theme Schubert seems so fond,
that he is loth to quit it he repeats it in varied
form, and still after that, it is heard in minor.
referred

catalogue, which

is

;

This unnecessarily lengthens the exposition secThe
tion, which, in addition, has the repeat mark.
development section is rather vague, but the coda
the long descending phrase and the
is impressive
sad repeated minor chords at the close suggest
:

exhaustion after

Adagio,

in

A

fierce conflict.

flat,

partly inspired

The theme

of the

by Beethoven,

is

and full of tender, regretful feeling; the
opening and close of the movement are the finest
The Minuet and Trio are effective,
portions.
Allegro is hopelessly long, and by no
final
but the
equal
to the rest of the work.
means
noble,

The

first

movement of

characteristic

the sonata in

principal theme, and

one

A

has a
in

the
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dominant key of bewitching beauty. The coda
gives a last reminiscence of the opening theme
but

its

away;

almost

for

it is

defiant

now

character

vanished

has

Schubert,

played pianissimo.

importance of his codas, recalls Beethoven
each, however, made it serve a different purpose.
The latter, at any rate in his Allegro movements,
gathers together his strength, as if for one last,
Schubert, on the other hand,
supreme effort.
seems rather as if his strength were spent, and
as if he could only give a faint echo of his leading
in the

theme.

The coda

of the

movement

first

of the

A

minor (Op. 42) offers, however, one
The Andantino and Scherzo
striking exception.
sonata in
of the

A

Rondo,

in spite of

sonata are well-nigh perfect, but the

inferior quality

sonata, in
testament,

Op.

B

flat,

as

Ill, has

much

and of

that

is

charming,

irritating length.

is

of

The 3rd

the last of the series, the sonate-

Von

Lenz

wonderful

tains also lengths

said

of

Beethoven's

moments, yet

it

con-

which even Schumann would

scarcely have ventured to style " heavenly."

We

and last movements
the Andante and Scherzo are beyond criticism.
These sonatas were written as Schubert was
refer particularly to the first

about to enter the Valley of the Shadow of Death.
His spirit was still strong, but his flesh must have
been weak. To turn away from them on account
of any imperfections, would be to lose some of
Schubert's loftiest thoughts,
tone-painting.

some of

his choicest

CHAPTER

IX

SCHUMANN, CHOPIN, BRAHMS, AND LISZT

After

first composer of note was
Schumann, one of the founders of the
so-called romantic school.
In one of his letters

Beethoven, the

Robert

he

refers to Beethoven's choral

symphony

" as

the

turning-point from the classical to the romantic

By

period."

Schumann had

reading,

imagination,

his

but

his

when he

irregular; and, indeed,

composing, practically

musical

nil.

cultivated

training

was

commenced

first

If his soul

was

stirred

by some poem, or tale, or by remembrance of
some dear friend, he sought to express his thoughts
and feelings, and on the spur of the moment. In
a letter he writes " I have been all the week at
the piano, composing, writing, laughing, and crying,
:

all

at

nicely

once.

Humoreske,'

You

You

described

how

will find this state of things

in

which

my
is

Op.

already

20,

the

at the

'

Grosse

printer's.

I get
I always work now.
down, and have it printed that's
what I like. Twelve sheets composed in a week
And thus short-tone poems, or a long piece, such

an

see

idea, write

quickly
it

;

!
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Humoreske," of irregular form, were the
result.
Now that was not the way in which he
composed his two sonatas. He was two years, off
and on, at work on the first, in F sharp minor
(Op. 1 1), and eight on the other, in G minor
as the "

One may therefore conclude that the
(Op. 22).
fetters of form were a source of trouble to him.
And he can scarcely have felt very enthusiastic
over his task; in 1839, after both sonatas were
completed, he declared that " although from time
to time fine specimens of the sonata species made
appearance, and, probably, would continue
do so, it seemed as if that form of composition
had run its appointed course."
Of the two sonatas, the one in F sharp minor is
the more interesting.
The Aria is a movement
of exquisite simplicity and tenderness, and the
Scherzo, with its Intermezzo alia burla, has life and
character.
But the Allegro, which follows the
poetical introduction, and the Finale are patchy,
and at times laboured. It must not, however, be
The music
supposed that they are uninteresting.
has poetry and passion, and the strong passages
There were composers
atone for the weak ones.
at that time who could produce sonatas more
correct in form, and more logical in treatment, yet
not one who could have written music so filled
their

to

with the spirit of romance.
The Sonata in G minor resembles its predecessor
both in its strong and its weak points. Considered,
however, as a whole, it is less warm, less intense.

SCHUMANN, CHOPIN, BRAHMS,
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unnecessary to describe the two works in

for

they must be familiar to

all
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detail,

musicians,

and

A

sympathetic rendering of
them will always give pleasure but in a history of
evolution they are of comparatively small moment.
especially pianists.

;

compare them with the Fantasia

It is interesting to

in

C (Op.

1

7),

a work in which

Schumann displayed

power of his genius.
Chopin was another composer whose

the

full

spirit

moved uneasily within the limits of the sonata.
The first which he wrote (we do not reckon the

—

posthumous one in C minor) the one in B flat
minor is an impressive work. There is a certain
rugged power in the opening movement, and the
Scherzo is passionate, and its Trio tender.
The
picturesque March owes much of its effect to its
colouring and contrasts while the extraordinary
In the hands
Finale sounds weird and uncanny.
of a great interpreter the music makes a powerful

—

;

appeal; yet as a sonata
in

B

it

is

not really great.

development, unity.

It lacks organic

The Sonata

minor, though attractive to pianists,

tion of

is an
movement, with excepmelodious second theme, is dry, and the

work.

inferior

its

The

first

The
The slow move-

Finale belongs to the bravoura order of piece.

Scherzo

ment

is

is

light

and

graceful.

the most poetical of the four, though spun

The real Chopin is to be
out at too great length.
found in his nocturnes, mazurkas, and ballads,
not in his sonatas.

Among modern
14

sonatas, the three

by Brahms
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(C,

Op.

I

;

F

sharp minor, Op. 2

;

F

and

minor,

Op. 5) claim special notice. With the exception
of the Liszt Sonata in B minor, which, whatever
"
its musical value, at least opens up " new paths
in the matter of form, the

Brahms sonatas

are the

only ones since Schumann which distinctly demand
The composer followed ordinary
detailed notice.
Beethoven lines with exception of the Intermezzo
;

number and order of move-

of the 3rd Sonata, the

ment

resemble

those

sonata; while there
the matter of form.

means by which

is

of

many

a

Beethoven

enlargement, not change in

Brahms studied the

special

his great predecessor, in

some

instances, sought to accentuate the unity between

various sections of a sonata; he steeped his soul
in the

romantic

music

of

Beethoven, Schubert,

Chopin, and Schumann, and, in addition, trained
his intellect to grasp the mysteries of counterpoint,

and to perceive the freer modern uses to which it
was put by the classical masters. Brahms' early
acquaintance with Liszt opened up to him, too,
the resources of modern technique.
And thus,
possessing individuality of his own, in addition to
these inheritances and acquirements,
sonatas, which, though in the

Brahms wrote

main on old

lines,

are no mere imitations, pale reflexes of his predecessors.

The

1st Sonata, in

C

(Op.

i),

has for

its

opening

theme one which has been said to resemble the
opening theme of Beethoven's Op. 106.
It will
be well to look on this picture (Beethoven)

SCHUMANN, CHOPIN, BRAHMS,

and on

this

ETC.
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(Brahms)

There is resemblance in the matter of rhythm,
but the up-beat in Beethoven constitutes a marked
difference
and, besides, the succession of notes
;

Brahms's theme, already at
in a key a tone
lower a similar proceeding, by the way, is to be
found in Beethoven's Sonata in G (Op. 3 1 No i ).
After a few points of imitation, and digression
through various keys, we meet with a new theme
in A minor, the soft, tender character of which
contrasts well with the bold opening one.
But
unity amid diversity is Brahms' aim
and here
the contrast does not prevent a certain kinship
between them one, however, which can be felt
differs

in

each case.

the eighth bar, recommences
;

,

;

—

rather than explained.^

A

minor,

phrase,

still

made.

The prominence

in

Of another
much use is

pianissimo
afterwards

given in the exposition

section to the subject-matter styled " secondary,"

and

still

peculiar

;

more so

development section, is
had certainly not been copied

in the

this feature

from Beethoven, who, as a
1

bar.

rule,

made

his

first

Notice, in each case, the falling interval in the second and fourth
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theme of

first

importance.

Brahms concludes

his

exposition section in the opening key of the
movement, a return to early methods Beethoven
adopted a similar course in the first movement of
Brahms' development section is
his Op. 53.

—

;

Of counterpoint we get a
comparatively short.
good illustration in the combinations of both first
and second themes of colour, in the presentation
;

of the mournful minor theme in the major key

and of

originality,

in

the

bars

leading

to the

In this last instance, the idea of

recapitulation.

gradually drawing closer together the members of

a phrase was borrowed from Beethoven, but not
In the
the manner in which it is carried out.
earlier

feature

;

master
here

it

we

often

stands out as a special

have, besides, counter rhythm,

and ambiguous modulation. When the principal
theme returns, it is clothed first with sub-

The
dominant, then with tonic minor harmony.
movement concludes with a vigorous coda evolved
from the opening theme. Five bars from the end,
the

first

two bars of that theme are given out in
form and then, as if repetition were

their original

;

cadence is added, in
which the notes are given in loud tones, in
augmented form, and, in addition, with slackened
tempo {largamente). The slow movement (Andante)
was, we believe, one of Brahms' earliest efforts at
composition it is said to have been written by
him at the age of fourteen. It consists of a theme
with variations and the former is based on an old
a thematic

not sufficient,

;

;
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German
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of the folk song

are written beneath the notes, as

if to put the
mood.^ We need not dwell
on the variations, in which Beethoven and
Schubert are the prevailing influences, though
not to any alarming extent.
The music is by no
means difficult; for Brahms, indeed, remarkably
easy.
The movement opens in C minor, but
closes in C major.
A Scherzo follows (E minor,
it
six-eight time
Allegro molto e con fuoco)
The Scherzo, with its
has a trio in C major.
varied rhythm, is full of life the Trio, interesting
in harmony, and also in the matter of rhythm.
The Finale (another Allegro con fuoco the
young composer has mounted his fiery Pegasus)

listener into the right

;

;

;

;

opens in C,

in nine-eight time, thus

opening theme of
on
we
have a similar
And later
the sonata.
re-presentation of subject-matter from the first
musically and
Finale
is
This
movement.
technically attractive, yet scarcely on the same
But the age of
high level as the first movement.

a metamorphosis,

in fact, of the

the composer must be taken into consideration
for quite
a young man, it is a wonderful
production.

The 2nd Sonata (Op. 2) is in F sharp minor.
The Allegro non troppo ma energico is a move1

Verstohlen geht der

Mond

auf, blau,

blau Bliimelein,

etc.
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subject-material breathes the
the weird, stormy opening in the
principal key may claim kinship with the opening
of the Polish composer's " Polonaise " in the same

ment which

spirit

in

its

of Chopin

:

while a certain strain in the melodious
key
second subject brings to one's mind a Chopin
Nocturne, also in F sharp minor in neither case,
however, is there anything amounting to plagiarism.
;

;

The

exposition

section

is

not

The

repeated.

somewhat
formal. Again here, the secondary theme occupies,
apparently, chief attention but it is supported by
development

is

clever, though, perhaps,

;

And

a bass evolved from a principal motive.
transition passages of the exposition,

and

in

also in

the recapitulation section and coda

WT'i

j-J^-^

in one or other shape, makes itself heard
so that,
though outwardly subordinate, its function is
;

important

:

it

binds together various portions of

the movement, and thus

promotes union.

Andante which follows, consists, as
Sonata, of a theme with variations.
nothing novel either in the theme or
treatment.

Certain

—

chords,

The

in the

There
its

cadences,

mode

ist
is

of

figures,

Schubert an idol whom Brahms has
never ceased to worship and, in one place, the
three staves, and a few passages, show the
suggest

;

^ar excellence of the
was written but the

influence of Liszt, the pianist

days

in

which

this sonata

;
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romantic charm,
B minor; then
after a short expressive passage in major, an
^''Psggio chord leads directly to the Scherzo
the
following shows the outward connection between
the two movements
individuality.

It

commences

to

in

;

Commencement

of

Andante theme.

This bright, clever Scherzo, with its soft
Schubertian trio, need not detain us.
The final
Allegro is preceded by a short introduction, in
which the chief theme and other material of the
Finale are set forth.

and the

earlier

The

connection between this

movements of the sonata

is

not

evident, like the one, for instance, already noticed,

between the Andante and the Scherzo
with
research, and possibly some imagination, relationship might, however, be traced.
We are far
from asserting that movements of a sonata ought
after all, the true bond of
to be visibly connected
union must be a spiritual one.
But if an attempt
be made in that direction, surely the opening and
;

;

closing

movements are those which, by

preference,

should be selected. In his Op. 28 Beethoven seems
to have evolved the themes of all four movements
from the first; in Op. 106 and Op. 109, conclear between the first and last moveSuch an experiment was safe in the
hands of Beethoven, and Brahms has never

nection

ments.

is
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become a mannerism but secondand superficial listeners run the
danger of mistaking the shadow for the substance.
allowed

it

to

;

rate composers,

To this matter we shall, however, soon return.
Many references have been made to the composers who have influenced Brahms, yet we
cannot

resist

naming one more.

The opening

section of this Allegro Finale reminds one

more

than once of the corresponding section in
dementi's fine Sonata in B minor. The music
of this concluding movement is clever.
The 3rd sonata (Op. 5) is in F minor. The
Allegro opens with a wild, sinister theme, and one
which even casts a shadow over the calm, hopeinspiring strains afterwards heard in the orthodox

key of the relative major. The tender melodies
and soft chromatic colouring which fill the remainder of the exposition section show strong feeling
Again, storm and stress alternate
for contrast.
with comparative calm in the development section.
The Andante expressive bears the following superscription

:

Der Abend dammert, das Mondlicht

scheint

Da sind zwei Herzen in Liebe vereint
Und halten sich selig umfangen.

—Stemau.

And

it

" o'er

offers a delightful tone-picture.

heaven's clear azure

light,"

the calm of evening, and happy, though

ever-sighing, lovers
painter,

The moon

spreading her sacred

:

'tis

and musician.

a scene to tempt poet,

The

last,

however, seems

SCHUMANN, CHOPIN, BRAHMS,
to have greatest advantage;
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music by imitation

and association can describe scenes of nature

;

and

can paint, for are not its harmonies colours?
But the musician can do what is possible to
neither poet nor painter,
he can make a direct
appeal to the emotions in their own language.
The soft, dreamy coda which, with its Andante
molto, its Adagio, and widened-out closing cadence,
seems to indicate the unwillingness of the lovers to
part
has Schubert colouring and charm.
The
reminiscence, at the commencement of this movement, of the middle movement of the " Pathdtique"
cannot fail to attract attention.
Then, again, the
opening of the Scherzo ^
it

—

—

—

—

It must surely have been this
which someone pointed out to the
composer a reminiscence of Mendelssohn. " Anyone
can find that out," was the rough-and-ready reply
of Brahms.
But if Mendelssohn be the prevailing

sounds

familiar.

movement

in

influence in the Scherzo, Schubert has his turn in

The fourth movement is an Intermezzo,
Ruckblick " (Retrospect). The opening
phrase, and indeed the whole of the short movement, carries us back to the picture of the lovers.
Some change has taken place: have the lovers
grown cold? or has death divided them? The
the Trio.

entitled "

^

The long arpeggio

leading up to the

first

note

is

omitted.
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themes are now sad, and clothed in minor harmonies.
The Finale, perhaps, shows skill rather than inspiration
it is,

with regard to some of the subject-matter,

;

like the previous

Liszt's sonata in

movement, also

B

retrospective.

minor, dedicated to Robert

Schumann, was evidently written under the

special

—

perhaps
influence of Beethoven's later sonatas,
in
the
one
flat.
no.
particularly
Op.
more

A

There

is

by no means unanimity of opinion among

musicians with regard to Liszt's merit as a composer

;

some consider

that his genius has not yet

been properly recognised ; others, that he will not
for a moment bear comparison with any one of
the great masters who preceded him, and who
Among his works which
wrote for the pianoforte.
have specially given rise to discussion stands this
B minor Sonata, which has proved a stumblingblock, both on account of its form and its contents.
It would simplify matters, if the one could be
discussed without the other this, however, is not
;

possible.

We have
movements
work differs

hitherto considered the sonata of three

and from that type Liszt's
yet not " so widely, as on a first hear-

as typical,
;

may appear." Thus wrote Mr. C. A.
Barry in a remarkably interesting analysis of the
sonata which he prepared some years back for Mr.
He remarks further " All the
Oscar Beringer.
leading characteristics of a sonata in three movements are here fully maintained within the scope
of a single movement, or, to speak more precisely.
ing or reading

:
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an uninterrupted succession of several changes of
tempo, thus constituting a more complete organism
than can be attained by three distinct and independent movements."
The idea of passing from one movement to
another without break dates from Emanuel Bach,
nay, earlier, from Kuhnau and Beethoven occasionally adopted it, and with striking effect.
The
wretched habit at concerts of applauding between
;

movements of a sonata establishes a break
at any rate in certain sonatas of Beethoven
the composer certainly imagined an uninterrupted
succession. The second movement of the " Appasthe

where

—

—

sionata" breaks off with an

arpeggio

chord of

diminished seventh, and the Finale starts on the

same chord.

Yet surely

after the final tonic

chord

of the opening Allegro there should be no break,

A

but only a brief pause.
fermata in the middle
of a movement does not constitute a break, neither
In Beethoven's sonatas we
need it at the end.
find many movements, outwardly independent,
yet inwardly connected

;

those of the

D minor

and

F minor may be named by way of illustration.
The composer, however, in one or two of his
works, revived, to some extent, the plan adopted
in

the suites of early times, of evolving various
Such outward con-

movements from one theme.
nection

may

help to strengthen a bond of union
The
it will not establish it.

already existing, but

"
question, then, of Liszt's " more complete organism

depends, after

all,

on the contents of thp music.
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So, too, when, in addition to uninterrupted succession, Liszt makes the one theme of the slow
introduction

whence he derives the

the source

part

principal

of

tone-picture,

his

everything

depends on the quality and latent power of this
Discussion of form per se is an
fertilising germ.
This Liszt sonata stands, however,
impossibility.
as a bold attempt to modify a form which, as we
have seen, Schumann thought exhausted (was it for
that reason that Liszt dedicated the work to him ?),
and one in which so many soulless compositions were
written during the second quarter of the present
"

century.
his

morte avec

est

says Charles SoulHer in

sonate,"

ashes

le

?

morte

!

Illustri^ " est

dix-huiti6me si^cle qui en a tant

Is Liszt's sonata a

produit."
its

La

Nouveau Dktionnaire de Musique

Shall

we be

Vive

la

Phoenix rising from

able to say "
!

sonate "

Time

Hitherto Liszt's work has not borne

La

sonate

will

fruit.

tell.

CHAPTER X
THE SONATA

ENGLAND

IN

In previous chapters we have been occupied with
and Germany. Without reference to those

Italy

countries

a

history

of

the

pianoforte

sonata

would be impossible.
Italy was the land of
its
birth; Germany, that of its growth, and,
apparently, highest development.
During the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries England
furnished notable composers for the harpsichord.
William Byrd and Dr. John Bull are not only
among the earliest, but at the time in which
they flourished, they were the greatest who wrote
for a keyboard instrument.
At the beginning
of the seventeenth century English music was indeed in a prosperous state it was admired at
home, and its merits were acknowledged abroad.
H. Peacham, in his Compleat Gentleman, published
in the reign of James I., says of Byrd " For motets
and musicke of piety, devotion, as well as for the
honour of our nation, as the merit of the man, I
preferre above all others our Phoenix, Mr William
Byrd, whom in that kind I know not whether any
;

:

221
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may equall. I am sure none excell, even by the
judgement of France and Italy,, who are very
sparing in their commendation of strangers, in
regard of that conceipt they hold of themselves.

His Cantiones Sacrae,' as also his Gradualia,' are
mere angelicall and divine and being of himselfe
naturally disposed to gravity and piety his veine
'

'

;

is

not so

much

for light madrigals or canzonets

;

and some others in his first set,
cannot be mended by the first Italian of them all."
Then at the end of the seventeenth century came
Purcell, a genius who seemed likely to raise Engyet his

lish

'

Virginella,'

music

musicians.

still

were matured
a grievous

higher in the estimation of foreign

But, alas
;

loss,

!

he departed ere

his

powers

by his death English art sustained
and from that time declined. The

history of instrumental music during the eighteenth

century
is

is dull,

concerned) of

less,

after

and, so far as the pianoforte sonata
little

or no importance.

Neverthe-

a brief survey of that century will be attempted,
which reference will be made to a few sonata

composers of the century now drawing to a close.
Just as we referred to the sonatas for strings and
harpsichord before commencing the history of the
clavier-sonata proper, so here a few remarks will

be made concerning the sonata before Dr. T. A.
Arne the first composer, so far as we can trace,
who wrote a work of that kind for the harpsichord alone.
In 1683 appeared Purcell's Twelve Sonatas for
two violins and a bass, the very same year in

—
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Corelli published his " Twelve Sonatas " (Op.
In his preface, Purcell frankly admits that
" he has faithfully endeavoured a just imitation of

which
i).

the most famed Italian masters."

Sir J.

Hawkins

supposes that " the sonatas of Bassani/ and perhaps
of some other of the Italians, were the models
after which he formed them."
In our introductory

we mentioned

chapter

the sonatas

("

a due,

tr^,

by Vitali (i 677) and
A. Fuller-Maitland, in his preface to
the Purcell Society edition of the "Twelve Sonatas"
of 1683, remarks that " it is difficult to resist the
conclusion that these were the Englishman's
models."
Vitali undoubtedly exerted strong inquattro, e cinque stromenti ")

of these, Mr.

fluence

;

;

J.

yet Purcell himself describes his " Book of

Sonatas

"

Italian

Masters."

as " a just imitation of the

most fam'd
These sonatas of 1683, also

the ten which appeared after his death (among
^ In the British Museum copy the "XII. Sonate da Chiesa, Opera
Quinta " of Bassani are bound up with " Sonate a Tre " by Giacomo
Sherard.
In plain English, the latter composer was a certain James
Sherard, an apothecary by profession. The Bassani sonatas here
mentioned were published at Amsterdam. Hawkins tells us that
"ailordinaryjudge, not knowing that they were the work of another,
might mistake them for compositions of Corelli." The first violin
"Mr. Sherard was an apothecary
book has the following entry
in Crutched Friars about the year I73S, performed well on the violin,
was very intimate with Handel and other Masters." This copy,
:

which possibly belonged

—

to Sherard, contains also the following,

by the person into whose hands the book passed
" Wm. Salter, surgeon and apothecary, Whitechapel High
Street." The various sonatas, too, are marked in pencil some

written apparently

—

as good; others, very good.

The date,

1789,

is

—
—the year,

also given

probably, in which the volumes became the property of W. Salter.
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which is to be found No. 9, called the " Golden
Sonata") in 1697, are of great importance and
interest in the history of English music, but there
is

no new departure

in

them

the earlier ones of 1683,

is

;

this, at

fully

any

rate in

acknowledged by

the composer.

In

John

1695,

possibly,

of

Rome, sonatas

a

Ravenscroft,

Thomas

descendant,

Ravenscroft, published

at

for " violini, e violine,

o arciliuto, col
basso per I'organo " Opera prima, but they were
mere imitations of Corelli.^ In 1728 a certain
John Humphries published by subscription " Twelve
Sonatas for two violins and a bass " and Hawkins,
;

in

his

History,

excites

curiosity

by declaring

that they are " of a very original cast "

he adds,
however, " in respect that they are in a style some;

what above that of the common popular

airs and
country dance tunes, the delight of the vulgar, and
greatly beneath what might be expected from the
studies of a person not at all acquainted with the

graces and elegancies of the Italians in their compositions

attributed

the

for

common

harmony

instruments.

that

as

To

this

it

must be

the sonatas of Humphries were

practice of such small proficients in
in his

time were used to recreate

themselves with music at alehouse clubs and places
of vulgar resort in the villages adjacent to London
These sonatas were afterwards published at Amsterdam as
On the title-page
being marked as his Opera Settima.
was written "Si crede che Siano State Composte di Arcangelo
Corelli avanti le sue altre Opere."
^

Corelli's,
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of these there were formerly many, in which sixpence, at most, was the price of admission."

We

have quoted

passage at length, because it indirectly confirms our statement concerning English
music of this period.
If Hawkins had had anythis

thing better to talk about, he would not have

wasted space on the

alehouses and
may, however, be
asked whether Hawkins' report of Humphries'

" places

music

of vulgar resort."

of

It

music is trustworthy.
Now, although the sonatas
nothing of special interest, we may certainly
venture to say that one does not hear such wellwritten melodious strains in or near alehouses of
oifer

the present day.

The

part, of four short

sonatas consist, for the most

movements.

troduction, then an Allegro

First,

somewhat

a slow in-

in the Corelli

An

Adagio, often very short, separates this
movement, an Allegro in binary form,
This " Humphries " musical
a Minuet, or a Gigue.
landmark is the only one we have to offer our
But before
readers between Purcell and Dr. Arne.
the
latter, let
proceeding to notice the sonatas of
us say something, if not of English music, yet of
style.

from the

music

final

in

England during the

first

half of the

eighteenth century.

Of the influence of
made mention. That

Corelli

we have

influence

already

was materially

strengthened by the two celebrated violinistcomposers, Veracini and Geminiani, who came
to London in 17 14; the former only paid a
short visit; the latter
IS

made England

his

home.
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Then a
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greater composer than the

tioned had already arrived in

two

London

just
;

this

menwas

Handel, whose Rinaldo had been produced with
wonderful success on the 24th February 17 10.
The genius of Handel triumphed over all rivals,

whether English or foreign, for well-nigh half
a century and this fact alone explains the deBut there was another
cline of English art.
strong influence which specially affected harpsichord music the Lessons of Domenico Scarlatti
had made their way throughout Europe. Thomas
Roseingrave, who went to Italy in 17 10, became
acquainted with the composer, and on his return
pleaded the cause of the Italian with an enthusiasm similar to that displayed a century later
by Samuel Wesley for Scarlatti's great contemporary, J. S. Bach,
Roseingrave edited " Fortytwo Suites of Lessons for the Harpsichord " by
Scarlatti.
Still another Italian influence may be
" On the day," says Burney in his
mentioned.
History of Music, " when Handel's Coronation
Anthem was rehearsed at Westminster Abbey
(1727) San Martini's^ twelve sonatas were advertised."
But Handel and Scarlatti make up the
history of harpsichord music in England during
Burney
the first half of the eighteenth century.
expressly states that " the Lessons of the one and
the Suites of the other were the only good music
for keyed instruments."
Thomas Augustine Arne (1710-78) is prin;

:

^

See chapter on Haydn.
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known as a writer of operas and incidental
music to plays, but he also wrote organ concertos,

cipally

and sonatas for the harpsichord.
The latter,
entitled
"VIII. Sonatas or Lessons for the
Harpsichord," probably appeared somewhere about

With

1750.

impossible

No.

this

double

title

it

them as

regard

to

of course,

is,

serious

SQnatas.

merely of a Minuet
opens with an Andante

8, for instance, consists

with variations

No. i
two bars of Adagio lead to
another Allegro of similar structure.
No. 2 is of
a similar kind.
The binary form is of the later
type, i,e. there is a return to the principal theme
in the second section.
No. 3 opens with a Prelude, and a note states that " in this and other
Preludes, which are meant as extempore touches
before the Lesson begins, neither the composer nor
performer are oblig'd to a Strictness of Tune." The
pleasing Allegro which follows shows the influence
!

in binary form, while

of Scarlatti-Handel.

an
its

The sonata concludes with

Minuet and variations. No, 5, with
graceful Gavotta, and No. 7 might be performed
attractive

occasionally.

some

Arne's sonatas,

if

not great, contain

neat, melodious writing.

The second

still offers poor
music is concerned. We
have spoken of Handel and Scarlatti but, after
them, music in- England again fell under foreign rule.
In the very year of Handel's death, John Christian
Bach arrived in London, which he made his home

half of the century

results so far as national

;

until his

death in 1782.

During that period the
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sonatas of Mozart and

Haydn became known

the two visits of the latter to England in

and

;

1791-92

and 1794-95 gave greater lustre to his name, and
rendered his style still more popular. And all this
foreign influence (strong inasmuch as Haydn and
Mozart belonged to a school with which J. C.
Bach was in sympathy) is reflected in the English
music of the period. John Burton published, in
1766,
which

"Ten
are

recalls

Sonatas

of

interest.

Scarlatti,

but

for

the

Some
there

Harpsichord,"

of the
are

touches of harmony and melody which
times.

The

writing

also

many

tell

of later

introduction of the Alberti bass

is

one clear sign of a post-Scarlatti period. Burton
paid a visit to Germany in 1752, and was, we
presume, acquainted with Emanuel Bach's compositions.
We may also name six sonatas by
I. Worgan, M.B., published in 1769.
At the head
of No. S, the composer remarks: "Lest the consecutive fifths at the beginning of the theme of this

movement should escape the critic, the author
him of them." They are as follows

apprizes

here

:

critic of those days must have been very
he required such assistance, and his ear
very sensitive if offended by such consecutives as
Lastly, we may give the name of a lady.
these.

The

dull

if
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Miss Barth^ldmon,^ whose interesting Sonata

in

G

(Op. 3) was dedicated to Haydn.
In the early part of the nineteenth century,
John Field, whose nocturnes are still played and
admired, wrote three sonatas (Op. i), and dedicated

them

Muzio

No. i is
and No. 3, in C minor.
They all consist of only two movements (No. i,
Allegro and Rondo No. 2, Allegro and Allegro
Vivace; No. 3, Allegro and Allegretto).
In the
first two sonatas the two movements are in the
same key in the last, the first movement is in C
in

E

to

flat

;

No.

Cleraenti, his teacher.

A

2, in

;

;

;

minor, the second, in

No.

I

C

major.

The Rondo

contains foreshadowings of Chopin.

music, generally,
revival

;

is

old-fashioned,

of

Field's

and not worth

none, indeed, of his sonatas have ever been

played at the Monday Popular Concerts.
Samuel Wesley^ wrote three sonatas (Op. 3),
likewise eight, dedicated to the Hon. Daynes
Barrington, yet we fear that not one of them
would prove acceptable at the present day. One
looks in vain for the name of Wesley in the
She was surely the daughter of Francois Hippolite Barth^lemon
Frenchman and of an Irish lady), who was on intimate
terms with Haydn, to whom the sonata above mentioned is
^

(son of a

dedicated.
2 Samuel Wesley (1766-1837), nephew of the Rev. John Wesley,
was a gifted musician, and is specially remembered for his enthusiastic admiration of John Sebastian Bach.
The letters which he
wrote to Benjamin Jacob on the subject of his favourite author were
published by his daughter in 1875.
He also, in conjunction with
C. F. Horn, published an edition of Bach's "Wohltemperirtes

Clavier."
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Popular

Concert

Catalogue.

Cipriani

Potter

word of mention.
Beethoven, writing to Ries, in London, in 1 8 1 8,
(i

792-1 871)

deserves

a

" Potter has visited me several times
he
seems to be a good man, and has talent for comHis Sonata in C (Op. i, dedicated to
position."
Mrs. Brymer Belcher) consists of three movements
an Allegro non troppo with a Haydnish theme

says

;

:

:

an attractive Adagio, and a dainty and pleasing
Rondo pastorale. The influence of Beethoven
and Clementi is great the individuality of Potter,
small.
But the sonata is thoroughly well written,
and at any rate as an educational piece the
;

—

Rondo

—

deserves reprinting.

A. Macfarren composed three sonatas
No. 3, in G minor, dedicated
to Miss Agnes Zimmermann, is a work which
Sir G.

for the pianoforte.

presents several features of interest.

In the first
long movement (an Allegro moderato) there is no
repeat.

The

exposition

section

really

contains

an opening one in the principal
key, a second in D flat, and a third in the orthodox
key of the relative major. The development
section, in which there is some solid counterpoint,

three subjects

:

is decidedly clever
much use is made in it of the
second subject mentioned above.
The Andante
is
a movement of simple structure.
A brisk
;

Scherzo,

in

the

making of which Weber and
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have lent a helping hand,
the last, but by no means
the most successful of the four movements. We have
just spoken of influences
Weber may be said to
have presided at the birth of the opening Allegro,
The
and Mendelssohn at that of the Finale.
appearance in the Finale of the D flat theme from
This sonata may not
the Allegro deserves note.
be an inspired work, yet it has many excellent
to

—

leads to a long Finale,

;

qualities.

Of

Sir Sterndale Bennett's

F

minor (Op.

in

1

3,

two sonatas, the

i

st,

dedicated to Mendelssohn),

commences with a long movement
expressivo), in

(Moderato
which there are traces of the master

whom it is dedicated it is followed by a clever
Scherzo and Trio, a melodious Serenata, and a
to

;

weak Presto agitato. The first, second, and last
movements are in F minor, the third in F major.
Schumann, in a brief notice of the work, describes
it

"

as

The sonata (Op. 46)

excellent.

The Maid

of

Orleans

following

Schiller's

A

above which are written
Act iv. Scene i of
play. Die Jungfrau von Orleans

Andante pastorale
the

entitled

commences with an

"

in

lines,

flat,

from

—

"Schuldlos trieb ich meine Lammer
Auf des stillen Berges Hoh."
" In innocence

Adown

The movement

I

led

my

the mountain's
is

graceful

follows an Allegro marziale

sheep
silfent steep.''

and pleasing.
;

Then
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"

Den

Feldruf hor ich machtig zu mir dringen

Das

Schlactross steigt,

und

Trompeten

die

klingen."

Prologue

"The
And

Scene

:

4.

clanging trumpets sound, the chargers rear,
the loud war cry thunders in mine ear."

Then an

"

In

superscription

"Hore

—

Prison

section

"

with

mich, Gott, in meiner hochsten Noth,"

Act

"Hear me,

O

God,

Lastly, a Finale

"Kurz

ist

in

is

The
naturally

the sorrow, endless

and

cause

etc.

Scene

2.

—

das Schmerz, und ewig

title

V.

mine extremity."

ist

die Freude."

Act
" Brief

suitable

the

the

is

14.

the joy."

various

sonata

Scene

V.

superscriptions

be ranked as
programme -music, but of a very simple kind.
It is easy to suggest pastoral scenes
a few
pedal notes, a certain simplicity of melody, and
a few realistic touches expressive of the waving
of branches of trees, or the meandering of a
brook, and the thing is accomplished.
Dr. C. H. Parry is an English composer
whose name has of late been much before the
public.
He has written works both secular and
sacred for our important provincial festivals
also
chamber music, songs, etc. and all his music
shows mastery of form, skill in the art of development, and eclectic taste.
For the present, we are,
to

:

;

;
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however, concerned merely with his sonatas.

Like
Brahms, he at first composed pianoforte sonatas
No. I, in F; No. 2, in A minor and major,
Brahms made a third attempt, but the two just
mentioned are all that are known to us of Dr.
Parry's.
No, i opens with a non troppo Allegro,
a smooth movement of somewhat pastoral character

;

the music, also the writing for the instrument,

remind one occasionally of Stephen Heller. A
bright, though formal Scherzo, with a well-contrasted Trio in the key of the submediant, is
followed by a melodious Andante and a graceful,

showy

Allegretto.

No. 2 has an introductory movement marked
maestoso

;

it

is

divided into three sections.

The

opens with a phrase of dramatic character
the second, in the remote key of G sharp minor,
first

contains

themes

two

short,

expressive,

Schumannish

third has
opening key and
phrase.
The Allegro grazioso which follows is a
compact little movement in form it is orthodox,
yet there is no repeat to the exposition section.
The influence of Heller is still felt, but also that
of Schumann,
Grace rather than power distinguishes the Adagio con sentimento, in the key
of C sharp minor.
The Scherzo is clever and effective, and the Allegretto cantabile, though the last,
is scarcely the best of the four movements,
manuscript Sonata in D flat (Op. 20) by Dr.
C. V. Stanford, another prominent composer of

treated

in

imitation

passages leading back to the

;

A

;

the
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our day, was produced at the Popular Concerts
(4th February 1884).
It consists of an Adagio
Then follows
leading to an Allegro moderato.

an Intermezzo in the key of the relative niinor.
An Adagio (F major) leads to the Allegro Finale
in

D

flat

major.

It

is

thus

—

noticed

in

the

Musical Times of March 1884
" Some listeners
have professed to perceive in the work a deliberate
:

intention to violate the established laws of form,

but

we

confess that

In

apparent.

us

to

matters

no such design

of detail,

Mr.

is

Stanford

shows himself an independent thinker, but in all
work is as classical in out-

essentials his newest

line as could possibly

Adagio
ceeding

is

be desired.

The opening

exceedingly impressive, and

Allegro moderato

is

the suc-

worked out with

splendid mastery of the subject-matter, the general

being that of a lofty design carried into
execution by a thoroughly experienced hand.
The succeeding Allegro grazioso, a modified kind
effect

of

Scherzo,

is

vigorous,

and the

final

Allegro

comraodo, with its excellent first subject, seems
scarcely less important than the first movement."

CHAPTER

XI

MODERN SONATAS, DUET SONATAS,
SONATINAS, ETC.

Some

brief, must be made of
by other contemporaries of

mention, however

various sonatas written

the four composers discussed in the last chapter.

After Beethoven, the only work which, from an
is

one

written

on

evolution point of view, really claims notice

by

Liszt.

All

classical lines

other

sonatas

are

with more or less of modern colour-

Even M. Vincent d'Indy, one of the advanced
French school of composers, has written a " Petite
Sonate dans la forme classique."
Moscheles, in Germany, and Kalkbrenner, in
Their
France these were once names of note.
music is often clever and brilliant, but, to modern
much of it, too, is
tastes, dry and old-fashioned
ing.

:

;

superficial.

Among

still

more modern works may be named

those of Stephen Heller, Raff, Rubinstein, Bargiel,
and Grieg. The sonatas of Heller are failures, so

name sonata means anything. He was
not a composer de longue haleine, and his opening

far as the

and closing movements are

dull

and tedious

;

some
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of the middle movements

—

as, for example, the two
are, howmiddle ones of the Sonata in C major
Bargiel's Sonata in C major (Op.
ever, charming.
"
34) is written somewhat in " Heller style, but it is

—

more interesting than
any of that composer's.
Raff and Rubinstein both wrote pianoforte
sonatas, but these do not form prominent features
stronger, and, consequently,

in their art-work.

Grieg's one Sonata in
ing, clever

so

is it

composition

E minor (Op. 7)
yet as

;

with this composer

:

is

a charm-

was with Chopin,

it

his smallest

works are

his greatest.

Of

duet sonatas there

the sonata they are of

more to do than

is little

to mention the principal ones.
little

In the evolution of

or no moment.

Some,

would be

interest-

however, are highly attractive.

It

ing to know who wrote the first sonata for four hands,
but the point is not an easy one to settle. Jahn,
speaking of Mozart's duets, remarks that " pianoforte
music for two performers was then far from having
attained the popularity which
especially

among

amateurs."

it

now

possesses,

We imagine that the

Sonate
k Quatre mains sur un Clavecin

Composd
par
J.

C.

Bach

a Amsterdam
chez

J.

Schnitt

dans

le

Marchand de Musique
Warmoes-straat
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of, if not the earliest.
The part for the
second clavier is printed under that of the first.
The sonata consists of only two movements
an Allegro and a Rondo. The general style and
treatment of the two instruments reminds one of
Mozart, but the music is crude in comparison.

was one

Here is the commencement of the theme of the
movement

first

^^

i
1—f2

.
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M ^^^^^
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The duet

sonatas of Mozart are full of charm
and will ever be pleasing to young
Dussek has written some delightful
old.
works, and Hummel's Op. 92, in A flat, is certainly

and
and

skill,

one of the best pieces of music he ever wrote.
Schubert's two sonatas (B flat. Op. 30
C, Op.
the one is
1 40) are very different in character
;

:

smooth and agreeable; the other contains some
of the noblest music ever penned by the composer.
Sonatinas are almost always written for educational

purposes.

such works,

is

No

description,

necessary

;

only a

no analysis of
list

of the best.

The "Twelve

Sonatinas for the Harpsichord or
Pianoforte, for the use of Scholars " (Op. 1 2), by
James Hook (i 746-1 827), father of the wellknown humorist, Theodore Hook, deserve honourable mention.

Each number contains only two
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movements

short

though

they are well written, and,
Joseph Bottomley, another
composer (1786-?), also wrote twelve

old,

English

;

not dry,

sonatinas for the pianoforte.

Those of Clementi and Dussek seem destined
life.
The former composed twelve
(Op. 36, 37, and 38), the latter six (Op. 20); and

to perennial

of course, of higher musical interest

then,

the sonatinas of Beethoven (two) and

are

Hermann

Goetz (two).
From an educational point of view,
however, these are perhaps not of equal value
with many others of inferior quality; but they are
full

of character and

1832), on whose

charm.

Kuhlau (1786-

name Beethoven wrote

known Canon, " Kuhl

nicht lau,"

the well-

composed sonatas

which, owing to their fresh, melodious character

and

skilful writing, justly

take high rank.

Op.

20, 55, 59, 60, and 88 have all been edited by
Dr. H. Riemann. Among still more modern com-

posers

may be mentioned

sonatinas
right

-

:

Reinecke, whose three

six sonatinas with "the
47),
part within the compass of five

(Op.

hand

(Op. 127A), and (Op. 136) the "Six
Miniature Sonatas " (another term for sonatinas)
have given satisfaction to teachers, and enjoyment
fingers"

many young
who has proved
to

pupils

;

also

Cornelius Gurlitt,

worker in this departHis six sonatinas
ment of musical literature.
really
(Op. 121) and the duet sonatas (Op. 124,
sonatinas) are exceedingly useful, and justly
popular.
Besides these, he has issued two series
a

prolific

—

MODERN SONATAS,
of

progressive

some
some from

;
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by

sonatinas:

Pleyel, Steibelt, etc.

Koehler's

ETC.

his

Diabelli,

own

three sonatinas (without octaves),

Loeschhorn's

instructive

sonatinas,

E.

pen.

A.

Pauer's

National Sonatinas (Ireland, Wales, Italy, etc.),
and Xaver Scharwenka's two sonatinas are likewise
of value.

Among various strange

works written under the
of sonata we may count certain programme
pieces.
Thus, John Christian Bach, or " Mr. Bach,"
as he is named on the title-page, published a
sonata " qui represente La Bataille de Rosbach,"
and an N£. adds " Dans cette Sonate La Musique
vous montre le Comencement d'une Bataille le
feu des Cannons et Mousqueterie L'Ataque de la
Cavalerie et les L'Amendations des Bless^es."
This work consists of one movement (Allegro) in
Except for the title, and the words
sonata-form.
" Canonade " and " Feu des Mousqueteries," it
The
would be difficult to guess the subject.
described
a
study
in
the
as
music, which may be
in
form
Alberti bass, is decidedly more correct
Then, again,
than the French of the title-page.
Dussek composed a " Characteristic Sonata
"The Naval Battle and Total
describing
Defeat of the Grand Dutch Fleet by Admiral
Duncan on the 1 1 th of October 1797." But he
title

:

was engaged in a much more suitable task when
he wrote music expressing the feelings of the
unfortunate Marie Antoinette.
There are three sonatas composed by A.
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Quintin Buie}

one instrument."
performer

is

"

Le

Frangais,"

The Englishman,"

air,

"

/uai,

Rule Britannia

"God

for

two performers on

In the last movement, the

with the popular tune
"

is "

No. 3

save the

"

^a

and he
ira,"

steadily
"

;

rattles

first

along

while the second,

plays his national

towards the

close, /ors

King" and "Ca

ira"

are

combined.
1

He

is

described on the title-page as "formerly Composer to

several Cathedral Churches in France."
in F^tis nor the Pougin Supplement.

Buee's

name

is

neither

INDEX
ALBERTI,

109, 112.
Alberti Bass, 26, 30, 33 (note),
109, no, 239.
Albrici V. 39, influence on Kuhnau, 42.
Ambros A. W. Pasquini, 73.

Arbeau T. Orchesographie, 15 and
T. A. 222, 225

;

Sonatas

226, 227.

Bach

C. P.

E.

(note),

9,

31,

12,

32,

29 and
87,

219,

228;

115,

"Reprisen," 85,

94-100, Toplitz, 93 and 94,

"Leichte" 100, 161 (note),
- movement,
i7Sj

three

Iieipzig

Collections,

85,

101-7 ;
Beethoven, 86, 105, 106, Dr.
Biilow, 96-8, Fasch, 40,

Haydn, 93,
Kuhnau, 22,

114, "S. izS.
24, Marpurg's
Ckaiierstiicke, 91 and 92,

Bach

Neefe, 161-3.
C. 28 (note),

J.

(note).

and

Fugues, 160 and 161, and
fugue-form, 91
Beethoven, 182-5, Kuhnau,

Bach W. F. 29
Sonatas : 26, 108.
Banchieri, 10 ; L'Organo suonarino (with sonata) 3-5.
Banister H. C. Life of Macfarren,
Bargiel, 235 ; Sonata
236.
Barry C. A. 218.
Barthel^mon Miss, 229 and (note).
Bassani G. 7, 223 and (note).
Beethoven L. v. 29, 31 and (note),
:

32.

33, 3S. 45.

I2S.

194.

219;
Reminiscences, 133-140, 167,
168, patrons and friends,
168 - 171,
programme music, 21, opus numbers,
112, 113, connection and
number of movements, 106

and
35,

239;
„
,
Sonatas : 107, 108, 236.
Bach J. C. F. 29, 35, lo5.
Bach J. E. 26, 29.
16

89

to,

Forty-eight Preludes

140.

Sonatas: "Frederick," 25,
8s-9l,Wiirtemberg, 85, 92,
93,

attributed

20, 21, 48, 87, Rust, 152.

16.

Ame

Bach J. S. 9, 14 (note), 229 (note)
Organ Concerto, 76, sonata

227,

107, 171, poetic basis,
185-19 1, exposition
178,
section, 36, approach to
recapitulation, 37, key of
second subject, 177, the

"repeat," 178, 179, Codas
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and Introductions, 179-181,
central thought, 182,
organisation, 191

dis-
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Symphony

:

52.

Sonatas: (Op. Ill), S7) "6,
174-6 ; table, 164-5 > 'wo-,
174-6, three-, 172-3, fourmovement, 173-4, sonatinas,

Burton J. Sonatas 228.
Buxtehude, 131 ; Suites, 51 and

W.

Byrd

Carlyle,

his

"Frederick the

Great," 83 (note).
Chopin F. 229 ; Sonatas 209.
Clementi M. 33, 45, 119 (note),
:

C,

in

102,

103,

"Eroica," 135, sketches,
171-2, theme of Op. 106,
210, 211 ;
Bach C. P. E. 86, 87, Bach
J. S. 160, 182-5, Brahms,
210, 211, Haydn, 166, 167,
Kuhlau, 238, Kuhnau, 57,
Neefe, 161-3, Potter, 230,
Scarlatti,
Schindler,
17,
186-8, 190, Weber, 192,
195-198.

Becker D. 10 ; Sonatas 43.
Becker C. F. Hausmusik

130;
Sonatas
tinas,

:

131, 132-42, sona-
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Beethoven,

131,
133, 134,
Field, 229, Macfarren, 140,
Mozart, 132, 133, Potter,
230, Scarlatti, 135.

Corelli A. 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13. IS. 16, 42, 45, 46, 74,
77 (note), 79, 87, 224.
Cramer J. B. 108, 146, 192, 193

and

:

(note).

in

Deutschland, 49-50.
Benda G. 28, 83 and (note)
Clavierstucke, 84 ; Sonatas

Dannreuther E. 133.
Davison J. W. 149.
Diabelli, 239.

27.

Dussek

Bennetts. Sonatas: 231-32.
Beringer O. 218.
Birchall R. 18, 145 (note).
Bitter C. H. 85, 92, 94 (note)
E. Bach, 97 and 98.
Bohm G. Chorale, 54, 131.
Bononcini B. 6.

Bononcini G. M.

6.

Berwick L. 205.
Bottomley J. sonatinas, 238.
Brahms J. 120

Brossard, 42 (note).
:

239,

240

v.

Farina C. 6.
Fasch J. F. 40.
Fasch C. F. C. and E. Bach, 40,
41-

Ferdinand, Prince Louis, death of
144, 145 (note).
F. J. 27, 38, 240 (note),
extract from
Biographic
Universelle des Musiciens,
72-3.
Field J. Sonatas : 229.

Fetis

(note).

Bull Dr. 221.
Billow Dr. H.

Macfarren, 15 1-2, Mendelssohn,
Tomaschek,
147,
145-6, Woelfl, 149.
J. 50, Analysis of a Mattheson Sonata, 22-3,

:

Buee A. Q. Sonatas

J. L. 33, 197, 237, 239 ;
Letters to publishers, 142-5
Sonatas:
146-7, i 48, Le
Retour i Paris, 149, Plus
Ultra, 150, sonatinas, 238.

Faisst

Sonatas 209-18.
Chopin, 214, Clementi, 216,
Liszt, 210, 214, Mendelssohn, 217, Schubert, 214.

and

221, 222.

and E. Bach's

sonatas, 96-8, 160.
Bumey Dr. 4, Musical Extracts, 6.

INDEX
Forkel, Letter from E.

Bach

to,

93-4i 96, 97.
Frederick the Great, 22, 40, 41,
82, 83 (note), 85, 88.

Frescobaldi, 71 (note).

Froberger J. J. 20, 42, 46, 51, 52.
Fuller-Maitland J. A. 51 (note),
223.

Gabrieli a.

10.

Gabrieli G. 2, 10.
Gaf& B. pupil of Fasquini, 71.
Galnppi, 27, 29, 30 and (note) 31.
Gasparini, pupil of Pasquini, 77

Graupner Chr. 39

III, 133, 145.

;

13,

14,

Kuhnau

37, 4S, 87, 99. 164,

228

30, anecdote, 117,
185,
114,
115, father of symphony,
III, "In Native Worth,"
era,

;

W. M.

134,

Kriigner S. 38 and (note),

Kuhnel, 39.
Kuhnau A. 38 and

(note).

number and connec-

tion of movements, 33 and
(note),
106, introductory
slow movement, 138, threemovement form, 174, ap-

proach to dominant section.

J. 10, 22, 38,

German

19, 26,

programme - music,
European Magazine,

167

F.

192, 235.
Keiser, 48.
Kittel C. 38 and (notes).
Krieger J. P. 14 and (note).

and

Italian

in-

fluences, 42, Bible Stories,
65-70, Seven Partitas, 41,

48-9.

Hasler H. L. 10.
Hasse J. A. 28, 29, 84 (note)
Sonatas: 27, 32.
Hawkins Sir J. 223 ff.
I,

Otto, 120, 129, 132, 236.

219
Writings and pupils, 39-41,

G. F.

182,

237-

Humphries J. 224.

Kuhnau

Gurlitt C. 238.

New

35,

166, 167, Metastasio, ill,
Porpora, 112.
Heller S. 233, 235-6.
Hering A. 38.
Plook J. sonatinas, 237.
Hook T. 237.
Hummel J. N. 192, 194, (Op. 92),

Kalkbrenner
ff.

Gretry, 27.

J.

subject,

Sonatas: 113, 115-20;
Bach C. P. E. 93, Beethoven,

Jahn

Grieco G. 80.
Grieg E. 235-6.
Grove Sir G. 20, 27 (note), 73,

Haydn

second

codas, 179, 180;

C. Beethoven, 188-9.
Indy, Vincent d', 235.

Graun C. H. 83.
Graun J. G. 82.

40, 57

34,

Iken Dr.

(note).

Geminiani,-!!, 225.
Gluck, 28 (note).
Goethe, 191.
Goetz H. 238.

Handel

243

Preface to Bible Sonatas,

52-4;
Sonatas
(B flat), 43 - 4,
Frische Clavier Friichte,
44-50, "Bible," 19-21,45,
46 (note), 48-9, 51, 54-65.
:

Legrenzi G. 10 Sonatas 6.
Le Tresor des Pianistes, 45 (note),
:

;

94 (note).
235 ; Beethoven 176
Sonata 210 and 218-20.
Locatelli 11, 12; Sonatas
9.
Loeschorn A. sonatinas 239.
Lotti, teacher of Galuppi, 29, 77
80,

Liszt

F.

:

:

;

(note).
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Macfarren Sir

G. A. 140
Sonatas
and 231
230
Dussek, 151 and 152.
:

Marpurg,

2, 3.

Martini San, 112, 226.
Mattheson, 7, 20, 23, 38 (note),

40 and (note), 42;
Pasquini 74 Sonata 22-3.

39

(note),

;

Pleyel, 239.
Poglietti,

74 and (note).

Potter C. Sonata
Prieger Dr. E.

:

230.
153,

159,

193

(note).

Prout Prof. E. 147.
Purcell H. 2 ; Sonatas

222-4.

:

:

Matthisson, the poet, 157,

Raff J.

Mendel, 27, 72.
Mendelssohn F. 151
Dussek, 147.

Ravenscroft J. 224.
Ravenscroft R. 224.
Reinecke C. 238.
Riemann Dr. H. 27 (note), 185,

Morley, 7.
Moscheles

(note), 231

235.

I.

Mozart L. 34 Sonatas 27.
Mozart W. A. 33, 34, 35, 37, 45,
87, 99. 169;
;

:

126-127,

influence,

Italian

Requiem,
57, duets, 236 and 237 ;

Op-

1)

33

(iiote).

Sonatas 120-5 >
Beethoven, 160-1, Clementi,
:

132,

Haydn, 127-9, Kuh-

235, 236.

238.
Rimbault Dr. 43.
Rochlitz F. 141.
Rockstro, 77 (note).
Rubinstein A. 235, 236.

Rudolph, Archduke,

165,

170,

201.

W. 153 and
RustF.W. 152

Rust Dr.

(note).

ff.

Rust

L. A. 152.

J.

nau, 49.

Muthel J. G. 27, 28
90 (note).

Neefb

(note),

Sandoni

p. G. Sonatas 23-4.
A. 77 (note), 80.
Scarlatti D. 36, 73-4, 77 (note),
:

Scarlatti

C. G. Sonatas

Nichelmann C. 27,

33,

:

161-3.

28, 106.

80, 89, 226;;
:
15, '16-19

Sonatas

5

Bach C.

Palestrina, 71, 73.
Paradies P. D. 27, 28,

1 08- no.
Parry Dr. C. H. 13, 20, 108;
Sonatas 232 and 233.
Pasquini B. (see frontispiece by S.
Sutton), 14 (note), 74
His monument, 71-2
Operas and oratorio, 72, Toc:

catas

and

Suites, 72, 74-5,

music in

Berlin Library,
73, in British Museum, 75 ;

Sonatas: 76-80
Fetis, 72-3, Handel, 77(note),

Kuhnau,

81.
Pasquini E. 71 (note).
Pauer E. 43, 80, 189
sonatinas, 239.

Pescetti G. B. Sonatas

:

P. E. 92 and 93,
Paradies, 109.
Schaffrath C. 27 and (note), 31.

Scharwenka X. 239.
Scheibe

J.

A. Kritischer Musicus,

48.

Schindler A. 140 (note), 141, 142,
172, 173, 189;
Conversations
with Beethoven, 186-8, 190.

SchopJ.

10, II.

Schubert F. 120, 195 ;
Sonatas 198-206, 237.
Schumann R. 152, 200, 202, 206
Sonatas
Fantasia,
209 ;
:

208-9
(note);

25-6.

Beethoven, 207.
Sherard J. 223 (note).
Shakespeare, 190, 191.

;

INDEX
Schoelcher V. Life of Handel, 19
(note), 77 (note).

Spenser H. 191.
Spitta Dr. P. 20, 21, 54, S7. I9SSquire W. B. 51 (note).
Stanford Dr.C. V. Sonata : 233-4.
Steffani A. 77 (note) ; Sonatas 14.
Steibelt D.
192,
193 (note);
sonatinas, 239 ; Beethoven,
:

24s

Veracini,

II

and

(note),

12

225.
Vitali G. B. 7, 223.
Vogler, AbbJ, 195, 196.

Wagenseil G. 31 and

(note),

174; Sonatas 27,
Weber C. M. v. 192; Sonatas:
:

194-8.

Weber M. M.

194-

v. 194.
C. F. Geschichte des
Clamersfills, 74, Pasquini,

Weitzmann
Tartini G.

9, II (note); Sonatas: 12.
Telemann G. P. 48 ;
Sonatas: 24-5, sonatinas 89

(note).

75S.

Wesley

playing, 145-6.
Turini F. 5-6 ; Sonatas, 4.

:

;

174,

:

Zach,
J.

J.

:

Tomaschek, account of Dussek's

Umstatt

226

Sonatas 229-30.
192; Ne Plus
Ultra Sonata 149-50, 193
(note) ; Beethoven, 194,
Worgan I. Sonatas 228.

Woelfl

27 and (note), 32.
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edition of the works of Charle

and Mary Lamb,
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followed b^ two volumes containing the Letters), will be found to contain z.
large quantity of new matter both in prose and verse several thousand words in
Mr. E. V. Lucas, the editor, has attempted in the notes, not only to relate
all.
Lamb's writings to his life, but to account for all his quotations and allusions
an ideal of thoroughness far superior to any that previous editors have set before
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—
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By Thomas Carlyle.
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This edition
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With

A KEY TO THE TIME ALLUSIONS IN THE DIVINE
COMEDY. ByG.

Pradeau. With a

THE STRUGGLE FOR
With a Map.

Stuart.

THE

Crown

VISIT TO LONDON.

Lucas, and

Dial.

Svo.

Small quarto.

T,s.

6d.

By Captain Donald

PERSIA.
6s.

Described in verse by E. V.
by F. D. Bedford. Small i^o. 6s.

in coloured pictures

This charming book describes the introduction of a country child to the delights and
sights of London.
It is the result of a well-known partnership between author and
artist.

THE BOOK OF THE COUNTRY AND THE GARDEN.
By H. M. Batson.
C.

Demy

Gould.

MODERN

by F. Carruthers

Illustrated

Svo.

SPIRITUALISM.

Volumes,

Svo.

AND Description.
£3,

A.

By Frank PodMoRE.

Two

zis. net.

ANCIENT COFFERS AND CUPBOARDS
Quarto.

Gould and

los. 6d.

With many

Their History

:

Illustrations.

By Fred Roe.

ss. net.

THE INNER AND MIDDLE TEMPLE.
Bellot, M.A.

With numerous

By H. H.

Crown

Illustrations.

Svo.

L.

6s. net.

SIDELIGHTS ON THE GEORGIAN PERIOD. By George
Paston.

Demy

With many illustrations.

Svo.

10s. 6d.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A NEWSPAPER GIRL.'

By

'

Elizabeth L. Banks, Author
Crown Svo. 6s.
Portrait.

THE DEVOTIONS OF
Webb, M.A.

ST.

Pott Svo, cloth,

of

'

Campaigns of

ANSELM.

Curiosity.

'

With

Edited by C. C.

2s. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

J.

.

\The Library of Devotion.

THE DEVOTIONS OF BISHOP ANDREWES.
Brightman, M.A., of Pusey House,

By

CrownSvo.

Oxford.

F. E.
6s.

THE AMERICAN COTTON INDUSTRY A Study in Work
:

and Workers.
boards,

is.

6d.

By T. M. YouNG.

Crown

Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.; paper

Messrs. Methuen's

Announcements

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY. By
Crown

Si/a.

J. A. MacCulloch.
[The Churchman's Ubrary.

6s.

SECOND STRINGS. By

A. D.

5

Godley, M.A.

F'cai,. %vo.

A volume of light verse.

Educational
DESIGNING AND WEAVING.
trated.

Dtmy

Books
By

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY, By J.
numerous

Barker.

A. F.

Illus-

8vo.

Illustrations.

Crown

E.

Marr,

F.R.S.

With

8po.

ARITHMETIC AND MENSURATION FOR THE WORKSHOP AND TECHNICAL SCHOOL. By C. T. Millis,
M.I.M.E., Principal of the Borough Polytechnic College.
Diagrams.

Crown

EASY DICTATION AND SPELLING. By W.
B.A., Headmaster of the
Fcap. Szio.
IS,

THE ROSE

READEIl.

W.

ENGLISH

Williamson,

School, Brockley.

Williamson,

West Kent Grammar School,

By Edward Rose.

coloured and other Illustrations.
Crown 8va,
Parts.
Parts I. and 11., 6rf. each ; Part III., %d.

JUNIOR

With

Svo.

EXAMINATION

2s.
;

Brockley.

With Four
6d.

And

S.

4

By

PAPERS.

B.A., Headmaster West Kent
Grammar
Fcap. %vo.
is.
\_Junior Examination Series.

JUNIOR ARITHMETIC EXAMINATION PAPERS.
W.

in

Part iv., \od.

Beard, Headmaster Modern School, Fareham.

[Junior Examination

IS.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

By

Fcap. Svo.
Series,

Edited by A. E. Rubie,
M.A., Headmaster Royal Naval School, Eltham. Crown Svo. zs.
[Methuen's Junior School Books.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO

•

ST.

LUKE.

Edited by

B.A., Headmastei; of the West Kent Grammar
School, Brockley. CrownSvo. is.(>d.\;Methuen'sJunior School Books.

W. Williamson,

A JUNIOR FRENCH GRAMMAR. By

L. A. Sornet and
Acatos, Modern Language Masters at King Edward's School,
[Methuen's/unior School Books.
Birmingham.

M.

J.

THE STUDENTS' PRAYER BOOK.
and Evening Prayer and Litany.

Part

1.

Morning
by W.

H.
Flecker, M.A., D.C.L., Headmaster of the Dean Close School,
Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.
Cheltenham.
Edited

;

Messrs. Methuen's

6

Announcements

A JUNIOR CHEMISTRY.

By E. A. Tyler, B.A., F.C.S.,
Science Master at Framlingham College. With 73 Illustrations.
\_Methueif s Junior School Books.
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

JUNIOR ALGEBRA EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
Crown

Finn, M.A.

^be

8vo.

S.

W.

is.

moo^s tot Cbil&ren
Edited by E. V. LuCAS.

Xfttle asiue

Square Fcap. 8vo.

Illusiratedi.

2s.

6d.

Messrs. Methuen are publishing a series of children's books under
the above general title^ The new volumes are :

A SCHOOL YEAR. By Netta Syrett.
THE PEELES AT THE CAPITAL. By T. HiLBERT.
THE TREASURE OF PRINCEGATE PRIORY. By T. Cobb.
Fiction
TEMPORAL POWER A Study in Supremacy.

By Marie

:

Crown

CoRELLl.

Svo.

6s.

THE SEA LADY. By H. G. Wells. Crown &vo. 6s.
A FIVE YEARS' TRYST AND OTHER STORIES.
'

By Sir
Walter Besant. Crown Svo. 6s.
THE HOLE IN THE WALL. By Arthur Morrison,
Author of 'A Child of the Jago,' etc. Crown 8vo. 6s.
SUMMER. By Mrs. M. E. MANN, Author of 'The

OLIVIA'S

Crown

Patten Experiment.'

8vo.

A BAYARD FROM BENGAL.
VersS.'

Illustrated

6s.

By F. Anstey, Authorof Vice

by Bernard Partridge.

Crown Sm. y.

THE WHITE WOLF AND OTHER FIRESIDE
By'Q.'

Crown ^0.

6d.

TALES.

6s.

THE RIVER. By Eden Phillpotts. Crown Zvo 6s.
A ROMAN MYSTERY. By Richard Bagot. Crown Svo. 6s.
JAIR THE APOSTATE. By A. G. Hales. Illustrated by
A. H. BnCKLAND. Crown 8vo. 6s.
By R. Hichens, Author of 'Flames,' etc.

FELIX.
8vo.

CHILDREN OF THE BUSH. By Harry
8vo.

Crown

6s.

Lawson.

Crown

6s.

THE FOUNDING OF FORTUNES., By
Author of

'Irish Idylls.'

Crown

THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
Illustrated

by N. TenisOn.

Crown

8va,

THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR:
Motor Car.

By Mr. and Mrs.

Crown

6s.

8vo.

jANE Barlow,

6s.

8zio.

C. N.

By W.

Ei NoRRiS.

6j.

Being the Romance of a
Williamson. Illustrated.

Messrs. Methuen's Announcements

HONEY. By Helen Mathers,
Crown

Rye.'

Svo.

Author of

Lady Baby.'

Crown

MISS QUILLET.

8vo.

By

Gerard, Author

The

Story of a Penitent Soul. '

JIM TWELVES. By W.
Crown

Deck.'

Svo.

of

Baring-Gould, Author of 'Mehalah.'

S.

Crown

8vo.

6s.

BARBARA'S MONEY. By Adeline Sergeant,
'

thro' the

6s.

by G. Grenvillb Manton.

Illustrated

Comin'

6s.

HOLY MATRIMONY. By Dorothea
'

'

7

y.

F.

Crown

Svo.

Author of

6s.

Shannon, Author

of 'The

Mess

6d.

THE ADVENTURES OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. By
Harold Begbie. Crown Svo. 6s.
THE FATE OF VALSEC. By J. Bloundelle Burton.
Crown

PAPA.

Svo.

6s.

By Mrs.

C. N.

Crown

stormers.'

Svo.

Williamson, Author of 'The Barn6s.

MRS. CLYDE.

By Julien Gordon. Crowtt Svo. 6s.
BRANDED PRINCE. By Weatherby Chesney,

THE
Author of 'John Topp, Pirate.' Crown Svo. 6s.
A PRINCESS OF THE HILLS. By Mrs. Burton Harrison.
Illustrated.
Crown Svo. 6s.
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE. By Richard Marsh,
Author of 'The Beetle.' Crown Svo. 6s.
THE PUPPET CROWN. By Harold Macgrath. Illustrated.
Crown Svo. 6s.
WITH ESSEX IN IRELAND, By the Hon. Emily Lawless.
Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.
THE HEART OF THE ANCIENT WOOD. By Charles
G. D. Roberts.. Illustrated; Crown Svo. y. 6d.
THE INCA'S TREASURE. By Ernest Glanville.
by A. H. Buckland.

Illustrated

Crown

Svo.

3^. 6d.

trbe IRovelist
No. XXXIII. ANGEL. By B. M. Croker.
No.

COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
XXXV. THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
XXXIV. A

By Lucas

Malet.
No.

By

Mrs.

Walford.
No.

XXXVI.

THE COUNTESS TELKA.
/Ilietbuen's

Sispenng Xibrars

THE MILL ON THE FLOSS.
PETER SIMPLE. By

By Robert Barr.

By George Eliot.

Captain Marryat.
MARY BARTON. By Mrs. Gaskell.
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. By Jane Austen.
NORTH AND SOUTH. By Mrs. Gaskell.
JACOB FAITHFUL. By Captain Marryat.
SHIRLEY. By Charlotte Bronte.
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. By S. Baring-Gould.

A CATALOGUE OF

Messrs. Methuen's
PU
Part

Lie ATI ONS

B

General Literature

I.

THE confession^

THE BEECHNUT BOOK.

Jacob Abbot.

by E. V. Lucas.
Square Fca^ Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Edited

[Little

St. Augustine,
OF.
Ntiwly- Translated, with an Introduction
and ilf otes, by C. PiGC/D-Drt l^te' Sludent
of Christ Church.
Third Mditiotti Pott
8vo.
Clotk^zs ; leathery 2s. td.'^pet.
[Library of Devotion.

Illustrated.

}

Blue Books.

-

'

'

W.

F.

Adeney, M.A.

See Bennett and

,

'

Adeney.

of

*Xhfi translation is an excellent piece of
]?nglish, and the introduptioji is a masterly
exposition.
augur well of a series which
begin^ so satisfactorily.
Tihnes.

[Classical Translations..

Jane Austen. PRIDE" and ^pi^pjuDICE. Edited by E. V. LugAs.' ^Twq

AGAMEMNON, CHOEPHO-

JESChyluS.

ROE, .EUMENIDES.

.

Lewis Campbell, LL.D.,
Greek at
.

St.

Andrews.

,

G. A. Aitken.

from,

St.

5s.

.

Square Pott

Anselm,

J.

CIANS.
Walter

Webb, M.A. Pott Svo,'

Crown

-

'.

(with equal brevity) of such value and

interest.'

Pilot.

Atkins. THE RELIEF OF LADYSMITH. With 16 Plans and Illustrations.
Third Edition. Crown %vo. 6s.

J. B.

-With

z6

Edward and
Illustrations.

6s. net.

8vo.

Major-General.

6s,

MA.TAB^li.^^

With nearly ido

GraMalh

CAMPAIGN^,

Illustrations.

Cheaper Edition.

BalfoU*.

THE

Two

Edifiott.

P'olu'mes.

-

1896.

Fourth and

Large Crown

8vo.

LIFte

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

'

65.

OF

Second

Demy Svo,

25s.

net.

seldom, if ever, seen an edition
of any classical author in which what is held
in common with other comment-ators is so,
is original

Zvo^

Large Crown

'We have

and shortly put, and what

Reminjfecences 6f

Bache.

THE DOWNFALL OF PREMPEH. A

THE

THE nicomachean

ETHICS. Edited, -with an Introduction
and Notes; by John Burnet, M.A.,' Prdfessor of Greek at St. Andrew?. ,Z>emy%vo,
.::''
-/
j^s. net.

[Little Library.

Diary of Life in 'Ashianti, 1895. With 21
Illustrations and a Map.
Third Edition.

Professor of Classics in Trinity College,
Toronto. Crown &vo, 2s. 6d^

is

'

BRbTfiER MUSI-

E. S; S. Baden-Powell,

[Library of Devotion.

clearly

&£. net.

Ooinstahce Bache.

2S.^6d.

6a. net.

cloth^

Library.

.

2S.

Aristophanes. TH.E FROGS, Translated
into English by E. W. Huntingford, M.A.

Aristotle.

zs. 6^.)j[e^f^.[Little

Archbishcp .Alex-

Bzfo.

zs.

Pott 8vo, \Eadh volume,

leathery

ABBE^y! Edited by E.
V- I^JJCas. P.ott Svg. Clothy is. 6d.i leather,

OF.'

leather,

;

,

—

NORTHANGER

Selected'

THE DEVOTIONS

Edited by C. C.
Clotk, 2s,

'

Volumes.

.

writings of

the

We

is.,6d.:

D.D., Archbishop. 6f

OF MANY YEARS/

ander.

by

late Professor

THOUGHTS AND^ COUN^

Armagh.
'

.

',

See Swift.

WiUlam Alexander;
SELS'

Translated

Tlie biographer has performed his labour
of love with exemplary skill, with unfailing
tastej and with an enthusiastic admiration for thd genius of the writer and a lyholesoulfed affection for the man.'
Daily Telegraph.
'The stoiyhas all the charm of a revelaIt is written with admirable taste and
tion.
simplicity.
Pall Mall Gazette,
'

,

good

'

General Literature
'
Mr. Balfour has done his work extremely
done it, in fact, as Stevenson himself
would have wished it done, with car* and
skill and affectionate appreciation.
His

well

—

A BOOK OF BRITTANY.

tribute in the last chapter of
the second volume is an admirable piece of

Westminster Gazette.
S. BariZltg^OUld, Author of

With numerous

Svo,

6s.

Uniform in scope and size with Mr.
Baring- Gould '5 well-known books on Devon,
Cornwall, and Dartmoor.

own personal

writing, the tribute of a relative and admirer,
but none the less faithful and discerning.'

Crown

Illustrations.

OLD COUNTRY

LIFE.

Fi/ih Edition.

tions.

With 67 IllustraLarge Cr. Zvo. 6s.
Withnumer-

AN OLD ENGLISH HOME.
ous Plans and Illustrations.

Mehalah,'

*

Cr. Zvo,

6s.

etc.

THE LIFE OF NAPOLEON BONA- HISTORIC ODDITIES AND STRANGE
PARTE.

With over 450

history.'

EVENTS.

Illustrations in

the Text, and zs Photogravure Plates.
Gilt top. Large quarto, 361,
'The main feature of thi^ gorgeous
volume is its great w%^th of beautiful
photogravures and finely-executed wood
engravings, constituting a complete pictorial chronicle of Napoleon I.'s personal

STRANGE EVENTS.
Crown

Zvo.

Buckram.

Baring-Gould and H.

S.

Detny

\to.

'A

rich collection of

grace,andpoeticfancy.'
S. E. BsiOS,

READER.

Crown
'*

8vo.

6s,

Twelve delightful

fairy tales.'

S.

Hawker.

FRENCH

Edition.

trations.

With Vocabulary. Third

Crown

Bvo,

With

Two volumes.
numerous Illustrations.
Vol. I. Devon.
Second Edition. Vol. 11.
Crown Zvo.
CorhWiaU. Second Edition.
6s, each,

Crown

Bvo.

Series.

ss.

[Commercial

Series.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE,
Bzo.

E.

With Vocabulary. Crown

2S. 6d.

Barnes, D.D.

Volumes.

Fcap. Bvo.

With Map.

OF

ENGLISH

Cloihi IS. 6d. net ;

[Commercial

Series.

ISAIAH.

Two

2s.

net each. Vol.

i.

[Churchman's Bible.

Mrs. P. A. Bamett.

A LITTLE BOOK
PROSE.

Pott Bvo.

leather^ 2s. 6d. net,
[Little Library.

R. R. N. Baron, M.A.

CQMPOSITION.
Key,

FRENCH PROSE
Crown

Bvo.

2s,

6d.

3s, net.

H. M. Barron, M.A., Wadham

College,

Oxford. TEXTS FOR SERMONS ON
VARIOUS OCCASIONS AND SUB-

'Bracing as the air of Dartmoor, the
legend weird as twilight over Dozmare Pool,
they give us a vexy good idea of this enchantmg and beautiftildistrict.'— C««rrfz««.

A

zs.

A GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER.

*
A most delightful guidej companion and
instmctoT.*—Scotsman.

THE BOOK OF THE WEST.

Series.

CORRE-

[Commercial

W.

and Historical
With Plans and numerous IllusCrown Zvo, 6s.

2s.

COMMERCIAL

SPONDENCE.

DARTMOOR: A Descriptive
Sketch.

Second

Vocabulary.

Bvo.

With Vocabulary,

:

known biogr-aphy of R.

With

[Commercial

Punch.

THE VICAR OF MORWENSTOW A
Biography. A new and Revised Edition.
With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.
A completely new edition of the well-

humour, pathos,
Saturday Review,

A FRENCH COMMERCIAL

Crown

With

Fairy Stories.

Sheppard.

Baring -Gould, M.A., and H. F. Sheppard, M.A. In 4 Parts. Pfirts /., //.,
Part IV.^ 5*. /« One
VolumeJ French Morocco^ 155,

Edition,

THE CROCK OF GOLD.

F.

6s.

///., 3J. ea^h.

With

numerous Illustrations by F. D. JBcdford.
Second Edition, Cr. Bvo. Buckram. 6s.
*A charming volume.' Guardian.

6s.

Traditional
Ballads and Songs of the West of England,
with their Melodies.
Collected by S.

6s,

OLD ENGLISH FAIRY TALES.

Cr.Bvo.

SONGS OF THE WEST:

—Dmly Chronicle,
Crown

Fi/th Edition.

6s,

English Folk Songs with their Traditional
Melodies.
Collected and arranged by

15;.

numerous Illustrations and Initial Letters
by Arthur J. Gaskin. Second Edition,

Bvo,

STITIONS. Second Edition.

'A most splendid and fascinating book
on a subject of undying interest.^ It is
brilliantly written, and the illustrations are
supplied on a scale of profuse magnificence.

A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES.

6s.

A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG:

Daily Telegraph,

Royal^o,

Cr. Bvo.

STRANGE SURVIVALS AND SUPER-

THE TRAGEDY OF THE C^SARS.
With numerous IIlustraticHis from Busts,
F^th Edition,
Gems, Cameos, etc.

Fz/th Edition,

YORKSHIRE ODDITIES AND

JECTS. With a Preface by Canon Scott
Holland. Crown Bvo 3*. 6d.

2
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lO
C, F.

Fiofessor of Econ-

BastaMe, M.A.,

omics at Trinity College, Dublin.

COMMERCE OF NATIONS.
Crown Bvo

Edition,

THE

THE OECUMENICAL DOCUMENTS, OF THE

T. Herbert Bindley, B.D.

FAITH. With

Second

William Blake.

Hulme Beaman. eons asinorum

A.

;

Fcap.

hunting.

Edited by J.

XJRIMAGE

Poti

Sot.
Cloth, is. 6d.
[Little Library.
net; leather, asCd, net,

H.

C.

Beeching, M.A.

B.D.

Zvo.

2j. 6d.

THE BENIN

Captain.

Second Edition.

Crown

2^.'6d.

A GUIDE TO ETER-

NITY. Edltsd

with an Introduction and
Notes, by J. W. Stanbridge, B.D., late
Fellow of St. John'^.ColIege, Oxford. Poft
Cloth, zs. ; leather, is. 6d, net.
[Library of Devotion.

Zvo.

'

6d,

3J.

Zvo.

Cardinal Bona.

See Tennyson.

F.

A COMMERCIAL

Boon, B.A,

C.

M.Ai. A PRIMER OF
Second Edition,
Crown

GEOGRAPHY OF FOREIGN

'The work of an honest, fearless, and
sound critic, and an excelldnt guide in a
small compass to the books of the Bible,'
Manchester Guardian.

George Borrow. LAVENGRO. Edited
by F. HiNDES Groome. Two Volumes.
Pott Zvo. Each volume, cloth, is. 6d. net

W. H. Bennett,

THE

BzfO.

.

Pott

MASSACRE.

Jacob Behmen. THE SUPERSENSUAL
LIFE. Edited by Bernaso Holland.
J^'ca^. 8»tf.

SOUL'S PIL-

!

A. Boisragon,

William Beckford.
Denison Ross.

THE

Devotional Readings from
his published .and unpublished writings.
Selected and arranged by J. H. .Burn,

Demy

THE HISTORY OF
THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited by E.

[Library of Devotiont

dd. net.

George Body, D.D.

Otho Paget,

H: Jalland.

Illustrated by.G.
zos, 6d.

THE SONG OF

Being Selections from St, BerPott Zvo, ClQth, 2S. ; leather, aj.

nard,

THOUGHTS ON

Peter Beckford.

See Little Library.

Blailand, M.A.

SONGS,

aj.

i>vo.

A practical guide, with many specimen
games, to the game of Bridge.
and
^0.

B.

a guide to BRIDGE. Secmd

OR,

edition,

Zvo.
6s.
historical account of the Creeds,

A

[Social Questions Series.

See Edward FitzGerald.

H. M. Batson.

Introductions and Notes,

Crown

2s, 6d.

BIBLE.

NATIONS. Crown Zvo.

—

A

and W.

W.
F. Adeney.
BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. Crown
H. Bennett

Zvo.

It makes available to the ordinary reader
the best scholarship of the day' in the field
of Biblical introduction.
know pf no
book which cpmes'into competition with it.'

Series.

.

leather, as. 6d. net.

Ritzema

J.

-

[Little Library,

agricultural

Boa.

ZOOLOGY.

Translated by

T,

R. AlNS-

WORTH ElAVls, M.A. With an Introduction
by Eleanor A, Ormerod, F.E,S, With

6d,

7J.

2s.

[Commercial

2S. 6d.

'

We

15s Illustrations.

C.

Beason, M.A.

LORD TENNYSON.
,

,

:

THE WAY OF

C.

.

HOLI-

-

Crown Zvo,

5J.

Bigg.D.D. See St. Augustine,
and William Law.

X Kempis,

THE EPISTLE TO

THE PHILIPPIANS.

Edited by. Fcai.
[Churchman's Bible.
Mr. Biggs' work is very thorough, and
he has managed to compress'a good deal of
Zvo.

IS,

6d, net,

BUDDHA
Year.

E.

'

'

information into a limited space.'

— Guardian,

THE: example of
from

"

Third Edition. [z6ma.

in the

2s..6d.

Bowmaker. THE HOUSING OF
THE WORKING CLASSES; C^own
'

Zvo.

zs.6d',

F. G..

See Parmentier.

C. R. D. Biggs, B.D.

M. Bowden.

Being
:
Quotations
Buddhist Literature for each Day

12 Illustra-

a Devotional Conuuentary on the

119th Psalm.

M. Bidez.

With

Cloth,

,

R. M. Benson.

NESS

[Junior Examination Series.

THE LIFE OF

E.

^s. 6d. ; Leather,
[Little Biographies.

tions. Fcttp, Zvo,
net^

j\s,

3J, 6d.'

JUNIOR LATIN

EXAMINATION PAPERS. Pcaf. Zvo. is.

— Manchester Guardian,

A

Cr. Zvo.

'

Sotting, B,A,

C. G.

[

Social- Qiiestions Series,

Brabant, M.A.

SUSSEX,

illus-

trated by E. H. New. Pott Sot.' Cloth,
3J. ; leather, 3^. 6d, net,
"[Little Guides.

'A charming
information as
—
AthencBum,
'

ten

little

it is

book ; as

full:

of sound

practical in conception,'
.

.

Accurate, complete, and agreeably
Literature,

writ-

'

Miss M. Bfodrick aild Miss Anderson
Morton. A CONCISE HANDBOOK

OF

EGYPTIAN ARCHEOLOGY.

With many Illustrations. CrownZiao.

js.iil.

General Literature
E.

W. Brooks.

0. Browning,

See F.

J.

Hamilton.

C.

OF MEDIEVAL ITALY,

a.d. 1230-1530.
Zvo. ss. each.

page

In Two Vaivmes. Crown
Vol. 1. 1250-1409. Guelphs and Ghibellines.
Vol. II. 1409-1530. The Age of the Con-

—

*

dottieri.

Edited, with an Introduction,
H. Fjsth, M.A. With 39 Illustra6s,
Cr. 8vo,
tions by R. Anning Bell.
'The best " Pilgrim's Progress."'—

byC

Educational Times.

A MANUAL

Burch, M.A., F.R.S.

G. 3.

OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE.

numerous

With

Crown Byo.

Illustrations.

3J.

GOOPS AND

BE THEM. With

Small J^to.
E.

numerous

Bum,

the Bishop of Lichfield.

[Handbooks of Theology.
This book may be expected to> hold its
place as an authority on its Subject.'
Spectator,

H. Buin,B.D., F.R.S.E.

OF

CONSOLATION

SAINTS

A MANUAL
FROM THE

AND FATHERS.

Pott

[Classical Translations.

SELECT ORATIONS

(Pro Milone, Pro
Murena, Philippic 11., In Catilinam). j?ranslaCed by H. E. D. Blak.istor, M.A., Fellow
and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford.

Crown Svo.

F. Brooks, M.A., late Scholar of Balliol
College, Oxford. Crown Svo. 3f. 6d.
[Classical Translations.

DE OFFICIIS.

Lang and W.

THE POEMS

F. A. Clarke,

3. B.

Bury, LL.D.

Zvo, gilt top.

HEART.

'

[

PH'L-

we

it would eventually be
Church Times.
A lucid and informative account, which
certainly deserves a place in every philo-

have long hoped
treated.'
'

D. S.

Scotsman.

Calderwood, Headmaster of the Nor-

mal School, Edinburgh.

TEST CARDS

packets of 40, with Answers.
three Books, price 2</., 2^.,

11.

In three
each.

and

Or

3</.

and A. J. Cailyle, M.A. BISHOP
LATIMER. With Portrait. Crown Zvo.

R. «.

y. 6d,

3s. 6d.

M.D. DISEASES OF THE
With numerous Illustrations.
12s,

[Leaders of Religion.

THE LIFE

a. CollingWOOd, M.A.

OF JOHN RUSKIN.

Cheap Edition.

With

Crown Svo.

M.A.

'

Portraits.

6s.

See Tennyson.

THE BEGINNINGS
OF ENGLISH CHRISTIANITY. With

W. E.

Collins, M.A.

Map.

Crown

Svo.

<

3J.

6d.

[Churchman's Library.

A.
B.

AI.

Cook, M.A.

See E. C. Marchant.

w. Cooke-Taylor. THE factory
SYSTEM. Crown Svo. is. 6d.
[Social Questi9ns^Series.

the passing of the
GREAT QUEEN A Tribute to the Noble

Marie

IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA.

m

W.

.

Svo.

Handbooks of Theology.

Dr.- Caldeeott greats the subject as

sophical library.'

Demy

3. C. Collins,

THE

OSOPHY OF RELIGION IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. Demy 8m
lof. 6d.

Svo.

[Leaders of Religion.

6s.

See Gibbon.

Alfred Caldeeott, D.D.

bishop ken. With

M.A.

Crown

Portrait.

OF

Edited by Andrew
A. Craigie. With Portrait.

Demy

Translated, by G. B.
Svo.
2s. 6d.
[Classical Translations.

Crown

Gardiner, M.A.

E. H. Colbeok,

ROBERT BURNS.

Second Edition.

Translated

by

[Library of Devotion.

Bums.

[Classical 'Translations.

5s,

DE NATURA DEORUM.

ivo.

Cloth^ ss. ; leather^ 2s. 6d. net.

Robert

THE CAROLINE
W. Christian.
ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and
Maps. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

DE

*

3.

OF,

ORATORE I. Translated by
Cicero.
E. N. P. Moor, M.A. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

AN INTRO-

DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
THE CREEDS. Demy iva. loi. 6d.

THE LETTERS

Edited, with an Intro-

.[Methuen's Standard Library.

6s. each.

F.

HOW TO

B.D., Examining Chaplain to

by fasci-

by C. Strachev, and Notes by
A. Calthrop. Two Volumes. Crown Zvo.

Illustrations.

6s.

2s. 6d.

Svo.

Speaker..

'

duction,

[University Extension Series.

Gelett Burgess.

Roberts.

E.

interesting book, illustrated

Lord Chesterfield,
TO HIS SON.

J.

GRESS.

Crown

Illustrations.

An

nating photographs.

—

Bucbau. See Isaak Walton.
MiSB Bulley. See Lady Dilke.
Jolm Banyan. THE PILGRIM'S PRO-

Channer and M.

C.

LACE-MAKING IN THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT. With 16 full-

A SHORT HISTORY

M.A.

II

Coreiii.

:

Life of Victoria Regina.'

Small j^to.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING.
Rosemary
With a

Cotes.

is.

dante'S garden.

Frontispiece.
Second Edition.
2s. 6d. ; leather^ 3s. 6d.

Fcap. Svo. cloth
net.

is.

Sm.4to.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
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THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.

Harold Cok, B.A. LAND NATIONALIZATION. Crmm Svo. as. 6d.
Quesdphs

[Social

V.
W.

Zvo,

TLEMAN.
Volume

J

Cloih,

POEMS

is.

OF.

6d. net

;

leather, 2J. 6d.
{Little Library.

and

E.

Cutts,

Zvo.

^s.6d.

Cloth,

THE

THE

With many- Illustrations,
/» 2 vols. Vol. /., 15;.

Crown

CANTERBURY.

With

Portrait.

'

A

.

.

G. VT. Daniell, M..A.

FpRCE.

With

BISHOP WILBERPortrait.

Crown

ivo.

[Leaders of Religion.

2s. 6d.

Mary C. Sanson and F. G. Crawford.
FATHERS IN THE FAITH. SmallZvo.
Dante

Alighieri.

DANTE.

The

Paget Tovnbee,
Gilt top.

is.

6d.

Notes by F. G. Kitton, and Topographical
Illustrations.

THE PICKWICK PAPERS.

With Illustraby E. H. New. Two Volumes.
pleasant a copy as -any one could
desire. The notes add much to the value of
the edition, and Mr. New's illustrations are

tions
'

M.A. Demy Svo.

Also, Crovm%vo.

THE INFERNO OF DANTE.
by

II.

F. 'Gary.

ToYNBEE, LittD., M.A.
is.

As

also historical. The volumes ipromise well
for the success of the Kditioa.'~~Scotsman,

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY.
tions

by R.

J.

Williams.

With

Illustra-

Two-Volumes.

BLEAK HOUSE.

With Illustrations by
Beatrice Alcock. Two Volumes.
OLIVER TWIST. With Illustrations by E.
H. New.

-

THE OLD CURIOSITY
iriustrations 'by G. M-.

SHOP.

With

Beimelow.

Two

Volumes.

RUDGE. With Illustrations by
LA COMMEDIA Dl BARNABY
Beatrice Alcock. Two Volumes.
Text edited by

Italian
Litt.D.,

fa.

[Methuen's Standard Library.
lated

EDITION.

Crown Zvo. Each Volume, cloth, 3s. 6d.
With Introductions by George Gissing,

-

IS. 6d.

AGAINST GONON AND

THE ROCHESTER

—Scotsntan.

genial reminiscences.
The
designs of the various masters are ext^uisitel^
worthy record of a period that
engraved.
is gone.*
Standard.

2f. 6d,

,

Charles Dickens.

21J. net.

,of

use

Edited with Notes and
Vocabulary, by F. Darwin Swift, M.A.
Fcap. 8z/A 2f

'
The book is abundantly ilhistrated, and
shows what wood engraving was at its-best.'

store

system.

and practical guide, for
schools'and by the general reader.

Zvo.

Crowa

The record of thework of the celebrated
Engravers, containing a Gallery of beautiful Pictures by F. Walker, Sir J. Millais,
Lord Lei^hton^ and other great Artists.
The book IS a history of the finest black-andwhite work of the nineteenth century.

'A

net.
[Little Library.

as.

CALUCLES.

[Leaders of Religion.

Large i,to.

^.6d.

THE metric

Demosthenes.

The Brothers DalZiel. A RECORD OF
FIFTY YEARS' WORK. With 150 Illustrations.

ivo.

A LITTLE

THE OLYNTHIACS
Demosthenes :
AND PHILIPPICS. Translated upon a
new principle by Otho Holland. Crovin

AUGUSTINE OF

D.D.

IS.

by.',

VERSE.- Pom-vo.

6d. net; leather,

Leon DelhoB.
in

Portraits.

L.

Deane.

C.

BOOK OF LIGHT

A theoretical

F. H. E. CunliS^, Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford.
HISTORY OF

BOER WAR.

A.

Edited

Edward Hut-

C}oth,\s. 6d. net; leather,
[Little Library.

Crump, M.A. See Thomas EUwbod.

Flans,

zs. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

See Mary C. Danson.

F. 6. Crawford.

Trans-

See also Paget Toynbee.

THE ENGLISH

Edited by

Pott Svo.

6d. net.

C. G.

net; leather,

'

net.

ton.

..

•

BichaTd Crashaw,
2S.

js. 6d.

Edited by Annie MatheT-wa Volumes.
JSac/t
P.oii Bvo.

.SON.
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by H. F. Gary. Edited by Paget
ToYNBEE, Litt.D., M.A. Posttvo. Cloih,

JOHN HALIFAX, GEN-

Mrs. Craik.

6d. net

lated

6d.

ss.

-IS.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE.

A primer of BURNS.

A. Craigie.

Crown

Cloth,

See Shakespeare.

Craig.

J.

F. Gary,
Edited by
Litt.D., M.A. PotHaii).
leather, as. 6d' net,
[Little Library.

Translated by H.

Paget ToYNBEE,

Series.

Trans-

Edited by Paget
PoltSzro.

Cloth,

6d. net; leniher, vs. 6d. net.
[Little Library.

G. L. Dickinson, M..A., Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge.
GREEK VIEW
OF LIFE. Second Edition. Crown Syo.
2S. 6d.
[UniversityExtension Series.

THE

H. N: Dickson, F.R.S.E., F.R.Met. Soc.
METEOROLOGY. The Elements of
Weather and Climate. Illustrated. Crown
Zvo,

2S.6d.

[University Extension

Series.

,

.

General Literature
Lad7 Dllke, Miss BuUey. and Miss Wbitley. WOMEN'S WORK. CrowH 8vo.
[Social Questions Series.

6d,

2s,

P.H. DitclifieId,M.A., F.S.A.

VILLAGES.
'A

l30ok

lUustrated,

which

for its

Bvo.

One of the best books on village
quiti^ we have seen.' Outlook,

OUR

TOWNS.

2s.

'

Zvo.

.

Zvo,

J.

Crown

EngeL A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE From its Beginning to
:

Tennyson.

Translated from the Gtirman.

Demy Zvo.

7s.

THE WORKMANSHIP OF

Crown Zvo.

^s.

Literary

Second Edition.

and Liturgical Aspects.

W. H. Fairbrother, M.A.

6d.

SOPHY OF

[Churchman's Library.
S.

E. Driver., D.D., Canon of Christ Church,
Re^usFrofessor of Hebrew in the University
of Oxford.

ON SUBJECTS
WITH THE OLD
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CONNECTED
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..
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Duncan

(Mrs.
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Edition.

GENERALELEMENTARYSCIENCE.
Crown Zvo.

gj. 6d.
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The Eaxl of Dm-ham. A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Denty

Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

A reprint of the celebrated

•

Report which
Lord Durham made to the British Government.oh the state of British North America
in 1839. It.is probably the most important
utterance on British Colonial policy ever
published.

Second

35. 6d.

[Little Library.

H. Firth, M. A.

A

CROMWELL'S ARMY:

History pf the English Soldier during the
Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, and the
Protectorate. Crown Zvo. ^s. 6d.
An elaborate study and description of
Cromwell's army by which the victory of
The _' New
the Parliament was secured.
Model? is described in minute detail, and
the
most disone
of
who
is
the author,
tinguished historians of the day, has made
mss.
great use of unpublished

Crown Zvo. 6s.
Dunn, D.Sc, and V. A. Mundella.
Illustrations.

THE PHILO-

GREEN.

net.

C.

Author of

Second Edition.

With XZ4

H.
Zvo.

Edited by
Miss Goodrich Freer and Lord IddesLEIGH. Two Volumes. Pott Zvo. Each
voiumfij ctothf IS. 6d. net; leather, -zs. 6d.

'A Voyage of Consolation.* ON THE
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T.

T.

Crown

Susan Ferrier. marriage.

6s.
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famous '* Introduction. "'—G«««^za«.
S, J.

6d. net.

This is a very complete and convenient
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interestingby the quotation of characteristic
passages from the chief authors.

Dowden, Litt.D. See Shakespeare.
Dowden, D.D., Lord Bishop of Edin

THE PRAYER BOOK;. Its

6s.

Footnotes.

E.

zs, 6d,

burgh.

Zvo.

[Methuen's Standard Library.
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lished.

[University Extension Series.
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Crown

M.A.

a hoon-^— Speaker,

bibliography. is

Demj^

Manchester Guardian.

A PRIMER OF

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition. Crown

A HISTORY OF

12s. 6d.

ThomaB EUwOOd, THE HISTORY OF
THE LIFE OF. Edited byC. G. Crump,

Much sound and well-expressed criticism.

The

Crown
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accuracy in detail, clear arrangement of
facts, and a broad grasp of principles.';

6s.

Second Edition.

railway

BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY.

as. 6d.

%V0.

by

Zvo,
[Social Questions Series.

6d.

H. E. Egerton, M.A.

ENGLISH

Extant at
An Account of Local
the Present Time.
Observances, Festival Customs, and Ancient
Ceremonies yet Surviving in Great Britain.

TENNYSON.

Illusfrated

W. Douglas Edwards. COMMERCIAL
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OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS:
Crown Svo

NORFOLK.

anti-

Introduction
by
With
AoGDSTus Jessop, D.D. Second Edition.
Crown Zvo. 6.P.

W. M. Dixon. M.A.

A. Dntt.

B. C. Boulter.
Poit Zvo. Clotk, 3s.:
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6s.

instructive ^nd
place in every

'
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.

ENGLISH Clement Edwards,

Crown

pictorial value ^sho^ld find a
village lihrary.' -Scotsman.

THE STORY

W.

13^

G.

W. Fisher, M.A. ANNALS OF
SCHOOL. With
SHREWSBURY
numerous

Edward
OF-

Illustrations,

FitzGerald.

Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d.

THE RUBAIYAT

OMAR KHAYYAM.

With a Com-

mentary by H. M. Batson, and a Biography
of Omar by E. D. Ross. 6s.

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
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FitzOerald.

A.

ANDES. Witt

Royal Svo.

Panorama.

30;.

Crown Bvo,

Second Edition.

2 Maps, 51 Illustrations,
^
13 of which are in Photogravure, and a

as^ 6d.

[University Extension Series.

neL
B. Gibbins, D.Litt., M.A., and B. A.
Hadfleld, of the Hecla Works, Sheffield.
A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Crown

H. de

W. Waxde Fowler. M.A.
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Gilbert

White.

[Social Questions Series.
Bvo. ss. 6d.
Fraser. ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations. Edward Gibbon. THE DECLINE AND
Crown Bvo, 6s.
FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE.
—'A classic of cycling, graphic and witty.' A New Edition, edited with Notes,

J. F.

Yorkshire Post,

W, French, M.A.,

Appendices, and Maps, by J. B. Bury,
LL.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin.
In Seven Volumes. Demy Bvo. Gilt top.
Bs. 6d. each,
Also^ Crown Zvo, 6s, each.
'At last there is an adequate modern
edition of Gibbon. . . . The best edition
the nineteenth century could produce.'—

Principal of the Storey
Lancaster.

Institute,

PRACTICAL

CHEMISTRY.

Part i. With numerous
Croivn Svo. is, 6d,
[Textbooks of Technology.
* An
excellent and eminently practical
little book.'
Schoolmaster,

Diagrams.

Manchester Guardian.
'

A great piece of editing.'

Academy.

von Freudenreich. DAIRY
BACTERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE AND WRITof

Ed.

the Use,

Translated by J. R.

Students.

INGS. By Edward Gibbon. Edited,
with an Introduction and Notes, by G.
BiRKBECK Hill, LL.D. Crown Bvo, 6s.
'An admirable edition of one of the most
interesting personal records of a literary life.

AiNSwoRTH Davis, M.A. Second Edition,
Revised. Crown 8vo, ss. &d,
H. W. Fulford, M.A.
THE EPISTLE

OF
IS,

ST.

JAMES.

Edited by. Fca^. %vo.
[Churchman's Bible,

6d. net.

E. V. Lucas.

FoitZvo.

Edited by
Cloth, is. 6d. net;

leather, vs. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

H. B. George, M.A., Fellow of New College,

BATTLES

Oxford.

ENGLISH

OF

HISTORY. With numerous Plans. Third
Edition.
*

Crown

Sva.

6s.

.

—

telligible

—

readers

and instructive to non-military
and has executed it with a large

measure of success.'

Times.

H. de B- Gibbin3/Litt.D., M.A.

IN-

DUSTRY IN ENGLAND: HISTORICAL OUTLINES.
Edition.

Dem-y

With 5 U&ps. Second

8vo.

about Gibbon.
E.

'

Manchester Guardian.

Gibson, D.D., Vicar of Leeds,,
BOOK OF JOB. With Introduction

C. S.

THE

and Notes.

Demy

Bvo.

6s.

[Commentaries on the R.V.

The

publishers are to be congratulated
on the start the series has made.' Times.
'

Mr. George has undertaken a very useful
that -of making^ military affairs in-

task

Its notes and its numerous appendices, are a
repertory of almost all that can be known

CRANFORD.

Mrs. Gaflkell.

'
Dr. Gibson's work is worthy of a high
degree of appreciation. To the busy worker
and the intelligent student the commentary
will be a real boon ; and it will, if we are
not mistaken, be much in demand. "The
Introduction is almost a model of concise,
straightforward, prefatory remarks on the
subject treated.
Atheneeum,

—

10s. 6d.

XXXIX. ARTICLES OF TitE
A COMPANION GERMAN GRAMMAR. THE
CHURCH OF ENGLAND. With an
Crowri Bvo. is. 6d.
Introduction.
Third and Cheaper Edition
THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF ENGin One Volume, Demy Bvo. 12s. 6d.
LAND.; Eighth Edition. Revised. With
Maps and Plans, Crown Bvo. 31.
.[University. Extension Series.

THE ECONOMICS OF COMMERCE.
Crown

Bvo.

is.

[Commercial Series.

6d.

COMMERCIAL EXAMINATION
PAPERS. Crown

Bvo.

is.6d.

[Com&iercial Series.

BRITISH COMMERCE AND COLONIES
FROM ELIZABETH TO VICTORIA.
Third Edition,

Crown Bpo,

aj.

[Commercial

Saries.

[Handbooks of Theology.
We welcome with the utmost satisfaction
a new, cheaper, and more convenient edition
of Dr. Gibson's book. It was greatly wanted.
Dr. Gibson has given theological students
just what they want, and we should like to
think that it was in the hands of every
candidate for orders.' Guardian.
'

THE LIFE OF JOHN HOWARD.

With

12 Illustrations.
Pott Bvo. Cloth, ^s.;
leather, 3*. 6d, net.
[Little Biographies.

See also George Herbert,

General Literature
George GlSSing.

See Dickens.
Fellow of Magdalen
A.
F'ca^.ivo. is, 6d.

LYRA FRIVOL

Third Edition.

VERSES TO ORDER.

Cr. Bvo.

Hiss Goodrich-Freer.

See Susan Fetrier.

as.

6d. net.

THE RURAL

Anderson Graham.

i.

EXODUS. Crown 8»o.

as. 6d.

Granger, M.A.,

S.

OLOGY.

PSYCH-

Second Edition. Crown Zvo.
[University Extension Series.

6d.

as.

Litt.D.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN.
Zvo.

Crown

6s.

A book dealing with
'

and

the evolution of the
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experiences;'

'

A remarkable book. '^-Glas^ow 'Her^lld.

SeealsaUniversity Extension

P.

as. 6d.

%vo.

Gray, B.Sc, formerly Lecturer

L.

Physics in
'

Mason University

in
College, Bir-

THE PRINCIPLES OF
c, MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY
mingham.

:

an Elementary Text-Book. Witl^ 181 Diagrams. Crown &V0.. 3*. 6d.

Backland Green, M.A.,

0.

Assistant Master

Edinburgh Academy, late Fellow of St.
College, Oxon.
NOTES ON

at

John's

GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX.
Zvo.

Crown

3s. 6d.

Notes and explanations on the chief difficulties of Greek and Latin Syntax, with
numerous passages for exercise.
E. T.

THE CHURCH OF

Green, M.A.

CHRIST. CnmmSvo.

THE VAULT OF

A. Gregory.

HEAVEN.

A

Popular Introduction to

Astronomy.

With numerous

Crown

zs. 6d..

Bvo.

Illustrations.

Griffin,

Series.

SELECTIONS

M.A.

FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by.

Pott Svo.
is.

0.

'

Cloth,

IS.

6d. net (leather,

6d. net.

H. Grinlingi

GREAT
,

1845-95.

A HISTORY OF THE
RAILWAY,

NORTHERN

With

Illustrations.

Demy

tvo.

ios. 6d.
' Mr. Grinling has done for a Railway what
Macaulay did for English History.'— rAe

En£ineer.
F.

and

Illustrations.

Haddon, ScD.. F.R.S. HEADHUNTERS, BLACK, WHITE, AND
BROWN. With many Illustrations and a

A. C.

Demy Bva

Map.

15^.

A narrative

of adventure and exploration
Northern Borneo.
It^ contains much
matter of the highest scientific interest.

Hindes Groome.

K, A. Hadfield. See H. de B. Gibbins.

With numerous

See George Borrow.

Demy

Illustrations.

Zvo.

21J. net.
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truest record of a "richly compounded
spirit '' that the literature of our time has

A

.

CrownBvo,

Demy Bvo,

...

preserved.'— Tjotm.

i
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VAILIMA LETTERS.
Portrait

Edition-

With an Etched
by William Stra^jg.
Third
Crown Zvo, Buckram. 6j.

THE LIFE OF R.

STEVENSON.

L.

T.

*

carefully written woi-k, and admire especially
the fairness ^nd sobriety of bis judgment and
the human interest with which he has inspiced a subject which in some hands beconies a mere series of cold abstractions. It
is a work that will be stimulating to the

£. D. Stone, M.A., late Assistant Master at
SELECTIONS
Eton.

FROM THE

ODYSSEY.
A.

Fcap. %vo.

u.

6rf.

See Chesterfield,

Strachey.

'

W. streane. D.D. ecclesiastes.
Fcap. %vo,

Explained.

xs.

student of Roman history.'

'Scholarly, suggestive,

Alfred,

and

OF. Edited, with Notes and an
by J. Churton Collins,
Croiun Bvo, 6s.
[Methuen*s Standard Library.
Also with ID Illustrations in Photogravure
by W. E, F. Britten. Demy 8vo. tos. 6d,
Introduction,

M.A.

E. Stretton. A>HISTORV OF
THE MIDLAND RAILWAY. With

Clement

numerous Illustrations. DemyZvo. T2S.6d.

An

M.A,

H, Strond, D.Sc,

Professor of Physics
College of Science, New-

Durham

•

PRACTICAL PHYSICS.

castle-on-Tyne.
Fully Illustrated.

Crown Svo^

6d,

3J.

[Textbooks of Technology.
F.

SnddardS.

See C. Stephenson.

8vo.

MAUD.
worth.

6s.

REVOLUTION. CtdwnBpo.
Notes,

as. 6d.

AGRICOLA. With Introduction,
Map,

THE EARLY POEMS

By R. F. Davis, M.A.,
Weymouth College.

etc.

Bvo.

Bvo.

net I leather^

ss.

GERMANIA. By

the same Editor.

Wordsworth.
net; leather^

AGRiGDLAANDG-ERMANIA,

Translated
by R. B. TowNSHEND, late Scholar of
\Ti^ity Cdllege, Cambridge. Crown Svo.

the inner way.

Thirty-six

Sermons

for Festivals

Taunton,
JESUITS IN
trations.

A history of the
ENGLAND. With lUus-

DemyZvo.

zis. net.

Three Volumes.

F.

COMMERCIAL
M.A.
ARITHMETIC. Third Edition. Crown

a

Svo.

Taylor.
ij.

6d.

[Commercial

Series.

S.

Gwynn. Three

Edited by
Pott Zvo.

Gwynn.
'.S.
Each volume^

cloth, xs. 6d. net ; leather, zs. 6d. net.
[Little Library.

"

F.

W, Theobald, M.A.
Illustrated.

A

6d.

[Little Library.

PENDENNIS.

Cv^iun Zvo.

INSECT LIFE.
ss. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

*A

history of permanent value, which
covers ground never properly investigated
before, and is xeplete with the results of
original research,
most interesting and
careful book. '—Literature.

xs.

[Little Library.

Volumes. Poit %vo. EackvoluiHe, clothe
If. 6d. netf leather, zs, 6d. net.

Edited, with an Introduction.
PottZvo, Cloth,

[Library of Devotion,

Cloiht

Zvo.

With an Introduction by
Being

by John

ieatkeri 2s. 6d. net.

E. L.

Edited by Elizabeth

Pott

zs. 6d. net.

IN A HOSPITAL, Crown Zvo. 3s. 6d,
W. M. Thacl^eray. VANITY FAIR.

ByA,W. HuTTON,M.A.
2*. ;

J,

[Little Library.

6d. net.

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS

Alice Terton.

[Classical Translations.

''ST. 6d.

Tauler.

zs.

THE PRINCESS.

Crown

ss.

J.Tauler.,

Edited by

OF.

C.Collins, M.A. PottZvo. Cloth,xs.6d.

late Assistant Master at

Crown

[Little Library.

Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by H. C. Beeching,
Cloth, xs. 6f/. net;
M.A.
Pott Zvo.
leather^ zs. 6d. net,
[Little Library.

[University Extensioti Series.

Tacitus.

Edited by Elizabeth WordsPoii Bi/o,
Chthf xs. 6d. net;

IN MEMORIAM.

THE FRENCH

SymeS, k.A.

'

leather^ zs. 6d. net.

CMethaen's Standard Library.
J. E.

elaborate edition of the celebrated

volume which was published in its final and
definitive form in 1853. This edition contains a long Introduction eCnd copiofus Notes,
textual and explanatory. It also contains
in an Appendix-all the Poems which Tennyson afterwards' omitted.

Jonatlian Swift. THE JOURNAL TO
STELLA Edited by GJ A. Aitken.

Crown

THE early

Lord Tennyson.

POEMS

particularly

Bookman.

interesting.'

AiheneeuM.

6d. net.

[Churchmaen's Bible.

in the

M. Ta^or, H.A., Fellow of Gonvilleand
Caius College, Cambridge. A COlfSTl-

TUTIONAL and POLITICAL HISTORY OF ROME. Crown Zvo. js, 6d.
We fully recognise the value of this

See

G. Balfour.

Cliarles
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A. H. Tiiompson.

ITS COLLEGES.
New. Pott Zvo,
3j.

CAMBRIDGE AND
Illustrated by E. H.
Cloth, 3s., ; leather,

td. net.

[Little Guides.

and learned,^ and
is just such a book as a cultured visitor
Scotsman,
needs.
•

It is brightly written
'
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Paget Toyn'bee,

Litt.D.,

M.A.

See Dante.

CHANICS.

^

With

Illustrations.
Second EdiUon.
ivo,
Cloth, 3J. 6(^./ leather, 4J.
[Little Biographies.

12

Fcap.
net.

:

fferatd.

The most welcome t)oolc on our national
game published for years.' 'County Gentleman.
G. E. Troutbecfc
ABBEY. Illustrated by F. D. Bedfokd.
'

Cloth, 3J.

;

By Members

3s. 6d.

A SHORTHISTORY OF ROME.

Fourth

Edition, With 3 Maps. Cr. Bvo, 3s. 6d.
This book is intended for the Middle and
Upper' Fqrpis of Puhlic Schools and for
Pass Students at the Universities. It contains copious Tables, etc.
An original work written on an original
'

plan, and with-'. uncommon freshness and''
vigour. ',—Speaker,

Pott

ANfi ITS COLLEGES.

by E. H. New.

trated

hand-book.'

miniature

delightful

of the University.

Crown Bvo,

Third Edition,

[Little Guides.

A

Bvo.

OXFORD AND OXFORD

College.

.'LIFE.

leather^ 3J. 6d. net.

Glasgow Herald,

Crown

Wells, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Wadham

J.

WESTMINSTER OXFORD

Pott ^0.

and

Illustrations

75

[Textl^ooks of Technology.

3s. 6d.

'

Herbert Trench. DEIRDRE wed and
Other Poems. Crown Zvo. ss.
PhiUp Trevor (Dux). THE LIGHTER
SIDE OF CRICKET. Crown Bm. 6s.,.
'A wholly entertaining book,'— G/flur^tfwi

With

Second Edition.

Diagrams.

Demy ivo. loj.
net.
THE LIFE OF DANTE ALIGHI'ERI.

PRACTICAL ME-

WeUs.

Sidney H.

DANTE STUDIES fi.T^T> RESEARCHES.

Bvo.

Cloth,

3s. !

Illus-

Fi/th' Edition,

leather, jj. 6d. net.
[Little Guides.

;.An admirable and accurate little treatWorld,
attractively illustrated.'

1

ise,

In comeliness, and perhaps in completeness, this work must take the first place.*
'

guide-book.

Pott

'-7-

I.tterature.

Gertrude TuckwelL THE STATE AND
ITS CHILDREN. Crown Bzio. 2S. 6d.
Louisa Twining.

is. 6d.
[Social Questions Series.

W. Wade, D.D. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. With Maps. Crown Brio. 6s.
embodying the best
results of modern criticism, and written
lucidity.'
Examiner,
great
with
'

Careful, scholarly,

THE LIVES OF DONNE,
WOTTON, HOOKER, HERBERT and

Izaak Walton.

SANDERSON.

With an Introduction by
Vernon Blackburn, and a Portrait. 3s. 6d,

THE COMPLEAT ANGLERi
J, BucHAN. Pott Svo.
leather, is, 6d. net.

Grace Warraclt

Cloth.

Edited by
IS. 6d. net

*

See Lady Julian of Nor-

Demy Bi/o.

figures in the public eye.'

C.

L.

6s.

,

A narrative of one of the most attractive
Dcfily Chronicle,

Whibley. See Henley and 'Whibley.
'WUbley, M.A;, Fellow bf Pembroke
College, Cambridge.

GREEK OLIGAR-

THEIR ORGANISATION,
AND CHARACTER. Crown Bvo. 6s.
CHIES

:

the epistle
OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE EPHESIANS. Edited by. Fcap.

0. H. 'Whitaker, m.a.

,

Bvo.

IS.

6d. net,

[Churchman's Bible.

THE NATURAL

HISEdited by
"or SELBORNE.
MiALL, F.R.S., assisted by W.
Waroe Fowler, M. A. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Gilbert 'Wbite.

TORY
L.

C.

[Little Library.'

,

[Methuen's Standard Library.

E. E. WMtfleld.

PRECIS WRITING

wich.

AND OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE.

A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited

Crown ^0,

Mrs. Alfred Waterliouse.
by.

Pott Bvo.

Cloth,

C.

M.A.

Webber.

6d. net; leather,
[Little Library.

is.

2S. 6d. net.

C. C. J. Webl),

F.

0. 'Wetmore.i

Illustrations.

WORKHOUSES AND

PAUPERISM. Crown Bvo.

Bvo.-

6d. net.

THE LAST OF THE
GREAT SCOUTS ('Buffalo Bill'). With

Helen

[Social Questions, Series.

a.

THE HOLY SACRIFICE,

Westminster.

A really first-rate

'

of St. Matthew's,

F.Weston, M.A., Curate

Academy.

See

St.

Anselm.

CARPENTRY AND
many
Crown Bvo.

Illustrations.
3s. 6d.

*An admirable elementary

text-book on

JOINERY.
Second Edition.

With

the subject.'— ^»<Vrf«r.

IS,

[Cqmmercial

Series.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION
THEORY AND PRACTICE.
Bvo.

IN"

Crown

5*

An introduction to Methuen's Commercial
Series treating the question of Commercial
Education fully from both the point of view
of the teacher and of the parent.
[Commercial

Miss Wbitley.

See Lady Dilke.

Series."
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THE ALIEN
W. H. Willdna, B.A.
INVASION. Crown 801;. xs. 6d.

One of the most charming guide books.
Both for the library and as a travelling
companion the book is equally choice and
serviceable.
Academy.
'

[Social Questions Series;
J.

Frome Wllldnaon, M.A. MUTUAL
THRIFT. Crmun 8m m. 6d.
[Social Questions Series.

dener.

'

THE MALVERN COUNTRY.

Illustrated
Cloth, 3s.;
[Little Guides.

by E.. H. New. Pott
leather, 3J. 6d. net.

THE British gar-

W. WiUiamson.
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im.

Devtyivo. ios.6d.
Winterbotham, M.A., B.Sc, LL.B.
JUNIOR ENGLISH Canon
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN HERE
EXAMINATION PAPERS. J'ca^. 8m
AND
HEREAFTER. Crown 8m 31. ed.
[Junior Examination Series.
IS,
[Churchman's Library.
A JUNiOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR. With J. A. E. Wood.
HOW TO MAKE A
numerous passages for parsing and analysis,
Illustrated,

W.WUIiamson, B.A.

DRESS.

and a chapter on Essay Writing. Crown
8zr0.
25, [Methuen's Junior School Books.

&V0,

Second Edition,

Illustrated.
xs. 6d.

OF DICTATION

[Text Books of Technology.

PASSAGES. Sitxh Edition. Crewnivo.

Elizabeth Wordsworth. See Tennyson.
Arthur Wright, M.A., Fellow of Queens"

A CLASS-BOOK

[Methuen's Jutiior School Books.

6d,

IS,

DICTATION AND

EASY

J^cap. Bvo,

E,

Crown

A

SPELLING.

College,

THE MAKERS
jt

Svo,

6il.

Text-book of European History for
Middle Forms.

Slchard Wilton, M.A., Canon of York.

LYRA PASTORALIS
Church, and

Home.

^

:

Songs of Nature,

Poit Svo,

ivo,

Zvo,

in

Hospital.

td.

elementary book adapted for Lower
to accompany the Shorter Latin

Forms

Primer.
B. C. A.

Tindle, F.R.S., D.Sc.

SPEARE'S COUNTRY.
New.

E. H.

SHAKEby

Illustrated

Second Edition,

Pott

is.

Pcap,

6d,

A, B. Wylde.

MODERN

With a Map and a

ABYSSINIA.

Portrait.

Demy Zvo.

iSJ. net.

EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Crownivo, is.
An

GERMAN VOCABU-

LARIES FOR REPETITION.

as, 6d.

WinbOlt, M.A. Assistant Master

Christ's

Crown

[Churchman's Library.

.6s.

Sophie Wright.

A volume of devotional poems.
S. S.

SOME NEW

Cambridge.

TESTAMENT PROBLEMS.

IS,

M. WUmot-BuxtOn.
OF EUROPE. Crown

Zvo.

Cloth, y.; leather, 31. 6d. net.
[Little Guides.

G.

Wyndham, M.P. THE POEMS OF
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. With an
Demy Bvo.

Introduction and Notes.
ram, gilt top, T.OS. 6d.
*

We

have no hesitation

Buck-

in describing

Mr.

George Wyndham's introduction as a
masterly piece of criticism, and all who love
our Elizabethan literature will find a very
Spectator.
garden'of delight in it.
'

W. B. Teats. AN ANTHOLOGY OF
IRISH VERSE. Revised and Enlarged
Crown

Edition.

Zvo.

3J. 6</.

StanOarD Xibrarg

jfflietbucn'B

Crown
MBHOIRS OF

MY

LIFE AND WRITINGS.
Edited by C. Birlcbeck

Edward Gibbon.
L.UD.

The Decline

6s,
8vo.
By LA COMMEDIA Dl DANTE ALIGHIERL The Italian

Hill,

and Fall of the Rohan

Empire. Edited by

J. B. Bury,
Atsot Demy imo.

Seveti Volumes.
8r. &/. each.

LL.D.

Gilt top.

The Natural history of Selborne.
Gilbert White.
Assisted by W.

/«

By

Edited by L. C. MiaU, F.R.S.,

Warde

Fowler, M.A.

THE History of the Life of Thomas Ellwood. Edited by

C. G. Crump, M.A.

Edited by
2ACHARIAH OF MlTYLENE.
Hamilton, D.D.,

and E.

W.

Bidez.

J.

B.

los, 6rf. fiet.

Gilt top.

&s. 6tt.

The Earlypoems OF ALFRED, LORD Tennyson.
Edited by

J.

Churton

Collins,

M.A.

THE JOURNAL TO

STELLA. By Jonathan
Edited by G. A. Aitken, M.A.

Swift.

The Letters of Lord"Chesterpield to
SON.

BURY,

Translated by. F. J.
Brooks. Demy &vo.

Edited by Ljon Farmentler and M.

Demy Zvo.

Edited by Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A.

Demy ^o.

his

Edited by C. Strachey, and Notes by A.
Two Volumes.

Caltbrap.

X3S. 6d. tut,

EVAGRIUS.

Text.
Also,

.

M.A., Litt.D.

The history of

Psellub. Edited by C.

EcTHESis Chronica. Edited by
ro6.

Demy Zvo,

^s, 6d. net.

Professor

Sathas.

Lamb-
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XLhc 3Little

With

Introductions, Notes,

Each Volume^

Foii Svo,

Wbrar^

and Photogravure

Frontispieces.

cloth^ is. 6d, net ; leather, 2s. 6d, net,

'Altogether good to look upon, and to handle.' Outlook,
'A' perfect series.* Pilot,
'
Si. Jatnes's Gazette*
It IS difficult to conceive more attractive volumes.*
'Very delicious little books.' Literature,
* Delightful editions,'
Record.
Edited by
S. Gwynn. Three Volumes.
Pendennis. By W. M. Thackeray. Edited by S.
Gwynn. Three Volumes.
John Halifax, Gentleman. By Mrs. Craik.

VANITY FAIR. By W. M. Thackeray.

Austen.

Edited

Jane Austen.

Edited

GRANFORD.

T-wo Volumes.

By Jane

I'wo Voltttnes,

by E. V. Lucas.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. By

and Notes.

by E. V. Lucas.
The Princess. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Edited
by Elizabeth Wordsworth.
Maud, By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Edited by

MEMORIAM. By

Alfred,

Lord Tennyson. Edited

by H. C. Beechin^, M.A.
Collins,

M.A.

A Little Book of English

Lyrics.

With

Notes.

Gary.

THE PURGATORIO'OF'Dantb.

Translated by H.
Edited by Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A.

F. Gary.

THE ParADISO of DANTE.
Gary.

A

Translated by H. F.
Edited by Paget Toynbee, Litt.D.,.M.A.

Little Book of Scottish Verse. Edited by
T. F. Henderson.

LAVENGRO.

By George Borrow,
Huides Groome. Two Volumes^

Edited by A.

Zhc
Pott
Illustrated

ITS

COLLEGES.

by E. H. New.

CAMBRIDGE AND
Thompson.

Edited by

Marriage,

By Izaak Walton.

Buchan,

By Susan

Good rick • Freer

Lord

by Miss

Edited

Ferrier.

and

Two

Iddesleigh.

Volumes.

Elia,

and the last Essays of Elia. By Charles

Lamb. Edited by E. V. Lucas.

A

Sentimental Journey. By Laurence
Edited by H. W. Paul.

A LITTLE BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.

Sterne.

Edited by

Mrs. Alfred Waterhouse.

MANSIE WAUCH, By

D. M. Molr.

Edited by T.

Xittle ©uiDes

By

Wells,

J.

M.A.

Fourth Edition.

lY.
SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY.
"

~
D.Sc.F.R.S.
_

Illustrated

By B. C.
(_
A. Windle,
New. Second
by E. H. !•
_

Edition,

ITS COLLEGES. By A. Hamilton
by £. H. New.

Illustrated

J.

cloth, 3J.; leather, 3J. 6d, net,

Illustrated

D.Sc, F.R.S.

Edited by E. Denison Ross.

The CoMpleat Angler.

Sz/<?,

The Malvern Country. By

Edited by

Edited by F.

'

F. Henderson.

C. Deane.

OXFORD AND

'

THE HISTORY OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. By

I

A Little Book of light Verse.

-

Prose,

Mrs. P. A. Barnett.

THE INFERNO OF DANTE.

Translated by H. F.
Edited by Paget Toynbe.e, Litt.D., M.A.

Edited by E. V.

Gaskell.
*

William Beckford.

THE EARLY POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
Edited by J. C.

By Mrs.

Lucas.

A Little Book of English

Elizabeth Wordsworth.

IN

Edited by

NowellC. Smith.

THE ENGLISH POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by Edward Hutton.
SELECTIONS FROM WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by
M. Perugini.
EOTHEN. By A. W. Kinglake. With an Introduction

Edited by Annie Matheson.

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.

Selections from Wordsworth.

B. C. A. Windle,

by E. H, New,

SUSSEX. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
H. New.
WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By G.
Illustrated by F. D. Bedford.

NORFOLK. By W. A.

Dutt.

Illustrated

E.

by E.

Troutbeck.

Illustrated

by B. C.

Boulter.

3Little ^ISlograpbtes

Each volume,

Fcap, Svo,

THE Life oe Dante alighierl
Toynbee,' Litt.D., M.A.
Second Edition.

With

12

JHE Life of Savonarola. By
burgh,'

M.A.

With

Portraits

and

cloth, ^s, 6d.

By Paget
Illustrations.

E, L. S. HorsIllustrations,

;

leather, ^s, net.

The Life of John Howard. By E.
D.D., Vicar of Leeds.

With

C. S. Gibson,

12 Illustrations.

THE LIFE OF LORD TENNYSON. By A. C, Benson,
M.A.

With

12 Illustrations.
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ZEbe Xittle

mine

Square

Illustrated,

LUCAS.

FcaJ>, Svo.

'Very elegant and very interesting volumes.'
'

CbflDren

353ooft5 for

Edited by E. V.
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2j, Sd,

Glasgow Herald,

A delightful series of diminutive volumes.'— World.

The series should be a favourite among juueniles.' Observer*
THE Castaways of Meadowbank. By T. Cobb.
The Beechkut Book. By Jacob Abbott. Edited by E. V. Lucas.
The Air Gun. By T. Hilbert.
*

1.
.

2.
3.

Z\se Xibcarg of Devotion
and (where necessary) Notes.

With

Introductioias

Pott SvOy

cIotA, 2J. ; leathery 2s. 6d, net.

The late Bishop of London.
The Bishop of Lichfield.
Well worth the attention of the Clergy.
'The new "Libraryof Devotion "is excellent.' The Bishop of Peterborough,

'This series

is excellent.'

*

'

' delightful. '—CAw^rA Bells.
•Charming.'— ^ewr^/.
The confessions of St. Augustine. Edited by The Psalms of David.

C. Bigg,

Third Edition.

D.D.

THE Christian Year.

W. Ran

Edited by Canon Scott Holland

and H. C. Beeching, M.A.

D.D. Second Edition.

The Imitation of Christ.
D.D.

Edited by B.

dolpb, D.D.

Lyra Apostolica.

Edited by Walter Lock,

Edited by C.

Bigg-,

W.

Stan-

The Inner Way. Edited by A. W. Hutton, M.A.
The Thoughts of pascal. Edited by c. s.

Seco>td Edition,

A BOOK OF Devotions.

Edited by

J.

Jerram, M.A.

bridge, B.D.

On the Love of god.

Lyra Innocentium. Edited by Walter Lock, D.D.
A Serious Call to a devout and Holy Life.
Edited by C. Bigg, D.D.

Little,

Edited by

W.

J,

A MANUAL OF CONSOLATION FROM THE
AND Fathers.

Second Edition,

THE Temple. Edited by E. C S. Gibson, D.D.
A GUIDE TO ETERNITY. Edited by J. W. Stan-

Knox-

M.A.

SAINTS

Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.

THE SONG OF SONGS. Edited by B. Blazland, M.A.
THE DEVOTIONS OF ST. AnSELM. Edited by C.
C

bridge, B.D.

f

J.

Webb, M.A.

^be Commentaries on tbe

WALTER

General Editor,

IRevlseD IDerston
LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,

Dean

Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.
Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by R. B.
'Rackbam, M.A. Demy 8vo, izJ*. 6d,
D.D. Demy 8^0. 6s.

The Book of

Job.

I

IbanDboofts of Ubcolog^
General Editor, A. ROBERTSON, D.D., Principal of King's College, London.
The XXXIX. Articles of the Church of THE DOCTRINE OF THE INCARNATION. By R. L.
Ottley, M.A. Second and Cheaper Edition. Demy
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson. D.D.
Zvo I2J. 6d.
Third and Cheaper Edition in One Volume.
Introduction to the History of the
AN
Demy iruo. las. 6d,
Creeds. By a. E. Burn, B.D. Demy ivo. loj.
6rf.
An Introduction to the History The
philosophy of Religion in England and
M.A., Litt.D.

OF Religion.

By

Second Edition,

Demy

F. B. Jevons,

General Editor,

Svo.

J.

By

America.

los. 6d.

8vt7.

Collins,

Caldecott,

Demy

D.D.

Zbc Cburcbman's 3Libtars
BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E., Examining Chaplain to the

H.

Bishop of Aberdeen.
The Beginnings of English Christianity. Evolution.
By W. E.

Alfred

xof. 6dt

M.A. With Map.

Crown

8vo.

3J. 6rf.

New Testament problems. By Arthur
Wright, M.A. Crown Bvo. 6s.
The kingdom of Heaven Here and HereSOME

after. By Canon Winterbotbam, M.A., B.bc,
LL.B. Crown Bvo. 3s. 6rf.
_^
_
^

Its
The workmanship of the Prayer Book
Dowden,
:

Literary and Litureical Aspects. By J.
D.D. Second Edition. CrowH Bw. gj.

M.

Crown

By,

Bvo,

^.

F.
6d.

B.

Jevons,

M.A., Litt.D.

THE Old testament and the New Scholarship.

By

J. P. Peters,

D.D.

Crown ^o.

6s.

The churchman's Intropuction to the Old
Testament. Edited by A, M. Mackay, B.A.
Crown Bvo. 3s. 6rf.
THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. ByE.T. Green, M.A
Crown Bvo. 6st

Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue
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tibe Cburcbman's. 3BfbIe
J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

General Editor,

Methuen are issuing a series of expositions upon most of the books of
The volumes are practical and devotional, and the text of the
Authorised Version is explained in sections, which correspond as far as possible
with the Church Lectionary.
THE EriSTLE TO THE GALATIANS. Explained by THE Epistle of St. James. Edited by H. w.
Fulford, M.A. Fcafi. Svo. is. 6d, net.
A. W, Robinson, M.A. Fcap. ^o, is. 6rf. ««/.
ISAIAH. Edited bjr W. E. Barnes, D.D., Hulsaean
ECCLESIASTES. Explained by A. W. Streane, D.D.
Professor of Divinity. Two Votumes. 7s.net each.
Messrs.
the Bible.

Fcafi. Bvo.

js.

6d. net.

The EPISTLE TO THE
by

Edited by H. C.

A

Vol.

PHILIPPIANS.

C. R. D. Biggs. D.D.

Explained
zs.6d. net

Fcap. Sva.

I.

With Map.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE
EPHESIANS.

Edited by G. H. Whltaker,

Xea&er0 ot IReligfon
BEECHING, M.A, With Portraits. Crown

series of short biographies of the

and thought of all ages and

countries.

.

M.A

7s, 6d. net.

3J. 6d,

Bvo.

most prominent leaders of

religious

life

.

The following are ready
Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Hutton.
John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Danicll, M.A.
Cardinal Manning. By A. w. Hutton, M.A.
CHARLES Simeon. By tl. C. G. Moule, D.D.
JOHN Keble. By Walter Lock, D.D.
Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Lancelot Andrewes. By E.. l. Ottley, M.A.
At;gustine of Canterbury. By E. L. Cutts,

—

William Laud. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.
John Knox. By F. MacCunn.
John Howe. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
Bishop Ken. By F. A, Clarke, M.A.
George Fox, the Quaker. By T. Hodgkin

John Donne. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
Thomas Cranmer. By A. J. Mason.

Bishop Latimer. By R. M. Carlyle and A.
Carlylo. M.A.
Bishop butler. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.
Other volumes will be announced in due course.

D.D.

J.

Social (Questions ot TLo=^bWQ
DE B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.
Crown 8vo, 2s, 6d.
Trade Unionism— New and Old. By G. Howell. The Factory System. By R. W. Coofce-Taylor.
Third Edition.
THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT TO-DAY. By G. The state and its Children. By Gertrude
Edited by H.

J.

Holyoake.

Tuckwell.

Second Edition,

MUTUAL Thrift. By

Rev.

J.

Frome

Wilkinson,

M.A.

Problems of poverty. By J.

A. Hobson, M.A.

Fourth Edition.

The COMMERCE OF

Nations.

By C.

F. Bastable,

M.A. Second Edition.

THE Alien Invasion. By w. H. Wilfcins, B.A.
The Rural Exodus. By P. Anderson Graham.
Land Nationalization. By Harold Cox,
A Shorter working Day. By H. de B.

B.A.
Gibbins

BACK TO THE Land

:

An

Inquiry

Depopula^tfon. By H. E. Moore.
Trusts, Pools, and Corners.
Jeans.

By Lady Dilke, Miss

Bulley,

and

Miss Whitley.

Socialism and
.

Modern Thought.

By M.

KaufTmann.

THE Housing of the Working

Classes.

By

E. Bowmaker.

The Problem of the Unemployed. By J.

A.

Hobson, B.A.

Life in West London. By Arthur Sherwell, M.A.
Third Edition.

Railway Nationalization.

By Clement Ed-

wards.

and R. a. Hadfield.
"

Women's Work.

Into

Rural

Workhouses and Pauperism. By

Louisa Twin-

ing.

By

j.

Stephen

University and Social Settlements.
Reason, M.A.

By W.

General Literature
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dniveraitg jBi^tcnsion levies
EdUed by J. E. SYMES, M.A., .
Principal of University College, Nottingham.
%vo,
Price {with some exceptions) 2s. 6d,

Crown

A

.

and scientific subjects, suitable for
Each volume is complete in
extension students and home-reading circles.
itself, and the subjects are treated by competent writers in a broad and philospirit.
sophic
books on

series of

historical, literary,

—

The following Volumes are ready
THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By H, The Chemistry of
A HISTORY OF English political Economy.

By L. L. Price, M.A. Third Edition.
PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. By J. A. Hobson, M.A.
Fourth Edition,

Edttiofh

THE EVOLUTION OF PLANT LIFE: Lower
By G. Masses. Illustrated,
AIR AND water. By V. B. Lewes, M.A.

Forms.
Illus-

trated.

The Chemistry of life and Health. By
Illustrated.

C.

M.

Pattison

Agriculi jral Botany.

C. Potter, M.A., F.L.S.
4;, 6d.

Illustrated.

By

Second

Edition.

THE Vault of heaven,
By R.

a- Popular Introduction
A. Gregory. With numerous

Illustrations.

METEOROLOGY. ByH. N. Dickson,
Met. Soc.

F.R.S.E., F.R.

Illustrated.

A Manual of Electrical science.
J.

Burch, M.A.; F.R.S.

THE Earth.

An

iflustrated.

Introduction to

By Evan Small, M.A.
Insect Life. By F.

By George
3J.

Physiography.

Illustrated.

W

Theobald, M.A.

Illus-

trated.

•

the Mechanics of Daily Life. By V,
M.A.

A Text-Book of
M.

M

Illustrated.

to Astronomy.

By A. Sharp.
THE French Revolution. By J. E. Symes, M.A.
PSYCHOLOGY. By S. F. GransfCT, MJA. Second

Victorian Poets.

W. Kimmins, M.A.

Muir, M.A.

By

Fire.

'

de B. Gibhins, Litt.D.. M.A. Bigfttk EdiHon.
Revised. With Maps and Flans. 3J.

P. Sells,

Illustrated.

English Social Reformers. By H. de B.
Gibblos, Litt.D., M.A. Second Edition.
ENGLISH Trade aNd Finance in the Seventeenth Century. By W. A. S, Hewlns, B.A.

English poetry from Blake to Browning.
By W. M. Dixon, M.A. Second Edition.
ENGLISH Local Government. By E. Tenks.
M.A.

THE GREEK View of

By C. L.

Life.

Dickinson.

Second Edition.

Commercial Bevies
Edited by H. DE B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.
commercial Education in Theory and A Primer of Business. By S. Jackson, M.A.
Third Edition, is. 6d.
Practice. By E, E. Whitfield, M.A. Crown
Commercial arithmetic. By e\ G. Taylor,
%vo. 5^.
M.A. Third Edition. is.6d.
An introduction to Methuen's Commercial Series
French Commercial Correspondence. ByS.
treating the question of Commercial Educatipn (ully
^

from both the point of view of the teacher and of
the parent.

Commerce anDColonies from Elizabeth to Victoria. By H. de B. Gibbins,

British

LitLD.,

M.A.

,

Third Editioti.

ss.

Commercial Examination Papers. By H. de
B. Gibbins, Litt.p.^ M.A. is. 6d.
The economics .'of Commerce,
Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. is. td.

by H. de

E. Bally,

S.

Empire. By L. W. Lyde, M.A.

Third Edition.

Third Edition.

By

With Vocabulary. as.6d.

E. Bally.

A French Commercial Reader. By S. E. Bally.
With Vocabulary. Second Edition, ss.
Precis Writing and Office correspondence.
By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. sj.
A GUIDE TO Professions and Business. By H.
iJ.

€d.

The Principles of Book-keeping by Double
Entry. By

sj.

A Commercial Geography of the British

With Vocabulary.

German Commercial Correspondence.

Jones.

A German Commercial Reader. By S.
With Vocabulary,

B.

E. Bally.

J.

E. B. M'Allen, M.A.

Crown

8vo.

ss.

Commercial law. By W. Douglas Edwards, ss.
A Commercial geography of foreign
Nations.

By F.

Crown Sva.

C. Boon, B. A.

Classical ^Translations
Edited lay H. F. Fox, M.A. Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford,
iESCHYLUS—Agamemnon, Choephoroe, Eumenides. HORACE— The Odes and Epodes, Translated

ss

,

by Lewis Campbell, LL.D. ss.
CICERO— De OratOro I. Translated by E. N.

A. Godley, M.Ai

Translated

Moory'M.^.

ClCERO—Select
Philippic

II.,

D. Blalciston,

P.

s^.6d.
-,
-,
Orations (Pro Milone, Pro Mureno,
in Catilinam).

M.A.

fiJ-

Translated by H. E.

„

,

.

j v

-c

CICERO—De Natura Deorum. Translated by F.
Brooks, M.A^ gr. 6d.
eiCERO—be'officus. Translated by G. B. Gardiner,
M.A. Crown Svo. as, 6d.

LUCIAN— Six
•

The Cock, The Ship, Thp

Falsehood).
3s.6d.

by

sf.

Dialogues JNigrinus, Icaro-Menippus,

SOPHOCLES—Electra and
D. A. Morshead, MvA.

TACITUS— Agricola and
R. B. Townshend.

Parasite,

by

Translated

AJax.

The Lover

S. T. Irwin,

o(

M.A.

Translated by E.

ss. 6d,

Germania.

ss. 6d.

Translated by

Messrs. Methuen*s Catalogue
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^etbucn*5 Junior Scbool«:ffiooft6»
Edited by O. D, Inskip, LL.D., and W. Williamson, B.A.
A Class-Book of dictation Passages. By w. A Junior English Grammar. By W. Williamson,
Willianison, B.A.

CrawnZpo.

Sixth EditioHt

B.A.

is.

6ti.

THE Gospel According to
by

A.'

E.

-Ri^bie,

St. Mark. Edited
M.A., jKeadmaster pf the Royal

^favaI School, Eltham.
Svo, IS. 6(i.

With

IhKe

Maps. Crown

With numerous passages for parsing and
and a chapter on Essay Writing. Crown

analysis,
^vo. as.

A

JUNIOR. Chemistry.
By E. A. Tyler, B.A,,
Science Master at Framlinghani College.

'F.C.S.,

With 73

Editedby A.
French Examination' Papers.

By A. .M. M.
Blcventh Editioit.
Key, Issued to Tutors and Private Students
only, to be had on application to the Publishers.
Fifth -EdiHon, Cro-wn^vo. 6s. nee.
LATIN ESAMIWATION PAPERS. By A. M, M.
Stedman, M.A. Eleventh Edmon,
Key {Fourth ^'rfiVwwJissued as above. 6j. net.
Greek EXAMINATION Papers.. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Sixth Edition.
KEY (Second EditionUssued asabove.. 6s. net.
German examination* Papers. By R. J. Morich.
Stedman, M.A.

A

.

,

F&th Edition.

fi

KEY {Second Edition) issued as above.

to Make a Dress.

Second Edition.

By

Croitm Bvo.

Carpentry and Joinery.
Second Edition.

Crown- Bvo.

J.

F. C. Webber.

3s. 6d.

Marie

Wells.

ROMANCE
'

TJIE

STORY OF A DEAD

SELF.

Fourteenth Edition.
SOUL OF LILITH. Eleventh Edit.
Twelfth Editionr

THE
WORMWOOD.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY.

Thirty-Eighth

Edition,
*
The tender reverence of the treatment
and the imaginative beauty of the writing
have reconciled us to the daring of the conception.
This "Dream of the World's
Tragedy", is a lofty and not inadequate
paraphrase of the supreme climax of the
inspired narrative.' Duh.lin Review,
OF SATAN. FortySixth Edition.
'
A very powerful piece of work. . . .
The conception is magnificent, and is likely
to win an abiding place within the memory

THE SORROWS

Stee

M.A., F.C.S.

general knowledge Examination
By A. M. M.

Ste*dman,

Papers.

M.A. Fourth Edition.

Key (Second Edition) issiicd as above,

^s. net.

Examination Papers

in English History. By
J.TaJt Plowden-Watdlaw, B.A. Crown 87fo. as,6d.

By H.

F.I.C.

Stroud, D.Sc, M.A.

3s. 6d,

Millinery, Theoretical and Practical. By
Clare Hill. Crown Bvo, ss.
PRACTICAL Chemistry. By W. French, M.A.
Crown %va. Part I. i^. 6d.

— Fiction

Zvo.

TWO

WORLDS.
O'F
Twenty-Third Edition.
VENDETTA. Nineieentk Edition.
THELMA. Twenty-Seventh Edition.

.

Edition.

Corelli's Novels.

Crown

:

6d.

Physics Examination Papers. By R. E.

CrownVn^o.

is. 6d.

By

Part IL

ARDATH

zs.

sf.Gd.

History AND geographyExaminationPapers.
By C. H.Spence, M.A., Cliftcpi CoUeg*. Seeottd

Full;y Illtistrated,
Practical Physics.
A. E. Wood.

Practical Mechanics. By Sidney H.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

A

Svo.

Svo,

^ccbnologg—n;e£tbooft0 of
W. GARNETT, D.C.L.,and Professor J. WERTHEIMER,

Edited .by

How

6s. net.

Crown

Illustrations.

Scbool :ie£amfnatfon Scries
M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Crown

6s, each.
of man. . . . The author has immepse command of language, and a limitless audacity.
. This interesting and remarkableromance
will live long after much of the ephemeral
literature of the day is forgotten. ...
literary phenomenon . . . novel, and even
siibiime.'—'W. T. Stbad in the Review

. .

A

of Reviews.

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN.
[iSstA Thousand.
*It cannot be denied that "The Master
Christian " is a powerful book ; that it is one
likely to raise uncomfortable questions in
all but the most self-satis$ed readers, and
that it strikes at the root ofthe failure of
the Churches— the decay of faith— in a
manner iwhich shows ahe inevitable disaster
heaping up . . . The good Cardinal -Bonpri
is a beautiful figure, fit to stand beside the
good Bishop in " Les Misirables." It is a
book with a serious purpose expressed with
absolute .unconventionality and passion . .
And this is to say it is a book worth read,

ing.

'

—Exafniner.

—— —

—

—— —

;

—

Fiction
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Anthony Hope'B Novels,
Crown ^7/0. 6s. each.
THE GOD IN THE CAR.

Ninth Edition.
very remarkable book, deserving of
analysis impossible within our limit
brilliant, but not superficial ; well considered, but not elaborated; constructed
jvith ttie proverbiM art that conceals, but
yet allows itself to be enjoyed by readers
lo whom fine literary method is a keen
pleasure.— T%* fTiw/rf.

modest and tender of

*A

'

A

CHANGE OF

AIR. Sixth Edition.

PHROSO.

MAN OF MARK.

Fifth Edition.
Mr. Hope's books, "A Man of
Mark" iMheone which best compares with
" The Prisoner of Zenda."
National Oh-

*0f

all

'

Illustrated

by H. R. Millar.

tale is thoroughly fresh, quick with
vitality, stirring the blood.'— 3"^ James's
Gazette.
.

SIMON DALE.

Illustrated. Six^h Edition.
'There is searching analysis of human
nature, with a most ingeniously constructed
^i^> Hope has drawn the contrasts
plot.
o£ his women with marvellous subtlety and
Times.
delicacy. '

—

THE

KING'S MIRROR.

Third Edition.
In elegance, delicacy, and tact it ranks
with the bes of his novels, while in the wide
range pf its portraiture, and the subtilty
b£ its analysis it sur^i^ses all bis earlier
ventures
Spectator.
'

i

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
Ei/th Edition.
'It is a perfectly enchanting story of love
and chivalry, and pure romance.
The
Count is the most constant, desperate, and

peerless

The

'

server,

ANTONIO.

a

Sixth Edition.

'A graceful, vivacious comedy, true to
j^uman nature. Th« diaraccers are traced
with a masterly hand.' Times.

A

loVers,'

gentleman, an intrepid fighter, a faithful
friend, and a magnanimousfoe.'—C^«ar<fia».

critical

'

QUISANTE.

Third Edition.

The book is notable for a very high

'

liter-

ary qtelity, and an impress of power and
mastery on every page.' Daily Chronicle.

Lucas Malet'& Novels
"

Crown

Svo.
Third

COLONEL ENDERBY'S WIFE.

6j. each.

THE HISTORY OF
CALMADY.

Edition.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.

New

JEdition in

^s.

6d.

?HE WAGES OF SIN. Thirteenth Edition.
THE CARISSIMA. Fourth Edition.
THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fourth
Edition.
\\\ti "The Gateless Barrier" it is at once
evident that, whilst Lucas Malet has pre-

se^ed her

bir^lbright of originality, the
the actual writing, is above even
the high level of the books that were born
before.
Westminster Gazettfi.

artistry,

>

W. W.
Crown
MANY CARGOE S.

Twenty-Sixth Edition.

SEA URCHINS. Ninth Edition.
A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.
Fifth Edition.

'Can be unreservedly refpinmejid'ed to
all who have not lost t^eiy ?ippetitp for
wholesome laughter.' Spectai&r.
*The best humordus book published for

many a t^y'—Bl^k^a^ White.

-

A |:.imited
12s.

A

fancy and reflection bestowed upon its
execution, and in the moving sincerity of its
paithos' throughout, "Sir Richard Calmady
must rank as the great novel of a great
writer.
Literature.
*
The ripest fruit of Lucas Malet's genius.
A picture of maternal love by turns tender
'

and

Spectator.

terrible.'

A" remarkably fine book, With a noble
irtotive and a sound conclusion. '-^i'«/o'/.
*

Novels.

Jacobs'
^vo.

RICHARD

picture finely and amply conceived.
In the strength and insight in which the
story has been conceived, in the wealth of
*

E4ition\

LITTLE PETER. Second Edition,

SIR

Seventh Edition,

Two Volumes. Crown Svo.

3J. bd. each.

LIGHT FREIGHTS.

Illustrated.

Fourth

Edition.

His wit and humour are perfectly irresisMr. Jacobs writes of skippers, and
mates, and seamen, and his crew are the
*

tible.

jolliest lot that
*

Laughter

ever S9\\cd.'—Z>aily_News.

in every

page.'—/^aiV^

Ji^ail,

—

—— —

—

——

——

—

—
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Gilbert Parker's Novels.

Crown
PIERRE AND HIS PEOPLE.

%vo<

The Last Adventures of

tion.

ecuted.
There is
Mr. Parker's sty\6.' ^~Z>aiiy Telesrafh,.

MRS. FALCHION. Fourth EdiHon,.

A splendid study of character;

*

'

THE

'

Illus-

trated.
Seventh Edition.
'
rpusing^ and dramatic tale.
like this is a joy inexpressible.

hook

THEi STRONG; a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

'

WHEN VALMOND CAME to PONTIAC:
Story of a Lost
Edition.
*

Here we

find

—

romance

Fifth

drawn unerringly!

Fourth Edition.
'
Nothing more vigorous or more human
has come from Mr. .Gilbert Parker than this
novel.

L iterature.

*

THE POMP OF THE
Second Edition.

real, breathing)

The character of Valmond
Pall Mall Gazette.

living romance.
is

Napoleon.

fine

THE BATTLE OF

Daily Chronicle.

The

lilus-

'

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
A

OF THE MIGHTY.

*

'

A

;SEATS

Twelfth Mdition.
Mr. Parker has produced a really
A thenaum.
historical novel.
*A great hook.* Biack and White,
trated.

Athenaum.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Second Edition.

•

'Pretty Pierre.

Second Edition.
* The present bpok is full of fine and moving stories of the great North.' Glasgow
Herald.

and finely exstrength and genius in

Stories happily conceived

'

6s, each.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH

Fifth Edi-

'

LAVILETTES.

3*. 6d.

'Unforced pathos, and a deeper knowledge of human nature thanhe has displayed
before, '—Pall Mall Gazette,-

Artlmr Morrison's Novels.
Crown Zvo, 6s. each.
TALES OF MEAN STREETS. Fifth A CHILD OF THE JAGO.
*The book

Edition.

is

Fourth Edition.
a masterpiece.'— /*«//^a//

Gazette.

*A

great

book.

The

is ainazingly effective,
thrilling ^ense of reality.

upon us

author's method.

and produces a

The writer lays
a mastet hand. The book is simply

appalling and irresistible in its interest. It
is humorous also ; withou?: humour it would
not make the mark it is certain to make.'

World.

TO LONDON TOWN.

Second Edition.

new Mr. Arthur Morjrison,
and tender, sympathetic and
Daily Telegraph.

i^This i« the

gracious

human.'

CUNNING MURRELL.

'

Delightful humorous
relief. . . a most artistic- and- satisfactory
B.chxtytm'Oit.*— Spectator.

'Admirable.

.

.

.

Eden PhiUpott's Novels.
Crown Svo. 6s. each.
THE STRIKING IJOURS.

LYING PROPHETS.
CHILDREN OF THE M^ST.

THE HUMAN

BOY. With a

Frontispiece.

Fourth Edition.
'Mr. Phillpotts knows exactly what
school-boys do, and can lay bare their inmost thoughts ; likewise he shows an allpervading sense of humour,' Academy.

,-

SONS OF THE MORNING.

Second

'
^

A

book of strange power and

—Morning Post.

S.

scril?_,ed life

fascina-

of great towns.

FANCY FREE.
Crown

'

Illustrated.
Zvo. 6s.

'Of variety and racy
plenty. ' Dailjf Graphic,

Spectator.

Second Edi-

humour

there

is

Baring-Gould's Novels.

Crown Svo.
ARMINELL. Fifth Edition.
URITH. Fifth Edition.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
Edition.

—

tion.

Edition.
tion.'

Second Edition.
* Tragedy and
comedy, pathos and
humour, are blended to a mcety in this
volume.' World.
'The "whole book is redolent of a fresher
and ampler air than breathes in the dircum-

6s. each.

MRS.

CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.

Fourth Edition.
Seventh

CHEAP JACK ZITA. Fourth Edition.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.

— — ——

—

— —— —

— —

:

FICTION

MARGERY OF QUETHER.

Third

Edition,

JACQUETTA. Third Edition.
KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition.
NO^MI.

BLADYS.
DOMITIA.

Illustrated.

Fourth Edition.

PENNYCOMEQUICKS.

THE

DARTMOOR IDYLLS.
GUAVAS THE TINNER.

Illustrated.

Second Edition.

Fourth Edition:

Illustrated.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE.
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Third

Edition.

Illustrated.

Illustrated.

Second Edition.
Second Edition.

PABO THE PRIEST.
WINIFRED. Illustrated.

THE FROBISHERS.
ROYAL GEORGIE.

Second Edition.

Illustrated.

Robert Barr's Novels.

Crown %vo. 6j. each.
THE MIDST OF ALARMS, Third THE STRONG ARM. Illustrated. Second
Edition.
A book which has abundantly satisfied us
THE VICTORS.
by its capital humour.' Daily Chronicle.
Mr. Barr has a rich sense of humour.'—
THE MUTABLE MANY. Second Edition.

IN

Edition.
*

'

'There

is

much

insight

in- it,

Onlooker.
*A very convincing studjr of American

and much

Daily Chronicle.
Third Edition.
'Of these mediaeval romances, which are
now gaining ground "The Countess
Telda" is the very best we Iiave seen.' Pall
Mall Gazette.
excellent humour.'

^

THE COUNTESS TEKLA.

life in its

A

'

Illustrated.
Fourth Edition.
ivo.
6s.
recital of thrilling interest, told with

'

Baring Gould. See page 34.
Bobert Barr. See above,
George Eortram, Author of The People of

THE YEAR ONE A

Clash of Arms.'
Page of the Frendi
trated.

Crown Zvo.

:

Revolution,

Illus-

6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Ada Cambridge, Author of 'Path and
Crmun
Goal.' THE DEVASTATORS,
^o. 6s,
See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
Bernard Capes, Author of 'The Lake of
Wine.'

'The

PLOTS.

Cromnivo.

and

quite

to turn to

once and again.'

A book of breathless adventure.
'Arousing pleasant

story.'

Athenau^.

THE FOUNDERED GALLEON.
Crown

iaio.

6s.

THE KING OF

Saviour

of

Society.

6s.

'

A

FOOL'S YEAR. Crown Svo. 6s.
strikingly clever story, with pictures
of sporting society convincingly true.'

Pall Mall Gazette.
Marie Corelll See page 32.
L. Cope Comford. CAPTAIN JACOBUS
A Romance of the Road. Cr. ivo. 6s.
S.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
R. Crockett, Author of The Raiders,' etc.
LOCHINVAR. Illustrated.- Second
'

Edition, Crown
'Full of gallantry and pathos, of the
clash of arms, and brightened by episodes of
humour and love.' Westminster Gazette.
BEARER. Cr. ivo. 6s.
Bvo,

6j.

.

THE STANDARD

'A delightful tsit.'—Speaker.
'

Morning Post.

6s.

A

'A

a book

Weatberby Chesney, JOHN TOPP:
PIRATE. Stcend Edition. Crown Svo.

•

6s.

&V0.

market.'

and
worthy of the
is.

ANDAMAN
Crown

6s.

This

Manchester Guardian.

cheerful.'

Maclaren CoDban,

See, also Fleur de Lis Novels.
E. H. Cooper, Author of Mr. Blake of New-

author's best work. *^Mormng' Leader'.

'Ingenious and original.

and particu-

WILT THOU HAVE THIS WOMAN.

stories are excellently fanciful

concentrated

of the sea

World,

healthy, straightforward tale, breezy

Crown Bvo.

'

THE THIRTEEN EVEN-

Crewn Bvo. 6s.
Btargaret Benson.
SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Crown Sot. 3*. 6d.
3. BlounileUe Burton, Author of 'The

A

and
J,

INGS,

An ingenious tale

larly exciting.'

S.

Clopton,'

Times.

incident'

Crown
'

political aspects.'

writing, illuminating slcetches of
character, and constant variety of scene and

SWORD.

unflagging vigour.'— G/(?^tf.

and

'Good

BY STROKE OF

Andrew Balfour.

business

Pilot.

B.

Mr. Crockett at

his hes,t.'—Literature,

M) Croker, Author
Bartons.'

ANGEL.

Crown Svo. ^6s.
'An excellent

of

'

Peggy of the

Second Edition.

'

story.-

Clever' pictures of

Anglo-Indian life abound.
daring and delightful.''—

The

heroine

is

Manchester Guardian.
See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
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Denny. THE ROMANCE OF UP- Algernon Giesing. THE KEYS OF THE
FOLD MANOR. Crown Zvo. 6s.
HOUSE. Crown Zvo. 6s.
A fine tragic story.' Weekly Register.
A story of absorbing interest.' Liver,

C. E.

*

'

picture§queness and real feeling.'^
Si. Jameses Gazette.
Author of 'Sherlock
Conan
Doyle,
A.
Holmes/ 'The White Compariyj' etc.
*

There

is

ROUND THE RED LAMP.
*

Eighth

Crown

Edition.

The book

8vo.
6s.
is far anfi away the ^est

view

that has been vouchsafed us beKind the
scenes of the consulting -room.' Illustrated

London News.

THOSE DELIGHTFUL

AMERICANS.
*A

.

6s.

picture

rattling

J^hird Edi-

Illustrated.

Crown ^vo.

tion.

among his people

in his lonely parish oFthe
one that long -remains with' '^thc
"'""
reader.'—i?d!2^ Telegraph.
George GiSSing, Author of * Demos,' In the
Year of Jubilee,' etc.
TRAVELLER. Second Edition. Crown
hills is

'*

THE TOWN

Zvo.

Sara Jeannette Duncan (Mrs. Everard
Cotes), Author of *A Voyage of Consolation.

pool Mercury.
*
The book is carefully built up, pieoe ^l]y
piece.
The figure of Brant himself mo^ng

life,

and good-tempered throughout.'—
Scotsman.
' The humour
is delicious.'
Daily Mail.
bright

Embree. A
Crown Zvo. 6s.

C. F.

Ernest GlanviHe. THE
Crpwn Zvo. 3J. 6d.

HEART

FLAME.

OF,

Zvo.

Cr<mn

Zvo.

3j: 6d.

MARY HAMIL-

Lord Ernest Hamilton.

TON.

Third Edition: CrownZvo. 6s.
There can be no doubt that we have in
Mary Hamiltop a ii\o^t fascinating s^ory
the most stirring and dramatic historical
romance that has come in our way for a long
time.' Illustrated London News.
*

''

'

.

Crffwn

6d,

THE DESPATCH RIDER.

'

*Alive with the pulsing and clariiorous life
of the wild folk and wild actions with which
it de^Is.
Pi. striking,, well-conceivie^ piece of
work.
Pall Mall Gazette.
*An admirable story, well told. The
characters are full of life, and Ramoncita is

.

KLOOF bride.

THE LOST REGIMENT.
3*.

of American

6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

—

'

really

a delicious

Morning

little creature.'

P.ost.

'The figure of Ramoncita, the heroine, a
Mexican girl of 15, is charming a sketch
and delicatily drawn.
Manchester Guardian.

—

'

H. Findlater.

THE GREEN GRAVES

OF BALGOWRIE.
Cro^nn 8vo.
*

'A
*

Fourth Edition

6s.

A powerful and vivid story.'

truth

Standard.

and strange as

beautiful story, sad
itself.'

Vanity Fair.

A singularly original, clever, and beauti-

ful story.'

Guardian.

Reveals to us a new writer of undoubted
faculty and reserve force.' Spectator.
* An
exquisite idyll, delicate, affecting,
'

—

and beautiful. Black and White.
See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Maxy

etc.

HichenS,

Author

of

'Flames,

THE PROPHET OF BERKELEY

SQUARE.

Second Editioft.

Crown

Zvo.

•

6s.
,

romantic
J.

Robert

Findlater.

Third Edition.
Zvo.

Crown

Zvo.

THE MILLION. CrewnZvo. 6s.
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
Bvo,

THE SUPREME CRIME.

6s.

Cr. Zvo.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Crown Zvo.

6s.

Second

6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
John Oliver HoblseB, Author of 'Robert
Orange.'

THE SERIOUS WOOING.

Crown Zvo. ^s.
Mrs. Craigie is as brilliant as she ever
has been ; her characters are all illuminated
with sparkling gems of description, and the
conversation scintillate^ with .an almost
bewildering blaze.' Atheneeunt;.
AnthOny Hope. See page 33.
'

THE HUMAN

C. J. CutcUffe
Kettle.'

6s.

Second Edition.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels,
Tom Gallon, Author of * Kiddy.' RICKERBY'S FOLLY. Crown. Zvo. 6s.
Dorothea Gerard, Author ^f 'Lady Baby.*

Crown

Edition.

TEREST. Crown Zvo.

6s.

Second Edition.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE.

Violet Hunt.

A narrow way.

OVER THE HILLS
Crown

One continuous

sparkle.
Mr. Hichens
is witty, satirical, caustic, irresistibly humorous.' BirtninghoM. Gazette,
'

IN-

6s.

Hyne, Author

of

*

Captain

PRINCE RUPERT THE

BUCCANEER.

With

Crown

Second Edition.

8

Zvo.

Illustrations.
6s.

MR. HORROCKS, PURSER. Crown
Zvo.
'

6s.

Mr. Horrocks

is a good second to the unCaptain Kettle.' Academy.
Mr. Horrocks is s\xhY\m&.^ —Maneftester

app;i;Qachable
'

Guardiat!^.
_ ' The iPurser is a diverting discovery, and
his adventures are related with vigour.'—
,

_

,

,

Daily Chronicle.

W. W. Jacobs.

See page

33.

Fiction
Henty JRames, Author of 'What Maisie
Knew/
SACRED FOUNT.

THE

Crown ^o.

THE SOFT SIDE.

Second Edition.

6s.

THE journalist.
6s.

mt&iCB Rnch Kelly. WITH hoops
OF STEEL. Crown Zvo. 6s.
'Every chapter
*

with exciting

is filled

Momine" Leader,

incidents. '

A daring and brilliant story of adventiH^.

The novel teems with
with

life

which

is

and

life

character,

always within an ace of

death, and character which curiously blends
the ruffian and the hero.* ^Scotsman.

TRAITS AND
CONFIDENCES. Crown &vo, 6s.

Hon. Emily Lawless.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Lynn Linton. THE TRUE HISTORY
OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON, Christian and

E.

I

Crown

Eleventh Edition..

Commxuiist.
Bvo.

iJ.

THE AUTOCRATS.

Charles K, Lush.

Crown Bvo. 6s.
'A clever_ story of American

life.

atmosphere is convincing
Vanity Fair.
•Eminently readable with clever photographs of American social life.' Standard.

lnaonaugHtaiL

the fortune of

:^RISTINA NACNAB.
^rown Bvo. 6s.
HstcdonelL

Second Edition.

the

A. ^

TERESA. Crown

Bvo.

story

of

6s.

—

Lucas Malet.

See page

33.

THE

BOTH

Here we have Mr. Marsh at his best.'
See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
A. E. WSMason, Author of The Courtship
of Morrice Buckler,' 'Miranda of the Bal'

Giode.

'

;CLEMENTINA.

Illustrated.

6i.

A romance of the most delicate ingenuity

and humour
romance. '

the very quintessence of
Spectator.
.

.

.

L T. lUeade. DRIFT. Crown Bvo.

:

6s.

'Well told, and full of incident and
dharacter.'
World.
A powerfully-wrought story. '—Birmingkamj^ost.
'A powerful story, which treats of the
dfriftingof a man of high intellectual gifts.'
'

,-,

.

§ -^ouri

Circular.

Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s.
* Fresh,
uncon-^entiori'al, and instinct with
human sy mpath^.'^Manc/iester Guardian.
* Miss^Montresor
creates her tragedy out
of passions and necessities elementarily
human. Perfect art.' Spectator.

Arthur Monison.

See page

34.

E. Norris,
THE EMBARRASSING
ORPHAN. Crown Bvo. 6s.

W,

See also Fleur de Lis Ndvels.

OWD BOB, THE GREY

Alfred OUivant.

DOG OF KENMUIR.
Crowti Bvo,
'Weird,

Fi/t/i.

Edition.

6s.

thrilling,

strikingly graphic'

Punch.

'We

admire

this

book ...

It

is

one to

read with admiration and to praise with

Bookman.

enthusiasm.'
*

It is

a

fine, open-air, blood-stirring

be enjoyed by every man and

to

E. Phillips

book,

woman

to

Literature.

MASTER OF

Oppenheim.

MEN. Second Edition, Crown
Gilhert Parker. See page 34.
James Blythe Patten.

DANCER. Crown Bvo.

Bvo,

BIJLI,

6s.

the

6s.

THE FOOTSTEPS OF
A THRONE. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.
A story of pure adventure, with a sensa-

MaxFemberton.
^

tion

Daily Mail.
KING. With IllusFrank Dadd and A. Fbrrestier.

on every page.'

CROWN THEE

I
trations by
Crown Bvo.

6s.

A

*
romance of high adventure, of love and
war.
It is a story of true love, of indomitable will, and of steadfastness that nothing
can withstand.
Daily News.
*
stirring tale.'
Outlook.
'

RiCliard Marsh, Author of * The Seen and
the Unseen."
SIDES OF
VEIL. Second Edition. CrownBvo. 6s,

*

•

*

Varied and clever characterisation and
sympathy with humanity.' Westminster Gazette.
' The
book is bradng as the moor itself.
It has a threefold
interest its
keen
characterisation, its psychological insight,
and its philosophy of life.' PUot.
*

close

cony.'etc.
Crown 8vo.

the

Montresor, Author of Into th^ Highwaysand Hedges.' THE ALIEN. Second

F. F.

whom a dog is dear.'

Its
and. striking.'

s.

Bertram Mitford. the sign of
SPIDER. Fifth Edition.

6s,

Crown Zvo,
a P. Keaxy.
Crown Bpfl,

>
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A

Eden Phill|>OttS. See page
Walter Raymond, Author
Quiet

34.

of *Love and

FORTUNE'S DARLING.

Life.'

Crown Bvo. 6s.
Edith Eickert. OUT OF THE CYPRESS
SWAMP. Crown Bvo. 6s.
*_A tale in which a note of freshness and
individuality is struck, and ^ the delicate
question of.colour is handled with, originality

and i)Ower.

It

has fine thrilling moments.

— S^ec^ator.

The whole story is admirably told. Not
even in "Uncle Tom'sCabin" is. (here anything more exciting than the bloodhound
'

chase after the 'hsTo.'-rTatler.

W. Pett Eidge.
Second Edition.
'

The

story

is

LOST PROPERTY.
Crown

Bva.'

6s.

an interesting and animate
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picture of the struggle for life in London,
with a natural humour and tenderness of its

Scotsman.

own. *

A

simple, delicate bit of work, which
I
will give pleasure to many. Much study of

made him, not mad, but

the masses has

— Times.and—wonder of wonder^— cheerful.'
strong,

A

really delightful life history of a
foundling. Once more we have to
Mr. Pett Ridge for an admirable

London

thank
study of London

life.

Spectator.

'

*

It is

Crown

Illustrated.

a strong

FINLAND. Crown Bvo.

and hate, of
and calm faith.' Leeds

story of love

religious excitement

Mercury,

MY DANISH sweet-

W. Clark Russell.

heart.

Crown 8vo.
Grace Rhys.

Fourth Edition.

Illustrated.
6;

THE WOOING OF

SHEILA. Second Edition, CrownBvo,
*

A

A GALLANT Paul Waineman. A HEROINE FROM
%vq. 6s.

Mrs. M. H. Roberton.

QUAKER.

that are almost unfailing. The boolq is
thoroughljr good. It absorbs as much by its
ingenuity in the use of material as by the
force of Its ima.giTia.tion.'~Academy,
* The^ author tells
his story with great
dramatic intentness, with simplicity, and
strength.*—i?a//y Hews.
*
remarkable, venturesome, painful, and
^
'interesting book. The story is beautifully
told ; it is rare pleasure to read such writing,
so simple, finely balanced, graceful, refined,
yet forcible.' World,

6s.

A really fine book. A book that deserves

to live. Sheila is the sweetest heroine who
has lived in a novelist's pages^ for many a
day. Every scene and every incident has
the impress of truth. It is a masterly romance, and one that should be wdely read
and appreciated. Morning Leader.

'

'^

—

beautiful

and too

little

Crown

Svo.

THE LAND OF THE LOST.
-

6s.

the plot and
skill, and the
author shows himself a master of the art of
depicting human character.'
exciting story . _• ..
passion are managed with

— Glasgow Herald.

Adeline Sergeant. Author of T^e Story of
'

Crown

Svo.

A GREAT LADY.
'

6s.

THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
Crown %vo. 6s.
A pleasant and excellently told story,
'

•

Glasgmv Herald.

natural and fresh.*

A

*
wholesome novel,
incident. '—^/^e/a/or.

w.

F.

Shannoa

Crown Bvo ^s.
Helen Shipton.
.

with

plenty of

the mess deck.
6d.

THE STRONG GOD

CIRCUMSTANCE. Crown Zvo. 6s.
Annie Swan. LOVE GROWN COLD.
Second Edition,

Crown

Bvo.

$s,

One of the strongest books that the
feel that the
author has yet given us.
characters are taken from life. ^ The story
Daily
is told with delicacy and restraint,'
'

We

News.

Benjamin

Swift, Author of

SORDON. Crown Bvo.
'Handled

with a

R. B.

Townshend.

*

Siren City.'

6s.

skill

and a power

country.'

LONE PINE A
:

mance of Mexican Li fe.

,

*An

a Penitent Soul.*

known

—Pall Mall Gazette.

'

W. SatChelL

6s.

Fresh in subject and treatment.'
-^Academy.
An idyll of country life which has the
charm of entire novelty and fresliness.*—
Morning Leader.
* This tale
of Russian and Finnish life is a
most readable and enthralling one. The
story is simple yet strong,, and reveals
intimate knowledge of Finnish life and
manners,
Scotsman.
* A delightful story.'—
Vat'ly Express.
•This lovely tale.
Manchester Guardian.
'A vivid picture of pastoral life in a
'

Crown

Ro6s,

THE SKIRTS

H. B. Marriott Watson.

OF HAPPY

Bvo.

CHANCE.

Illustrated,

Second Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s.
'Mr. Watson's light touch, his genuine
sense_ of humour, his ingenuity, and, above
all, his polished and clear-ciit style will provide genuine entertainment

H. G. Wells.
and other
Bvo.

Pilot,

'

THE STOLEN BACILLUS,

Stories.

Second Edition. Crown

6s.

THE PLATTNER STORY and Others.
Second Edition

Stanley

Crown Bvo,

6s.

•

Weyman, Ai^thor of A Gentleman
*

UNDER THE RED ROBE.

of France.'
With lUustratious

by R.

C. Woodville.

Seventeenth Edition. Crown Bvo, 6s.
Every one who reads books at all must
read this thrilling romance, from the first
page of which to the last the breathless
reader is haled along,' An inspiration of
manliness and coiurage.* Daily Chronicle.
'

,

Zack, Author of

*

Life

is Life.'

DUNSTABLE WEIR.

"

TALES OF

Crown Bvo.

6s.

'*|Zack" draws her pictures with_ great
detail; they are indeed Dutch interiors in
their fidelity to the small things of'liie.'—

Westminster Gazette.
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&e Xfs IHovels

Crown Svo. y. 6ti,
now publishing popular Novels

in a new and most
Ultimately, this Series will contain the following

:

Andrew
To Arms!
Vengeance

is

Balfour.

Mine.

H. C. Balfour.
THE FALL OF THE SPARROW.

Mary

Findlater.

Betty Musgrave.
Jane H. and Mary Findlater.
Tales that are Told.
J. S.

Fletcher.

Jane Barlov.
THE Land of the shamrock.
A Creel of Irish stories.
Unto the west.
the
east
From
J. A. Barry.
Deep.
IN THE Great
E. F..Benson.
THE CAPSINA.
Dodo A Detail of the Dav,
THE VlN'niGE.
J. Bloimdelle-Burton.
In THE Day of adversity.

THE PATHS OF THE PRUDENT.
The BUILDERS.
M. E. Francis.

denounced.

George Gissing.
THE Crown of Life.

:

the clash of arms.
across^the Salt Seas.
servants of sin.
Mrs. CaS^
ANNE MAULEVEREK.

Ada Cambridge.
Mrs. W. E. Clifford.
A WOMAN ALONE.
A nj^H OF SUMMER.
J. Maclaren Cobban.
The Angel of the covenant.

JuUan

Corbett.
A Business in GRj^at Waters.

Cope Comford.

OF Adversity.
Stephen Crane.
Wounds in the Rain.
B. M. Croker.
SONS

A-^state Secret.

Peggy of the Bartons.

Hope DawUsh.

A Secretary .op Legation.
A.

J.

Mary Gaunt.

KIRKHAM'S FIND,
DEADMAN'S.

THE MOVING FINGER.
Dorothea Gerard.

THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED.
K. Murray Gilchrist.
WILLOWBRAKE.

Charles Gleig.
(Iota).

PATH .AND GOAL.

L.

MISS Erin.

Dawson.

Daniel White.

Bvelyn Dickinson.

BUNTER'S CRUISE.

A Handful of

S.

Gordon.

Exotics.
C. F. GosB.

the REDEMPTION OF DAVID CORSON.
E. M'Queen Gray.

my

stewardship.

Elsa.

Robert Hichens.
Byeways.
I.

Hooper.

the SINGER OF MARLY.
Emily Lawless.
HURRISH.

MAELCHO.

Norma Lorimer.
MIRRY-ANN.
JOSIAH'S WIFE.

Edna

Lyall.

Derrick Vaughan. novelist.

Hannah

IJsmch.

An Odd experiment.
Richard Marsh.
The seen and the Unseen,

A Vicar's Wife.
The SIN OF Angels.

marvels and mysteries.

Harris Dickson.
The Black wolf's breed.

MATT'heW AUSTIN.

Menie Muriel Dffwie.

The -Crook of the Bough.

Mrs. Dudeney.

The Third Floor.

Sara Jeannette Duncan.

A Voyage of consolation.
THE Path of a star.
G. Man-rille Fenn.
An Electric Spark.
The Star Gazers.
Children.
A Double knot.
Eli's

Jane H. Findlater.

A Daughter of Strife.
Rachel.

W.

E. Norris.

HIS GRACE.

THE Despotic Lady.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
GILES INGILBY.
AN OCTAVE.
JACK'S FATHER.
A DEPLORABLE AFFAIR.

Mrs. Oliphant.
Sir ROBERT'S FORTUNE.

THE Two MARYS.
THE LADY'S WALK,
THE PRODIGALS.

.

Mary

A. Owen.
THE DAUGHTER OF ALOUETTE.

Mary
An ENGLISHMAN.

L.

Fendered.
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Mrs. Feimy.

A FOREST
THE

E. H. Strain.
Elmslie^s Drag-Net.

Officer.
R. Orton Prowse,
POISON OF Asps.

TIME AND

A Woman OF

Ricliard Piryce.
TliE

Esm6

.

WOMAN.

Duchess of Sutherland.
ONE HOUR AND THE NEXT.

THE Quiet Mrs. Fleming.

W. Pett Ridge.

A Son of the

Benjamin Swift,

state.
Secretary to Bayne, M.P.

siren City.

Morley Roberts.

Victor Waite.

The Plunderers.

Cross Trails.

Marshall Sounders.

Mrs. Walford.
SUCCESSORS TO THE TITLE.
Ferey White.

Rose a Charlitte.

W.

C. Scully.

the white Hecatomb.
between sun and sand.
a vendetta of the desert.

A Passionate

Mrs.

A Gentleman

Pilgrim.
0. N. Williamaon.

KING.

Player.

„

The Adventure of Princess SylviaTj

R. N. Stephens.

AN ENEMY TO THE

Stuart.

FORTYi

christalla.

X.

Aut Diabolus aut

.

:fl3oofis

Mo^b

for

Crown Si/o.
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